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Foreword
Software libraries are important tools in the use of computers. Libraries for scientific and
engineering applications embody expert knowledge of data structures, algorithms,

operating systems, compilers, computer architecture, applied mathematics, and
numerical analysis. Libraries enhance productivity not only by providing
preprogrammed functions, but, what is more important, by providing functions that have
well-understood and documented storage requirements, execution time, and numerical
behavior. Libraries make the architecture of computers more transparent to a user than
programming languages by defining functions at a sufficiently high level for optimization
beyond the capabilities of compilers. The portability of user programs is enhanced with
respect to both performance and numerical behavior. Libraries substantially lower the
cost of computation, improve productivity, and enhance the quality of the end result.
Developments in computer architecture represent particularly strong forces behind the

evolution of libraries for high-performance computers. The new generation of
high-performance architectures, scalable to several trillion operations per second,

consists of thousands of processing units with local memories, and a network
interconnecting the processor and memory units. The performance optimization of
functions to be executed on such architectures requires careful attention to data

allocation, data motion in distributed data structures, memory hierarchies, load
balancing, and scheduling of pipelines. Fundamental changes of classical algorithms may
be required. The efficient use of such scalable computer architectures is beyond the
capability of state-of-the-art compiler technology.
Libraries provide significantly more powerful constructs than those available in most
programming languages. The invocation of a library routine implies that a function be
applied to the objects defined in a programming language, and that information about the
objects be extracted, transformed, or used to generate new objects. The array syntax of
recently introduced programming languages has a profound impact on the interface to a
library and on its functionality and design. The array syntax of programming languages
is in part motivated by the emergence of parallel computer architectures, particularly data
parallel architectures. Concurrency occurs both in applying high-level functions to
disjoint data sets, sometimes defined through a recursive procedure, and in each
application of the function.
The Connection Machine Scientific Software Library (CMSSL)is created for languages
with an array syntax and for data parallel architectures. The CMSSLis designed to handle
concurrent application of a function to disjoint segments of arrays, and concurrent
execution of each application. Concurrent application of the same function to segments
of arrays implies computation on multiple instances, a very important feature for library
routines on scalable architectures. The multiple-instance feature provides concurrency
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control for the library independent of the control structures in the language to which it
is interfaced. The multiple-instance paradigm enhances portability and is a new feature
for scalable architectures.

In the CMSSL,efficient use of the Connection Machine system architecture is
accomplished through a careful choice of data layout, efficient implementation of
interprocessor data motion, and careful management of the local memory hierarchy and
data paths in each processor. The library accepts any data layout that can be specified for
any machine configuration. Internally, library functions may reallocate arrays for
optimum performance, or to establish a common processor configuration for all operands
in a function evaluation. Performance tuning through control of the data allocation is
largely new to data parallel architectures, though some of the issues are analogous to
those occurring in banked memory systems and systems with a cache.
The CMSSLachieves architectural independence with respect to data motion through a
set of communication functions providing a shared memory view of the global address
space. Efficient management of the resources for each processor is achieved through
level 2 and level 3 Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS).Blocking schemes are used
for some BLASfunctions, and for functions such as the Fast Fourier Transform, for which
high-radix algorithms are advantageous with respect to performance.
In summary, the CMSSLis a library for languages with an array syntax and addresses
many new issues related to concurrency control, data allocation and data motion in
distributed data structures, language independence, and scalability. It is our hope that the
CMSSLwill serve the users of distributed-memory architectures well, and that it will
evolve to include a broad set of basic functions frequently used in scientific and
engineering applications, as well as higher-level functions for ordinary and partial
differential equations, optimization, and signal processing.

S. Lennart

son

Director of Computational Sciences, Thinking Machines Corporation
Gordon MacKay Professor of the Practice of Computer Science, Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts
December 1992
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About This Manual
__...

........................................

Objectives
This manual describes the CM Fortran programming interface to the Connection
Machine Scientific Software Library (CMSSL).

This manual describes CMSSL software for the Connection Machine
supercomputer, model CM-5. (Note that throughout this book, statements made
about the CM-200also apply to the CM-2, unless otherwise noted.)

Intended Audience
Anyone writing CM Fortran programs that use the CMSSLsoftware should read
this document.

Organization
This manual is divided into two volumes with fourteen chapters:
Volume I
Chapter 1 Introduction to the CMSSLfor CM Fortran
Describes the contents of the CMSSL.Discusses the data types
supported and explains how to perform CMSSLoperations on
multiple independent data sets concurrently.
Chapter 2 Using the CMSSLCM Fortran Interface
Explains how to include CMSSL routine definitions in CM
Fortran code, and how to compile, link, and execute CM Fortran
programs that call CMSSLroutines.
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Chapter 3 Dense Matrix Operations
Describes the inner product, 2-norm, outer product, matrix

vector multiplication, vector matrix multiplication, matrix
multiplication, and infinity norm routines. Also describes the
routine that performs matrix multiplication routine with external
storage.
Chapter 4 Sparse Matrix Operations
Describes the routines that perform arbitrary elementwise sparse
matrix operations, arbitrary block sparse matrix operations, and
grid sparse matrix operations.
Chapter 5 Linear Solvers for Dense Systems
Describes the in-core linear solvers: Gaussian elimination (LU
decomposition) routines, routines that solve linear systems
using Householder transformations (the QR routines), matrix
inversion, the Gauss-Jordan system solver. Also describes the
external (out-of-core) Gaussian elimination and QR factorization
routines.
Chapter 6 Linear Solvers for Banded Systems
Describes the banded system factorization and solver routines,
which solve tridiagonal, block tridiagonal, pentadiagonal, and
block pentadiagonal systems.
Chapter 7 Iterative Solvers
Describes routines that solve linear systems using Krylov space
iterative methods.
Chapter 8 Eigensystem Analysis
Describes routines that perform eigensystem analysis of dense
real symmetric tridiagonal systems, dense Hermitian systems,
dense real symmetric systems, dense real systems, and sparse
systems. Included are routines that use the Jacobi method, a
k-step Lanczos method, and a k-step Amoldi method. Also
included are routines that reduce Hermitian matrices to real
symmetric tridiagoaal form (and perform the corresponding
basis transformation).
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Chapter 9 Fast Fourier Transforms
Describes the simple and detailed complex-to-complex FFT
routines; the real-to-complex and complex-to-real FFPTroutines;

and array conversion utilities for the real-to-complex and
complex-to-real FFTs.

Chapter 10 Ordinary Differential Equations
Describes routines that integrate ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) explicitly using a fifth-order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg
formula.

ChapterU Linear Programming
Describes a routine that solves multi-dimensional minimization
problems using the simplex linear programming method.
Chapter 12 Random Number Generators
Describes the Fast and VP random number generators.
Chapter 13 Statistical Analysis
Describes the histogram and range histogram routines.
Chapter 14 Communication Primitives

Describes the polyshift operation; the all-to-all rotation,
broadcast, and reduction routines; a matrix transpose routine;
the sparse gather and scatter, sparse vector gather and scatter,

and block gather and scatter utilities; partitioning of an
unstructured mesh and reordering of pointers; the partitioned
gather and scatter utilities; the communication compiler; the

vector move (extract and deposit) routines; routines that
compute block cyclic permutations and permute an array along
an axis; and send-to-NEWS and NEWS-to-send reordering.
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This is the first edition of this manual.
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Notation Conventions
The table below displays the notation conventions used in this manual.
Convention

Meaning

bold typewriter

UNIX and CM System Software commands, command options,
and file names.

boldface sans serif

CM Fortran language elements, such as function and subroutine
names and constants, when they appear embedded in text or in
syntax lines.

italics

Parameter names, when they appear embedded in text or syntax
lines.

bold italics

CM arrays, when they appear embedded in text or syntax lines.

typewriter

Code examples and code fragments.

% bold typewriter

In interactive examples, user input is shown in bold
typewriter and system output is shown in

typewriter

regular typewriter font.

Standard Abbreviations for
Matrix Operations and Matrix Types
The following standard abbreviations are used in the CMSSL CM Fortran
interfaces to identify matrix types. Further abbreviations will be introduced as
more matrix types are supported.

(4
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CMSSL Matrix Type Abbreviations

dense general
dense symmetric
arbitrary elementwise sparse
arbitrary block sparse
grid sparse
tridiagonal
pentadiagonal
block tridiagonal
block pentadiagonal

gen

sym
sparse

block_sparse
grid.sparse

gentridiag
gen..pentadiag

block_tridlag
block_pentadlag

The following standard abbreviations are used in the CMSSL CM Fartran interfaces to
identify matrix operations:
CMSSL Matrix Operation Abbreviations

factorization
inversion
multiplication

factor
Invert
mult

solver

solve

polyshift

pshift
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Connection Machine operation and to suggest improvements in our products.
When reporting an error, please provide as much information as possible to help us
identify and correct the problem. A code example that failed to execute, a session
transcript, the record of a backtrace, or other such information can greatly reduce the time
it takes Thinking Machines to respond to the report.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to the CMSSL
for CM Fortran

This chapter contains general information about the CM Fortran interface to the
Connection Machine Scientific Software Library (CMSSL).The following topics
are included:
* about the CMSSL
* contents of the CMSSLfor CM Fortran
* data types supported
* notes on terminology
* support for multiple instances
* numerical stability for the linear algebra routines
* numerical complexity
* CM Fortran performance enhancements with CMSSL

1.1 About the CMSSL
The CMSSLis a rapidly growing set of numerical routines that support computational applications while exploiting the massive parallelism of the Connection
Machine system. The CMSSL provides data parallel implementations of familiar
numerical routines, offering new solutions for performance optimization, algorithm choice, and application design. The library can be linked with code written
in CM Fortran.
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The CMSSLincludes dense and sparse matrix operations; routines for solving
dense, banded, and sparse linear systems; eigensystem analysis routines; fast
Fourier transforms; routines for solving ordinary differential equations; a routine
that solves minimization problems using the simplex linear programming
method; random number generators; and histogramming routines. The library
also provides a set of communication functions that offer a strong base for the
development of computational tools. These functions support computations on
problems represented by both structured and unstructured grids. Many CMSSL
routines have been implemented to allow parallel computation on either multiple
independent objects or a single large object. Over time, the CMSSLwill continue
to grow into a complete set of standard scientific subroutines.

1.2 Contents of the CMSSL for CM Fortran
The CM Fortran interface to the CMSSLconsists of a set of library routines and
a safety mechanism.

1.2.1 Library Routines
Listed below are the operations included in the CMSSLfor CM Fortran on the
CM-5.

Dense Matrix Operations

* Inner Product
The multiple-instance inner product routines compute one or more
instances of an inner product of two vectors. Each single-instance
inner product routine computes the global inner product over all
axes of two source CM arrays. The inner product either overwrites
the destination, is added to the destination, or is added to a second
variable. For complex data, routines that take the conjugate of the
first operand are provided.

* 2-Norm
The multiple-instance 2-norm routine computes one or more instances of the 2-norm of a vector. The single-instance 2-norm
routine computes the global 2-norm of a CM array.

2
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Outer Product
The outer product routines compute one or more instances of an
outer product of two vectors. The result either overwrites the destination CM array, is added to the destination CM array, or is added
to a second CM array. For complex data, routines that take the conjugate of the second operand vector are provided.

* Matrix VectorMultiplication
The matrix vector multiplication routines compute one or more matrix vector products. The result either overwrites the destination CM
array, is added to the destination CM array, or is added to a second
CM array. For complex data, routines that take the conjugate of the
matrix are provided.

* VectorMatrixMultiplication
The vector matrix multiplication routines compute one or more vector matrix products. The result either overwrites the destination CM
array, is added to the destination CM array, or is added to a second
CM array. For complex data, routines that take the conjugate of the
matrix are provided.
* Infinity Norm
Computes the infinity norm(s) of one or more matrices.

* MatrixMultiplication
The matrix multiplication routines compute one or more matrix
products. The result either overwrites the destination CM array, is
added to the destination CM array, or is added to a second CM
array. Routines that take the transpose of either or both operand
matrices (or the conjugate of either matrix, for complex data) are
provided.

* MatrixMultiplicationwith ExternalStorage
This routine performs the operation Y = Y + AX where Y,A, and X
are matrices and A is too large to fit into core memory.
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* Sparse Matrix Operations

* Arbitrary ElementwiseSparse MatrixOperations
These routines compute the product of an arbitrary sparse matrix
with a vector or dense matrix. The user application must store the
non-zero elements of the sparse matrix in a packed vector. An asso-

ciated setup routine provides options that may improve
performance.

* ArbitraryBlock SparseMatrix Operations
These routines compute the product of a block sparse matrix with
a vector or a dense matrix. Operand elements are gathered from the
source vector or matrix, and product elements are scattered to the
product vector or matrix, using pointers provided by the application. An associated setup routine provides options that may improve
performance.

* GridSparseMatrix Operations
These routines perform matrix vector, vector matrix, and matrix
matrix multiplication in which the operand arrays are distributed
across the points of a regular structured grid. These routines support
multiple instances and block matrices.
* General Linear System Solvers (In-Core)

·

GaussianEliminationRoutines
* LUfactorizationroutine
This routine uses Gaussian elimination (with or without
partial pivoting) to factor one or more instances of an
m x n matrix A into a lower triangular matrix L and an
upper triangular matrix U, A=LU.

* LU solver routines
These routines use the triangular factors L and U pro-

duced by the LU factorization routines to produce
solutions to the systems LUX=B or (LU)TX=B. B may represent one or more right-hand sides for each instance of
the systems of equations.

4
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* Triangularsystemsolvers
("LUfactor applicationroutines")
These routines use the factors produced by the LU factorization routines to solve triangular systems of equations.
Included are routines for solving one or more instances of

triangular systems of equations of the form LX=B,
LTX=B, UX=B, and UTX=B.B may represent one or more
right-hand sides for each instance of the systems of equations.
* LU utility routines

The CMSSL also provides a set of utility routines
associated with the LU factorization routine. For example, there are routines that explicitly compute L and U
from the representation used internally in the factorization routine; save and restore internal LU information to
or from a file; and estimate the infinity norm of each
matrix A- 1 .

* Routinesfor Solving Linear Systems Using Householder
Transformations

* QRfactorizationroutine
This routine uses Householder transformations (with or
without column pivoting) to factor one or more instances
of an m x n matrix A, m > n, into a trapezoidal matrix Q
and an upper triangular matrix R, A=QR. (When you
specify pivoting, each matrix A is factored into three matrices: A = QRP-1 , where P is the permutation matrix that
corresponds to the pivoting process.)
* QRsolver routines
These routines use the Q and R factors produced by the
QR factorization routines to solve one or more instances
of the systems of equations QRX=B or (QR)TX=B. (With
pivoting, these equations become QRP-1X = B and
(QRP-)TX=B.) B may represent one or more right-hand
sides for each instance of the systems of equations.
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riangularsystemsolvers
("QRfactor applicationroutines")
These routines use the factors produced by the QR factorization routine to solve triangular systems of equations
(trapezoidal systems for Q). Included are routines for
solving one or more instances of triangular systems of
equations of the form RX=B and RTX=B, and trapezoidal
systems of the form QX=B or QTX=B. B may represent
one or more right-hand sides for each instance of the systems of equations.

* QR utility routines
The CMSSL also provides a set of utility routines
associated with the QR factorization routine. For example, there are routines that explicitly compute R from the
representation used internally in the factorization routine;
extract and deposit the diagonal of R; save and restore
internal QR information to or from a file; apply the pivot
permutation matrix to a supplied matrix or vector; and
estimate the infinity norm.

* MatrixInversion
This routine inverts a square matrix A using the Gauss-Jordan routine.

* Gauss-JordanSystem Solver
This routine solves (with partial or total pivoting) a system of equa-

tions of the form AX-B using a version of Gauss-Jordan
elimination. B represents one or more right-hand sides.
General Linear System Solvers (External)

* GaussianEliminationwith ExternalStorage
External LUfactorization routine
This routine uses block Gaussian elimination with partial
pivoting to reduce an n x n matrix A to triangular form,
where A is too large to fit into core memory.

6
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External LU solver routine
Given the factors computed by the external LU factorization routine, this routine solves AX = B for an arbitrary
number of right-hand sides.

QRFactorizationand LeastSquaresSolutionwithExternalStorage
* ExternalQRfactorizationroutine
This routine uses block Householder reflections to perform the factorization A = QR, where the matrix A is
m x n (with m > n) and is too large to fit into core
memory.

* ExternalQRsolver routine
Given the factors computed by the external QR factorization routine, this routine solves AX = B for an arbitrary
number of right-hand sides.
Banded Linear System Solvers

* BandedSystem Factorizationand SolverRoutines (Unified")
These routines factor and solve tridiagonal, block tridiagonal, pentadiagonal, and block pentadiagonal systems. One routine performs
the factorization. A second routine uses the resulting factors to
solve one or more instances of systems of equations of the form
LUX = B, where L and U are lower and upper (respectively)
bidiagonal or block bidiagonal, or lower and upper (respectively)
tridiagonal or block tridiagonal matrices, or permutations thereof.
B represents one or more right-hand sides for each system of equations. You can choose from several algorithms: pipelined Gaussian
elimination, pipelined Gaussian elimination with pairwise pivoting,
substructuring with cyclic reduction, substructuring with balanced
cyclic reduction, substructuring with pipelined Gaussian elimination, or substructuring with transpose.
•

Banded System Factorization and Solver Routines
These routines perform the same operations as the banded solvers
described above, and are included in the library primarily for compatibility with the CM-200. For each type of system, the library
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provides separate factorization and solver routines as well as one
routine that both factors and solves.
·

Iterative Solvers

* Krylov-Based Iterative Solvers
Given a matrix A, a right-hand-side vector b, and a preconditioner
M = Mi*M 2, such that A = M 1-lAM2- 1 , these routines solve the
system Ax = b using Krylov space iterative methods. Any matrix
operations and preconditioning steps are provided by the user using
a reverse communication interface.
* Eigensystem Analysis of Real Symmetric Tridiagonal Systems

* Reductionto TridiagonalForm
and CorrespondingBasis Transformation
These routines reduce one or more real symmetric or complex Her-

mitian matrices to real symmetric tridiagonal form using
Householder tragsformations. After this reduction occurs, for each
instance, you can transform the coordinates of an arbitrary set of
vectors from the basis of the original Hermitian matrix to that of the
tridiagonal matrix, or vice versa.

* Eigenvaluesof Real SymmetricTridiagonalMatrices
This routine computes the eigenvalues of one or more real symmetric tridiagonal matrices using a parallel bisection algorithm.

* Eigenvectorsof Real SymmetricTridiagonalMatrices
This routine computes the eigenvectors corresponding to a given set
of eigenvalues for one or more real symmetric tridiagonal matrices,
using an inverse iteration algorithm.
* Eigensystem Analysis of Dense Hermitian Systems
·

Eigensystem Analysis of Dense Hermitian Matrices
This routine computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of one or
more real symmetric or complex Hermitian matrices.

8
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* Eigensystem Analysis of Dense Real Symmetric Systems

* GeneralizedEigensystemAnalysis of Real SymmetricMatrices
Given a CM array containing one or more real symmetric matrices
A, and a CM array containing corresponding positive definite

matrices B, this routine solves AQ = BQX, computing the
eigenvalues X and, if desired, the eigenvectors for each instance.

* EigensystemAnalysis of Real SymmetricMatrices
UsingJacobi Rotations
This routine computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of one or
more real symmetric matrices using Jacobi rotations.

* Selected Eigenvalue and Eigenvector Analysis Using a k-Step
Lanczos Method
This routine finds selected solutions {X,x} to the real standard or
generalized eigenvalue problem Lx = XBx. B can be positive semidefinite and is the identity for the standard eigenproblem. The
operator L must be real and symmetric with respect to B; that is, BL
= L-1B. The algorithm used is a k-step Lanczo's algorithm with implicit restart.
* Eigensystem Analysis of Dense Real Systems

· Selected Eigenvalue and Eigenvector Analysis Using a k-Step
Arnoldi Method
This routine finds selected solutions {X,x} to the real standard or
generalized eigenvalue problem Lx = Bx. B is symmetric and can
be positive semi-definite; it is the identity for the standard eigenproblem. The algorithm used is a k-step Amoldi algorithm with
implicit restart.
* Eigensystem Analysis of Sparse Systems
The Lanczos and Arnoldi routines described above also apply to
sparse systems.
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Fast Fourier Transforms (FFIS)
• Simple Complex-to-Complex FFT
Performs a complex-to-complex Fast Fourier Transform in the
same direction along all axes of a data set.

* DetailedComplex-to-ComplexFFT
Allows separate specification of the transform direction, scaling
factor, and addressing mode along each data axis in a complex-tocomplex FFT. Can improve performance over the Simple FF in
some cases. Supports multiple instances.
* Real-to-Complex and Complex-to-Real FFBS
The real-to-complex FFT computes the Fourier transform of real
data; the complex-to-real FFT transforms conjugate symmetric sequences.

* Array ConversionUtilities
These utilities convert real arrays into complex arrays suitable for
input to the real-to-complex FFT, and convert complex arrays
(supplied in the format produced by the complex-to-real FFT) to
real arrays.
* Ordinary Differential Equations

* ExplicitIntegrationof OrdinaryDifferentialEquations
Using a Runge-Kutta Method
The initial value problem for a system of N coupled first-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs), dyi(x)/dx =fi(x, Yl,..., YN) i=l,
..., N consists of finding the values yi(xl) at some value xl of the
independent variable x, given the values yi(xo) of the dependent
variables at xo. This routine solves the initial value problem by
integrating explicitly the set of equations above using a fifth-order
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg formula. Control of the step size during
integration is automatic. The evaluation of the right-hand side and
possibly the scaling array for accuracy control are provided by the
user through a reverse communication interface.

10
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* Linear Programming
·

Dense Simplex
This routine solves multidimensional minimization problems using
the simplex linear programming method. The goal is to find the
minimum of a linear function of multiple independent variables. In
the standard formulation, the problem is to minimize the inner product cTx subject to the conditions Mx = b, 0 < x < u, where M is an
m x n matrix, c is a coefficient vector, and cTx is referred to as the
cost. The upper bound vector u may be infinity in one or more components.

* Random Number Generators (RNGs)

* FastRNG
This lagged-Fibonacci RNG is faster than the standard RNG in-

cluded in CM Fortran. It generates either real or integer
pseudo-random numbers, allows user-controlled reinitialization
and checkpointing, and allows users to save and restore the RNG
state table.
*

VP RNG

This lagged-Fibonacci RNG produces identical streams on CM
partitions of different sizes. It generates either real or integer
pseudo-random numbers, allows user-controlled reinitialization
and checkpointing, and allows users to save and restore the RNG
state table.
* Statistical Analysis

* Full Histogram
The full histogram records the distribution of all values within one
or more source fields. Successive calls can provide an accumulation
of totals.

* RangeHistogram
The range histogram records the distribution of values within specified ranges of values within one or more source fields. Successive
calls can provide an accumulation of totals.
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Communication Primitives

* Polyshift
This routine performs multidirectional and/or multidimensional
array shifts in an array geometry.
* All-to-All Rotation (previously called "All-to-All Broadcast")
Given a real or complex array and a designated axis, this routine
performs an in-place, stepwise rotation of every array value on the
axis to every location along the axis.

* All-to-AllBroadcast
Given source and destination CM arrays of the same type, with
rank(destination array) = rank(source array) + 1, the all-to-all
broadcast routine copies each instance of a source vector to the destination array and replicates it along a selected axis (the "broadcast
axis") of the destination array.
* All-to-All Reduction
Given source and destination CM arrays with rank(source array) =
rank(destination array) + 1, the all-to-all reduction routine combines sets of vectors within the source array and places each result
in a corresponding vector of the destination array.

* Matrix Transpose
Given a CM array of any type and two designated axes, this routine
exchanges the two axes and returns the result in a second CM array.

* SparseGather Utility
These routines gather elements of a vector into an array using pointers supplied by the application. Pre-processing is performed by an
associated setup routine.

* SparseScatter Utility
These routines scatter elements of an array to a vector using pointers supplied by the application. Pre-processing is performed by an
associated setup routine.

12
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* SparseVectorGather Utility
These routines perform the same operation as the sparse gather routines, except that the sparse vector gather operates on vectors rather
than individual data elements.
* Sparse Vector Scatter Utility
These routines perform the same operation as the sparse scatter routines, except that the sparse vector-scatter operates on vectors rather
than individual data elements.

* Block Gatherand Scatter Utilities
These routines move a block of data from a source CM array into
a destination CM array. The arrays must have the same rank (_ 2),
type (integer, real, or complex), precision, and layout, with at least
one serial axis and at least one parallel axis. The gather or scatter
operation occurs along a single, specified serial axis. In the simplest
case, a block of data elements is moved from a two-dimensional
source array (with one serial dimension and one parallel dimension)
to a similar destination array. You can add instances by extending
the parallel axis or by adding more axes (which may be serial or
parallel).

* Partitioningof an UnstructuredMesh and Reorderingof Pointers
These routines allow you to reorder an array of pointers derived
from a mesh so that the communication required by subsequent
partitioned gather and scatter operations is reduced. Four routines
are provided:

* Given an element nodes array that describes an unstructured mesh, one routine produces the corresponding dual
connectivity array.
* Given a dual connectivity array, a second routine returns
a permutation that reorders the mesh elements to form
discrete partitions.
* Given a pointers array and a permutation, a third routine
reorders the pointers array along its last axis using the
permutation.
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* Given a pointers array, a fourth routine changes the

pointer values for improved locality and returns the
renumbering mapping.
If you derive a pointers array from a mesh, reorder it using the permutation returned by the partitioning routine, and then supply these
reordered pointers to the setup routine for the partitioned gather or
scatter operation, the setup routine takes advantage of data locality;
the communication required by the gather or scatter is reduced.

* PartitionedGather Utility
These routines perform the same operations as the sparse gather and
sparse vector gather routines. If you supply a pointers array that is
reordered along its last axis to achieve data locality, the partitioned
gather takes advantage of this locality, reducing communication
time.

* PartitionedScatter Utility
These routines perform the same operations as the sparse scatter
and sparse vector scatter routines. If you supply a pointers array that
is reordered along its last axis to achieve data locality, the parti-

tioned gather takes advantage of this locality, reducing
communication time.

* CommunicationCompiler
A set of routines that compute and use message delivery optimizations for basic data motion and combining operations (get, send,
send with overwrite, and send with combining). The communication compiler allows you to compute an optimization (or trace) just
once, and then use the trace many times in subsequent data motion
and combining operations. This feature can yield significant time
savings in applications that perform the same communication operation repeatedly. The communication compiler offers a variety of
methods for computing a trace.

* VectorMove (Extractand Deposit)
This routine moves a vector from a source array to a destination
array of the same rank, data type, and processing element layout.
An associated utility routine returns processing element layout and
subgrid shape information for any CM array.

14
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* Computationof Block CyclicPermutations
This routine computes the permutations required to transform one
or more matrices from normal (elementwise consecutive) order to
block cyclic order, and vice versa.

* Permutationalong an Axis
This routine permutes the rows or columns of one or more matrices,
using a permutation that is supplied in an array.
* Send-to-NEWSand NEWS-to-Send Reordering
On the CM-200,these routines allow you to change the ordering of
specified axes of a CM array from send to NEWS ordering or viceversa. On the CM-5,these routines have no effect because send and
NEWSordering are the same. They are provided only for compatibility with the CM-200. (Refer to the CM Fortran documentation set
for information about send and NEWS ordering.)
Table 1 lists the CMSSLroutines for CM Fortran on the CM-5, along with the
chapters that describe them.
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Table 1. CMSSL Routines for CM Fortran.
Operation

Inner product

Chapter

3

Routines

gen_innerproduct

gen_inner_product_noadd
geninner_product_addto

geninner_productcl
gen_inner_productcl _noadd
gen_inner_productcl _addto
gbl_gen_innerproduct

gbl_gen_inner_product_noadd
gbl_gen_innerproduct_addto
gbl_gen_inner_product_cl
gbl_gen_inner_product_cl_noadd
gbl_gen_inner_product_cl_addto

2-norm

3

gen_2_norm
gbl_gen_2_norm

Outer product

3

gen_outer_product

gen_outer_productnoadd
gen_outer_product_addto
gen_outer_product_c2

genouter_productc2noadd
genouter_product_c2_addto

Matrix vector
multiplication

3

gen_matrix_vector_muit

gen_matrix_vector_multnoadd
gen_matrix_vector_multaddto
gen_matrix_vector_multcl
gen_matrix_vector_mult_cl

noadd

gen_matrix_vector_multcl_addto
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Table 1 (Continued)
Operation

Chapter Routines

Vector matrix
multiplication

3

gen_vector_matrix_mult

gen_vector_matrix_multnoadd
gen_vector_matrix_multaddto

gen_vector_matrix_mu
ltc2
genvector_matrix_mult_c2_noadd
gen_vector_matrix_mu_..c2addto
Infinity norm

3

gen_infinity_norm

Matrix multiplication

3

gen_matrix_mult
gen_matrix_mult_noadd
gen_matrix_mult_addto

genmatrixmult_tl
gen_matrix_mult_tl_noadd
genmatrix_mult_t _addto
gen_matrix_mult_hl

gen_matrix_multh1_noadd

gen_matrixmult_hladdto
genmatrixmult_t2
gen_matrix_mult_t2_noadd

gen_matrix_mult_t2addto
gen_matrix_mult_h2

gen_matrix_mult_h2_noadd
gen_matrix_muth2_addto

genmatrixmulttl_t2
gen_matrixmulttl_t2_noadd
gen_matrix_multtl _t2addto

Matrix multiplication
with external storage
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Table 1 (Continued)
Operation

Arbitrary elementwise
sparse matrix
operations

Chapter

4

Routines

sparse_matvec_setup
sparse_matvec_mult
sparse_mat_gematenmault

deallocate_sparse_matvec_setup
sparse_vecmat_setup

sparse_vecmatmult
genmat_sparse_mat_mult
deallocate_sparse..vecmat_setup

Arbitrary block
sparse matrix
operations

4

block_sparse_setup
block_sparse_matrix_vector_mult
vector_block_sparse_matrix_mult

block_sparse_matgen_matmult
gen_mat_block_sparse_..mat_mult

deallocate_block_sparse_setup
0I

Grid sparse matrix
operations

4

grld.sparsesetup
gridsparse_matrlx_vector_mult
vector_grld_sparse_matrixmult
grid_sparse_mat_en_mat_mult
genmat_gri.dsparse_mat..mult
deallocate_gridsparse_setup

Gaussian
elimination

5

gen_lu_factor

save_genlu
restore_geniu
gen_lu_solve
gen_lu_solve_tra

gen_lu_apply_l_inv
genlu_apply_u_inv
gen_lu_apply_l_inv_tra
gen_lu_apply_u_inv_tra
gen_lugetl
gen_lu_getu
genlu_nfinlty_norm_inv
deallocate_gen_lu
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Table 1 (Continued)
Operation

Chapter Routines

Linear system solvers
using Householder
transformations

5

gen_qrfactor
save_gen_qr
restore_gen_qr

gen_qr_solve
gen_qr_solve_tra
gen_qr_apply_q
gen_qr_apply_q_tra

gen_qr_apply_r_lnv
gen_qr_apply_r_lnv_tra
gen_qr_get_r

gen_qr_apply_p
gen_qr_apply_p_inv

gen_qr_zeroows
gen_qr_extractdlag
gen_qr_deposit_dlag
gen_qr_infinity.norm_inv
gen_qr_r_infinity_norm_nv
deallocate_gen_qr

Matrix inversion

5

gen_gjjnvert

Gauss-Jordan
system solver

5

gen_gj_solve

Gaussian
elimination
with external storage

5

gen_lufactor_ext
gen_lusolve_ext

QR factorization and
least squares solution
with external storage

5

gen_qrfactor_ext
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Table 1 (Continued)
Operation

Chapter

Banded system
factorization and
solver routines
(unified)

6

Banded system
factorization and
solver routines

6

Routines

gen_banded_factor
gen_banded_solve

deallocatebanded

gentridiagfactor
gen_tridlag_solve
gentridiag_solve_factored
gen_pentadiagfactor
gen_pentadlag_..solve

gen_pentadiag_solve_factored
block_tridiagfactor
block_tridiag_..solve
block_trldiag_solve_factored
block.pentadiag_factor
block_pentadiagsolve
block_pentadiag..solve_factored

I

deallocatebanded solve
Krylov-based
iterative solvers

7

gen_itersolve_setup
gen_iter_solve

deallocateitersolve
Reduction to
tridiagonal form and
corresponding basis
transformation

8

Eigenvalues of real
symmetric tridiagonal
matrices

8

sym_tridiag_elgenvalues

Eigenvectors of real
symmetric tridiagonal
matrices

8

symtridlag_eigenvectors

sym_tred

sym_to_trldlag
tridlag_to_sym
deallocate..sym_tred

I
t

k,
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Table 1 (Continued)
Operation

Chapter

Eigensystem analysis
of dense Hermitian
matrices

8

Routines

symtred.eigensystem

Generalized eigensystem 8
analysis of real symmetric
matrices

symtred_genelgensystem

Eigensystem analysis
using Jacobi rotations

8

symJacobi_eigensystem

Eigensystem analysis
using a k-step Lanczos
method

8

sym_lanczossetup

Eigensystem analysis
using a k-step Arnoldi
method

8

Complex-to-complex

9

symlanczos
deallocate_sym_lanczos.setup
gen_arnoldisetup
gen_arnoldi
deallocate_genarnoldi_setup

FFr

fftsetup
fft

ffLdetalled
deallocatefft_setup

Real-to-complex and

9

m_setup

fftdetailed

complex-to-real FFT

deallocate_fft_setup

Array conversion
utilities for the FFT

9

Explicit integration of

10

real_from_complex
complex_fromreal
ode_rkf_setup

oderkf

ODEs (Runge-Kutta)

deallocate_ode_rkf_setup

Dense simplex
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Table 1 (Continued)
Operation

Fast RNG

Chapter

12

Routines

nitializefastrng

fastrng
savefastrng_temps
restore_fast_mg_temps

fastmg_statejfield
fastmg_residue
reinitialize_fastrng
deallocatefast_rng
VP RNG

12

initialize_vp_mg
vp_mg
save..vp_rnmgtemps

restore_vpmgtemps
vp_mg_statej_feld
vp_rng_residue

reinitializevp_mg

deallocatevp_rng
Full histogram

13

histogram

Range histogram

13

histogram_range

Polyshift

14

pshit_setup

pshift_setupooped
pshift
deallocate.pshift.._setup

All-to-all rotation

14

all_to_all_setup

allto all
deallocate alltoall

22

All-to-all broadcast

14

allto_allbroadcast

All-to-all reduction

14

all to all reduce

Matrix transpose

14

gen_matrix_transpose

setup
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Table 1 (Continued)
Operation

Chapter

Sparse gather

14

Routines

sparse_util_gather_setup

sparse_util_gather
deallocate_gather_setup

Sparse scatter

14

sparse_util_scatter_ setup

sparseutil_scatter
deallocatescatter_setup

Sparse vector gather

14

sparse_utl_vec..gather_setup

sparse_util_vec_gather
deallocate_vec_gather_setup

Sparse vector scatter

14

spamrseutilvec_scatter_setup

sparse_util_vec_scatter
deallocate_vec_scatter_setup

Block gather and
scatter utilities

14

Mesh partitioning,
pointer reordering

14

block_gather

blockscatter
generate_dual
partition_mesh

reorder_polnters
renumberpointers

Partitioned gather

14

part_gather_setup
part_gather

partvector_gather
deallocate_part_gathersetup

Partitioned scatter

14

part_scatter_setup

partscatter
partvector scatter
deallocate_partscattersetup
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Table 1 (Continued)
Operation

Communication
compiler

Chapter Routines

14

comm_setup
comm_get
comm_send

commsendadd
comm_send_and

commsend_max
comm_send_min

comm_send_or
comm send xor
comm_setoption
deallocate_com m_setup

Vector move

14

vectormove

vector_move_utils

(extract and deposit)
Computation of block
cyclic permutations

14

compute_fe_block_cyclic_perms

Permutation along

14

permute_cm_matrix_axis_from_fe

14

sendto

an axis
Send-to-NEWS and
NEWS-to-send

news

news_to_send

reordering

1.2.2

Safety Mechanism
The CMSSL safety mechanism offers two basic features: it synchronizes the
CM-5 processing elements and partition manager so that you can pinpoint the
area of code that generated an error, and it performs error checking and reports
errors at several levels of detail. You can use the CMSSLsafety mechanism either
by setting an environment variable or by using library calls within a program.
The safety mechanism is described in Chapter 2.
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1.3 Notes on Terminology
1.3.1

Data Types
Throughout this manual, the terms "real" and "complex" refer to both single-precision and double-precision data, unless otherwise noted. For example, an array
described as a "complex CM array" can be either single-precision complex or
double-precision complex.

1.3.2 Array Axis Descriptions
In array descriptions throughout this manual, row and column axes are distinguished as follows:
* "The axis that counts the rows," "the row axis," and row_axis refer to axis
I in Figure 1.
* "The axis that counts the columns," "the column axis," and colaxis refer
to axis 2 in Figure 1.

00 *

0

000

0

*0

row axis = axis 1
This axis counts the rows.

*

*0

·

*· 00
0·
0

0
0

0

0

0

000
·

*

column axis = axis 2
This axis counts the columns.

Figure 1. Row and column axes.

1.3.3 Processing Elements and Subgrids
Some sections of this manual contain implementation and performance information, and use the term processing element. The CMsystem component that serves
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as the processing element depends on the CM Fortran execution model. Under
the vector-units model, a processing element is a vector unit. Under the (SPARC)
nodes model, a processing element is a SPARCprocessing node. The CM Fortran
utility CMF_NUMBER_OFPROCESSORS
returns the number of processing elements available in the current execution model.
The mapping of array elements to processing elements is performed by the runtime system, and depends on the number of processing elements available to
execute the program. You can control this mapping using the detailed axis descriptors of the CMF$LAYOUT
directive, or using the CM Fortran utility CMF_
ALLOCATE_DETAILED_ARRAY.

The elements of an array residing within one processing element are said to be
local to that processing element. The subgrid associated with a processing element consists of the array elements that are local to the processing element, as
well as any "garbage elements" (padding) required by the size constraints
involved in mapping array elements to processing elements. The subgrids of an
array are all the same size and are located at the same memory address within
each processing element. The subgrid extent of an axis is the number of array
elements in the subgrid along that axis.
An axis is local if the array elements along the axis reside within one processing
element. An axis is non-local or global if the array elements along the axis span
multiple processing elements.
In most cases, you do not need to understand the implementation of a CMSSL
routine at the level of processing elements in order to use the routine. Implementation and performance information is provided for users who want to tune and
optimize their code.

1.4 Data Types Supported
Table 2 shows the data types supported for each CMSSLoperation. Within each
subroutine call, all CM array arguments must match in data type and precision,
unless the argument descriptions indicate otherwise.
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Table 2. Data TypesSupported by the CMSSL for CM Fortran.

Operation

Integer

Real-4

Data Type
Real-8 Cmplx-8 Cmplx-16

Inner product
2-norm
Outer product
Matrix vector multiplication
Vector matrix multiplication
Infinity norm
Matrix multiplication
Matrix multiplication with external storage

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Arbitrary elementwise sparse matrix operations
Arbitrary block sparse matrix operations
Grid sparse matrix operations

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

Gaussian elimination
Linear solvers using Householder transformations
Matrix inversion
Gauss-Jordan system solver
Gaussian elimination with external storage
QR factorization with external storage

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Banded system solvers

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

X

x

x

x

X

x

Iterative solvers
Reduction to tridiagonal form
Corresponding basis transformation
Eigenvalues of real symmetric tridiagonal matrices
Eigenvectors of real symmetric tridiagonal matrices
Eigensystem analysis of dense Hermitian matrices
Generalized eigenanalysis of real symmetric matrices
Eigensystem analysis using Jacobi rotations
Selected eigenvalues/eigenvectors (Lanczos)
Selected eigenvalues/eigenvectors (Amoldi)
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Table 2 (Continued)
Datatlpe
Operatlon

Integer

Real-4

Real-8

Simple complex-to-complex FFT
Detailed complex-to-complex FFT
Real-to-complex FFT
Complex-to-real FF1

Array conversion utilities

X

X

Cmplx-8 Cmplx-16

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ODEs (Runge-Kutta method)
Dense simplex

28

Fast RNG
VP RNG

X

X

X

xX

xX

xX

Histogram
Histogram range

X

X

X

X

X

X

Polyshift

X

X

X

x

x

All-to-all rotation
All-to-all broadcast
All-to-all reduction

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Matrix transpose

X

X

X

X

X

Sparse gather utility
Sparse scatter utility
Sparse vector gather utility
Sparse vector scatter utility
Block gather and scatter utilities
Mesh partitioning, pointer reordering
Partitioned gather utility
Partitioned scatter utility
Communication compiler

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Vector move

X

X

X

X

X

Computation of block cyclic permutations
Permutation along an axis

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Send-to-NEWS, NEWS-to-send reordering

X

X

X

X

X

X
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1.5 Support for Multiple Instances
Many CMSSLroutines support multiple instances: that is, they allow you to perform multiple independent operations on different data sets concurrently. Table 3
shows which operations currently support multiple instances in CM Fortran.
Table 3. CMSSL Support for Multiple Instances in CM Fortran.

Operation

Instances
Single Multiple

Inner product
2-norm
Outer product
Matrix vector multiplication
Vector matrix multiplication
Infinity norm
Matrix multiplication
Matrix multiplication with external storage

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Arbitrary elementwise sparse matrix operations
Arbitrary block sparse matrix operations
Grid sparse matrix operations

x
x
x

Gaussian elimination
Linear solvers using Householder transformations
Matrix inversion
Gauss-Jordan system solver
Gaussian elimination with external storage
QR factorization with external storage

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

Banded system solvers

x

x

Iterative solvers

x
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ITable3 (Continued)
Instances
Single Multiple

Operation

Reduction to tridiagonal form
Corresponding basis transformation
Eigenvalues of real symmetric tridiagonal matrices
Eigenvectors of real symmetric tridiagonal matrices
Eigenanalysis of dense Hermitian matrices
Generalized eigenanalysis of real symmetric matrices
Eigenanalysis using Jacobi rotations
Selected eigenvalues/eigenvectors (Lanczos)
Selected eigenvalues/eigenvectors (Arnoldi)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Simple complex-to-complex FFT

x

Detailed complex-to-complex

FFT

X

X

Real-to-complex FFT
Complex-to-real FFT
Array conversion utilities

x
x
x

x
x
x

ODEs (Runge-Kutta method)

x

Dense simplex

x

Fast RNG
VP RNG

30

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

X
x

Histogram
Histogram range

x
x

Polyshift

x

x

All-to-allrotation

x

x

All-to-all broadcast
All-to-all reduction

x
x

x
x

Matrix transpose

x

x
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Table 3 (Continued)

Operation

Instances
Single Multiple

Sparse gather utility
Sparse scatter utility
Sparse vector gather utility
Sparse vector scatter utility
Block gather and scatter utilities
Mesh partitioning, pointer reordering
Partitioned gather utility
Partitioned scatter utility
Communication compiler

x
x
x
X
x
x
x
x
x

Vector move

x

Computation of block cyclic permutations
Permutation along an axis

x
x

x
x

Send-to-NEWS,NEWS-to-send reordering

x

x

x

x

1.5.1 Defining Multiple Independent Data Sets
To perform a CMSSLoperation on multiple independent data sets concurrently,
you must embed the multiple independent instances of each operand or result
argument in a CM array. The axes of the array fall into two mutually exclusive
groups:
* The data axes define the geometry of the individual instances of the operand or result.
* The instance axes label the multiple instances.
For example, Figure 2 illustrates a matrix vector multiplication operation in
which four independent products are computed simultaneously. The four destination vectors are embedded in a two-dimensional CM array with one data axis (the
vertical direction in the figure) and one instance axis; the four source vectors are
similarly embedded in another CM array. The source matrices are embedded in
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a three-dimensional CM array. The instances within each array are labeled 1
through 4.

=z

+

instanceaxis
destination

destination

vector

vector

+

(source matrix

X

source
vector

----

Figure 2. A multiple-instance matrix vector multiplication problem.

The structure defined by the data axes is the object of interest - the logical unit
on which the routine operates. This structure is sometimes referred to as a cell.
The instance axes define the geometry of the larger structure, orframe, in which
the cells are embedded. The three-dimensional array shown in Figure 2 is a
frame containing four two-dimensional cells.
The product of the extents of the instance axes is the total number of instances.
The product of the extents of the data axes is the size of the cell.

1.5.2

Notation Used for CM Arrays and Embedded Matrices
Throughout this book, CM array names are printed in bold italics. If a CM array
contains multiple instances of a matrix, the same name is often used for the CM
array and each matrix instance it contains. The name is printed in bold italics to
denote the CM array, and in italics to denote the embedded matrix. For example,
the text might refer to "a CM array A containing one or more matrices A."
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1.5.3 Rules for Data Axes and Instance Axes
When you organize your data to form cells and frames for a multiple-instance
operation, follow these rules:
* All operand and result arrays must have the same number of instance axes.
* Counting up through the axes of the arrays, starting with axis 1 and excluding the data axes, corresponding instance axes must occur in the same
order in each operand or result array.
* The corresponding instance axes of each operand or result array must have
identical extents. In some cases (indicated in the man pages for specific
routines), corresponding instance axes must also have identical layout
directives.
* The extents of the data axes must be defined so that the operation makes
sense. For example, in matrix multiplication, the data axis extents of the
operand and result matrices must obey the standard rules for axis extents
in matrix multiplication. Specific requirements for data axis extents are
provided in the descriptions of individual routines in later chapters.
* Except where explicitly noted, the CMSSLsupports all combinations of
layout directives for data axes and instance axes. The layout that results
in best performance depends on the operation. However, in most cases
performance is best when the cells are local to a processing element. To
achieve this state, use the detailed axis descriptors of the CM Fortran
CMF$LAYOUT
directive. Instance axes are typically defined as parallel
axes (:news or :send). Some of the descriptions of individual routines in
this book contain specific information about optimizing array layouts.
Most CMSSLroutines impose few or no restrictions on where the instance axes
can occur in an array. This flexibility helps yoiu avoid the transposes you might
have to perform if, for example, instance axes were required to be the last axes
of an array. (Transposes involve communication, and therefore exact a performance price.)

1.5.4 Specifying Single-Instance vs. Multiple-Instance Operations
CMSSLroutines that support multiple instances have the same calling sequence
for single-instance and multiple-instance operations. The methods you must use
to specify single-instance and multiple-instance operations depend on the type of
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routine you are calling. Specific information is provided in the man pages
included in Chapters 3 through 14. Several examples are discussed below.

Example 1. Matrix Vector Multiplication
When you call the matrix vector multiplication routine, gen_matrix_vector_mult,
the dimensionality of the arguments you supply determines whether the routine
performs a single-instance or multiple-instance operation, as follows:
* To perform a single-instance operation, specify each vector argument as
a one-dimensional CM array and each matrix argument as a two-dimensional CM array. (Alternatively, you declare these arguments to have more
dimensions, but all instance axes must have extent 1.)
* To perform a multiple-instance operation, embed the multiple instances of
each vector argument in a CM array of rank greater than 1, and embed the
multiple instances of each matrix argument in a CM array of rank greater
than 2.
This routine requires you to specify which axes you are using as data axes for
each matrix or vector argument. Chapter 3 provides details.

Example 2: Solving Linear Systems Using Householder
Transformations (In-Core QR Factorization and Solver Routines)
Figure 3 through Figure 5 show how a multiple-instance problem is set up for the
in-core routines that solve linear systems using Householder transformations (the
"QR" routines). The three-dimensional array A in Figure 3 contains four matrices
to be factored (four instances of the matrix A). Each matrix A has dimensions m
x n, and is (optionally) contained in a larger matrix embedded in the array A. The
data axes, which count the rows and columns of the matrices, can be any two
axes of the array A; you need not use the first and second axes for this purpose.
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Figure 3. The matrices to be factored have size m X n
and may be contained in larger matrices embedded in A.

Figure 4 shows four instances of the linear system AX = B. The right-hand-side
matrices B are embedded in the array B; you must use the same axes to count the
rows and columns of the instances in B as in A. The parameter r represents the
number of columns, or right-hand-side vectors, in each matrix B; thus, each B has
size m x r.

A

n
A'A

N
X

A

=

B

Figure 4. The linear systems AX = B

Upon completion of the solver routine, the first n rows of each matrix B are overwritten with the least squares solution to AX = B, as shown in Figure 5. For more
information about the QR routines, refer to Chapter 5.
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Solutions to
AX = B

B

Figure 5. The matrices embedded in the array B are partially overwritten with
the solutions when the solver routine completes.

Example 3: Fast Fourier Transforms

When you call the Detailed complex-to-complex FFT (CCFFT) routine, you can
supply a multidimensional CM array and specify whether you want to perform
a forward transform, an inverse transform, or no transform along each axis. You
can also specify axes along which no transform is performed but address bits are
reversed. The axes that are transformed or bit-reversed are the data axes, and
define the cell; the axes along which you perform no transformation are the instance axes.
The Simple CCFFT performs a transform along each axis of the supplied array,
and therefore does not support multiple instances.
In addition to the CCFFT,the CMSSLprovides a real-to-complex FFr (RCFT)
for computing the Fourier transform of real data, and a complex-to-real FFT
(CRFFT)for the transformation of conjugate symmetric complex sequences. The
Fourier Transform of a real or conjugate symmetric sequence can be computed
using half the storage and half the arithmetic of a CCFFT.The RCFFT and CRFFT
support multiple instances in a manner similar to that of the CCFFr.
For detailed information about multidimensional and multiple-instance FFTs, refer to Chapter 9.
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Example 4: Polyshift

The polyshift routines perform multidirectional and/or multidimensional seoperations on a CM array. The axes along
quences of CSHIFTand/or EOSHIFT
which shifts are performed are the data axes; all other axes are the instance axes.
Chapter 14 provides details.

Example 5: All-to-All Rotation
The all-to-all rotation routines perform a stepwise rotation along a selected axis
of an arbitrary array. Every array element visits every location along the axis.
Each step corresponds to a data permutation along the axis, and is typically followed by computations.
In the all-to-all rotation, the axis along which the rotation occurs is the data axis,
and all other axes are instance axes. Each one-dimensional cell undergoes an allto-all rotation. Within a multidimensional array, the multiple instances of the
all-to-all rotation have different permutation patterns. For example, if the elements of a two-dimensional array are rotated along the rows, each row may have
a different permutation path.
For more information about the all-to-all rotation, refer to Chapter 14.

Example 6: Random Number Generators

The random number generators support multiple instances in the sense that they
produce multiple streams of random numbers (one stream per processing element or one stream per array element). Chapter 12 provides details.

1.6 Numerical Stability for the Linear Algebra Routines
Some of the descriptions of linear algebra routines in later chapters include information about numerical stability. In this book, numerical stability is defined in
the standard way: an algorithm is stable if the computed result is the exact solution of a slightly different problem. For example, if A is the input matrix, the
computed result is the true result corresponding to the matrix A + E, where E is
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small in norm compared with A.* Most of the algorithms used by the CMSSLare
numerically stable in this sense. However, a few are only conditionally stable,
which means that the numerical stability may depend on the condition number
of the problem. For information about the stability of specific routines, refer to
the descriptions of the routines in later chapters.

1.7 Numerical Complexity
The following table lists the numbers of floating-point operations performed by
some of the CMSSLroutines.
Table 4. Number of Floating-Point Operations (flops)
Performed by CMSSL Routines
# flops
(real
operands)

Routine

# flops
(complex
operands)

Vector length = q, number of instances = I:

gen_inner..product

2qI

8qI

geninner..product_noadd
geninner_productaddto
gen_inner..productcl
genJnner_product_cl_noadd

(2q-1)I
2qI
2qI
(2q-1)I

(8q-2)I
8qI
8ql
(8q-2)I

gen_inner_product_cl..addto

2qI

8qI

gblgen_inner_product

2Q

8Q

gbl_gen_inner_product_noadd

2Q- 1

8Q-2

gblgen_lnner_productaddto
gbl_gen_inner_productcl
gbl_gen_inner_product_c_noadd
gbl_gen_inner_product_cl_addto

2Q
2Q
2Q- 1
2Q

8Q
8Q
8Q-2
8Q

Product of axis extents = Q:

* For a more formal definition, see Golub, G. H. and C. F. Van Loan, Matrix Computations, 2d ed. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989).
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Table 4 (Continued)
Routine

# flops

# flops

(real
operands)

(complex
operands)

Vector length = q, number of instances = I:
gen2_norm

[(2q-1)+8]t*

(4q-1)+8]t*

Product of axis extents = Q:
gbl_gen_2_norm

(2Q-1)+8* (4Q-1)+8*

Matrix size = p x q, vector lengths = p and q, number of instances = I:

gen_outerproduct
gen.outer_product_noadd

2pqI
pqI

8pqI
6pqI

gen_outerproductaddto

gen_outer_product_c2

2pqI
2pqI

8pqI
8pqI

genouter_product_c2_noadd

pql

6pqI

genouterproduct_c2_addto

2pqI

8pqI

Matrix size = p x q, vector lengths = p and q, number of instances = I:

gen_matrix_vector_mult
2pqI
gen_matrix_vector_mut_noadd (2pq-p)I
genjmatrix_vector_mut_addto 2pqI
gen_matrix_vectormultcl
2pqI
genjmatrix_vector_mut_cl_noadd(2pq-p)I
gen_matrix_vector..mut_cl_addto2pqI

8pqI
(8pq-2p)I
8pqI
8pqI
(8pq-2p)I
8pqI

Matrix size = p x q, vector lengths = p and q, number of instances = I:
genvector_matrix_muit

2pqI

genvector_matrix_multnoadd
(2pq-p)I
gen_vector_matrix_mult_addto 2pqI
genvector_matrix_mut_c2
2pqI
gen_vector_matrix_multc2_noadd
(2pq-p)I
genvector_matrix_multc2_addto 2pqI

8pqI

(8pq-2p)I
8pqI
8pqI
(8pq-2p)I
8pqI

* The additional 8 flops are for the square root operation.
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Table 4 (Continued)
# flops
(real
operands)

Routine

# flops
(complex
operands)

Matrix size = m x n, number of instances = I:
genjinfinity_norm

Matrix sizes = p x q and q x r, number of instances = I:
gen_matrix_mult
gen_matrix_multnoadd
gen_matrix_mult_addto
gen_matrix_mult_ext

2pqrI
8pqrl
(2pqr-pr)I (8pqr-2pr)I
8pqrl
2pqrl
2pqr
8pqr

Matrix sizes = q x p and q x r, number of instances = I:
gen_matrix_multtl
gen_matrix_multtl1_noadd
gen_matrix_mult_tl _addto

genmatrix_multhl
gen_matrixmulthl_noadd
genmatrix_multhl_addto

2pqrl
(2pqr-pr)I
2pqrl
2pqrl
(2pqr-pr)I
2pqrl

8pqrl
(8pqr-2pr)I
8pqrl
8pqrl
(8pqr-2pr)I
8pqrl

Matrix sizes = p x q and r x q, number of instances = I:
gen_matrix_multt2
genmatrixmult_t2_noadd
genmatrix_mult_t2_addto

genmatrixmulth2
gen_matrix_mult_h2_noadd
gen_matrix_mult_h2_addto

2pqrl

8pqrl

(2pqr-pr)I (8pqr-2pr)I
2pqrl
8pqrI
2pqrl
8pqrI
(2pqr-pr)I (8pqr-2pr)I
8pqrl
2pqrl

Matrix sizes = q x p and r x q, number of instances = I:
gen_matrix_multtl

_t2

genmatrixmult_tl_t2_noadd
gen_matrix_multtl _t2_addto

2pqrl
8pqrl
(2pqr-pr)I (8pqr-2pr)I
8pqrl
2pqrl

Matrix sizes = p x q and q x r:
gen_matrix_mult_ext

2pqr

8pqr

It
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Table4 (Continued)
Routine

# flops

# flops

(real

(complex

operands)

operands)

Sparse matrix in packed vector form has length n:
sparse_matvecmult
sparse_vecmatmult

2n
2n

8n
8n

Sparse matrix in packed vector form has length n; matrix has r
columns:
sparse_mat_gen_matmult
genmat_sparse_mat_mult

2nr
2nr

8nr
8nr

Block sparse matrix has p blocks of size m x n:
block_sparse_matrix_vector_mult2mnp
vector_block_sparse_matrix_mult2mnp
block_sparse..mat_gen_enmat_mult
2mnp

8mnp
8mnp
8mnp

gen_mat_block_sparse_matmult

8mnp

2mnp

Block size = p x q; product of extents of grid axes = N; number of
instances = I:
grid_sparse_matrix_vector_mult 2pqNI
vector.grid_sparse_matrix_mult 2pqNI

8pqNI
8pqNI

Block sizes = p x q, q x r, and p x r; product of extents of grid axes =
N; number of instances = I:
grid_sparse.matjen_mat_mult
genmat_grid_sparse_m

at_mult
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Table 4 (Continued)
Routine

# flops

# flops

(real

(complex

operands)

operands)

Matrix size = m x n, r = number of right-hand sides, I = number of
instances:
genjlufactor
genlu_solve
genlu.solve_tra
genJu_applyj_lnv
genlu_apply_u_jnv

genluapplyJ_lnvtra
gen_lu_apply_u_inv_tra

[m-(n/3)ln2I

4[m-(n/3)]n 2 I

2r(2m-n)nI
2r(2m-n)nI
r(2m-n)nI
r(2m-n)nI
r(2m-n)nI
r(2m-n)n

8r(2m-n)nI
8r(2m-n)nI
4r(2m-n)nI
4r(2m-n)nI
4r(2m-n)nI
4r(2m-n)nI

Matrix size = m x n, r = number of right-hand sides, I = number of
instances:
gen_qr_factor

2[m-(n/3)]n2 I 8[m-(n/3)]n 2I

gen_qr_solve
gen_qr_apply_q

r(4m-n)nI
r(4m-n)nI
2rmnl

gen_qr_apply_q_tra

2rmnI

gen_qr_apply_r_inv

r(2m-n)nI
r(2m-n)nI

gen_qr_solve_tra

gen_qrapply_r_inv_tra

4r(4m-n)nI
4r(4m-n)nI
8rmnl
8rmnl
4r(2m-n)nI
4r(2m-n)nI

Matrix size = n x n, r = number of right-hand sides:
gen_glinvert

2n 3

8n 3

gen_gLsolve

2/3(n3 +2n2 r)

8/3(n 3+8n2 r)

Matrix size = n x n, r = number of right-hand sides:
genu_factor_ext

(2/3)n 3

(8/3)n 3

genlu_solve_ext

2n2 r

8n2 r

Matrix size = m x n, r = number of right-hand sides:
gen_qrfactor_ext
gen_qr_solve_ext
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2[m-(n/3)]n2
r(4m-n)n

8[m-(n/3)]n2

4r(4m-n)n
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Table 4 (Continued)
Routine

# flops
(real
operands)

# flops
(complex
operands)

gen_banded.factor

See gentridlag_factor

gen_bandedsolve

and related routines, below

n - number of equations or block equations (length of diagonal)
I = number of instances; r = number of right-hand sides per system
b = block size = length of axis 1 of a, b, and c in blocktridlagfactor
p = number of processing elements spanned by axis axis
q - product of numbers of processing elements spanned by the instance
axes (pq = the total number of processing elements)
The flop count for each solve routine is the sum of the flop counts for
the corresponding jactor and _solvefactored routines.
gen_tridlag_factor*

8nI
12nI

CMSSL_pipeline_ge

CMSSLpge_plvLval

26nI
41nI

I(54n+54plogp)
I(14n+14plogp
CMSSL_substr_pge
I(54n+26p)
I(14n+8p)
CMSSL_substr_transp
I(14n+7p)
I(54n+24p
CMSSLsubstr_bcr
14n+ 14max(pqlogp, (p-1)1) (real)
CMSSL_substr_cr

54n+54max(pqlogp,(p-l)l) (complex)
gentrldlag_solve_factored*
CMSSL_pipellne_ge

CMSSL_pgeplvLval]
CMSSL_substrcr
CMSSL_substr_pge
CMSSL_substr_transp
CMSSL_substrbcr

6nIr
7nIr

22nlr
30nIr

Ir(9n+4plogp)
Ir(38n+16plogp)
Ir(9n+5p)
Ir(38n+22p)
Ir(9n+5p)
Ir(38n+22p)
9nIr+9max(pqlogp, (p-l)lr) (real)
38nIr+38max(pqlogp, (p-l)Ir (complex)

* Whenever the equation axis (axis axis) is local to a processing element, the flop count is equal to that
of CMSSL_pipellne_ge. Furthermore, some flop counts involving p and q are valid only for problems
that "fit the machine" (problems that do not require garbage masks).
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Table 4 (Continued)
Routine

# flops

# flops

(real
operands)

(complex
operands)

block_tridlagfactor

CMSSL_plpeline_ge
CMSSLsubstrcr
CMSSLsubstrpge
CMSSL_substrbcr

6nb 2

24nb 2

Ib3 (14n+14plogp) Ib3 (56n+56plogp)
Ib3 (14n+6p)
Ib3(56n+24p)
3
b (14nI+14max(pqlogp, (p-l))) (real)
b3 (56nI+56max(pqlogp, (p-l)I)) (complex)

block_trldlag._solvefactored

CMSSLpipellne_ge

6nlrb 2

24nIrb 2

Irb2 (1On+10plogp)

CMSSL_substr_cr
Irb2 (40n+40plogp)
CMSSL_substr_pge
Irb2 (10n+6p)
Irb2 (40n+24p)
2
CMSSLsubstr_bcr b (lOnlr+10max(pqlogp, (p-l)Ir)) (real)
b2 (40nIr+40max(pqlogp, (p-1)Ir)) (complex)
Matrix size = n; number of vectors to be transformed = r
6I

sym_tred

(4/3)n

sym_to_tridlag
tridlag_to_sym

2n 2 r
2n 2 r

N

=

N'

3

length of active axis; I = product of other axis lengths:

fft

5MogN

fft_detalled

5IMogN

m = number of rows, n = number of columns:
gen.simplex

approx. 2mn flops/iteration

* Whenever the equation axis (axis axis) is local to a processing element, the flop count is equal to that
of CMSSL_plpeline_ge. Furthermore, some flop counts involving p and q are valid only for problems
that "fit the machine" (problems that do not require garbage masks).
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1.8 CM Fortran Performance Enhancements with CMSSL
The following CM Fortran intrinsic and utilities yield better performance when
the program is linked with CMSSL:
MATMUL
CMF_RANDOM
CMF_ORDER

CMFSORT
CMF_RANK

For example, when CMSSL is linked in, a call to CMF_randomgenerates a call
to fast_rng;a call to CMF_randomize(seed)
generates a call to Initializefastrng
with the same seed value and default parameters for table_lag, short_lag, and
width. (The CMSSL random number generators are described in Chapter 12.)

NOTE
Since CMF_RANDOMIZEgenerates a call to initialize.fastrng

when CMSSLis linked in, if you call initializefast_rngexplicitly after calling CMF_RANDOMIZE
(for example, to change the

CMSSL Fast RNG parameters), you will receive Initialize_fast_mg return code -1, which indicates that a prior

initialization was overwritten. This code is informational only
and does not indicate an error.
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Chapter 2

Using the CM Fortran
CMSSL Interface

This chapter contains information about runningCM Fortran programs that call
CMSSLroutines. The following topics are included:
* creating a CM Fortran CMSSLprogram
·

using the CMSSLsafety mechanism

* on-line sample code and man pages
* further reading

2.1 Creating a CMFortran CMSSL Program
To use the CMSSLfrom within a CM Fortran program, follow these steps:
1. Read the CMSSLRelease Notes for information specific to the CMSSLrelease you are using and for updates to the manual. Important information
such as switches for linking with the CMSSLmay change from release to
release.
2. Include the header file /usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf
.h if you are
calling a CMSSL function or a CMSSL subroutine that uses predefined
symbolic constants.
3. Place calls to CMSSLroutines into CM Fortran code.
4. Use the CM Fortran cmf command to compile your code.
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5. Use the -lcmsslcm5 or -lcmsslcm5vu switch to link with the
CMSSL for the CM-5.

The rest of this chapter discusses these steps in detail.

2.1.1 Including the CMSSL Header File
A CM Fortran program that calls the CMSSLcan access the appropriate header
file if you place the following line at the top of any program unit that makes a
CMSSL call:
INCLUDE

/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

This file declares the return values of CMSSL functions and defines symbolic
constants used as parameter values for some CMSSLroutines.
The INCLULDE
line is required only in CM Fortran code that contains CMSSL
function calls or uses predefined CMSSLsymbolic constants. However, we recommend that you include the header file wherever you use the CMSSL. It is
easier to do this at the outset than to remember to add the INCLUDEline should
you add a CMSSLfunction call to your code in the future. Also, in the future, the
library is likely to make greater use of symbolic constants, which require the
definitions provided in the header file.
If the CM Fortran compiler cannot find the CMSSL include files, check your
partition manager for the existence of a path to the appropriate directory. If the
files appear to be missing, consult your system administrator or your Thinking
Machines Corporation customer service representative.

2.1.2 Calling CMSSL Routines
To invoke a CMSSLroutine from within a CM Fortran program, first make sure
you are using compatible versions of CM Fortran and the CMSSL.The CMSSL
Release Notes shipped with the version you are using include a section describing which version of the CM Fortan compiler is required. Treat the CMSSL
routine as you would any other subroutine or function.
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2.1.3 Compiling and Linking
After writing a CM Fortran program that calls CMSSLroutines, compile it and
link it with the library. Compiling a CM Fortran CMSSLprogram is the same as
compiling other CM Fortran programs: use the cmf command. To compile the
program program on a CM-5 and link it with the CMSSLfor the CM-5, issue one
of the following command lines at the UNIX prompt:
For the CM Fortran vector-units model:

%cmf -cm5 -vu

-o programprogram. fcm -lcmsslcm5vu

For the CM Fortran (SPARC)nodes model:

%cmf -cm5 -sparc

-o programprogram. f cm -lcmsslcm5

Using the Correct Version of CMOST
The CMSSL is a layered product. Any CMSSL version requires a specific
CMOST version and a specific CM Fortran version. If these dependencies are
not observed, proper operation of the CMSSLroutines is unlikely. Consult the
most current version of the CMSSLRelease Notes to find out which versions of
CM Fortran and CMOST are required by the current CMSSL.

2.1.4 Executing CMSSL Programs
Execute a CM Fortran CMSSLprogram just as you would any compiled CM Fortran program.

2.2 A Note about Aligning Arrays
Many CMSSLroutines fail when supplied with a CM array that has been aligned
(using the CM Fortran CMF$ALIGNdirective) to an array of higher rank. CM
Fortran reuses the geometry of the ALIGNtarget, rather than the ALIGNsource,
causing the CMSSLarray rank checks to fail. It is recommended that you avoid
using arrays that are aligned to arrays of higher rank.
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2.3 Using the CMSSL Safety Mechanism
You can use the CMSSLsafety mechanism in two ways:
* by setting the environment variable CMSSL_SAFETY
in a program
* by using the calls CMSSL_getsafety and CMSSL_setLsafety

2.3.1

Safety Mechanism Features
The CMSSL safety mechanism offers two basic features: it synchronizes the
CM-5 parallel processing elements and partition manager so that you can pinpoint the area of code that generated an error, and it performs error checking and
reports errors at several levels of detail.

Synchronization
The CM-5parallel processing elements and partition manager operate asynchronously with respect to one another. Without the CMSSL safety mechanism, an
error that occurs in the parallel processing elements is not reported to the partition manager until the next time the partition manager requests information from
or checks the status of the elements. Such a request or status check is known as
an implicit synchronization because it has the side effect of synchronizing the
processing elements and partition manager, allowing the processing elements to
report any accumulated errors. When an implicit synchronization occurs, there
is no way to tell exactly when the reported error occurred, or which module of
code produced it.
The CMSSLsafety mechanism addresses this problem by forcing explicit synchronization between the parallel processing elements and the partition manager
before, after, and within each CMSSLcall in your code. The safety mechanism
traps and reports errors, indicating when the errors occurred in relation to the
synchronization points.

Error Checking and Reporting
The safety mechanism can perform error checking and generate run-time error
information at several levels of detail. You can turn safety checking on at any
level during all or part of a program. One level ce
e
heck usage and
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arguments of the CMSSLcalls in your program; a more detailed level also checks
for errors generated by internal CMSSLroutines. Examples of errors found and
reported by the safety mechanism include the following:
* A supplied or returned data element that should be numerical is not; for
example, it is identified as a "Not a Number" (NaN) or as infinity. (NaNs
are defined in the IEEE Standard for Binary Floating-Point Arithmetic.)
* The code generates a division by 0 (for example, because of bad data, a
user error, or an internal software problem).
* The code references a memory location that it has not initialized. The safety mechanism identifies this kind of error by writing NaNs to all allocated
processing element memory. If the code references a memory location
without first explicitly assigning it a numerical value, the NaN at that location causes further errors that make the original erroneous reference easy
to find. (This is the same strategy used by CM Fortran safety checking
when you include the -safety-lO0option on the cmf command line.)
As more debugging checks and safety levels are added in future releases, CMSSL
safety checking will become more exhaustive.

2.3.2 Levels of Error Checking
The CMSSLsafety mechanism currently provides the following levels:
0 (off)

Turns off the safety mechanism. Explicit synchronization
and error checking are not performed. This level is appropriate for production runs of code that has already been
thoroughly tested.

1 (on)

Checks for and reports errors caused by incorrect usage
or arguments in high-level-language CMSSL calls. Performs explicit synchronization before and after each call
and locates each error with respect to the synchronization
points. This safety level is appropriate during program
development or during runs for which a small performance penalty can be tolerated.

9 (full)

Checks for and reports all level 1 errors, and in addition
any errors generated by the lower levels of code that are
called by the high- level-language CMSSLcalls. Performs
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explicit synchronization in these lower levels of code and
locates each error with respect to the synchronization
points. This level performs all implemented error check-

ing and exacts a very high performance price. It is
appropriate for detailed debugging when a problem occurs. If you cannot analyze and correct the problem,
provide your local site coordinator, applications engineer,
or Thinking Machines Corporation customer service representative with the output generated by level 9 safety
checking.
At levels 1 and 9, some safety mechanism error messages are displayed at the
terminal when you run the program; other information appears in the backtrace
when you use a debugger such as cmdbx.
If you report a software problem to your local site coordinator, applications engineer, or Thinking Machines Corporation customer service representative, you
may be asked to run your program with the CMSSLsafety mechanism enabled
at a level other than 0, 1, or 9. These additional levels are used for pinpointing
problems in the internal software or for obtaining internal status information.

2.3.3 Setting the CMSSL Safety Environment Variable
environment variable,
To set the CMSSLsafety level using the CMSSL_SAFETY
issue the command
setenv

CSSL_SAFETY { 0

1

9 1 off

I on

full

}

choosing one of the listed options. As indicated above, 0 is equivalent to off, 1
to on, and 9 to full.

environment variable is that you can
The advantage of using the CMSSLSAFETY
set or change the safety level without recompiling your code.

2.3.4 Using CMSSL Safety from within a Program
To set the CMSSLsafety level, issue the following call and specify the desired
level in the integer argument n:
cmsslset..safety

52
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To obtain the current CMSSLsafety level, issue the following call:
cmssl_getsafety

()

The advantage of using these calls from within a program is that you can set or
obtain the safety level at any point within your code. However, you must recompile the code each time you change these calls.

H

NOTE
The inner product, 2-norm, outer product, matrix vector multi-

plication, vector matrix multiplication,

and matrix

multiplication routines described in Chapter 3 perform error
checking only when the CMSSLsafety mechanism is on. Therefore, we strongly recommend that you turn CMSSLsafety on
when testing new programs that call these routines.
2

2.4 On-Line Sample Code and Man Pages
Included with the CMSSLare sample on-line programs that demonstrate how to
call each CMSSLroutine. You are encouraged to experiment with these sample
programs. Also included with the CMSSLare on-line man pages for all routines.
The on-line sample programs are located in subdirectories of the CMSSLexamples directory. The default location for the examples directory is

/usr/examples/cmssl.
Examples for the operation operation are included in the subdirectory

operation/cmf
or

operation/sub-operation/ cmf
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of the examples directory. For example, the sample code for the routine that performs eigenvector analysis using the Jacobi method is located in the subdirectory

eigen/j acobi/cmf
of the examples directory. If you do not find the on-line examples in /usr/
examples/cmssl,
check with your system administrator (or the person who
installs the CMSSLat your site) to find out where they were installed.
To read the on-line man page for a routine, enter the command

manroutinename
at the UNIX prompt.

2.5 Further Reading
For more detailed information about CM Fortran, consult the latest versions of
the books listed below.

* GettingStartedin CM Fortran
Offers a brief introduction to using the CM Fortran language.

* CM FortranProgrammingGuide
Offers a more detailed, task-oriented introduction to all the major features
of the CM Fortran language.

* CM Fortran User's Guide
Includes complete descriptions of how to compile, link, and execute CM
Fortran code, as well as how to use the CM Fortran Utility Library.

* CM Fortran UtilityLibraryReferenceManual
Provides reference and usage information about the procedures in the CM
Fortran Utility Library.

* CM FortranReferenceManual
The definitive description of the CM Fortran language.
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Chapter 3

Dense Matrix Operations
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i.....

................................................................

This chapter describes the CM Fortran interface to the CMSSL dense matrix
operations. One section is devoted to each of the following:
·

inner product

* 2-norm
* outer product
* matrix vector multiplication
* vector matrix multiplication
* infinity norm
* matrix multiplication
* matrix multiplication with external storage
* references

~~~~
a~~~~~~~~~~~~eca~
x r

~ ~~

I---------

...

--

-

-- ---

NOTE
The inner product, 2-norm, outer product, matrix vector multi-

plication, vector matrix multiplication,

and matrix

multiplication routines perform error checking only when the
CMSSLsafety mechanism is on. Therefore, we strongly recom-

mend that you turn CMSSLsafety on when testing new
programs that call these routines.
~~~~

6~~~~~~~
3~~
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3.1 Inner Product

i

The multiple-instance inner product routines compute one or more instances of
an inner product of two vectors. The inner product either overwrites the destination CM array, is added to the destination CM array, or is added to a second CM
array (with the results placed in the destination CM array).
Given CM arrays x, y, z, and u containing multiple instances of the vectors x, y,
z, and a, respectively, the multiple-instance inner product routines perform the
operations listed below for each instance.
Routine

Operation

Data Types

gen_inner..product

z = z + xTy

real or complex

gen_inner_productnoadd

z = xTy

real or complex

gen_nner_product_addto

Z = U + xTy

real or complex

gen_inner_product_cl

Z = z + xHy

complex only

gen_lnner_product_c1_noadd

z = xHy

complex only

geninner_product_cl_addto

z =u +xHy

complex only

,

Each single-instance (gbl) inner product routine computes the global inner
product over all axes of two source CM arrays. The inner product either overwrites the destination front-end scalar variable, is added to the destination
front-end scalar variable, or is added to a second front-end scalar variable (with
the results placed in the destination front-end scalar variable).
Given CM arrays x and y, and scalars a and p, the single-instance inner product
routines perform the operations listed below. In these formulas, the inner product
occurs'over all axes of the arrays x and y.
Routine

Operation

Data Types

gbl_gen_inner_product

a = a +xTy

real or
complex

gbl_gen_inner_product_noadd

a = xTy

real or
complex

gbl_gen_nner_product_addto

a= p +xTy

real or
complex
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gblgen_lnnerproduct_cl

a = a + Hy

gbl_gen_lnner_product_cl_noadda = xHy
gblgenJ_nner_product_cl_addto

a = B +xHy

complex only
complex only
complex only

Details are provided in the man page that follows.
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The multiple-instance inner product routines compute one or more instances of an inner
product of two vectors. The single-instance (gbl_)inner product routines compute the global inner product over all axes of two source CM arrays.

i

SYNTAX
gen_inner_product

(z, x, y, xvectoraxis,

y_vectoraxis, ier)

geninner_product_noadd

(z, x, y, x_vector_axis, y_vector_axis, ier)

geninnerproductaddto

(z, x, y, u, xvectorxis,

gen_lnner_product_cl

(z, x, y, x..vector_axis, y_vector_axis, ier)

gen_inner_product_cl_noadd

(z, x, y, x_vector.axis, yvectoraxis,

gennnerproduct_cl_addto

(z, x, y, u, xvectoraxis,

gbl_gen_inner_product

(a, x, y, ier)

gbl_gen_inner_product_noadd

(o, x, y, ier)

gbl_gen_inner_product_addto

(oa, x, y, A, ier)

gblgen_nner_product_cl

(a, x, y, ier)

gbl_gen_inner_product_c_noadd

(a, x, y, ier)

gblgen_nner_product_cl_addto

(a, x, y, A, ier)

y vector_axis, ier)

y_vectoraxis,

ier)
ier)
(.

ARGUMENTS

CM array of the same data type and precision as x and y, and rank
one less than that of x andy. The axes of z must match the instance
axes of x and y in order of declaration and extents. Thus, each pair
of vectors in x and y, respectively, corresponds to a single value z
in z.
x

When you call one of the multiple-instance (gen.) routines, x
must be a real or complex CM array of rank > 2, with at least one
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non-serial instance axis. Contains one or more instances of x, the
first vector in the pair of vectors whose inner product is to be
computed. (For a single-instance problem, declare any instance
axes to have extent 1.) Axis xvectoraxis of x and axis yvector_
axis of y must have the same extent. The remaining axes of x andy
(the instance axes) must match in order of declaration and extents.
When you call one of the single-instance (gbl_gen_) routines, x
must be a real or complex CM array of rank > 1.
y

When you call one of the multiple-instance (gen.) routines, y
must be a CM array of the same rank and data type as x, with at
least one non-serial instance axis. Contains one or more instances
of y, the second vector in the pair of vectors whose inner product
is to be computed. (For a single-instance problem, declare any
instance axes to have extent 1.) Axis x_vector_axis of x and axis
y_vector_axis of y must have the same extent. The remaining axes
of x and y (the instance axes) must match in order of declaration
and extents.
When you call one of the single-instance (gbl_gen_) routines, y
must be a CM array of the same data type, precision, rank, axis
extents, and layout as x.

u

CM array of the same data type as x and y, rank one less than that
of x and y, and the same shape and layout as z. The axes of u must
match the instance axes of x and y in order of declaration and
extents. Thus, each pair of vectors x and y in x andy, respectively,
corresponds to a single value u in u.

a

Front-end scalar variable of the same data type as x and y.
Front-end scalar variable of the same data type as x and y.

x_vectoraxis

Scalar integer variable. Identifies the axis of x along which the
vectors lie.

y_vectoraxis

Scalar integer variable. Identifies the axis of y along which the
vectors lie.

ier

Scalar integer variable. Return code. Upon return from one of the
multiple-instance (gen.) routines, contains one of the following
values:
0

Successful return.
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-1

z, x, andy (and u, in..addto calls) are not all valid
CM arrays.

-2

x and y do not have the same rank.

-3

Axis xvector_axis of x and axis y_ vector_axis
of y do not have the same extent.

-4

The instance axes of x and y do not match in
order of declaration and extents.

-8

z and u do not have the same shape and layout.

-10

z, x, and y (and u, in addto calls) are not all of
the same data type and precision.

-11

The data type is not real or complex (single or
double precision).

-12

You called gen_inner_product_c1, gen_nner_
product_cl_noadd, or gen_inner_product_cl_
addto,but supplied data of a type other than complex.

-13

xvectoraxis ory_vector_axis is a bad axis number (it must be at least 1 and at most equal to the
rank of the corresponding array).

-22

z does not have rank one less than that of x.

-24

The axes of z do not match the instance axes of
x in order of declaration and extents.

Upon return from one of the single-instance (gbl_gen_) routines,
contains one of the following values:
-1

x and y are not both valid CM arrays.

-2

x and y do not have the same rank.

-5

x and y do not have the same shape and layout.

-30

x and y do not have the same data type and precision.

-31

The data type is not real or complex (single or
double precision).
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IIner-Product
You called gbl_gen_inner_product_cl,gbl_gen_
inner_product_cl_noadd, or gbl_gen_inner_

productcl_addto,but supplied data of a type
other than complex.

DESCRIPTION

Multiple-InstanceRoutines.The multiple-instance inner product routines perform
the operations listed below. The inner product either overwrites the destination CM
array, is added to the destination CM array, or is added to a second CM array (with the
results placed in the destination CM array).
Routine

Operation

Data Types

gen_inner_product

z

real or complex

gen_inner_product_noadd

z = xTy

real or complex

geninner_product_addto

Z= U +xTy

real or complex

gen_inner_productcl

z -z

complex only

geninner_product_cl_noadd

z = xHy

complex only

geninner_product_cl.addto

z -u
= +xHy

complex only

-

z + XTy

+ xHy

These routines require the source CM arrays to be at least two-dimensional, with at
least one non-serial instance axis. (The reason for this restriction is that the destination
array must have rank one less than that of the source CM arrays, but must also be a CM
array - and therefore not completely serial.) Thus, to compute the inner product of a
single pair of vectors, you must either declare any instance axes to have extent 1, or use
the single-instance inner product routines.
Upon successful completion of gen_innerproduct or gen_inner.product..cl,the inner
product of each vector pair x and y in x andy, respectively, is added to the corresponding value in z.

or gen_innerproductcl_
Upon successful completion of gen_innerproduct_noadd
noadd,the inner product of each vector pair x and y in x and y, respectively, overwrites
the corresponding value in z.
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or gen_inner_product..cl_
Upon successful completion of gen_inner..product_addto
addto, the inner product of each vector pair x and y in x and y, respectively (added to
the corresponding value in u) overwrites the corresponding value in z.
Single-Instance Routines. The single-instance inner product routines perform the operations listed below. In these formulas, the inner product occurs over all axes of the
arrays x andy. The inner product either overwrites the destination front-end scalar variable, is added to the destination front-end scalar variable, or is added to a second
front-end scalar variable (with the results placed in the destination front-end scalar
variable).
Routine

Operation

Data Types

gbl_gen_inner_product

a= a +xTy

real or
complex

gbl_gen_inner_product_noadd

a = xTy

real or
complex

gbl genjnner_product_addto

a -=

real or
complex

+ xTy

gbl_gen_inner_product_cl

a = a + Hy

complex only

gblgen_inner_product_cl_noadd

a = xHy

complex only

gblgen_inner_product_cl_addto

a - + Hy

complex only

(,

Upon successful completion of gbl_gen_nnerproduct or gblgen_inner..productcl,
the global inner product of x and y is added to a.
Upon successful completion of gbl_gen_inner_product_noaddor gbl_gen_inner_
product_c1_noadd, the global inner product of x and y overwrites a.
Upon successful completion of gbl_gen_lnner_product_addtoor gbl_gen_inner_
productcl_addto, the global inner product of x and y (added to A)overwrites a.

NOTES

OverlappingVariables.The arrays x and y may be the same variable; the arrays z and
u may be the same variable.

I
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NumericalComplexity:Multiple-Instance Routines. If the vectors contained in x
and y have length q, then for I instances, the number of floating-point operations for
real operands is

* 2qI for genJnner_product,gen_inner_product_cl,genjnner_product_addto,
and geninner_product..cl_addto

* (2q-l)I for geninner..product_noaddand gen_inner_product_cl_noadd
while the number of floating-point operations for complex operands is

* 8qI for geninner_product,geninner_productcl, geninner_product_addto,
and gen_inner_product_claddto

* (8q-2)I for gen_inner_product_noadd
and genjnner_product_cl_noadd
NumericalComplexity:Single-InstanceRoutines.If the product of the axis extents
in each array (x and y) is Q, then the number of floating-point operations for real operands is

*

2Q for gbl_genJnnerproduct, gbl_gen_inner_product_cl,gblgenInner_
product_addto, and gbl_gen_inner_product_c_addto

* 2Q-1 for gbl_gen_inner_product_noadd
and gbl_gen_inner_product_
clnoadd
while the number of floating-point operations for complex operands is

*

8Q for gbl_geninner_product, gbl_gen_inner_product_cl,gbl_gen_inner_
productaddto, and gbl_gen_nner_product_c_addto

* 8Q-2 for gbl_gen_inner_product_noadd
and gbl_gen_lnner_product_
clnoadd

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the inner product routines can be found on-line in
the subdirectory inner -product/cmf/ of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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3.2 2-Norm
The multiple-instance 2-norm routine, gen_2_norm,
computes one or more instances of the 2-norm of a vector. Given a CM array x containing multiple
instances of a vector x, gen2norm performs the following operation for each
instance:
Data Type

Operation

real

z = (xTx)1 /2 = Ilxl2

complex

z = (XHx)1/ 2

=

Il112

The single-instance 2-norm routine, gbl_gen_2_norm, computes the global
2-norm of a CM array as defined below. In these formulas, the norm is computed
over all axes of the array x.
Data Type

Operation

real

a = (Tx)1/2

= llX112

complex

a = (Hx)1/2

= Ilxlh2

(

The norm is always a real value. Details are provided in the man page that follows.
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2-Norm
The multiple-instance 2-norm routine, gen_2_norm,computes one or more instances of the
2-norm of a vector. The single-instance 2-norm routine, gbl_gen_2_norm,computes the
global 2-norm of a CM array.

SYNTAX

gen_2_norm(z, x, x.vector.axis,

ier)

gbl_gen_2_norm(a, x, ier)

ARGUMENTS

z

Real CM array of the same precision as x and rank one less than
that of x. The axes of z must match the instance axes of x in order
of declaration and extents. Thus, each vector x in x corresponds to
a single value z in z.

a

Real front-end scalar variable.

x

When you call gen_2_norm,x must be a real or complex CM array
of rank > 2, with at least one non-serial instance axis. It contains
one or more instances of the vector x whose 2-norm you want to
compute. (For a single-instance problem, declare any instance
axes to have extent 1.)
When you call gbl_gen_2_norm,
x must be a real or complex CM
array of rank > 1.

xvector_axis

Scalar integer variable. Identifies the axis of x along which the
vectors lie.

ier

Scalar integer variable. Return code. Upon return from gen_..2_
norm,contains one of the following values:
0

Successful return.

-1

z and x are not valid CM arrays.

-2

x does not have a rank of at least 2.
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-13

x_vectoraxis is a bad axis number (it must be at
least 1 and at most equal to the rank of x).

-22

z does not have rank one less than that of x.

-24

The axes of z do not match the instance axes of
x in order of declaration and extents.

-40

z and x do not have the same precision.

-41

z has a data type other than real.

-42

x has a data type other than real or complex.

Upon return from gbl_gen_2_norm,contains one of the following
values:

0

Successful return.

-1

x is not a valid CM array.

-31

The data type is not real or complex (single or
double precision).

DESCRIPTION

Multiple-Instance Routine.For each instance, gen_2_normperforms the following

operation:
Data Type

Operation

real

Z = (XTX)1/2 = IX112

complex

z - (xHx)112= I12

The gen_2_norm routine requires the source CM array to be at least two-dimensional,
with at least one non-serial instance axis. (The reason for this restriction is that the
destination array must have rank one less than that of the source CM array, but must
also be a CM array - and therefore not completely serial.) Thus, to compute the
2-norm of a single vector you must either declare any instance axes to have extent 1, or
use the single-instance 2-norm routine.
Upon successful completion of gen_2_norm,the 2-norm of each vector in x overwrites
the corresponding value in z.

66
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Single-Instance Routine.The gbl_gen_2_norm
routine performs the operations listed
below. In these formulas, the norm is computed over all axes of the array x.
Data Type

Operation

real

a = (xTx)1 / 2 = 11xl12

complex

a = (XHX)112 = lxl112

Upon successful completion of gbl_gen_2_norm,
the global 2-norm of x overwrites a.

NOTES

NumericalComplexity:Multiple-InstanceRoutine.If the vectors contained in x
have length q, then for I instances, the number of floating-point operations used by
gen_2_norm
is [(2q-1)+8]I for real operands or [(4q-1)+8]I for complex operands. (8
is the flop count for the square root operation.)
NumericalComplexity:Single-InstanceRoutine.If the product of the axis extents
of x is Q, then the number of floating-point operations used by gbl_gen_2_..norm
is
(2Q-1)+8 for real operands or (4Q-1)+8 for complex operands. (8 is the flop count for
the square root operation.)

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the 2-norm routines can be found on-line in the
subdirectory
inner-product/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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3.3 Outer Product
The outer product routines compute one or more instances of an outer product
of two vectors. The result either overwrites the destination CM array, is added to
the destination CM array, or is added to a second CM array.

Given CMarrays x, y, A, and B containing multiple instances of the vectors x and
y and the matrices A and B, respectively, the outer product routines perform the
operations listed below for each instance. In these descriptions, yT and yH denote
y transpose and y Hermitian, respectively.
Data Types

Routine

Operation

gen_outerproduct

A

=

A + xyT

real or complex

genouter_product_noadd A

=

xyT

real or complex

gen_outer..product.addto A = B + xyT

real or complex

gen..outerproductc2

complex only

A

gen_outer_product_c2_noaddA
genouterproduct_c2_addto

A + xyH
=xy

A = B + xyH

complex only
complex only

The man page following this section provides details.
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Outer Product
The routines described below compute one or multiple instances of an outer product of two
vectors.

SYNTAX

(A, x, y, row _axis,

gen_outer_product

x_vectoraxis,

y_vector_axis,ier)
gen_outer_product_noadd

(A, x, y, rowaxis, colaxis, x_vector_axis,

y_vector..axis,ier)
gen_outer_product_addto

(A, x, y, B, row_axis, colaxis, x_vector_axis,

y_vector_axis,ier)
(A, x, y, row_axis, col_axis, x_vectoraxis,

genouter_productc2

yvector_axis, ier)
gen_outer_productc2_noadd

(A, x, y, row_axis, col_axis, x_vector_axis,

y.vector_axis, ier)
gen_outer_product_c2_addto

(A, x, y, B, row_axis, colaxis, x_vectoraxis,

yvector_axis, ier)

ARGUMENTS

A

CM array of type real or complex and rank greater than or equal
to 2. Contains one or more instances of the destination matrix, A,
defined by axes rowaxis (which counts the rows) and colaxis
(which counts the columns). Upon completion, each matrix
instance is overwritten by the result of the outer product call.

x

CM array of the same type and precision as A and rank one less
than that of A. Contains one or more instances of the first source
vector, x, embedded along axis x_vector..axis. Axis xvectoraxis

of x must have the same extent as axis row_axis of A. The
remaining axes of x must match the instance axes of A in length
and order of declaration. Thus, each vector in x corresponds to a
matrix in A.
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CM array of the same type and precision as A and rank one less
than that of A. Contains one or more instances of the second

source vector, y, embedded along axis y_vector_axis. Axis
y_vector_axis of y must have the same extent as axis col_axis of
A. The remaining axes of y must match the instance axes of A in

length and order of declaration. Thus, each vector in y
corresponds to a matrix in A.
B

CMarray of the same type, precision, rank, shape, and layout as A.
Contains one or more embedded matrices B defined by axes
row_axis (which counts the rows) and col_axis (which counts the
columns). The remaining axes must match the instance axes of A

in length and order of declaration. Thus, each matrix in B
corresponds to a matrix in A. This argument is used only in the
calls.
gen..outerproductaddto and gen_outer_product_c2addto
These calls add each outer product to the corresponding matrix
within B and place the result in the corresponding matrix within
A. The contents of B are not changed by the operation (unless B
and A are the same variable).
rowaxis

Scalar integer between 1 and the rank of A. The axis of A and B
that counts the rows of the embedded matrix or matrices.

colaxis

Scalar integer between 1 and the rank of A. The axis of A and B
that counts the columns of the embedded matrix or matrices.

x.._vector_axis

Scalar integer between 1 and the rank of x. The axis of x along
which the elements of each embedded vector lie.

yvectoraxis

Scalar integer between 1 and the rank of y. The axis of y along
which the elements of each embedded vector lie.

ier

Scalar integer variable. On return, contains one of the following
error codes (if the CMSSLsafety mechanism is turned on):
O

Successful return.

-1

The rank of A < 2, or the rank of x or y is not equal
to (rank of A) - 1.

-2

The extent of x along axis x_vector_axis is not equal
to the number of rows in the matrices in A; or the
extent of y along axis y_vector_axis is not equal to the
number of columns in the matrices in A.
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-4

A, x, y, and B are not all the same data type (real or
complex), or you supplied non-complex data when
calling one of the conjugate Cc2) routines.

-8

The geometry of B differs from the geometry of A, or
the instance axes of x and y do not match those of A
in length and order of declaration.

-16

One or more of rowaxis, colaxis, x_vector_axis,
and y_vector_axis are less than 1 or greater than the
rank of the associated CM array.

-32

A, x, y, or B is not a CM array.

DESCRIPTION

For each instance, the outer product routines perform the operations listed below. In
these descriptions, yT and yH denote y transpose and y Hermitian, respectively.
Routine

Operation

Data Types

gen_outer..product

A =A + xyT

real or complex

gen_outer_productnoadd A = xyT

real or complex

gen_outer_product_addto A = B + xyT

real or complex

gen_outer_product_c2

complex only

A = A + xyH

gen_outer_product_c2_noadd
A = xyH
genouter_productc2_addto

A = B + xyH

complex only
complex only

computes
In elementwise notation, for each instance gen_outer_product

A(i)

= A(ij) +x(i) * yo)

and gen_outer..productc2
computes

A(i)

= A(ij) +x(i) * Y)y

where y(J) denotes the conjugate of y(j).
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NOTES

DistinctVariables.A must be a variable distinct from the source arrays, x and y. The
source arrays can be the same variable, and B and A can be the same variable.
NumericalStability.The algorithm for the outer product is numerically stable.
NumericalComplexity.If the matrices embedded in A and B have axis extents (p x q),
axis x_vector_axis of x has extent p, and axis y_vector.axis of y has extent q, then for I
instances, the number of floating-point operations for real operands is
*

2pqI for genouter_product
and gen_outerproduct_addto

·

pql for gen_outerproduct.noadd

while the number of floating-point operations for complex operands is
*

8 pql for gen_outerproduct
and genouter_product_addto

*

6 pql for gen.outer_product_noadd

Each conjugate routine performs the same number of floating-point operations as the
corresponding non-conjugate routine.
(

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran program that uses the outer product routines can be found on-line
in the subdirectory

outer-product/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.

(.
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3.4 Matrix Vector Multiplication
The matrix vector multiplication routines compute one or more matrix vector
products. Given CM arrays y, x, v, and A containing multiple instances of the
vectors y, x, and v and the matrix A, respectively, the matrix vector multiplication
routines perform the operations listed below for each instance. In these descriptions, A denotes the conjugate of A.
Routine

Operation

Data Types

genmatrix_vectormult

y = y +Ax

real or complex

gen_matrix_vector_multnoadd

y = Ax

real or complex

genmatrix_vector.mut_addto

y = v + Ax

real or complex

genmatrix_vectormultcl

y = y +Ax

complex only

gen_matrix_vector_mut_cl_noadd y = Ax

complex only

gen_matrlx_vector_mut_claddto y = v + Ax

complex only

The man page following this section provides details.
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Matrix Vector Multiplication
The matrix vector multiplicationroutines compute one or more instances of a matrix vector
product.

SYNTAX

(y, A, x, y_vector_axis, row_axis, colaxis,

gen_matrix_vector_mult

x_vector_axis,ier)
gen_matrix_vector_multnoadd

(y, A, x, y.._vector..axis,row_axis, col_axis,

xvectoraxis, ier)
gen_matrix_vector_mult_addto

(y, A, x, v, y_vector_axis, row_axis, colaxis,

x_vectoraxis, ier)
genmatrix_vectormultcl

(y, A, x, y_vector_axis, row_axis, col_axis,

x_vector_axis,ier)
gen_matrix_vectormultcl_noadd

(y, A, x, y_vector_axis, row_axis, colaxis,

xvector_axis, ier)
gen_matrix_vector_mult_cl_addto

(?

(y, A, x, v, y_vector_axis, row_axis, colaxis,

x_vector.axis,ier)

ARGUMENTS

y

CM array of rank greater than or equal to 1 and type real or
complex. Contains one or more instances of the destination vector
y, embedded along axis y_vector_axis. Axis y_vector_axis of y

must have the same extent as axis row_axis of A. Upon
completion, each vector instance is overwritten by the result of the
matrix vector multplication call.
A

CMarray of the same type and precision as y and rank one greater
than that of y. Contains one or more instances of the matrix A,
defined by axes rowaxis (which counts the rows) and colaxis
(which counts the columns). The remaining axes must match the
instance axes of y in length and order of declaration. Thus, each
matrix in A corresponds to a vector iny. The contents of A are not
changed during execution.
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CMarray of the same rank, type, and precision as y. Contains one
or more instances of x, the vector that is to be multiplied by the
matrix A, embedded along axis xvector.axis. Axis x_vector axis

of x must have the same extent as axis col axis of A. The
remaining axes of x must match the instance axes of y in length
and order of declaration. Thus, each vector in x corresponds to a
vector in y. The contents of x are not changed during execution.
v

CM array of the same rank, type, precision, shape, and layout as y.
This argument is used only in the gen_matrix_vector_mult_addto
and gen_matrix_vector_mult
claddto calls. It contains one or
more instances of the vector v that is to be added to the matrix
vector product, embedded along axis yvector_axis. The contents
of v are not changed during execution, unless v is the same
variable as y.

y_vector_axis

Scalar integer between 1 and the rank of y. The axis of y and v
along which the elements of the embedded vectors lie.

row_axis

Scalar integer between 1 and the rank of A. The axis of A that
counts the rows of the embedded matrix or matrices.

colaxis

Scalar integer between 1 and the rank of A. The axis of A that
counts the columns of the embedded matrix or matrices.

x_vectoraxis

Scalar integer between 1 and the rank of x. The axis of x along
which the elements of the embedded vectors lie.

ier

Scalar integer variable. Upon return, contains one of the following
error codes (if the CMSSLsafety mechanism is turned on):
O
-1
-2

Normal return.
Rank(x) rank(y) rank(A) -1.
Axis row_axis of A and axis y_vector_axis
of y do not have the same extent,

or axis col axis of A and axis x vector axis
-4

-8

of x do not have the same extent.
Matrix or vectors are not of the same data type
(real or complex); or you supplied non-complex
data when calling one of the conjugate (cl) routines.
Instance axes of the input CM arrays do not
match in length and order of declaration; or
y and v do not have the same
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rank, shape, and layout.
A, x, y, or v is not a CM array.

DESCRIPTION

For each instance, the matrix vector multiplication routines perform the operations
listed below. In these descriptions, A denotes the conjugate of A.
Routine

Operation

Data Types

genmatrix_vector_mult

y = y +Ax

real or complex

genmatrix_vector_multnoadd

y = Ax

real or complex

gen_matrlx_vector_mut_addto

y = v + Ax

real or complex

gen_matrix_vector_muit_cl

y = y + Ax

complex only

genmatrix_vector_mult_cl_noadd y = Ax

complex only

genmatrix_vector_mult_cl_addto

complex only

y = v + Ax

(

NOTES

DistinctVariables.The arrays y, A, and x must be distinct variables. However, v and y
can be the same variable.
NumericalStability.The algorithm is numerically stable.
NumericalComplexity.If the matrices embedded in A have axis extents (p x q), axis
xvectoraxis of x has extent q, and axis y_vectoraxis of y has extent p, then for I
instances, the number of floating-point operations performed is shown below.
Real Operands

genmatrix vectormult
genmatrix_vector_mult_addto
gen_matrix_vector_mult_noadd

2pqI
2pqI
(2pq- p) I

Complex Operands

8 pql

8 pql

(8pq - 2p)I

Each conjugate routine performs the same number of floating-point operations as the
corresponding non-conjugate routine.
(
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EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the matrix vector multiplication routines can be
found on-line in the subdirectory

matrix-vector/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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3.5 Vector Matrix Multiplication
The vector matrix multiplication routines compute one or more vector matrix
products. Given CM arrays y, x, v, and A containing multiple instances of the
vectors y, x, and v and the matrix A, respectively, the vector matrix multiplication
routines perform the operations listed below for each instance. In these descriptions, A denotes the conjugate of A.
Routine

Operation

Data Types

genvector_matrix_muit

yT =y +xTA

real or complex

gen_vector_matrix_muit_noadd

yT= xTA

real or complex

gen_vector_matrix_muitaddto

yT = T + TA

real or complex

gen_vector_matrix_murt_c2

yT = y

complex only

genvector_matrix_muit_c2_noadd

yT = xTA

complex only

gen.vector..matrixmult..c2addto

yT = vT + xTA

complex only

+ XT

(

The man page following this section provides details.
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Vector Matrix Multiplication
The vector matrix multiplication routines compute one or more instances of a vector matrix
product.

SYNTAX
gen_vector_matrix_mult

(y, A, x, y_vectoraxis,

row_axis, col_axis,

xvector_axis, ier)
gen_vector_matrix_mult_noadd

(y, A, x, y_vector.axis, row_axis, col_axis,
xvector
_axis,
ier)

gen_vector_matrix_mult_addto

(y, A, x, v, y.._vector..axis, row_axis, colaxis,

x..vector_axis, ier)
gen_vector_matrlx_mutc2

(y, A, x, y.._vector_axis, rowaxis,

col_axis,

x._vectoraxis, ier)
gen_vector_matrix_mult_c2_noadd

(y, A, x, yvectoraxis,
x_vector_axis, ier)

gen_vector_matrix_mult_c2_addto

(y, A, x, v, y_vector_axis,

row_axis, colaxis,

row_axis, colaxis,

x_vectoraxis, ier)

ARGUMENTS

y

CM array of rank greater than or equal to 1 and type real or
complex. Contains one or more instances of the destination vector
y, embedded along axis y_vectoraxis. Axis y_vector_axis of y
must have the same extent as axis colaxis of A. Upon successful
completion, each vector instance is overwritten by the result of the
vector matrix multplication call.

A

CM array of the same type and precision as y and rank one greater
than that of y. Contains one or more instances of the matrix A,
defined by axes row_axis (which counts the rows) and colaxis
(which counts the columns). The remaining axes must match the
instance axes of y in length and order of declaration. Thus, each
matrix in A corresponds to a vector in y. The contents of A are not
changed during execution.
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x

CM array of the same rank, type, and precision as y. Contains one
or more instances of the vector x that is to be multiplied by the
matrix A, embedded along axis x..vectoraxis. Axis x_vectoraxis
of x must have the same extent as axis row_axis of A. The
remaining axes of x must match the instance axes of y in length
and order of declaration. Thus, each vector in x corresponds to a
vector in y. The contents of x are not changed during execution.

v

CM array of the same rank, type, precision, shape, and layout as y.
Thin
nronmLll nin i....-LLOU A LJ-1, :th-ee
AJLI
ii
I
L .LL UI

Inn- mri-

UilUUilliUi..iIluUUIU

-.. lt in
D

and gen_vector_matrix_mult
c2_addtocalls. It contains one or
more instances of the vector v that is to be added to the vector
matrix product, embedded along axis y_vectoraxis. The contents
of v are not changed during execution, unless v is the same
variable as y.

y_vector_axis

Scalar integer between 1 and the rank of y. The axis of y and v
along which the elements of the embedded vectors lie.

row_axis

Scalar integer between 1 and the rank of A. The axis of A that
counts the rows of the embedded matrix or matrices.

colaxis

Scalar integer between 1 and the rank of A. The axis of A that
counts the columns of the embedded matrix or matrices.

xvector_axis

Scalar integer between 1 and the rank of x. The axis of x along
which the elements of each vector lie.

ier

Scalar integer variable. Upon return, contains one of the following
error codes (if the CMSSLsafety mechanism is turned on):
O
-1

Normal return.
Rank(x) * rank(y) * rank(A) -1.

-2

Axis col_axisof A and axis y_vector.axis

-4

-8

of y do not have the same extent,
or axis row_axis of A and axis xvector..axis
of x do not have the same extent.
Matrix or vectors are not of the same data type
(real or complex); or you supplied non-complex data
when calling one of the conjugate (c2) routines.
Instance axes of the input CM arrays do not
match in length and order of declaration; or
y and v do not have the same
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rank, shape, and layout.
A, x, y, or v is not a CM array.

DESCRIPTION

For each instance, the vector matrix multiplication routines perform the operations
listed below. In these descriptions, A denotes the conjugate of A.
Routine

Operation

Data Types

gen_vector_matrix_m u lt

yT = yT + xTA

real or complex

gen_vector_matrix_m uitnoadd

yT = xTA

real or complex

gen_vector_matrix_mult_addto

yT = vT + xTA

real or complex

genvector_matrix_mut_c2

yT

complex only

gen_vector_matrix_muft_c2_noadd

yT = xTA

gen_vector_matrix_mut_c2_addto

yT + XT

complex only

T - vT + xT;A

complex only

NOTES

DistinctVariables.The arrays y, A, and x must be distinct variables. However, v and y
can be the same variable.
NumericalStability.The algorithm is numerically stable.
NumericalComplexity.If the matrices embedded in A have axis extents (p x q), axis
x._vectoraxis of x has extent q, and axis y_vectoraxis of y has extent p, then for I
instances, the number of floating-point operations performed is shown below.
Real Operands

Complex Operands

genvectormatrix_mult

2 pql

8 pql

gen_vector_matrix_mult_addto
gen_vector_matrix_mult_noadd

2pqI

8 pql

(2pq - q) I

(8pq - 2q) I

Each conjugate routine performs the same number of floating-point operations as the
corresponding non-conjugate routine.
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EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the vector matrix multiplication routines can be
found on-line in the subdirectory

vector-matrix/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.

i
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3.6 Infinity Norm
Given a CM array A containing one or more matrices A, the gen_infinity_norm
routine computes the infinity norm of each matrix A. Details are provided in the
man page that follows.
The infinity norm of a matrix A- 1 can be estimated based on the QR or LU factors
of A using the method developed by Hager (see reference 10 listed in Section
routines, deand gen_qr_infinity_norm_inv
3.9). The gen_lu_infinity_norm_inv
scribed in Chapter 5, perform these estimations.
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Infinity Norm
Given one or more matrices embedded in a CM array, the gen_infinlty_normroutine computes the infinity norms of the matrices.

SYNTAX

gennflnity_norm

(a, A, n, n2, row_axis, colaxis, ier)

ARGUMENTS

a

Real CM array with the same rank and precision as A. Axes
row_axis and col_axis must have extent 1.
Upon successful completion of gen_infinity_norm,
the infinity
norm of each matrix A within A is placed in the corresponding
position of a. For example, if A has dimensions 16 x 16 x 4
x 128, with row_axis = 2 and col_axis = 3, then upon completion, a(r, 1, 1, s) contains the infinity norm of the matrix
consisting of A(r, :, :, s).

A

(

Real or complex CM array of rank > 2.
When you call genJnfinity_norm,A must contain one or more
embedded matrices A whose infinity norms you want to compute. Each matrix A is assumed to be dense with dimensions
nl x n2. The axis identified by row_axis must count the rows
of the embedded matrices; the axis identified by colaxis
must count the columns of the matrices. Axes row_axis and
col_axis may have extents greater than nl and n2, respectively; that is, each instance of A may be contained in the upper
left-hand nl x n2 elements of a larger matrix within A.

nl

Scalar integer variable. The number of rows in each matrix
embedded in A.

n2

Scalar integer variable. The number of columns in each
matrix embedded in A.

84
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rowaxis

Scalar integer variable. The axis that counts the rows of the
matrices A embedded in A.

colaxis

Scalar integer variable. The axis that counts the columns of
the matrices A embedded in A.

ier

Scalar integer variable. Return code; set to 0 upon successful
return, or to one of the following error codes:
-1
-2
-8
-32

nl is invalid.
n2 is invalid.
The rank of a is not equal to the rank of A.
A is not real or complex, a is not real, or
A and a do not have the same precision.
row axis or colaxis is invalid.

-64

DESCRIPTION

Given one or more matrices A embedded in a CM array A, the gen_infinity_normroutine computes the infinity norm of each A.
The infinity norm of a matrix A, denoted here by IIA II., is defined by

IIAII

max
xI

IIAx I

Il--

1

where the infinity norm of a vector, IIx II, is defined as the maximum of the absolute
values of the vector components:

lx

=

i

xmaxIxI

The infinity-norm condition number of a matrix A is equal to the product of IIA IIooand
IIA-' II*.

)
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EXAMPLES

routine can be found on-line
Sample CM Fortran code that uses the gen_infinlty_norm
in the subdirectory

infinity-norm/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.

,
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3.7 Matrix Multiplication
The matrix multiplication routines compute one or more -matrix products. Given
CM arrays A, B, C, and D containing multiple instances of the matrices A, B, C,
and D, respectively, the matrix multiplication routines perform the operations
listed below for each instance. In these descriptions, AT and AH denote A transpose and A Hermitian, respectively.
Routine

Operation

Data Types

genmatrixmult

C C +AB

real or complex

genmatrix

C = AB

real or complex

gen_matrix_mult_addto

C = D +AB

real or complex

genmatrixmulttl

C

real or complex

gen_matrix_multtl_noadd

C = ATB

gen_matrix_mult_tl_addto

C D +ATB real or complex

genmatrixmulthl

C = C +AHB complex only

genmatrix multh1 _noadd

c

AHB

complex only

gen_matrix_mult_hl_addto

C = D +AHB

complex only

gen_matrix_multt2

C C +ABT real or complex

gen_matrix_mu Itt2_noadd

C = ABT

gen_matrix_mult_t2_addto

C D +ABT real or complex

genmatrixmuth2'

C C +ABH complex only

gen_matrix_muth2_noadd

C = ABH

genmatrix_mult_h2_ddto

C = D +ABH complex only

mult-noadd

gen_matrix_mult_tl

_t2

C +ATB

C

real or complex

real or complex

complex only

C +ATBT real or complex

gen_matrix_mut_t_t2_noadd

C =ATBT

gen_matrix_mult_t_t2_..addto

C

-

real or complex

D + ATBT real or complex
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The algorithm used depends on the axis extents of the arrays supplied. The man
page following this section provides details about this routine.
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Matrix Multiplication
The matrix multiplication routines compute one or more matrix products.

SYNTAX

I

gen_matrix_mult

(C, A, B, row_axis, colaxis, ier)

gen_matrix_mult_noadd

(C, A, B, row_axis, col_axis, ier)

gen_matrix_mult_addto

(C, A, B, D, row_axis, colaxis, ier)

genmatrix_mult_tl

(C, A, B, row_axis, col_axis, ier)

genmatrix_mult_tl_noadd

(C, A, B, row_axis, col_axis, ier)

gen_matrix_mult_tl_addto

(C, A, B, D, row_axis, col_axis, ier)

gen_matrix_mult_hl

(C, A, B, row_axis, colaxis, ier)

gen_matrix_mut_h_noadd

(C,A, B, row_axis,colaxis, ier)

gen_matrix_multhl_addto

(C, A, B, D, row_axis, colaxis, ier)

gen_matrix_mutt2

(C, A, B, row_axis, col_axis, ier)

gen_matrix_muIt_t2_noadd

(C, A, B, row_axis, colaxis, ier)

gen_matrix_mult_t2_addto

(C, A, B, D, rowaxis, col_axis, ier)

gen_matrix_mult_h2

(C, A, B, row_axis, col_axis, ier)

gen_matrix_mult_h2_noadd

(C, A, B, D, row_axis,colaxis, ier)

genmatrix_mult_h2_addto

(C, A, B, D, row_axis,colaxis, ier)

genmatrix_mult_tl_t2

(C, A, B, row_axis,colaxis, ier)

gen_matrix_multtl_t2_noadd

(C, A, B, row_axis, col_axis, ier)

gen_matrix_multt1 _t2_addto

(C,A, B, D, rowaxis, col_axis,ier)

i

i
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ARGUMENTS

C

CM array of type real or complex and rank greater than or equal to
2. Contains one or more instances of the destination matrix C,
defined by axes row_axis (which counts the rows) and colaxis
(which counts the columns). Axis row_axis of C must have the
same extent as axis rowaxis of A. Axis colaxis of C must have
the same extent as axis col_axis of B.
Upon successful completion, each matrix instance within C is
overwritten by the result of the matrix multiplication call.

A

CM array of the same rank, type, and precision as C. Contains one
or more instances of the left-hand factor matrix A, defined by axes
row_axis (which counts the rows) and colaxis (which counts the
columns). Axis colaxis of A must have the same extent as axis

row_axis of B. The contents of A are not changed during
execution.
B

CM array of the same rank, type, and precision as C. Contains one
or more instances of the right-hand factor matrix B, defined by

axes row_axis (which counts the rows) and colaxis (which
counts the columns). The contents of B are not changed during
execution.
D

CM array of the same rank, type, precision, shape, and layout as C.
This argument is used only in the calls whose names end in
"_addto."It contains one or more instances of the matrix D that is
to be added to the matrix product, defined by axes row_axis
(which counts the rows) and col_axis (which counts the columns).
The contents of D are not changed during execution, unless D and
C are the same variable.

rowaxis

Scalar integer between 1 and the rank of C. The axis of C, A, B,
and D that counts the rows of the embedded matrix or matrices.

colaxis

Scalar integer between 2 and the rank of C. The axis of C, A, B,

and D that counts the columns of the embedded matrix or
matrices.
ier

Scalar integer variable. Upon return, contains one of the following
error codes (if the CMSSLsafety mechanism is turned on):
O
-1

Normal return.
Ranks of provided arrays are different or are not
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-16
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at least 2.
Non-conforming A and B axis extents.
Non-conforming A and C axis extents.
Non-conforming B and C axis extents.
The instance axes of A, B, and C do not match in
length and order of declaration; or C and D do not
have the same rank, shape, and layout.
row_axis and/or colaxis is less than 1 or greater than
the rank of the arrays.

-64

C, A, B, or D is not a CMarray.

-128

C, A, and B (and D, in .addto calls) do not all have
the same data type (real or complex), or you supplied
non-complex data when calling one of the conjugate
(.hl or _h2) routines.

DESCRIPTION

For each instance, the matrix multiplication routines perform the operations listed
below. In these descriptions, AT and AH denote A transpose and A Hermitian, respectively.
Routine

Operation

Data Types

gen_matrixmult

C= C+AB

real or complex

genmatrix_mult_noadd

C-C

real or complex

gen_matrix_mult_addto

C - D +AB

real or complex

gen_matrix_mult_tl

C C +ATB

real or complex

gen_matrixmult_tlnoadd

C

=

ATB

real or complex

gen_matrix_mult_tl_addto

C

=

D +ATB

real or complex

genmatrixmulthl

C = C +AHB

complex only

gen_matrix_mult_hl_noadd

C =AHB

complex only

gen_matrixmult_hl addto

C = D +AHB

complex only

gen_matrixmultt2

C = C +ABT

real or complex

gen_matrixmultt2_noadd

C = ABT

real or complex
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gen_matrix_multt2_addto C = D + ABT

real or complex

gen_matrix_mult_h2

C = C + ABH

complex only

gen_matrix_mult_h2_noadd

C = ABH

complex only

gen_matrix_mult_h2.addto C = D + ABH

complex only

genmatrix_mult.._tl_t2

real or complex

C = C + ATBT

gen_matrix_mult_tl_t2_noadd
C = ATBT

real or complex

gen_matrix_multtl_t2_addtoC = D + ATBT

real or complex

The algorithm used depends on the axis extents of the arrays supplied.
For calls that do not transpose the matrices, the arrays conform correctly with the following axis extents for row_axis and col_axis:
Array

axis_l extent

axis_2 extent

A

P

q

B

q

r

C

p

r

D

p

r

For calls that transpose the matrix A, the arrays conform correctly with the following
axis extents for row_axis and colaxis:
Array

axis.._lextent

axis..2 extent

A

q

P

B

q

r

C

p

r

D

p

r
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For calls that transpose the matrix B, the arrays conform correctly with the following
axis extents for row_axis and colaxis:
Array

axisl

extent

axis_2 extent

A

P

q

B

r

q

C

P

r

D

P

r

For calls that transpose both A and B, the arrays conform correctly with the following
axis extents for row_axis and colaxis:
Array

axis_l extent

axis2 extent

A

q

P

B

r

q

C

P

r

D

P

r

NOTES

DistinctVariables.All input arrays must be distinct, except that C and D can be the
same variable.
NumericalStability.The algorithm is numerically stable.
NumericalComplexity.If the matrices embedded in A have the axis extents listed in
the Description section, then for I instances, the number of floating-point operations
performed is shown below.
Real Operands

Complex Operands

gen_matrixmult

2 pqrl

genmatrix_mult_addto

2 pqrI

8 pqrl
8 pqrl

gen_matrlx_mult_noadd

(2pqr - pr) I

(8pqr - 2pr)I
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Each conjugate routine performs the same number of floating-point operations as the
corresponding non-conjugate routine.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the matrix multiplication routines can be found
on-line in the subdirectory

matrix-multiply/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.

;
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3.8 Matrix Multiplication with External Storage
The gen_matrbt_mult_ext
routine performs the operation

Y= Y+AX
where Yis a matrix of size n x m, X is a matrix of size n2 x m, and A is a matrix
of size nI x n2 that is too large to fit into core memory. The man page that follows provides details.
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Matrix Multiplication with External Storage
The gen_matrix_mult_ext
routine performs the operation Y = Y + AX where Y is a matrix
of size nI x m, X is a matrix of size n2 x m, and A is a matrix of size nI x n2 that is too
large to fit into core memory.

SYNTAX

genmatrixmult

ext (Y, X, m, nI, n2, blk type, unit, ier)

ARGUMENTS

Y

CMarray of rank 2, the same data type as A (real or complex), and
size ni x m. Upon return, contains Y + AX.

X

CM array of rank 2, the same data type as A, and size n2 x m.

m

Scalar integer variable. The number of columns in X and Y.

n

Scalar integer variable. The number of rows in A and Y.

n2

Scalar integer variable. The number of rows in X and columns in
A.

blk

Scalar integer variable. Block size. The matrix A is partitioned
into blocks of blk columns, or panels. See the Notes section,
below, for guidelines for choosing blk.

type

Scalar integer variable. The data type. Specify one of the
following values:
CMSSL.singlereal
CMSSLdoublereal
CMSSL_single_complex
CMSSL_double_complex

unit

96

real*4
real*8
complex*8
complex*16

Scalar integer. Valid unit number associated with the file that
contains the matrix A stored in serial order (see the Notes below.)
Use the CM Fortran utility CMF_FILE_OPEN
to associate a file
with a unit number (or use the equivalent utility to associate a
socket or device with a unit number). The gen_matrixmult_ext
routine reads the matrix from unit and does not modify the file.
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Scalar integer variable. Return code. Set to 0 upon successful
return, or to -1 if the routine encounters an I/O error on unit.

DESCRIPTION

The gen_matrix_mult_extroutine performs the operation Y = Y + AX where Y is a
matrix of size nl x m, X is a matrix of size n2 x m, and A is a matrix of size n x n2 that
is too large to fit into core memory.

NOTES

Includethe CMSSLHeaderFile. Because the routine described above uses symbolic
constants, you must include the line
INCLUDE '/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

at the top of any program module that calls these routines. This file declares the types
of the CMSSLsymbolic constants.
File Unit. The /0Ounit unit must be assigned to a file before you call gen_matrixmult_
ext. In CM Fortran, file assignment is done with the CMFFILE_OPENutility (or an
equivalent utility for a device or socket). For information regarding parallel /0 in
general, see the CM-5 IO System Programming Guide. For information about the CM
Fortran interface to parallel I/O, see the CM Fortran Utility Library Reference Manual.
As described in this manual, there are essentially two modes of external storage: Fixed
Machine Size (FMS) and Serial Order (SO). Serial order is the familiar Fortran row-

major order and is the one used by the external matrix multiplication routine.
Therefore, A must be stored in serial order in file unit unit. In this order, the data is
portable across the CM-5 external storage systems (DataVault, Scalable Disk Array,
HIPPI).

routine partitions the matrix A
Choosing the Block Size. The genmatrix_mult_ext
into block columns, or panels, A, of size n x blk:
A = [Al, A2, ...,Am .
The last panel, Am, contains fewer than blk columns if blk is not a divisor of n. The
block size should be large enough to optimize machine utilization. Besides the alloca-

tion of X and Y, the in-core memory requirement for gen_matrix_mult_extis
approximately (2v + 16)n*blk bytes, where v is the number of bytes in the data type of
A.
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EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the external matrix multiplication routine can be
found on-line in the subdirectory

external/matrix-multiply/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.

.
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3.9 References
For more information about the basic linear routines for dense matrices, see the
following references:
1. Dongarra, J. J., J. Du Croz, S. Hammarling, and R. J. Hanson. An Ex-

tended Set of Fortran Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms. Argonne
National Laboratories, Mathematics and Computer Science Division,
Technical Memorandum 41, November 1986.
2. Dongarra, J. J., J. Du Croz, I. Duff, and S. Hammerling. A Set of Level 3

Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms. Argonne National Laboratories,
Mathematics and Computer Science Division, Reprint No. 1, August
1988.

3. Dongarra, J. J., J. Du Croz, I. Duff, and S. Hammerling. A Set of Level 3

Basic LinearAlgebraSubprograms:ModelImplementationand TestPrograms. Argonne National Laboratories, Mathematics and Computer
Science Division, Reprint No. 2, August 1988.
)

4. Golub, G. H., and Van Loan, C. F. Matrix Computations. 2d ed. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989; or any basic linear algebra
text.
5. Johnsson, S. L. Communication Efficient Basic Linear Algebra Computa-

tions on HypercubeArchitectures.Journal of Parallel and Distributed
Computing 4 (1987): 133-72.

6. Johnsson, S. L., T. Harris, and K. K. Mathur. Matrix Multiplication on the
Connection Machine. In Proceedings of Supercomputing '89, ACM Press,
New York, 1989. Pp. 326-32.

7. Cannon, L. E. A Cellular Computer to Implement the Kalman Filter Algorithm. Ph.D. diss., Montana State University, 1969.
8. Mathur, K. K. and S. L. Johnsson. Multiplication of Matrices of Arbitrary
Shape on a Data Parallel Computer. Thinking Machines Corporation
Technical Report TR-216, 1992.
9. Johnsson, S. L. and L. Ortiz. Local Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines
(LBLAS) for Distributed Memory Architectures and Languages with
Array Syntax. Int. J. Supercomputer App. 6, no. 4 (1992): 322-50.
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For more information specifically about the infinity norm, see the following references:
10.Hager, W. W. Condition Estimates. SIAMJ. Sci. Stat. Comput. 5 (1984):
311-16.
11.Higham, N. J. Experience with a Matrix Norm Estimator. SlAMJ. Sci. Stat.
Comput. 11, no. 4 (1990): 804-9.
12.Higham, N. J. FORTRANCodes for Estimating the One-Norm of a Real
or Complex Matrix, with Applications to Condition Estimation. (Algorith
674) ACM Tlans. Math. Soft. 14 (1988): 381-96.
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This chapter describes the CM Fortran interface to the basic linear algebra operations for sparse matrices. One section is devoted to each of the following topics:
* introduction
* arbitrary elementwise sparse matrix operations
* arbitrary block sparse matrix operations
)

* grid sparse matrix operations
* references

4.1 Introduction
The CMSSLprovides routines for basic linear algebra operations on sparse
matrices representing structured and unstructured grids. Both elementwise and
block sparse matrices are supported. The following operations are provided for
arbitrary elementwise sparse matrices, arbitrary block sparse matrices, and grid
sparse matrices:
* sparse matrix x vector
* vector x sparse matrix
·

sparse matrix x dense matrix

·

dense matrix x sparse matrix
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NOTE

The sparse matrix routines described in this chapter are
intended for general sparse matrices and (in the case of the grid
sparse matrix operations) for certain banded sparse matrices.
For banded sparse matrices that cannot be handled by the grid
sparse matrix operations, you can improve performance significantly by writing your own multiplication routine that exploits
the band structure. More routines for banded sparse matrices
are planned for future CMSSLreleases.

4.1.1 Arbitrary Sparse Matrix Operations
The primary intent of the arbitrary sparse matrix operations is to provide the basic building blocks for more complex sparse applications - for example, a
sparse iterative solver, or computation of the eigenvalues of the sparse matrices
by the Lanczos or Arnoldi method.
For applications that do not perform explicit sparse linear algebra operations, but
want to make use of some communication primitives used by the sparse basic
linear algebra functions, the CMSSL provides two utility functions: the gather
utility and the scatter utility. These utilities, which are described in Chapter 14,
are intended for use in applications such as the solution of partial differential
equations on unstructured discretizations, and optimization problems repre-

sented by sparse matrices occurring in network flow problems. A
communication compiler and a partitioning routine are also provided (see Chapter 14).

Storage Representations
Two separate storage representations of the sparse matrix are supported (see references 2 and 3 listed in Section 4.5). These data mappings are referred to as the
elementwise sparse matrix mapping and the block sparse matrix mapping. In the
elementwise data mapping, the zero data values of the matrix are ignored and the
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non-zero data values are stored row-wise. In the block sparse mapping, the
sparse matrix is stored as a collection of dense block matrices. In its full matrix
representation, this block matrix storage scheme is extremely flexible. The dense
blocks need not be composed of contiguous rows and columns, and may overlap
in any way. One possible application for the block sparse representation is the
finite element method. Structured finite element grids lead to a grid block sparse
data layout; unstructured grids result in an arbitrary block sparse layout. The two
storage schemes are described in more detail in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

Gathering and Scattering

)

The CMSSLsparse matrix operations can be described briefly in three steps (see
reference 1). First, the source vector (or matrix) elements are "gathered" into
local vectors. The relevant local operation (matrix vector or matrix matrix) is
then performed. Finally, the results of the local operations are "scattered" back
to the destination vector (or matrix). If there is collision at the destination, the
colliding data values are added. (Note that in this context, "local" means local
to a block, and does not refer to the lower-level implementation or to processing
elements.) Examples illustrating the gathering and scattering processes are provided in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

Optimization Switches
The arbitrary sparse matrix functions described in this chapter provide two optimization switches. These optimizations are based on the premise that the
applications will use these sparse functions repeatedly. A marginal setup cost can
therefore be incurred before the first call to the sparse functions. The setup cost
is then amortized over several calls to the sparse matrix functions.
The first optimization switch allows the application to preprocess the "gather"
phase of the operation (see references 4 and 5). This strategy usually results in
a significant improvement in the performance of the function. The pre-processing phase requires additional processing element storage. The amount of storage
required is a strong function of the sparsity of the matrix and is determined at run
time by the setup functions. It is highly recommended that this additional storage
be freed as soon as the application is finished with the sparse functions. The deallocation routines are also described in this chapter.
The second optimization feature provided by the sparse matrix operations is the
ability to permute the array elements randomly (see references 4, 6, 7, and 8).
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This process is referred to as a random permutation throughout this chapter. Random permutations of the array elements are particularly useful in reducing the
routing conflicts that occur, and can reduce the time for data motion significantly.
Setup routines are provided to compute the random permutations. The setup routines return the relevant array masks and the location of the vector (or matrix)
elements after the random permutations. Most applications use the sparse matrix
vector products to produce vectors (or matrices) that are then used in other operations such as inner products and local arithmetic. With the proper use of the
masks, those other operations are invariant to the location of the vector (or matrix) elements. Thus, the products need not be permuted back in the inner loop
of an application. Applications intending to use the sparse matrix functions are
strongly encouraged to use both the optimization switches.

Optimizing Array Layout
As with most other CMSSLoperations, the performance of the sparse matrix operations is a very strong function of the compiler layout directives used by the
application. In particular, the block sparse functions perform significantly better
when each dense block composing the sparse matrix is local to (contained within) a processing element. You can achieve this result by using the detailed axis
descriptors of the CM Fortran CMF$LAYOUT
directive.

4.1.2 Grid Sparse Matrix Operations
The grid sparse matrix routines operate on data from grid-based applications.
Coefficient matrix elements residing at each grid point P are multiplied by vector
or matrix elements residing at point P and its nearest-neighbor points. The result
is placed in product vector or matrix elements residing at point P. These routines
support multiple instances and block matrices.
Like the arbitrary sparse matrix routines, the grid sparse routines are designed
with the assumption that the application will use these functions repeatedly. A
marginal setup cost can therefore be incurred before the first call to the functions.
The setup cost is then amortized over several calls.
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4.2 Arbitrary Elementwise Sparse Matrix Operations
This section introduces the arbitrary elementwise sparse matrix operations. For
detailed information about the routines and their arguments, refer to the man
page at the end of this section.

4.2.1 The Arbitrary Elementwise Sparse Matrix Routines
Given a sparse matrix and a vector or dense matrix, the arbitrary elementwise
sparse matrix routines compute the product of the sparse matrix with the vector
or dense matrix. The following routines are provided:
sparsematvec_mult

Multiplies a sparse matrix by a vector.

sparse_vecmatmult

Multiplies a vector by a sparse matrix.

sparse_matgen_mat_mult Multiplies a sparse matrix by a dense matrix.
genmatsparse_mat mult

Multiplies a dense matrix by a sparse matrix.

The two routines in which the sparse matrix is the left-hand operand
(sparsematvecmult and sparsemat.gen_mat_mult)use the following setup
and deallocation routines:
sparse_matvec_setup
deallocate_sparse_matvec..setup

The two routines in which the sparse matrix is the right-land operand
(sparsevecmat_mult and genmatsparse_matLmult) use the following setup
and deallocation routines:
sparsevecmatsetup
deallocatesparse_vecmat_setup

For information about setup and deallocation, refer to the Description section of
the man page following this section.

4.2.2

)

Storage of Sparse Matrices
Before calling the arbitrary elementwise sparse matrix routines, you must create
a vector (one-dimensional CM array) A to represent the sparse mtrix. Yol must
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also supply associated vectors, rows, cols, row_segments, and A_mask, and integer values, nrow and ncol. Refer to the man page following this section for
descriptions of these arguments. The following example is based on the argument definitions in the man page.

Example

The sparse matrix

is represented by the vector

A- [142351]
along with associated vectors

rows = [112344]
cols

=

[132413]

row_segments= [T F T T T F]
In this case, since you need not mask any elements of A, you can supply the
scalar logical value .true. for the A_mask argument.
If you defined A to have extent 10, that is,
A = 1423510000]
then the corresponding vectors would be

rows- [1123440000]
cols

=

[1324130000]

row_segments= [T F T T T F F F F F]

Amask= [TTTTTTFFFF]
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Although other representations are possible, the current implementation requires
that the elements of each row be contiguous with one another.
For discussions of this common method of storing sparse matrices, see references
2 and 3 in the list in Section 4.5.

4.2.3 Saving the Trace
One preprocessing step in arbitrary elementwise sparse matrix operations is the
calculation of an optimization, or trace, for the communication pattern required
by the multiplication. The trace depends on the sparsity of the matrix (that is, the
positions of the non-zero elements); matrices with the same sparsity result in the
same trace.
If you set the itrace argument to 0 when you call sparse_matvec_setup or
sparsevecmatsetup, the trace will be computed separately for each multiplication operation. However, if you are performing more than one multiplication
operation with matrices that have identical sparsities, you can improve performance significantly by having the setup routine calculate the trace once and save
it; you pass this trace to subsequent multiplication routine calls. To activate this
option, set itrace = 1 when you call sparsematvecsetup or sparse.vecmat_
setup. If the sparsity of the matrix changes, you must call the setup routine again
to calculate a new trace.
The trade-off for the improved performance when you set itrace = 1 is that saving a trace requires a substantial amount of CM memory. To free this extra

memory, you must call deallocate_sparse_matvec_setupor deallocate_
sparse.._vecmatsetupafter all of the sparse matrix vector products associated
with one setup call have finished.

4.2.4 Random Permutation of Source and Destination Array
Element Locations
Along with the sparse matrix A, you must supply the arbitrary elementwise
sparse matrix routines with a source array, x, containing one or more vectors or
dense matrices to be multiplied by the sparse matrix; and a destination array, y,
containing corresponding vectors or dense matrices into which the results of the
multiplication are to be placed. The source and destination arrays may be the
same variable. They have rank 1 if you are calling sparse_matvec_mult or
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sparsevecmat.mult,
or rank 2 if you are calling sparse..mat..genmat
multor
gen_matsparse_mat_mult.
When you call one of the setup routines, the contents
of x and y are ignored; only the geometry is examined.
The sparsematvec..setup
or sparsematvec_setup
argument irandom, if set to
1, activates an option that uses an internal random permutation generator to return permutations of the source and destination array element locations. These
permutations affect all subsequent multiplication calls associated with the setup
call, as follows:
* Before calling the multiplication routines, you must permute the elements
of x using the source array permutation returned by the setup routine.
* The multiplication routine permutes the elements of y using the destination array permutation returned by the setup routine. Thus, the product
array is returned in permuted form.
Note that the source array permutation must be applied by your application,
while the destination array permutation is applied by the multiplication routine.
This feature involves a marginal preprocessing cost, but is extremely useful for
minimizing the routing conflicts that occur during the data motion phase of the
multiplication. In some cases, the permutations can reduce the communication
time and thus improve performance significantly. If you set irandom to 0, an
identity permutation is returned for both arrays.
The setup routine returns the source and destination array permutations in the
integer arrays where_is_x and where_is_y, respectively. If the source and destination arrays have rank 2, each permutation moves elements within columns
only; each location remains in its original column. If the source and destination
arrays are the same variable, the same permutation is returned in where_is_x and
where_isy. If you set irandom to 0, you may conserve memory by declaring
where_is_x and whereis_y as scalar integers with the value 0.
Along with the source and destination arrays, you must supply the routines with
two integer arguments, x_length and y_length, containing the true extents of the
first axes of x andy, respectively. That is, xlength contains the number of active
elements (for rank 1) or rows (for rank 2) in x, and y_length contains the number
of active elements (for rank 1) or rows (for rank 2) in y. In the permuted source
array that you provide to the multiplication routine, it is possible that the active
elements will no longer be confined to the first x_length locations (or rows, for
rank 2).
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If your source or destination array contains elements that must be masked, you
must supply the setup routine with a corresponding logical array, xmask or
y_mask, that has the same axis extents and layout directives as x ory, respectively. The setup routine ignores the initial contents of the masks. On return from the
setup, the values of the masks reflect the permutations returned in where_is_x
and whereis_. If the source or destination array requires no masking, you may
provide the scalar logical value .true. for x_mask or ymask, respectively. (An
example is provided below.)

NOTE
Product elements resulting from the multiplication are sent to the
permuted y locations; thus, the y returned by each multiplication
routine is the permuted destination array. Optionally, you may use
the information in y_mask and where_isjy to permute the elements of y back to their original positions after the multiplication
occurs. However, most applications do not require you to do this.

For detailed definitions of the returned values of x_mask, y_mask, where_is_x,
and where isy, refer to the man page at the end of this section. The example
below is based on the argument definitions in the man page.
For a discussion of random permutation of source vector element locations, see
references 4, 6, 7, and 8 listed in Section 4.5.

Example

Suppose you want to multiply the sparse matrix

0 0 0 3
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by a vector of length 4. In this example, x is one-dimensional with declared extent 6, and xlength is 4:
x

= [xl X2

3 x4 -

-]

(The symbol - indicates a masked data element.) If you set irandom =0, you can
supply the scalar value 0 for where_is_x and where_isy; you need not permute
your source array before supplying it to the multiplication routine; and the multiplication routine does not permute the destination elements.
However, suppose you set irandom to 1, and sparse_matvec_setup assigns
whereisx the values
whereis_x

= [6 1 3 2 4 5]

and x_mask the values
x_mask = [T T T F F T].
In this case, you must permute the source array element locations as follows:
x = [x2 x4 x3 - - xl]

That is, you must use this template when permuting the elements of each x you
supply in subsequent sparsematvec_mult calls associated with this setup.
In this same example, suppose y has declared extent 4 and true extent y_length
= 4. In this case, since there is no need for a destination mask, you can supply
the single scalar value y_mask - .true..If sparsematvec_setup
assigned where_
isy the values
where_isy

=[2

1 4 3],

then the destination array is

y - [2x2 xl+4x3 5xl+X3 3x4].
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Arbitrary Elementwise Sparse Matrix
Operations
Given a sparse matrix and a vector or dense matrix, the routines described below compute
the product of the sparse matrix with the vector or dense matrix.

SYNTAX

sparse_matvec_setup

(A_mask, rowsegments, rows, cols, y, x, ylnask, x._mask,
where_is_x, where_is_y, y_length, xlength, irandom, itrace,
trace, ier)

sparse_matvec_mult

(y, A, x, rows, cots, row_segments, y_mask, Amask
itrace, trace, ier)

x_mask,

sparse_mat_gen_mat._mult
(y,A, x, rows, cots, row_segments, y_mask, A_mask,
xmask, itrace, trace, ier)
deallocate.sparsematvec_setup
(trace, itrace)
sparse..vecmat..setup (A_mask, row_segments, rows, cols, y, x, ymask, xmask,
where_is_x, where_isy, y_length, x_length, irandom, itrace,
trace, ier)
sparse_vecmat

mult

(y, A, x, rows, cols, row_segments, ymask, A_mask, x_mask,
itrace, trace, ier)

gen_mat_sparse_mat_mult
(y, A, x, rows, cols, rowsegments, y_mask, A_mask,
x_mask, itrace, trace, ier)
deallocate_sparse_vecmat_setup
(trace, itrace)

ARGUMENTS

y

CM array of the same rank as x and the same data type (real or
complex) as A. May be the same variable as x. The contents of this
array are ignored by the setup routines. Upon return from one of
the multiplication routines, contains the product of the sparse
matrix and x.
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A

Real or complex CM array of rank 1 containing -

in packed

storage - the non-zero elements of the sparse matrix. The
elements of each row must be contiguous with one another. The
extent of A may be larger than the number of non-zero elements
in the sparse matrix.

Amask

If A contains elements that need masking, A_mask must be a
logical CM array of rank 1 with the same extent and layout
directives as A; it is used as a mask for A. Set an element of
Amask to .true. if the corresponding element of A is to be treated
as a non-zero element of the sparse matrix. Supply values for
A_mask before calling the setup routine; then use the same
A_mask when calling the associated multiplication routine.

If A does not contain elements that need masking, you can
conserve processing element memory by supplying the scalar
logical value .true. for A_mask.
row_segments

Logical CM array of rank 1 with the same extent and layout
directives as A. Contains information about the sparsity of the
matrix. Set an element of row_segments to .true. if and only if the
corresponding element of A is the first non-zero element in a row
of the sparse matrix. Supply values for row_segments before
calling the setup routine. The setup routine does not alter the

I

values of row_segments. You must supply the same
row-segments values when calling the associated multiplication
routine; do not modify rowsegments between the setup call and
the associated multiplication call.

rows

Integer, one-based CM array of rank 1 with the same extent and
layout directives as A. When you call the setup routine, each
element of rows must contain the row number, in the sparse
matrix, of the corresponding element of A. Do not modify rows
after the setup routine returns; you must supply the multiplication
routine with the values contained in rows upon return from the
associated setup routine.

cols

Integer, one-based CM array of rank 1 with the same extent and
layout directives as A. When you call the setup routine, each
element of cols must contain the column number, in the sparse
matrix, of the corresponding element of A. Do not modify cols
after the setup routine returns; you must supply the multiplication
routine with the values contained in cols upon return from the
associated setup routine.
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x

CM array of rank 1 or 2 and of the same data type and precision
as A. May be the same variable as y. The contents of this array are
ignored by the setup routines. Before calling the multiplication
routine, you must apply to x the permutation, if any, indicated by
the values that the setup routine assigned to where_is_x.

y_mask

If y contains elements that need masking, y_mask must be a
logical CM array with the same rank, axis extents, and layout
directives as y; it is used as a mask for the destination array. The
setup routine ignores the initial contents. On return from the setup
routine, y_mask has the following values:
*

If irandom = 0 and y has rank 1, y_mask (1:y_length) =
.true.;all other elements of y_mask are .false..

*

If irandom = 0 andy has rank 2, then within each column
of y_mask, y_mask(l:y_length, ) = .true. and all other
elements of the column are .false..

*

If irandom = 1 andy has rank 1, theny_mask(whereisy
(1:y_length))= .true.; all other elements of y_mask are

)

.false..

*

If irandom = 1 andy has rank 2, then within each column
of y_mask, y_mask(whereisy (kl), )) = .true. for k =
l:y_length; all other elements of the column are .false..

Do not modify y_mask between the setup call and the associated
multiplication call(s). When you call one of the multiplication
routines, you must supply the values assigned to ymask by the
setup routine.

If y does not contain elements that need masking, you can
conserve processing element memory by supplying the scalar
logical value .true.for y_mask.
x_mask

If x contains elements that need masking, xmask must be a
logical CM array with the same rank, axis extents, and layout
directives as x; it is used as a mask for the source array. The setup
routine ignores the initial contents. On return from the setup
routine, xmask has the following values:
*

If irandom = 0 and x has rank 1, x..mask(l:xlength)
.true.and all other elements of x_mask are .false..

=
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*

If irandom = 0 and x has rank 2, then within each column
of x_mask, x..mask(l:xlength, j) = .true.;all other elements of the column are .false..

*

If irandom = 1 and x has rank 1, then x_mask(where_is_x
(l:xlength)) = .true.;all other elements of x_mask are
.false..

*

If irandom = 1 and x has rank 2, then within each column
1), )) = .true.for k =
of x_mask, x_mask(whereisx(k,
l:xlength; all other elements of the column are .false..

Do not modify x_mask between the setup call and the associated
multiplication call(s). When you call one of the multiplication
routines, you must supply the values assigned to x_mask by the
setup routine.

If x does not contain elements that need masking, you can
conserve processing element memory by supplying the scalar
logical value .true. for x_mask.
where_isx

If you set irandom = 0, you can conserve processing element
memory by supplying the scalar integer value 0 for where_is_x.
If you set irandom = 1, where_is_x must be an integer CM array
with the same rank, axis extents, and layout directives as x. The
initial contents are ignored. On return from the setup routine,
where_isx has the following values:

*

If irandom = 0, where_is_x(k) (for rank 1) or
where_isx(k, l) (for rank 2) is simply k.

where_isy

*

If irandom = 1 and x has rank 1, whereis_x(k) is the location to which the kth source array location must be
mapped.

*

If irandom = 1 and x has rank 2, where_is_x(k,l) is the
row number to which location (k, 1) of the source array
must be mapped.

If you set irandom = 0, you can conserve processing element
memory by supplying the scalar integer value 0 for where_is_y.
If you set irandom = 1, where_isy must be an integer CM array
with the same rank, axis extents, and layout directives as y. The
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initial contents are ignored. On return from the setup routine,
where_isy has the following values:
*

If irandom = 0, where_isy(k) (for rank 1) or where_
is_y(k,l) (for rank 2) is simply k.

*

If irandom = 1 andy has rank 1, where_isy(k) is the location to which the kth destination array location will be
mapped by the multiplication routine.

*

If irandom = 1 and y has rank 2, whereisy(k,l) is the
row number to which location (k; ) of the destination
array will be mapped by the multiplication routine.

ylength

Scalar integer variable. The true extent of the first axis of y.

x_length

Scalar integer variable. The true extent of the first axis of x.

irandom

Scalar integer variable. Must be 0 or 1. Setting irandom to 1
causes the setup routine to return random permutations of the
source and destination array element locations. If irandom is 0,
identity permutations are returned.

itrace

Scalar integer variable. Must be 0 or 1. When you call the setup
routine, set itrace to 1 if you want the setup routine to calculate
and save an optimization, or trace, for the communication pattern
corresponding to the sparsity of the matrix. Set itrace to 0 if you

want each multiplication routine to calculate the trace
individually. The setup routine modifies the contents of itrace. Do
not modify itrace after the setup routine returns; you must supply
the associated multiplication and deallocation routines with the
value contained in itrace upon return from the setup routine.
trace

Scalar integer variable. Internal variable. If you supplied itrace 1 when calling the setup routine, then on return from the setup
routine, trace contains the address in CMmemory where the trace
is stored. Do not modify trace after the setup routine returns; you

must supply the associated multiplication and deallocation
routines with the value contained in trace upon return from the
setup routine.
ier

Scalar integer variable. Upon return from the setup routines, ier
contains one of the following codes:
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-1
-2
-4

-8

-16
-64
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Normal return.
irandom is not equal to O or 1.
itrace is not equal to 0 or 1.
xlength is greater than the extent of the first
axis of x, or y_length is greater than the extent of
the first axis of y.
x, x mask, and where isx do not have the same
shape, or y, ymask, and where_isy do not have the
same shape.
A_mask, row_segments, rows, and cols do not
have the same shape.
trace is too large to fit in available memory.

Upon return from the multiplication routines, ier contains one of
the following codes:
O
-1

Normal return.
A, x, or y does not contain real or complex data.

DESCRIPTION

The arbitrary elementwise sparse matrix routines perform the operations listed below.
(In the formulas below, x and y denote vectors while X and Y denote matrices.
However, lowercase letters are used for both cases everywhere else in this text.)
sparsematvec_mult

y = Ax

multiplies a sparse matrix by a vector

sparse_vecmat_mult

yT = xTA

multiplies a vector by a sparse matrix

Y= AX
sparse.matgen_mat_mult

multiplies a sparse matrix by a dense matrix

gen_mat_sparse_matmut YTr= XTA

multiplies a dense matrix by a sparse matrix

The sparse matrix and the vector must be of the same data type (real or complex) and
the same precision; the sparse matrix is stored in packed form (vector argument A), as
described in the argument list.
To multiply a sparse matrix by a vector or dense matrix, follow these steps:
1.

Call sparse_matvec_setup.

2.

Call sparse_matvec_mult
or sparse_mat_gen_mat_mult.

To compute more than one product using sparse matrices that all have identical
with multiple calls to
sparsities, follow one call to sparse_matvec_setup
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If the sparsity changes,
or sparsemat_genmatat_mult.
sparse_matvec_mult
start with Step 1 again.

or sparse mat..gen_matmultcalls associated
3. After all sparsematvec_mult
with the same sparsematvec setup call, call deallocatesparse matvec setup

to deallocate the CM storage space required by the setup routine.
To multiply a vector or dense matrix by a sparse matrix, follow these steps:
1.

Call sparse_vecmat_setup.

2.

Call sparsevecmatmult or gen_mat.sparse_mat_mult.

To compute more than one product using sparse matrices that all have identical
with multiple calls to
sparsities, follow one call to sparse_vecmatsetup
or gen mat.sparsematmult. If the sparsity changes,
sparse_vecmat_mult
start with Step 1 again.
3. After all sparsevecmatmult or genmatsparsematmult calls associated
call, call deallocatesparsevecmatsetup
with the same sparsevecmatsetup
to deallocate the CM storage space required by the setup routine.
More than one setup may be active at a time. That is, you may call the setup routine
more than once without calling the deallocation routine.
SetupPhase.The setup routine analyzes the sparsity of the matrix, allocates CM storage space for the matrix vector multiplication, and places appropriate values in
variables required by the multiplication routines.
The setup routine provides two options that may improve performance significantly:
*

If you set itrace = 1, the setup routine calculates and saves the trace corresponding to the sparsity of the matrix for use in subsequent calls to the
multiplication routines. The setup routine also allocates the additional storage
space required for the trace.

*

If you set irandom = 1, the setup routine returns random permutations of the
source and destination array element locations in where isx and whereisy,
respectively. (If the source and destination arrays are the same variable, the
same permutation is applied to both arrays.) You must apply the permutation
indicated in where_is_x to the source arrays you supply in subsequent multiplication calls. The permutation indicated in where_is_y is applied to the
destination array by the multiplication routine. An example is provided in Section 4.2.4.

)
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MultiplicationPhase.Given a source CM array, x, and a sparse matrix represented as
a packed vector A, each multiplication routine computes the product of the sparse matrix with x and returns the product in the CM array y.
Deallocation Phase. The deallocatesparse_matvec_setupand deallocatesparse_

vecmatsetuproutines deallocate the memory that was allocated for a trace in a preor sparsevecmat setup,respectively. Each setup
vious call to sparsematvecsetup
call in which itrace = 1 should be followed (after one or more associated calls to the
multiplication routines) by a deallocation call. In fact, it is good practice to issue a call
to the deallocation routine for every setup call. (If itrace was set to 0 in the setup call,
the deallocation call has no effect.)

NOTES

Argument Values. Do not alter the contents of trace, rows, cols, row_segments,
xjmask, y_mask, where_is_x, whereis_y, or itrace between a call to the setup routine
and a subsequent, associated call to a multiplication routine, for the following reasons:
*

You must supply the multiplication routine with the values that the setup routine assigns to trace, rows, cols, row_segments, and itrace.

*

You must supply the deallocation routine with the values that the setup routine
assigns to trace and itrace.

*

If you set irandom to 1 when calling the setup routine, you must use the values
that the setup routine assigns to xmask and where_is_x to permute the elements of each x you supply in subsequent multiplication calls. (Refer to the
on-line sample code for an example.) The values that the setup routine assigns
to y_mask and where_isy determine the permutation that the multiplication
routine will apply to the destination elements.

If the setup routine permutes the source array element locations (irandom = 1), it also
alters the contents of rows (and of cols, if itrace =0) appropriately to reflect the permutation so that the multiplication will occur correctly. (The multiplication routines use
the contents of rows to perform the communication for the multiplication. If you
supplied itrace = 0 to the setup routine, the multiplication routines also use the information stored in cols.)
The product array y is the only argument updated by a call to one of the multiplication
routines.
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OverlappingVariables.For square matrices, you can use the same variable for x as
for y, and you can use the same variable for where_is_x as for where_is_y.
NumericalStability.The arbitrary elementwise sparse matrix operations are stable.
NumericalComplexity. If the vector A has length n, the sparse matrix vector and
vector sparse matrix multiplication operations require approximately 2n floating-point
operations if A is real, or approximately 8n floating-point operations if A is complex.
If the vector A has length n and x has r columns, the sparse matrix dense matrix and
dense matrix sparse matrix operations require approximately 2nr floating-point operations if A is real, or 8nr floating-point operations if A is complex.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the arbitrary elementwise sparse matrix routines
can be found on-line in the subdirectory
sparse-matrix-vector/cmf

of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.

)
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4.3 Arbitrary Block Sparse Matrix Operations
This section introduces the arbitrary block sparse matrix operations. For detailed
information about the routines and their arguments, refer to the man page at the
end of this section.

4.3.1 The Arbitrary Block Sparse Matrix Routines
Given a block sparse matrix, a vector or dense matrix, and gathering and scattering pointer arrays, the arbitrary block sparse matrix routines compute the product
of the block sparse matrix with the vector or dense matrix. The following routines are provided:
block_sparse_setup

Allocates processing element memory
for the operation.

block_sparse_matrix_vector_mult

Multiplies a block sparse matrix by a
vector.

vector_block_sparsematrix_mult

Multiplies a vector by a block sparse
matrix.

block_sparse_mat_gen_mat_mult

Multiplies a block sparse matrix by a
dense matrix.

gen_mat_block_sparse_mat_..mult

Multiplies a dense matrix by a block
sparse matrix.

deallocate_block_sparsesetup

Deallocates memory allocated by
block_sparsesetup.

For information about setup and deallocation, refer to the Description section of
the man page following this section.

4.3.2 Block Representation, Gathering, and Scattering
Each block of data in a block sparse matrix is identified by a set of m row numbers and n column numbers. A block may overlap itself or other blocks. Blocks
need not be contiguous, and the rows and columns within a block need not be
contiguous.
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When you call the block sparse matrix routines, you must embed the blocks of
the block sparse matrix in a three-dimensional CM array, A, with declared extents
A(dim_l, dim_2, dim_3) and true extents A(m, n, p). The first two axes represent
the rows and columns of the blocks (which are assumed to be dense); the third
axis counts the blocks. Thus, each of p blocks is represented by an m x n dense
matrix within A. Rows and columns must be preserved in this representation; that
is, elements of a block that occur in the same row (or column) in the block sparse
matrix must occur in the same row (or column) when embedded in A.
The source array, x, and destination array, y, may be of rank 1 or 2 (with axes of
any lengths), may be the same variable, and are assumed to be dense. The elements to be multiplied with each block of A are gathered from the source array,
and the results of each block multiplication are scattered to form the destination
array. You must supply the block_sparse_setup
routine with two arrays, x_
pointers and ypointers, containing pointers for gathering elements from the
source array and scattering elements to the destination array, respectively.
The x.pointers and y.pointers arrays indicate the locations of the blocks within
the block sparse matrix. The location of element A(i, j, k) within the block sparse
matrix is given by (y..pointers(i, k), xpointers(j, k)). (See Example 1 in Section
4.3.5.)
The elements of xpointers identify the x elements that are to be multiplied by
the blocks of A; the elements of y.pointers identify the y locations to which the
resulting product elements are to be scattered.
the gather operation can be expressed in
For block_sparse..matrix_vector_mult,
array notation as

forall(i= l:n, j = l:p)u(i,j) = x(x..pointers(i,j))
and the scatter operation can be expressed as
forall(i = l:m, j = l:p)

y(y..pointers(i,j))

= y(ypointers(i,J))

+ v(i,)

where u(i,j) (for i = l:n,j = l:p) contains the source array elements to be multiplied with thejth block of A, and v(i,j) (for i = l:m,j = l:p) contains the resulting

product elements to be scattered to the destination array. For vector_
block_sparsematrix_mult,
the same definitions apply, but m and n are switched.
For block_sparse_mat_gen_mat_multand gen_matblock_sparse_mat_mult,

these definitions are extended by one dimension.
Detailed definitions of xpointers and ypointers are provided in the man page.
Section 4.3.5 presents examples of how gathering and scattering work in block
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sparse matrix vector multiplication and dense matrix block sparse matrix multiplication.

4.3.3

Saving the Trace
The block sparse matrix routines calculate an optimization, or trace, for the communication pattern required by the multiplication. The trace depends on the
contents of the pointer array x pointers. The trace can be computed by each multiplication routine. However, if you are performing more than one block sparse
matrix operation, and if the operations all use the same pointer array x pointers,
you can reduce communication time and thus improve performance significantly
by having blocksparsesetup
calculate the trace once and save it; you pass this
trace to subsequent multiplication routine calls. To activate this option, set itrace
= 1 when you call blocksparse_setup. If the contents of x.pointers change, you
must call blocksparse..setup again. (The contents of y.pointers must also remain constant for all multiplication calls following a single blocksparsesetup
call.)
The trade-off for the improved performance when you set itrace = 1 is that saving a trace requires a substantial amount of processing element memory. To free
this extra memory, you must call deallocate_block_sparse_setupafter all the
block sparse matrix operations associated with one setup call have finished.

4.3.4 Random Permutation of Source and Destination Array
Element Locations
The block_sparse_setupargument irandom, if set to 1, activates an option that
uses an internal random permutation generator to return permutations of the
source and destination array element locations. These permutations affect all
subsequent block sparse multiplication calls associated with the setup call, as follows:

* Before calling the multiplication routines, you must permute your source
array elements, using the source array permutation returned by the setup
routine.
* The multiplication routine permutes the elements of the destination array
using the destination array permutation returned by the setup routine.
Thus, the destination array is returned in permuted form.
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Note that the source array permutation must be applied by your application,
while the destination array permutation is applied by the multiplication routine.
This feature involves a marginal preprocessing cost, but is extremely useful for
minimizing the routing conflicts that occur during the data motion phase of the
multiplication. In some cases, the permutations can reduce the communication
time and thus improve performance significantly. If you set irandom to 0, an
identity permutation is returned for both arrays.
The setup routine returns the source and destination array permutations in the
integer arrays where_is_x and where_isy, respectively. If the source and destination arrays have rank 2, each permutation moves elements within columns
only; each location remains in its original column.
Along with the source and destination arrays, you must supply the block sparse
matrix routines with two integer arguments, x_length and ylength, containing
the true extents of the first axes of x andy, respectively. That is, xlength contains
the number of active elements (for rank 1) or rows (for rank 2) in x, and y_length
contains the number of active elements (for rank 1) or rows (for rank 2) in y. In
the permuted source array that you provide to the multiplication routine, it is
possible that the active elements will no longer be confined to the first xlength
locations (or rows, for rank 2).
When you call the setup routine, you must also supply two logical arrays,
xmask and y_mask, that have the same axis extents and layout directives as x
and y, respectively. The setup routine ignores the initial contents of the masks.
On return from the setup, the values of the masks reflect the permutations returned in where_is_x and where_is_y. (Examples are provided in Section 4.3.5.)
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NOTE
Product elements from the block multiplications are scattered
to the permuted y locations; thus, the y returned by each multiplication routine is the permuted destination array. Optionally,
you may use the information in y_mask and where_is_y to permute the elements of y back to their original locations after the
multiplication occurs. However, most applications do not require you to do this; for example, inner product computations
on destination vectors are invariant under random permutation.

For detailed definitions of the returned values of xmask, y_mask, where_is_x,
and where_isy, refer to the man page at the end of this section. The examples
below are based on the argument definitions in the man page.
For a discussion of random permutation of source vector element locations, see
references 4, 6, 7, and 8 listed in Section 4.5.

4.3.5

Examples
The following two examples show how gathering, scattering, and random permutation of the source and destination arrays work in
* block sparse matrix vector multiplication
* dense matrix block sparse matrix multiplication
These examples are based on the argument descriptions in the man page following this section. They use letters instead of numbers for array element values in
some cases for clarity.

Example 1: Block Sparse Matrix Vector Multiplication
In this example, m = 5, n = 4, and p = 3. The coefficient block sparse matrix
contains three blocks, each of size (5 x 4). It is represented by the CM array A,
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which has declared extents (10, 10, 3) and true extents (5, 4, 3). The first (5 x 4)
elements of each dense matrix within A have the following values:

A(:, :,1)-

a fkp

u z ej

ot j

b g I q
c h m r

v a f k
w b g

p u z k
q v a

A(:,:,2)-

A(:, :, 3)-

d i n s

x c h m

r w bm

e j o t

y d i n

s x c n

The x argument is a vector with declared extent 8 and true extent x_length = 6.
The elements to be gathered from x are assumed to be, originally, in the first six
locations of the vector:
x = [

x x2

3

4

x5 X6-

-]

(The symbol - indicates a masked data element.) In this example, when you call
block_sparse_setup,
you set irandom - 1. The setup routine permutes the source
array element locations, assigns x_mask the values
xmask

[ T F T F T T T T]

and assigns where_is_x the values
where_is_x

[7 3 5 6 1 8 4 2]

These values indicate that the source array element locations must be permuted
as follows:
X

[

X5 - X2 -

x3 x4 xixI

]

That is, you must use this template when permuting the elements of each x you
supply in subsequent multiplication calls associated with this setup call.
The x.pointers array must have declared extents (10 x 3) and true extents (n x
p) or (4 x 3). In this example, you supply the following values in the first (4 x
3) locations of x.pointers when you call block.sparse_setup:

nxointers x ointers

1
32
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The xjpointers array determines the contents of the vectors of length n = 4 that
will be multiplied on the left by the blocks of A. Element (i, j) of x pointers
contains the original location of the x element that is to be multiplied by the ith
column of the jth block of A.
Note that the values of the x pointers elements are all less than or equal to
x_length - 6, since the elements to be gathered from x originally reside in the
first six locations of x.
Given that you supplied the above x pointers values to block_sparse_setup,the
routine will multiply the blocks A(:,:, 1), A(:,
block_sparse_matrix_vector..mult
:, 2), and A(:, :,3) shown above by the following vectors, respectively:
u2)

xl
U(:, I) =

u(:, 2)

X2

x2
X6

X4

X3

x5

xl
u(:, 3)

xl
x3
X2

The results are the product vectors v(:, 1), v(:, 2), and v(:, 3). For example,

a fkp

bgl q
v(:, )

A(:, :, ) u(:, 1)

xl

s

ejo

t

xla+xf +x2k+x4p
Xlb+xg +x21+x4q

c h m re

din

('

XlIc +xsh + x2m +x4r
Xld + x 5i + x2 n +X4s

4

xle +xj +x2o+x4t

In this example, y has declared extent 8 and true extent y_length = 6, but is a
different variable than x (and therefore undergoes a different permutation than
x). The contents of v are scattered to form y using the pointers you supplied in
the y.pointers argument when you called block..sparse_setup.
The ypointers array must have declared extents (10 x 3) and true extents (m
p) or (5 x 3). Suppose you supplied the following values in the first (5 x 3) locations of ypointers:

4
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35 1

423
1 42
536
121

y_pointers-

Element (i, j) of ypointers contains the original location of the y element to
which element v(i) is to be scattered.
Note that the values of the yJpointers elements are all less than or equal to
y_length = 6, since the locations of y to receive scattered product elements are
originally the first six locations.
If you had set irandom to 0 when calling block..sparsesetup, the yjointers values shown above would have caused blocksparsematrx.vector.mult
to assign
y the values
y the values
v(3,1) + v(5,1) + v(1,3) + v(5,3)
v(2,2) + v(5,2) + v(3,3)
v(1,1) + v(4,2) + v(2,3)
Y

v(2,1) + v(3,2)
v(4,1) + v(1,2)
v(4,3)

Note that colliding values are added.
However, since you set irandom to 1 when calling block_sparse..setup,the contents of v are sent, not to the y locations specified in y.pointers, but to the new
locations to which those locations are mapped during the random permutation.
If the setup routine assigned ymask the values
y_mask = [ F T F T T T T T]
and assigned where_is_y the values
whereis_y

= [ 8 6 7 4 5 2 1 3]

then block_sparse_matrix_vector_mult
assigns y the values
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Y~~~~B
B~~~B
B BII8 41..
8-11.11

4

v(4,3)

Y

v(2,1) + v(3,2)
v(4,1) + v(1,2)

=

v(2,2) + v(5,2) + v(3,3)
v(l,1) + v(4,2) + v(2,3)
v(3,1) + v(5,1) + v(1,3) + v(5,3)

Recall that the location of element A(i, j, k) within the block sparse matrix is
given by (ypointers(i, k), x..pointers(j,k)). Applying this formula to the elements A(:, :, 1), we see that this block is positioned as shown below in the
original block sparse matrix:
1 2

345

c,e m,o

r,t hj

3

a

k

Pf

4

b

I

qg

5

d

n

s i

1

2

4

This example illustrates the fact that blocks can be self-overlapping and can have
non-contiguous rows and columns.

Example 2: Dense Matrix Block Sparse Matrix Multiplication
In this example, m - 4, n - 3, and p 2. The coefficient block sparse matrix
contains two blocks, each of size (4 x 3), and is embedded in the CM array A. A
has declared extents (10, 10, 2) and true extents (4, 3, 2). The first (4 x 3) elements of each block have the following values:
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1.....

a ei

bfj

A(:, :, 1)

A(:, , 2) = 0

=

dhl

t4

u

P t

The x argument is a matrix with declared extents (8 x 8) and true extents (6 x 8);
thus, xlength = 6. The elements to be gathered from x are assumed to be, originally, in the first (6 x 8) locations of the matrix:

xll

X12 X13 xl4

Xl5 X16 X17 X18

X21 X22 X23 X24 x2 5 X26 X27 X28
X31 X32 X33 X34 X35 X36 x37 X38
X

X41 X42 X43 X44 X45 X46 X47 X48
X51 x52 X53 X54 X55 x56 X57 X58
x61 x62 X63 X64 X65 x66 X6 7 X68

00000000
00000000

K)

In this example, when you call block_sparse_setup,
you set irandom = 1. The
setup routine permutes the source array element locations within each column,
assigns x_mask the values

TTTFTTFT
T T T T TT

x mask -

T T

FTFTTTTF
TTTTFFTF
TTTTFTTT
FFTTTTTT
T FFFT FFT

TTTTTTTT
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(

and assigns where_isx the values

28127531
54466827
15682388
82241252
41853645
73538166
36715714
67374473

where is x =

These values indicate that the source array element locations must be permuted
as follows:
x31 x52
xll

13

0

X45 X66

X42 X43 X14

35 X46

0

18

27 X48

0

62

0 X64 x55 X36 x17 0

xc51

22

23

x21 X32
O

44

63 X54

0

x33

x61 0

0

0
0

0

x57 0

X16 X47 58

24 X25 X56 X67 X68

0 X15 0

0

28

X41 X12 X53 X34 X65 X26 X37 X38

That is, you must use this template when permuting the elements of each x you
supply in subsequent multiplication calls associated with this setup call.
The x.pointers array must have declared extents (10 x 2) and true extents (m x
p) or (4 x 2). In this example, you supply the following values in the first (4 x
2) locations of xpointers when you call block.sparse_setup:
2 3

xjpointers -

1 5

64
3
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The x pointers array determines the contents of the matrices of extent (n x m)
= (3 x 4) that will be multiplied on the right by the blocks of A. If element (i, J)
of x.pointers contains the value k, then the gen_mat_block_sparse.._mat_mult
routine will multiply the ith row of the jth block of A by x((where_is_x(k, 1),l),
when computing the Ith row of the product.
Note that the values of the xpointers elements are all less than or equal to
x_length = 6, since the elements to be gathered from x originally reside in the
first six rows of x.
Given that you supplied the above xpointers values to blocksparse_setup, the
routine will multiply the blocks A(:,:, 1) and
gen_matblocksparse_mat_mult
A(:, :,2) shown above by the following matrices, respectively:

u(:, :, ) =

x21 Xll

X61

X3 1

X22 X12

X62

X32

x2

X63
x

33

3

u(:, :,

2) =

X31 X51 X41
x

l

X32 X52

X12

x33

X42

X53 X43

13

The results are the product matrices v(:, :, 1) and v(:, :, 2). For example,
X21 Xll

v(:,:, 1)

= u(:, :, 1) A(:,

X61

:, 1) = x22 xl2
x23

X13 X63

a e

X31

2
x33

]

g k
d h I

In this example, y has declared extents (8 x 8) and true extents (6 x 8); thus,
y_length = 6. Also, y is defined to be the same variable as x, and therefore undergoes the same random permutation as x. The contents of v are scattered to form
y using the pointers you supplied in the ypointers argument when you called
block_sparse_setup.

The y..pointers array must have declared extents (10 x 2) and true extents (n x
p) or (3 x 2). Suppose you supplied the following values in the first (3 x 2) locations of ypointers:

y_pointers=

1 3
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If element (i, j) of ypointers contains the value k, then element v(i, , j) is scattered to location y(where_is((k, 0),1).
Note that the values of the y pointers elements are all less than or equal to
y_length = 6, since the locations of y to receive scattered product elements are
originally the first six rows of y.
If you had set irandom to 0 when calling block_sparse_setup,
the y_pointers values shown above would have caused gen_matblocksparse_matmult
to scatter
the contents of v to the first (m X n) or (4 x 3) locations of y as follows:

V211 v2
21

v231 0 0 0 0 0

V112+ V312

V122 +V3 22

V132 +V332 0

Vlll + v212

v121 +V222 V131+V232 0 0

0

0

0

0

0

00000

0

0

0

00000

0

0

0 0

0

Y

V311

V32 1

V331

0 0 0 0 0

0

0

0

00000

0

0

0

000

00

f'

Note that colliding values are added; and that since, in this example, each matrix
v(:, :,j) has dimensions (3 x 3), only the first three columns of y receive scattered
product elements.
However, since you set irandom to 1 when calling block_sparse_setup,the contents of v are sent, not to the y locations specified in y_pointers, but to the new
locations to which those locations were mapped during the random permutation.
Since the setup routine applied the same permutation to the source array and destination array element locations, it assigned y_mask the values

TTTFTTFT
T T T T TTT

y_mask

=

-

T

FTFTTTTF
TTTTFFTF
TTTTFTTT
FFTTTTTT
T FFFT FFT

TTTTTTTT

4
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and assigned whereis y the values

where_is..y=

28127 531
54466 827
15682 388
82241 252
41853 645
73538 166
36715 714
67374 473

Therefore, gen_matblock_sparse_mat..mult
assignsy the values

vlI +V212 0

V231

1'211

0

0

V321

0
0

0

V122 + V322

V132 + V332

v112 + v312

V121 +

V331

0

0

v131 + v232

V311

0

0

0

V221

0

222

0000 0
0000 0
0000 0
0000 0
0000 0
0000
0000
0000
0 0 0 0 0
0

0

o~~~~~~~
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Arbitrary Block Sparse Matrix Operations
Given a block sparse matrix, a vector or dense matrix, and gathering and scattering pointer
arrays, the routines described below compute the product of the block sparse matrix with
the vector or dense matrix.

SYNTAX

block_sparse_setup(x_mask, ymask, where_is_x, where_is_y, x pointers, ypointers,
m, n, p, xlength, y_length, irandom, itrace, trace, trace_mask
setup, ier)
block_sparsematrix_vector_mult (y, A, x, xpointers,

ypointers,

yask,

m, n, p,

xlength, y_length, setup, trace, trace_mask; ier)
vectorblock_sparse_matrix_mult (y, A, x, x pointers, ypointers,

y_mask, m, n, p,

x_length, y_length, setup, trace, trace_mask, ier)
block_sparse
matgenmatmult (y, A, x, xpointers, y..pointers, ymask m, n, p,
x_length, ylength, setup, trace, trace_mask; ier)
gen_matblock_sparse_mat_mult (y, A, x, xpointers,

y pointers, y_mask, m, n, p,

xjlength, y_length, setup, trace, trace_mask; ier)
deallocate_block_sparsesetup
(trace, trace_mask)

ARGUMENTS

The following definitions assume that the coefficient block sparse matrix is embedded
in a three-dimensional CM array, A; that A is declared with extents (dim_l, dim_2,
dim_3); that the portion of A containing valid data has extents (m, n, p); and that the
pointer arrays x pointers and y_pointers are one-based.
y

CM array of type real or complex. Destination array. May be the
same variable as x. The rank of y is 1 for block_sparse-matrix_
vector_multand block_sparse_vector_matrix_mult,
and 2 for
block_sparse_mat_gen_matmult and gen_matblock_sparse_
mat_mult.These multiplication routines assign values to y by
using the pointers supplied in y..pointers to scatter elements from

the block products. If you set irandom = 1 when calling
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A

block_sparse_setup, the product elements are scattered to the
permuted locations of y. (The permutation is given by the values
of where_isy assigned by the setup routine.)
Any initial values of y are overwritten by the multiplication
routines. If the pointer array y pointerscauses more than one
block product element to update the same y element during the
scatter operation, the colliding values are added.
A

CM array of rank 3 and the same data type and precision as y.
Represents the block sparse matrix. The first two axes have true
extents m and n, respectively, and count the rows and columns of
the dense blocks. The third axis has true extent p and counts the
blocks. Thus, A contains p dense blocks, each of size m x n. The
location of element A(i, j, k) within the block sparse matrix is
given by (y_pointers(i, k), xpointers(j, k)).

x

CM array of the same data type and precision as y. Source array.
Assumed to be dense. May be the same variable as y. The rank of
x is 1 for block_sparse_matrix_vector_mult
and vectorblock_
sparse_matrix_mult, and 2 for block_sparse_mat_gen_mat_mult

and gen_mat_block.sparse_mat_mult.
If you set irandom = 1
when calling block_sparse_setup,
then before calling any of the
multiplication routines, you must permute the elements of x using
the permutation returned in where_is_x.
x_mask

Logical CM array. Mask for the source array x. Must have the
same axis extents and layout directives as x (rank 1 or 2). The
initial values are ignored. On return from blocksparse_setup,
x.mask has the following values:
*

If irandom = 0 and x has rank 1, x_mask(lx_length)
.true.;all other elements of x_mask are .false..

* If irandom

=

= 0 and x has rank 2, then within each column

of x_mask, xmask(l:x_length, ) = .true.; all other elements of the column are .false..

*

If

irandom =

1 and x has rank

x_mask(where_is_x(l:xlength))
ments of x mask are .false..

1, then

= .true.; all other ele-
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If irandom = 1 and x has rank 2, then within each column
of x_mask, x_mask(where_is_x(k,l), ) = .true. for k =
1:x_length; all other elements of the column are .false..
y_mask

Logical CM array. Mask for the destination array y. Must have the
same axis extents and layout directives as y (rank 1 or 2). The
initial values that you supply to block.._sparsesetup are ignored.
y_mask has the following
On return from block_sparse_setup,
values:

*

If irandom = 0 and y has rank 1, y_mask (1:y_length) =
.true.;all other elements of y_mask are .false..

*

If irandom = 0 and y has rank 2, then within each column
of y_mask, y_mask(l:y_length, ) = .true. and all other
elements of the column are .false..

*

If irandom

= 1 and y has rank

y_mask(where_is_y(l:y_length))
ments of ymask are .false..

*

1, then

= .true.; all other ele-

If irandom= 1 andy has rank2, thenwithin each column
of ymask, y_mask(where_isy (k,l), I)) .true.for k =
l:y_jength; all other elements of the column are .false..

Do not modify ymask between the setup call and the associated
multiplication call(s). When you call one of the multiplication
routines, you must supply the values assigned to ymask by
block_sparse_setup.

where_is_x

136

Integer CM array. Must have the same axis extents and layout
directives as x (rank 1 or 2). The initial values are ignored. On
where_is_x has the following
return from block_sparse_setup,
values:
*

If irandom = 0, where_is_x(k) (for rank 1) or where_
is.x(k,l) (for rank 2) is simply k.

*

If irandom = 1 and x has rank 1, where_is_x(k) is the location to which the kth source array location must be
mapped.

*

If irandom = 1 and x has rank 2, where_isx(k,l) is the
row number to which location (k ) of the source array
must be mapped.
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Integer CM array. Must have the same axis extents and layout
directives as y (rank 1 or 2). The initial values are ignored. On
return from block_sparsesetup, where_is_y has the following
values:

xpointers

*

If irandom = 0, where_is_y(k) (for rank 1) or where_
is_y(k,l) (for rank 2) is simply k.

*

If irandom = 1 and y has rank 1, where_is_x(k) is the location to which the kth destination array location will be
mapped by the multiplication routine.

*

If irandom - 1 and y has rank 2, where_isx(k,l) is the
row number to which location (k, ) of the destination
array will be mapped by the multiplication routine.

Integer CM array of rank 2. Must be one-based. The elements of
xpointers identify the original locations of the x elements that
are to be gathered into vectors (if x has rank 1) or matrices (if x
has rank 2) to be multiplied by the blocks of A.
Before calling blocksparse_setup, use the following guidelines
to create xpointers:

* If you are planning to use block.sparse_matrixvector..
(in which A is
multor block_sparse_mat_gen_mat_mult
the left-hand operand), declare x-pointers with extents

(dim_2, dim_3) and place valid data in the subarray
whose axes have extents n and p.

*

If you are planning to use vectorblock_sparse_matrix_
(in which A is
mult or gen_mat_block_sparse_mat..mult
the right-hand operand), declare xjpointers with extents

(dim_l, dim_3) and place valid data in the subarray
whose axes have extents m and p.
*

Assign the elements of xjpointers values less than or
equal to x_length.

If x has rank 1 and x.pointers(ij)

= k, then

multiplies the ith colblock..sparse_matrix_vector_mult
umn of the jth block of A by x(where_is_x(k)).
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vector_block_sparse_matrlx_multmultiplies the ith row of
the jth block of A by x(where_is_x(k)).
If x has rank 2 and xpointers(ij)

= k, then

*

blocksparse_mat_gen_matmult multiplies the ith column of the jth block of A by x(where_is_x(kl)l) when
computing the Ith column of the block product.

*

gen_matblock_sparse_mat_mult multiplies the ith row of
the jth block of A by x(where_isx (kl),l) when computing the Ith row of the block product.

When defining x.pointers, refer to the rules for using the same
variable for two arguments, presented in the description below.
The x pointers values you supply to the blocksparse_setup
routine should refer to the original (unpermuted) locations of x. If
you set irandom = 1, block_sparse_setupmodifies the values of
x..pointers so that the gathering operation occurs correctly. Do not
modify the contents of xpointers between the setup call and the

associated multiplication call(s). When you call one of the
multiplication routines, you must supply the values assigned to
xpointers by block_sparse_setup.
y. pointers

Integer CM array of rank 2. Must be one-based. The elements of
ypointers identify the original (unpermuted) locations of the y
elements that are to receive scattered product elements.
Before calling block_sparsesetup, use the following guidelines

to createy..pointers:
*

If you are planning to use blocksparsematrix..vector_
mult or block_sparse_matgen_matmult (in which A is
the left-hand operand), declare y_pointers with extents
(dim_l, dim_3) and place valid data in the subarray
whose axes have extents m and p.

*

If you are planning to use gen_mat_block_sparse_mat_
mult or vector_block_sparse_matrix_mult
(in which A is
the right-hand operand), declare y_pointers with extents
(dim_2, dim_3) and place valid data in the subarray
whose axes have extents n and p.
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Assign the elements of ypointers
equal to y_length.

The values of ypointers

values less than or

determine the scattering pattern as

follows:

*

If y has rank 1 and y-pointers(ij) = k, then the ith element

from the jth

block product is scattered

to

y(where_is(k)).
*

If y has rank 2 and y-pointers(ij) = k, then element (i, )

from the jth

block

product is scattered

to

y(where_is_y(kl)l),.
When defining y-pointers, refer to the rules for using the same
variable for two arguments, presented in the description below.
The ypointers values you supply to the block_sparse_setup
routine should refer to the original locations of y. If you set

irandom = 1, block_sparse_setup
modifies the values of
ypointers so that the scattering operation occurs correctly. Do
not modify the contents of yjpointers between the setup call and

the associated multiplication call(s). When you call the
multiplication routines, you must supply the values that
block_sparse_setupassigned to ypointers.
m

Scalar integer variable. The true extent of the first axis of A. Also
the true extent of the first axis of y-pointers (for operations in
which A is the left-hand operand) or of xpointers (for operations
in which A is the right-hand operand).

n

Scalar integer variable. The true extent of the second axis of A.
Also the true extent of the first axis of x pointers (for operations

in which A is the left-hand operand) or of ypointers

(for

operations in which A is the right-hand operand).
p

Scalar integer variable. The true extent of the third axis of A, and
the true extent of the second axis of xjpointers and ypointers.

xlength

Scalar integer variable. The true extent of the first axis of the
source array x. Prior to permuting the data elements of x, you
must arrange your data so that the first xlength locations (for
rank 1) or rows (for rank 2) of x contain the elements to be
gathered.
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y_length

Scalar integer variable. The true extent of the first axis of the
destination array y. The multiplication routines assume that the
original, unpermuted locations of y that are to receive scattered
product elements are first y_length locations (for rank 1) or first
y_length rows (for rank 2).

irandom

Scalar integer variable. Must contain 0 or 1. Setting irandom to 1
causes the setup routine to return random permutations of the
source and destination array element locations. If irandom is 0,
identity permutations are returned.

itrace

Scalar integer variable. Must contain 0 or 1. Set itrace to 1 to

calculate and save an optimization, or trace, for the
communication pattern corresponding to the contents of x_
pointers and ypointers. Set itrace to 0 to have the multiplication
routine calculate the trace.
trace

Scalar integer variable. Internal variable. The initial value you
supply when you call block_sparse_setupis ignored. Upon return
trace contains a value that you must
from block_sparse_setup,
supply when you make associated calls to the multiplication
routines and to deallocate_block_sparse_setup.

tracemask

Scalar integer variable. Internal variable. The initial value you
supply when you call block_sparse_setupis ignored. Upon return
trace_mask contains a value that you
from block.sparse_setup,
must supply when you make associated calls to the multiplication
routines and to deallocateblocksparse.setup.

setup

Scalar integer variable. Internal variable. The initial value you
supply when you call block.sparse_setupis ignored. Upon return
from blocksparse.setup, setup contains a value that you must
supply when you make associated calls to the multiplication
routines.

ier

Scalar integer variable. Upon return from block_sparse_setup,
contains one of the following codes:
0
-1

Successful return.
The supplied arguments had mismatched shapes or
did not follow the rules for using the same
variable for two arguments, presented in the
description below.
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Ar..rr.Boc paseMtrix!ZOperations-Upon return from one of the multiplication routines, contains one
of the following codes:
O
-1

Successful return.
The supplied arguments had mismatched shapes or
did not follow the rules for using the same
variable for two arguments, presented in the
description below.

DESCRIPTION

Setupand Deallocation.Follow these steps to perform one multiplication operation
(or multiple operations, sequentially):
1.

Call block_sparse_setup.

2. Call one or more of the multiplication routines listed below. (In the formulas
below, x and y denote vectors while X and Y denote matrices. However,
lowercase letters are used for both cases everywhere else in this text.)
block_sparse_matrx_vectormult
y - Ax
block sparse matrix x vector
vector_block_sparse..matrix_mult

yT = xTA

vector x block sparse matrix
block_sparse_mat_gen_matmult

Y

=

AX

block sparse matrix x dense matrix
gen_mat_block_sparse..matmult

yT = XTA

dense matrix x block sparse matrix
To compute more than one product using the same gathering and scattering
pointer arrays, follow one call to block_sparse_setupwith multiple calls to the
multiplication routines. If the pointer arrays change, start with Step 1 again.
3. After all multiplication calls associated with the same block_sparse_setupcall,
call deallocate_block_sparse_setup
to deallocate the storage space required by
the setup routine.
More than one setup may be active at a time. That is, you may call the setup routine
more than once without calling the deallocation routine.
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Setup Phase.Given the sparsity of the block sparse matrix A, the gathering and scattering pointers (x pointers and y_pointers) to be used in subsequent multiplications,
and the shapes of the source array x and destination array y, block_sparse_setupinitializes masks and location vectors for x and y and assigns appropriate values to internal
variables required by the multiplication routines. The setup routine modifies the contents of xpointers and ypointers.
The setup routine provides two options that may improve performance significantly:
*

If you set itrace = 1, blocksparse_setup
saves the trace associated with
xpointers and ypointers for use in subsequent calls to the multiplication
routines. The setup routine also allocates the additional storage space required
for the trace.

*

If you set irandom = 1, blocksparsesetupreturns random permutations of

the source and destination array element locations in where_is_x and
where_is_y, respectively, and returns the new masks for the source and desti-

nation arrays in x_mask and y_mask, respectively. (If the source and
destination arrays are the same variable, the same permutation is applied to
both arrays.) You must apply the permutation indicated in whereis..x to the
source arrays you supply in subsequent multiplication calls. The permutation
indicated in where_isy is applied to the destination array by the multiplication routine.
MultiplicationPhase.Given a sparse matrix, A, represented in block form, and source
and destination arrays x and y, respectively, the multiplication routines compute the
product of A with x and return the product in y.
DeallocationPhase.The deallocate_blocksparse_setup
routine deallocates the storage space that was allocated for a trace in a previous call to block..sparse_..setup.
Each
blocksparse_setup
call in which itrace = 1 should be followed (after one or more associated multiplication routine calls) by a deallocate_block_sparse.setup
call. In fact,
it is good practice to issue a call to the deallocate_block_sparse_setup
routine for
every call to block.sparse..setup.
(If itrace was set to 0 in the blocksparse..setup
call,
deallocate_block_sparse_setup
has no effect.)
Using the Same Variable for Two Arguments. Several possibilities exist for using

the same variable for two arguments. However, the current release supports the following two cases only:
Each argument uses a different variable.
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xmask and ymask are the same variable. In this case, where_is_x and
where_isy must be the same variable, and x pointers and y pointers must be
the same variable. If you do not follow this rule, an error code (ier -1) is
returned.

NOTES

ArgumentValues.The internal variables trace, trace_mask, and setup are required for
communicating information between the setup phase and the multiplication phase. The
application must not modify the contents of these variables. Similarly,after a call to the
setup routine, the application should not modify the contents of pointers x pointers

and ypointers.
The destination array y is the only argument updated by the multiplication routines.
Use of Setup Routine.The setup routine must be called whenever the sparsity of the
sparse system, represented by pointer arrays x..pointers and ypointers, changes. For
performance reasons, the cost of the setup phase should be amortized over several mul-

.i f!tiplications.
Useof DeallocationRoutine.If itrace was set to 1 in the block_sparse_setup
call, be
sure to call deallocate_block_sparse_setup
to deallocate storage space after all of the
block sparse matrix operations associated with the setup call have finished.
NumericalStability.The block sparse matrix operations are stable.
Numerical Complexity.Each block sparse matrix operation requires approximately
2mnp floating-point operations for real operands, or 8mnp floating-point operations for
complex operands.
Performance Hints. Performance is best when the blocks are local to a processing
element. You may meet this condition by using the :serial layout directive on axes 1
and 2, by using a very high weight on these axes, or by using the detailed layout axis
descriptors, :procs and :blocks. Typical examples are as follows:

(I)

CMF$LAYOUT A(:SERIAL, :SERIAL, :NEWS)
CMF$LAYOUT SRC POINTERS(:SERIAL, :NEWS)
CMF$LAYOUT DESTPOINTERS(:SERIAL, :NEWS)
REAL A(24, 24, 16000)
INTEGER SRCPOINTERS(24, 16000)
INTEGER DEST_POINTERS(24, 16000)
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CMF$LAYOUT A(:SERIAL, 100000:NEWS, :NEWS)
CMF$LAYOUT SRC_POINTERS(100000:NEWS, :NEWS)
CMF$LAYOUT DEST POINTERS(100000:NEWS, :NEWS)
REAL A(81, 81, 8000)
INTEGER SRCPOINTERS(81, 8000)
INTEGER DESTPOINTERS(81, 8000)

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the block sparse matrix operations can be found
on-line in the subdirectory

block-sparse/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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4.4 Grid Sparse Matrix Operations
This section introduces the grid sparse matrix operations. For detailed
information about the routines and their arguments, refer to the man page at the
end of this section.

4.4.1 The Grid Sparse Matrix Routines
Given coefficient arrays, an operand array, and a product array on a 1-, 2-, or
3-dimensional grid, the grid sparse matrix routines compute the product of the
grid sparse matrix represented by the coefficient arrays with the vector or dense
matrix represented by the operand array. The following routines are provided:
grid_sparsesetup

Sets up the multiplication operation and
allocates the necessary partition manager
workspace.

grid_sparse_matrx_vector_mult

Multiplies a grid sparse matrix by a
vector.

vector_grid_sparse_matrix_mult

Multiplies a vector by a grid sparse
matrix.

grd..dsparse_mat_genmat_mult

Multiplies a grid sparse matrix by a
dense matrix.

gen_mat_grid_sparse_mat_mult

Multiplies a dense matrix by a grid
sparse matrix.

deallocate_grld_sparse_setup

Deallocates the partition manager
workspace allocated by grid_sparse_
setup.

For information about setup and deallocation, refer to the Description section of
the man page at the end of this section.

4.4.2 Grid Sparse Matrix Representation
The grid sparse matrix routines operate on data that is arranged on a grid. Coefficient matrix elements residing at each grid point P are multiplied by vector or
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matrix elements residing at point P and its nearest-neighbor points. The result is
placed in product vector or matrix elements residing at point P. This section describes these grid operations in detail. Section 4.4.3 describes the matrix
representation of these operations. The matrix representation is provided for in-

formational purposes only; applications must use the grid representation
described in this section.

Grid Representation
The grid sparse matrix routines assume that you are working with the arrays
listed below, and that these arrays are arranged in a 1-, 2-, or 3-dimensional grid.
* Three, five, or seven coefficent arrays:
* Three arrays, a, b, and c, if the grid is 1-dimensional.
Five arrays, a, b, c, d, and e, if the grid is 2-dimensional.
* Seven arrays, a, b, c, d, e, f and g, if the grid is 3-dimensional.

* An operandarray,x.
* A product array,y.

E

Each grid point is associated with either an element or a dense block of each
array.

For example, Figure 6 shows a 1-dimensional grid with 7 points. Each grid point
is associated with one element of each array. In this example, a, b, c, x, and y all
have rank 1.

al

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6

a7

bl

b2

b3

b4

b5

b6

b7

Cl

c2

c3

C4

c5

c6

c7

xl

X2

x3

X4

x5

x6

X7

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

Y6

Y7

Figure 6. 1-dimensional grid; each grid point is associated with
one element of each array.
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Figure 7 shows a 2-dimensional grid with dimensions (3 x 3). Again, each grid
point is associated with one element of each array. In this example, a, b, c, d, e,
x, andy all have rank 2. The axes of each array correspond to the axes of the grid.

all, bll, Cll,dll, ell, xli, Yll *

0

*
*
*A*
B

a33, b 3 3 , C33, d 33 , e33, x33, Y33

Figure 7. 2-dimensional grid; each grid point is associated
with one element of each array.

In contrast, Figure 8 shows a 1-dimensional, 4-point grid, each point of which
is associated with a dense block of each array. Specifically, each grid point is
associated wvitha (2 x 2) block of each of the coefficient arrays a, b, and c; a
length-2 block of x; and a length-2 block of y. In this example, the arrays a, b,
and c have rank 3; the first two axes define the block and the third axis corresponds to the grid. The arrays x andy have rank 2; the first axis defines the block
(which is a vector) and the second corresponds to the grid. In CM Fortran, you
would declare these arrays as a(2, 2, 4), b(2, 2, 4), c(2, 2, 4), x(2, 4), and y(2, 4).

C)
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alll a121
a211 a221

all2 a 1 22
a212 a222

a113 a123
a213 a223

all4 a124
a214 a224

b1ll b12 1
b2 11 b 221

b1 12 b 12 2
b 212 b 2 22

b1 13 b 12 3
b 213 b22 3

b 11 4 b 124
b 2 14 b 22 4

Clll C121
C211 C221

C112 C122
C212 C222

Cll3 C123
C213 C223

C114 C12 4
C214 C224

ll

X12

X13

X14

x21

x22

x23

x24

Yll

Y12
Y22

Y13
Y23

Y14

Y21

Y24

Figure 8. 1dimensional grid; 2-dimensional coefficient blocks,
1-dimensional operand and product blocks.

Finally, Figure 9 shows the same 1-dimensional grid of length 4, but this time
each grid point is associated with a (2 x 2) block of each of the coefficient arrays
a, b, and c; a (2 x 2) block of x; and a (2 x 2) block of y. In this example, the
arrays a, b, c, x, and y all have rank 3. In CM Fortran, you would declare the
arrays as follows:
real, array (2,2,4): a, b, c,

(

x, y

4
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alll al21
a211 a221

all2 a122
a21 2 a222

a113 a123
a213 a223

a114 a124
a214 a22 4

b 111 b 12 1
b211 b 2 21

b1 12 b 12 2
b212 b 22 2

b1 13 b1 2 3
b213 b 22 3

b 11 4 b 124
b214 b 2 24

Clll C121
C211 C221

C112 C122
C212 C222

c113 C123
C213 C223

C11 4 C124
C214 C224

Xll

X121

X112 X1 22

X113 X123

X114 X124

X211 x221

x21 2 x222

x213 x223

X214 x224

Y111 Y121
Y211 Y221

Y112 Y122

Y113 Y123
Y213 Y223

Y114 Y124

Y212 Y222

Y214 Y224

Figure 9. 1-dimensional grid; 2-dimensional coefficient,
operand and product blocks.

Grid Axes, Block Axes, and Instance Axes
As the examples in Figure 6 through Figure 9 illustrate, each of the arrays a, b,
cL d, e f g]], x, and y has one, two, or three axes corresponding to the grid.
These axes are called the grid axes.
In addition, each of the arrays may have one or two axes that define the dense
block associated with each grid point. These axes are called the block axes.
Finally, each array may have multiple instances, defined by any number of instance axes. (For a discussion of instance axes, refer to Chapter 1.)

Grid Multiplication
The grid sparse matrix routines multiply the elements of the arrays a, b, cL d eL
f, g]] by the elements of x and place the results iny. To compute this product, the
routines multiply the elements or blocks of a, b, c d, e f, g]] at a given grid
point by the elements of x that reside at the same grid point and its nearest-neighbor grid points.
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Figure 10 illustrates this process for a 1-dimensional grid. Each point (except the
boundary points) has two nearest neighbors. At each point P,
The block of a is multiplied by the block of x at point P- 1.
* The block of b is multiplied by the block of x at point P.
* The block of c is multiplied by the block of x at point P+1.
The sum of the results is placed in the block of y at point P. The boundary conditions are under user control. For example, in Figure 10, elements aili, al21, a211,
a221, c114,c124,C214,and c224would normally be 0; but you may wish to supply
other values, depending on your application.

4
23
23

all4 a124
a214 a224

.23
223

b114 b 124
b 21 4 b 2 2 4

23
23

C114 C124
C214 C224

x
X14
X24

Y14
Y24

Figure 10. Grid multiplication at a non-boundary point.

Functionally, the routines perform a circular shift (CSHIFTin CM Fortran) of the
array x. Thus, the high boundary point takes the place of the missing nearest
neighbor to the low boundary point, as shown in Figure 11.

4
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1

*

2

0
24
24

24

24

Figure 11. Grid multiplicationat a boundary point.

In a 2-dimensional grid, each non-boundary point has four nearest neighbors. An
element of c is multiplied by the element of x at the same point; elements of a,
b, d and e are multiplied by the elements of x at the nearest neighbors.
Similarly, in a 3-dimensional grid, each non-boundary point has six nearest
neighbors. An element of d is multiplied by the element of x at the same point;
elements of a, b, c, e, and f are multiplied by the elements of x at the nearest
neighbors.
The man page at the end of this section includes formulas for grid sparse matrix
multiplication; rules for grid, block, and instance axes; and performance hints.

4.4.3 Matrix Representation of the Grid Sparse Matrix Operations
This section describes the grid sparse matrix operations in terms of matrices.
This matrix representation is provided for informational purposes only; applications must use the grid representation described in Section 4.4.2.
A grid sparse matrix is a sparse matrix that represents data originating on a grid.
The non-zero elements of the matrix contain the data from the grid; the positions
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of the non-zero elements reflect the numbering scheme used to order the points
of the grid.
When the grid multiplication described above is represented in matrix form, the
elements of the arrays a, b, cl d, eL f g]] form a grid sparse matrix A, and the
elements of x form a vector or matrix. The routines compute the product Ax or
xTA and place the results in the vector or matrix y.
The elements of a b, c[, d, el, f g]] associated with one grid point appear on the
same row of A; the positions of these non-zero elements in the row ensure that
each element is multiplied by the correct element of x.
The exact locations of non-zero elements in the grid sparse matrix depend on the
numbering scheme used to label the points of the original grid. Typical labeling
schemes may result in the patterns shown in Figure 12 (tridiagonal, 5-diagonal,
and 7-diagonal matrices for 1-, 2-, and 3-dimensional grids, respectively). The
dots indicate the positions of non-zero elements or dense blocks.
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0
0
0

0@0

Grid sparse matrix representinga 1-dimensional

00

grid of length 9for one labeling scheme.

0 S· .

.

0

S

0

S

S

0
0

*
*.

*

.

00

.

0

*

S
S S

*

S
S

0

. .
*

.

*·* 0

*

S

.

Gridsparsematrixrepresentinga 3 x 3 gridfor one
labelingscheme.

S
S

.
5

.5
S OS

S

* ::

S

5

S.

55

*

S

a

5

Gridsparsematrixrepresentinga 2 x 2x 2 gridfor
one labeling scheme.

S

Figure 12. Matrix forms for 1-, 2-, and 3-dimensional
grids using a common numbering scheme.
Dots indicate the positions of non-zero elements or dense blocks.
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For grid sparse matrix representations with the labeling schemes shown in
Figure 12, each coefficient array a, b, cL d, eL f, g]] consists of the elements of
a diagonal, as shown in Figure 13.

d
-

b

a d~C(

b-

c

-faa

bc

a bd

Figure 13. Coefficient array representation of common forms of grid sparse matrices.

Note that some of the elements of a, b, cl, eL f, g]] associated with boundary
points on the grid do not appear in these matrices. The arrays you supply must
include these boundary elements; be sure to set the boundary values appropriately for your application.

f'

Figure 14 shows the matrix representations of the grid sparse matrix operations.
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*00
0

0

0
0
0
0

·
0
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0
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0

0

.

0
0

0

*

0
*

*Oi
O

09

A

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-0
Y0~

X

gridsparse_matrix_vector_mult

[o....x

*..

*

0

·

*

0 0
0
0
0

00

0 0

=[

0
0

0

**00.00.
y

0· 0
0· 0

A

vectorgridsparsematrixmult
0 0
0
0
0
* O
0
0
0 · ·
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

* 0 0*

000000000
000000000
000000000
000000000
000000000
000000000
000000000

_000000000
X

A

000000000
0*0000000
000000000
000000000
*00000000

000000000
000000000
000000000

.0 0 0 0 0
Y

grld_sparse_matgematnmatmult

0000000

0

0*000000
00*00000

0
0

00
00

0

000000000
000000000
000000000

00.000000
x

000000000
0 00 000000
*
00

00

*
0

0

0

0

0
0

00

000000000
* * * ·
-

*00

Y
A
gen_mat_gridsparsemat_mult

Figure 14. The grid sparse matrix operations in matrix form.
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and vector_gridsparse_matrixmult rouThe gridsparsematrix_vector_mult
tines support the following possibilities:
* Each dot of the grid sparse matrix is a single element; each dot of the vector is a single element.
* Each dot of the grid sparse matrix is a p x q block; each dot of the vector
is a vector of length q (for grid_sparmematrixvectormult) or length p
(for vector_gridsparse_matrix_mult).
t and gen_mat_grid_sparsem at_mult routines
The grid_sparse_amatgen_matmul

support the following possibility:

Each dot of the grid sparse matrix is a p x q block. For
mult,each dot of the dense matrix x is a q x r
grid_sparse_mat_gen_mat_

block and each dot of the dense matrix y is an p x r block. For
gen_mat_grid_sparse..mat_mult, each dot of the dense matrix x is an r x
p block and each dot of the dense matrix y is an r x q block.
Each operation can occur in multiple instances.
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Grid Sparse Matrix Operations
Given coefficient arrays, an operand array, and a product array on a 1-, 2-, or 3-dimensional grid, the routines described below compute the product of the grid sparse matrix
represented by the coefficient arrays with the vector or dense matrix represented by the
operand array.

SYNTAX

gridsparse..setup(x, x_axes,setup, ier)
grid_sparse_matrixv
ector_mult (ier, setup, y_axes, coeff axes, xaxes, y, x,
a, b, c , eL f, g]])
vector_grid.sparse_matrix_mult
(ier, setup, y_axes, coeff axes, xaxes, y, x,
a, b, c, d, e f g]])

grid_sparse_mat..gen_mat_mult
(ier, setup, coeff axes, y, x, a, b,, ,

e f, g]])

(ier, setup, coeff axes, y, x, a, b, c[,

4 e, f, g]])

gen.mat_gridsparsemat_muit

deallocategrid_sparse_setup
(setup)

ARGUMENTS

x

CM array of type real or complex. Represents the operand vector
or dense matrix in the operation y = Ax or y = xTA, where A is a
grid sparse matrix represented by the coefficient arrays a, b, c[,
e,

xaxes

gl]].

Front-end integer vector. The length of xaxes must be equal to
the rank of x. Each element of xaxes is one of the following
symbolic constants, describing the corresponding axis of x:
CMSSL..blockaxis
CMSSL_grid_axis

CMSSL_instance axis
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Front-end integer vector. The length of yaxes must be equal to
the rank of y. Each element of y_axes is one of the following
symbolic constants, describing the corresponding axis of y:
CMSSL_block_axis
CMSSL_grid_axis

CMSSLinstanceaxis

coeff axes

Front-end integer vector. The length of coeff axes must be equal
to the rank of the arrays a, b, c[, d, e, f g]]. Each element of
coeff axes is one of the following symbolic constants, describing
the corresponding axis of a, b, c[, d, e f g]]:
CMSSL_block_axis
CMSSL_grid_axis
CMSSL_instance_axis

y

CM array of the same data type and precision as x. Represents the
product vector or dense matrix in the operation y = Ax or y - xTA,
where A is a grid sparse matrix represented by the coefficient
arrays a, b, c[, d, eL f gl]].

a, b, c[ d, e[, f g]] Coefficient CM arrays of the same data type and precision as x.
Must have the same rank, axis extents, and layout directives. See
description below.
setup

Scalar integer. Internal variable. When you call a multiplication
routine or the deallocation routine, you must supply the setup
value assigned by the associated setup call.

ier

Scalar integer. Return code; set to 0 upon successful return, or to
-1 if any of the restrictions on axis labels are violated.

DESCRIPTION

Follow these steps to perform one multiplication operation, or multiple operations, sequentially:
1.

Call grid_sparse_setup.

2. Call one or more of the following multiplication routines:
* grld_sparse_matrix_vector_mult
(grid sparse matrix x vector)
·

vectorgri.dsparse_matrix_mult
(vector x grid sparse matrix)
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* grd_sparse_mat_gen_mat_mult
(grid sparse matrix x dense matrix)
* gen_mat_grid_sparse_maLmul
t (dense matrix x grid sparse matrix)
To compute more than one product in which the shape, axis types, and axis
declaration order of the operand vectors (or dense matrices) remain the same,
follow one call to grid_sparse_setup
with multiple calls to the multiplication
routines. If the shape, axis types, or axis declaration order of the operand vector (or dense matrix) changes, you must start with Step 1 again.
3. After all multiplication calls associated with the same grid_sparse_setup
call,
call deallocate_block_sparse_setup
to deallocate the partition manager work
space allocated by the setup routine.
More than one setup may be active at a time. That is, you may call the setup routine
more than once without calling the deallocation routine.
The grid sparse matrix routines support multiple instances. By specifying instance
axes, you may perform multiple concurrent operations with each multiplication call.
Axis Types. Each of the arrays a, b, c d4e, f, g]], x, andy has one, two, or three axes
corresponding to the grid. These axes are called the grid axes.
In addition, each of the arrays may have one or two axes that define the block associated with each grid point. These axes are called the block axes.
Finally, each array may have multiple instances, defined by any number of instance
axes. (For a discussion of instance axes, refer to Chapter 1.)
Grid Multiplication.The grid sparse matrix routines multiply the elements of the arrays a, b, c,
el, f, g]] by the elements of x and place the results iny. To compute this
product, the routines multiply the elements or blocks of a, b c,[, d, e[,f g]] at a given
grid point by the elements of x that reside at the same grid point and its nearest-neighbor grid points. The boundary conditions are under user control. Functionally, the
routines perform a circular shift (CSHIFTin CM Fortran) of the array x. Thus, the high
boundary point takes the place of the missing nearest neighbor to the low boundary
point.
The formulas for grid sparse matrix multiplication are shown below. In these formulas,
al, a2, and a3 are the grid axes of x.
For grid_sparse_matrix_vector_mult
and grid..dsparse_mat_gen_mat_muIt:

e is one of the following operations, performed with respect to the block axes:
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matrix vector multiplication
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On a 1-dimensional grid (one grid axis labeled al):
y = a e CSHIFT(x, shift = -1, dim = al) +

box+
c e CSHIFT(x, shift = +1, dim = al)
On a 2-dimensional grid (two grid axes labeled al and a2):
y = a e CSHIFT(x, shift -1, dim = al) +
b e CSHIFT(x, shift = -1, dim = a2) +

cox+
d CSHIFT(x, shift = +1, dim = al) +
e CSHIFT(x, shift
+1, dim = a2)
On a 3-dimensional grid (three grid axes labeled al, a2, and a3):

y - a eCSHIFT(x,shift -1, dim =-al) +
b e CSHIFT(x, shift

-1, dim =a2) +

c e CSHIFT
(x, shift

-1, dim = a3) +

dex+
e o CSHIFT
(x, shift = +1, dim = al) +
f e CSHIFT(x, shift = +1, dim = a2) +

g CSHIFT
(x, shift

+1, dim a3)

For vector_grid_sparse_matrix_multand genmat.grd_sparse_matmult:

e is one of the following operations, performed with respect to the block axes:
·

multiplication of single elements

·

vector matrix multiplication

·

matrix matrix multiplication

On a 1-dimensional grid (one grid axis labeled al):
y = CSHIFT(a e x, shift = +1, dim = al) +

box+
CSHIFT(c e x, shift

-1, dim = al)

On a 2-dimensional grid (two grid axes labeled al and a2):
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ai

B

pm

n

CSHIFT(a e x, shift - +1, dim = al) +
CSHIFT(b e x, shift = +1, dim = a2) +

y

C

X +

CSHIFT(d e x, shift = -1, dim = al) +
CSHIFT(e e x, shift = -1, dim = a2)
On a 3-dimensional grid (three grid axes labeled al, a2, and a3):
y = CSHIFr(a e x, shift = +1, dim = al) +
CSHIFT(b e x, shift = +1, dim = a2) +

CSHIFT
(c e x, shift = +1, dim = a3) +

dex+
CSHIFT(e e x, shift = -1, dim = al) +

CSHIFT
(f e x, shift = -1, dim = a2) +
CSHIFT(g e x, shift = -1, dim = a3)
Rules for Grid Axes, Block Axes, and Instance Axes. The grid sparse matrix rou-

tines impose the following requirements with regard to the structure of the arrays a, b,
c[, d, e f, g]], x, and y:
p

*

If the grid is 1-dimensional with N points, then each array has one grid axis of
extent N.

*

If the grid is 2-dimensional with NI x N2 points, then each array has two grid
axes of extents N1 and N2 , respectively.

*

If the grid is 3-dimensional with N x N2 x N3points, then each array has three
grid axes of extents N1 , N2 , and N3 , respectively.

*

The valid combinations of block axes are as follows:
·

For gridsparsematrix_vector_ mult or vector_grid_sparse_matrix_
mult:
Number of block axes

a, b, c, d e f, g]]

x
Y

0 or 2
0 or 1
0 or 1

The first combination (number of block axes = 0) is for multiplication of single elements. The second combination (number of block
axes = 2 for coefficients matrix and 1 for vectors) is for matrix vector or vector matrix multiplication.
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or genmatgrid_sparse_mat_
For grid_sparse_mat_gen_mat_..mult
mult:
Number of block axes

ab,c,
x
y

d eL f, g]]

2
2
2

This combination is for matrix matrix multiplication.
The grid axes, block axes, and instance axes can occur in any order (which you
specify when calling the routines), with the condition that the grid, block, and
instance axes must occur in the same order in the arrays a, b, cl d, eL f, g]].
That is, the arrays a, b, cl d, eL f, g]] must all have the same shape (axis declaration order and extents). They must also have the same layout directives.

NOTES

Includethe CMSSLHeaderFlie. The grid sparse matrix routines use symbolic constants. Therefore, you must include the line
INCLUDE '/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

at the top of any program module that calls these routines. This file declares the types
of the CMSSLfunctions and symbolic constants.
ArgumentValues.The internal variable setup is required for communicating information between the setup phase and the multiplication phase. The application must not
modify the contents of this variable.
Use of Setup Routine. The setup routine must be called whenever the shape, axis
types, or axis declaration order of x changes. For performance reasons, the cost of the
setup phase should be amortized over several multiplications.
to dealloUse of DeallocationRoutine. Be sure to call deallocate_grid_sparse_setup
cate work space after all of the grid sparse matrix operations associated with the setup
call have finished.
NumericalStability.The grid sparse matrix operations are stable.
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NumericalComplexity.If I is the number of instances (the product of the extents of
the instance axes), N is the product of the extents of the grid axes, and each block of the
coefficient arrays has axis extents p x q, then the grid_sparse._matrix_vector_mult
and
vector_grid.sparse_matrixmult
operations require 2pqNI floating-point operations for
real operands, or 8pqNI floating-point operations for complex operands.
If I is the number of instances, N is the product of the extents of the grid axes, each
block of the coefficient arrays has axis extents p x q, each block of x is q x r, and each
block of y is p x r, then the gridsparse_mat.gen_mat_mult
and gen_mat_grld_sparse.._
matmuit operations require 2pqrNI floating-point operations for real operands, or
8pqrNI floating-point operations for complex operands.
PerformanceHints. Performance is strongly dependent on layout, and is best when
the axes representing the vectors and matrices are local to a processing element. You
may meet this condition by using the :seriallayout directive or using the detailed axis
descriptors of the CM Fortran CMF$LAYOUT
directive. Otherwise, the routines reshape
the arrays, incurring a performance cost.

I

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the grid sparse matrix operations can be found
on-line in the subdirectory

grid-sparse/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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Chapter 5

Linear Solvers for Dense Systems

This chapter describes the CM Fortran interface to the CMSSLgeneral linear system solver routines. One section is devoted to each of the following topics:
* introduction
* Gaussian elimination (LU decomposition)
* solving linear systems using Householder transformations (QR decomposition)

9

* matrix inversion and the Gauss-Jordan solver
* Gaussian elimination with external storage
*

QR factorization and least squares solution with external storage

* references

5.1 Introduction
Listed below are the CMSSLroutines for solving dense linear systems. All routines accept either real or complex data.
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* In-core solvers:
* Routines that use Gaussian elimination (with or without pivoting)
to decompose one or more matrices A into their LU factors; use
those factors to solve the linear systems AX = B or ATX = B (where
B consists of one or more right-hand-side vectors); and perform related operations:
gen_lu_factor

gen_lu_apply_l_nv_tra
gen_lu_apply_u_inv_tra

savegenlu

gen_lugetl
gen_ugetu

restore_gen_lu

genlusolve

genluinfinity_norm_nv
deallocate_genJlu

gen lu_solve_tra

gen_lu_applyl_nv
gen_lu_apply_u_inv

* Routines that use Householder transformations (with or without
column pivoting) to decompose one or more matrices A into their
QR factors; use those factors to solve the linear systems AX = B or
ATX = B (where B consists of one or more right-hand-side vectors);
and perform related operations:

genqrfactor

gen_qr_getr

save_gen_qr
restore_gen_qr

gen_qr_apply_p
gen_qr_apply_p_inv

gen_qr_solve

gen_qr_zero_rows

gen_qr_solve_tra

gen_qr_extractdiag
gen_qr_depostdlag

gen_qr_apply_q

gen_qr_apply_qtra
gen_qr_apply_r_nv
gen_qr_apply_rinv_tra

gen_qrnfinlty_norm_inv
genqr_r_infinty_norm_inv
deallocate_gen_qr

* A routine, gengLinvert, that inverts a square matrix in place, using
the Gauss-Jordan routine.
* A routine, gen_gLsolve, that solves (with partial or total pivoting)
a system of equations of the form AX = B using a version of GaussJordan elimination. B contains one or more right-hand-side vectors.
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External solvers:
• Routines that use block Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting
to decompose a matrix A (which is too large to fit into core
memory) into its LU factors, and use those factors to solve the linear
system AX = B:
gen_lu_factor_ext

genlu_solve.ext
* Routines that use block Householder reflections to perform the factorization A = QR, where A is a matrix that is too large to fit into
core memory, and use the QR factors to solve the linear system AX
= B:
gen_qrfactor_ext
gen_qr_solve_ext

5.1.1 Embedding Coefficient Matrices within Larger Matrices
All of the in-core CMSSLgeneral linear system solver routines allow you to
embed the systems to be solved within larger matrices that have more rows and
columns than the number of equations to be solved or the number of unknowns,
respectively. You must specify, in the calling sequences, the axis lengths of the
systems to be solved. For example, if the systems to be solved have dimensions
m x n, with rows and columns counted by axes rowaxis and colaxis respectively, you may declare axes row_axis and col_axis to have extents greater than m
and n, respectively; but the routine will work only with the upper left-hand m x
n elements of the matrix defined by row_axis and col_axis. The man pages for
the individual solvers provide detailed information about axis extents.

5.1.2 Choosing an Algorithm
Use these guidelines when deciding whether to use the QR or LU routines, and
whether to use pivoting:
In most cases, the QR routines without pivoting or the LU routines with
partial pivoting suffice. These two options are both stable for almost all
practical purposes.
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* For rank-deficient matrices, use the QR routines with pivoting. (Section
5.3.6 discusses working with ill-conditioned matrices.) It is unnecessary
and wasteful of time to use the QR routines with pivoting for well-conditioned matrices.
* For matrices that are diagonally dominant, or where LU decomposition
without pivoting is known to work, use the LU routines without pivoting.
This option will not yield correct results if the matrix is ill-conditioned or
if zeros appear on the diagonal during the elimination process.
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5.2 Gaussian Elimination
Given a CM array A containing one or more instances of a dense matrix A, and
a CM array B containing corresponding right-hand sides B, the CMSSLGaussian
elimination routines perform the following operations:
* Use Gaussian elimination, with or without partial pivoting, to factor each
matrix A into two matrices, L and U. When pivoting is used, the effects
of the pivoting are included in L.
* Use these LU factors to solve the system AX = B or ATX = B, where B
consists of one or more right-hand-side vectors.
* Apply U-1, (U-1)T,L-1 , or (L-1)Tto any supplied matrix. (These routines
use the L and U factors to solve triangular systems of the form LX=B,
LTX=B, UX-B, and UrX=B.)
* Produce L or U separately.
* Estimate the infinity norm of each matrix A-1.
* Save and restore internal information about the LU factors.
The Gaussian elimination routines (commonly referred to as the "LU routines")
are listed below. Throughout this section, the notation M- T is used for (M-1)T =
(Mr)-1. For detailed descriptions of these routines (including calling sequences,
argument definitions, definitions of the L and U factors, and information about
usage), refer to the man page at the end of this section.
genJufactor

Factors each instance of a matrix A into L and U.

save_gen_lu

Saves internal information about the LU factors in a
file.

restore_gen_lu

Restores internal information about the LU factors
from a file.

genlu_solve

Uses the LU factors returned by gen_lufactor to solve
the system(s) AX = B.

genlu_solve_tra

Uses the LU factors returned by gen_lu_factorto solve
the system(s) ATX = B.

genlu_apply_lnv

Given the LU factors returned by gen_lu_factor,
applies L- 1 to any supplied matrix or vector.
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Given the LU factors returned by genjlufactor,

genlu_apply_u_inv

applies U-1 to any supplied matrix or vector.

Given the LU factors returned by gen_lufactor,

genlu.apply_l_inv_tra

applies L- T to any supplied matrix or vector.
genlu.apply_uinvtra Given the LU factors returned by gen_lufactor,
applies U- T to any supplied matrix or vector.

Given the LU factors returned by gen_lu_factor,

genlu.etl

produces the factor L separately.

Given the LU factors returned by gen_lufactor,

genlu_getu

produces the factor U separately.
genlu_nfinty_norm

i

I

Given the LU factors returned by gen_lufactor,
estimates the infinity norm of each matrix A- 1. Uses
the method developed by Hager; see reference 5
listed in Section 5.7.)
deallocate.gen_lu

5.2.1

Deallocates the processing element memory required
by the above routines.

t

Blocking and Load Balancing
The LU routines use blocking and load balancing. These strategies are described
in the section on computation of block cyclic permutations in Chapter 14. For
details about how the LU routines implement blocking, see reference 4 listed in
Section 5.7.

5.2.2

Numerical Stability
The stability of Gaussian elimination is a function of the size of the linear system
and the growth factor (see references 1 and 3). For extreme cases, the growth
factor may be very large. For most systems, it is highly unlikely that the growth
factor for Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting will be very large, and for
all practical purposes Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting is stable.
6.
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5.2.3 Saving and Restoring the LU State
The LU factorization routine generates internal state variables required for computing the solution. These variables are not made available as arrays to user
applications because their sizes and contents are CM configuration-dependent.
However, it is sometimes desirable to save the internal state to a file for future
use. The savegen_lu and restore_gen_lu routines allow you to save and restore
the internal LU state.
The LU routines allow you to have more than one factorization "active" at a time;
for example, the sequence of calls
setupX

= gen lu factor(X, ...)

setup_Y

= gen_lu_factor(Y,

...)

call genlusolve(B_X,
X, setup_X, ...)
call gen_lu_solve(B_Y, Y, setup_Y, ...)

is valid. You may,however, want to use save_genlu and restore_gen_luto carry
the internal state over between program runs.
It is not intended that the save and restore routines be used to conserve memory.
The state variables are very small compared to the size of the typical matrix A.
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Gaussian Elimination
Given a CM array A containing one or more instances of a dense matrix A, and a CM array
B containing corresponding right-hand sides B, the routines described below use Gaussian
elimination (with or without partial pivoting) to factor each A into two matrices, L and U,
described below; use the LU factors to solve the linear systems AX - B or ATX - B; apply
matrices derived from L and U to each B; provide access to the L and U factors; and estimate the infinity norm of each A- 1. When pivoting is used, the effects of the pivoting are
included in L.

SYNTAX

setup - genlufactor

(A, m, n, row_axis, col_axis, nblock, pivoting_strategy, ier)

save_gen_lu (setup, unit, iostat, ier)
setup - restore_gen_lu (A, m, n, row_axis, colaxis, nblock, pivoting_strategy,
unit, iostat, ier)
genlusolve (B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)
genlusolve.tra (B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)
gen_lu_apply_inv (B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)
gen_lu_apply_u_inv
(B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)
gen_..u_apply__lnv_ta
(B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)
gen_luapply_u_inv_tra(B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)
gen_lugetl (B, A, setup, ier)
geniu..getu (B, A, setup, ier)
gen_luinfinity_norm_lnv (a, A, setup, ier)
deallocate_..gen_lu
(setup)

ARGUMENTS

In the descriptions that follow, savegen_lu and restoregen_lu are called the LU save
and restore routines; gen_lu_solve and gen_lu.solve_tra are called the LU solver rou-
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gen_lu_apply_l_lnv, gen_lu_apply_u_lnv, gen_lu_apply_l_lnv_tra, and

gen_luapply_u_nv_traare called the LUfactor application routines; gen_lu_get_land
genlugetu are called the LU get-factor routines; and gen_lu_nfinity_norm_inv
is
called the LU infinity norm routine.
Also, in this description, A and B refer to the active matrices with which the routines
work. These matrices may be contained (as the upper left-hand submatrices) in larger
matrices within A and B, respectively. Details are provided below.
Finally, the notation M-T is used for (M-1)T- (MT)- 1.
setup

Scalar integer variable. Setup ID returned by genlu_tactor and
restore_gen_lu.
When you call any of the other LU routines, you
must supply the value returned by the corresponding gen_lu
factoror restore_gen_lucall.

B

CM array of the same type (real or complex) as A. The instance
axes of B must match those of A in order of declaration and
extents. When you call genlu_getl or gen_lu..get..u,A and B
must have the same rank, axis extents, and layout directives.
Solver and FactorApplicationRoutines.When you call one of
the LU solver or factor application routines, B must contain one
or more instances of B, where each B consists of one or more
right-hand-side vectors. Upon return from gen_lu_solveor gen_
lusolve.tra, each B within B is overwritten by the solution(s) to
AX = B or ATX = B, respectively. Upon return from a factor
application routine, each B is overwritten by the product L-1 B,
U- 1B, L-TB, or U-TB.

For the solver and factor application routines, the following
restrictions hold:
If each instance B within B consists of only one righthand-side vector (nrhs = 1), you may represent B in either
of the following ways:
It may have rank 2 with number of columns - 1.
In this case, each B has dimensions m x 1 (and
may consist of the upper left-hand m x 1 elements
of a larger matrix). The rows of each B must be
counted by axis row_axis (from the genlufactor
call); the single column must be counted by axis

colaxis.
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It may have rank 1. In this case, each B has di-

mension m (and may consist of the first m
elements of a larger vector). The elements of each
B must be counted by axis row_axis (if row_axis
< col_axis) or by axis (row_axis - 1) (if colaxis
< row_axis). For an example, see the Notes section.
If each B within B consists of multiple right-hand-side
vectors (nrhs > 1), then each B has dimensions m x nrhs,
and may consist of the upper left-hand m x nrhs elements
of a larger matrix. The rows and columns of B must be
counted by axes row_axis and col_axis, respectively.
Get-FactorRoutines.When you call genlu_getl or gen_luget_
u, B must have the same rank, axis extents, and layout directives
as A. Upon completion of genlu_getl, each m x n instance B
within B defined by axes row_axis and colaxis is overwritten

with the factor L of the corresponding A within A. Upon
completion of genlu_get_u, each instance B within B is
overwritten with the factor U of the corresponding A within A.
The L factor produced by genlu.getl

contains the effects of

pivoting. Furthermore, the L and U factors produced by
gen_lu_getl and gen_luget_u are in block cyclic form. To obtain
the factors in elementwise consecutive order, you may use the
computefe..block_cyclic_perms

and permute_cm_matrix_axis_

fromfe routines.

Do not use the arrays obtained from the get-factors routines as
input to the solver or factor application routines.
a

Real CM array with the same rank and precision as A. The axes
identified by rowaxis and col_axis in the genlu_factor call must
have extent 1. Thus, each matrix A embedded in A corresponds to
a real number in a.
Upon successful completion of gen_lu_infinity_norm_lnv,the
estimated infinity norm of the inverse of each matrix A within A
is placed in the corresponding position of a.

A

Real or complex CM array. When you call gen_lufactor, A should
contain one or more instances of a coefficient matrix A to be
factored. Each A is assumed to be dense with dimensions m x n.
m must be greater than or equal to n; but if you specify pivoting_
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the current implementation
strategy = CMSSL_no_pivoting,
requires m = n. Upon completion of genlufactor, each A in A is
overwritten with its LU factors.
The axes identified by row_axis and colaxis may have extents
greater than m and n, respectively; that is, each instance of A may
be contained in the upper left-hand m x n elements of a larger
matrix wihin A.
When you call any of the other LU routines, A must have the same
data type, rank, and shape (axis extents and layout directives,
including orderings and weights) as the original A that was
factored. You must also be using the same partition size as when
you originally factored A. Supply in A the LU factors returned in
A by genjlujactor.
m

Scalar integer variable. The number of rows in each coefficient
matrix A within A. Also, the number of rows in each right-hand
side B (or, if each B is a single vector, the number of elements in
B). m must be greater than or equal to n; but if you specify
pivotingstrategy
= CMSSL no_pivoting, the current
implementation requires m = n.
If you intend to call genlu_inflnity_normnv,
m must equal n,
since each matrix A within A must be invertible, and therefore
square.

n

Scalar integer variable. The number of columns in each
coefficient matrix A within A. m must be greater than or equal to
the
n; but if you specify pivoting_strategy = CMSSL_no..pivoting,
current implementation requires m - n.
nv, m must equal n,
If you intend to call genlu_inflnity_normi
since each matrix A within A must be invertible, and therefore
square.

row_axis

Scalar integer variable. Identifies the axis of A that counts the
rows of each coefficient matrix A.

col_axis

Scalar integer variable. Identifies the axis of A that counts the
columns of each coefficient matrix A.

nblock

Scalar integer variable. Blocking factor. The blocking factor you
is also used in any subsequent
specify when you call gen_lu_factor
LU solver, factor application, get-factor, or infinity norm calls in
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which you supply the setup ID returned by gen_lu_factor. Use
these guidelines when choosing an nblock value:

pivoting_strategy

*

For typical applications, nblock - 8 is a good choice. An
nblock value of 16 or even 32 may yield faster factorization in some cases.

*

nblock should always be < n; nblock values > n use excess
time and especially memory.

*

For a single right-hand-side vector, the solver routines
will most likely be faster with a larger value of nblock. On
the other hand, the amount of auxiliary storage used is
proportional to nblock, so if memory is tight, a smaller
nblock may be a better choice.

*

For optimal performance, ensure that the subgrid length
in each dimension is a multiple of nblock. If that is not
possible, choose an nblock value that is less than or equal
to the subgrid lengths in both dimensions.

Scalar integer variable specifying the pivoting strategy to be used.
The value must be one of the following symbolic constants:
CMSSL.._partlal_plvoting

Selects partial pivoting. The pivot is chosen from the pivot

column; rows are, in effect, permuted. Note that this
implementation does not use block or parallel pivoting; it
finds one pivot row at a time.
CMSSL_no_pivotlng

Selects no pivoting. The pivot is taken from the block cyclic
diagonal.
nrhs

Scalar integer variable. The number of columns in each instance B
within B. If each B is a single vector, supply 1 for the value of

nrhs.
unit

176

Scalar integer. Valid unit number associated with the file to or
from which the LU state is to be written or read. Use the CM
Fortran utility CMF_FILEOPENto associate a file with a unit
number (or use the equivalent utility to associate a device or
socket with a unit number). The savegen_lu and restoregoenlu
and
calls write and read data using CMF_CM_ARRAYTOFILE_SO
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CMF_CM_ARRAY_FROM_FILESO,
respectively. You must rewind
the file before calling restore_genlu.
iostat

Scalar integer variable. Upon return, contains the status of the I/O
operation. If ier = 0, iostat contains the number of bytes written
or read. For the meanings of other iostat codes, refer to the
descriptions of CMF_CM_ARRAY_TO_FILE_SO
(for savegen_lu)
and CMF_CM_ARRAY_FROM_FILE_SO
(for restore_gen_lu)
in the
CM Fortran documentation set.

ier

Scalar integer variable. Return code; set to 0 upon successful
return.
Values between -1 and -9, inclusive, indicate problems with one
or more of the CM arrays containing matrices in any of the LU
calls:
-1
-2
-3
-4
-9

Invalid array home. The array must be a CM array.
Invalid rank; must be > 2.
Invalid column extent; must be > m.
Invalid row extent; must be > n.
Invalid data type; must be real or complex (singleor double-precision).

Values that are multiples of -10 indicate problems with non-array
arguments:
-10
-20
-30

-40

System failed to allocate the setup object, setup.
m, n, or nrhs is invalid; all must be > O and m must
be greater than or equal to n.
row_axis or col_axis is invalid. 1 < row_axis,
colaxis < rank (A) must be true, and row_axis and
col axis must not be equal.
nblock is invalid; it must be greater than or equal
to 1.

-50

pivoting..strategy is invalid; must be
CMSSL_partlal_pivotingor CMSSLnopivoting.

-60

nrhs is invalid.

-80

You specified m not equal to n with
CMSSL..nopivotingin a factorization call, or you
specified m not equal to n in the factorization call
associated with this call to the infinity norm routine.
These combinations are invalid.
setup is invalid. (You did not supply the value
returned by gen_lufactor.)

-100
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Values between -102 and -108, inclusive, indicate problems with
the consistency of A or B in a solver, factor application, or
get-factor routine:
-102

-105
-106
-108

The rank of A or B is invalid (must be > 2 for A or
> 1 for B), or is inconsistent with the rank of A
in the factorization call.
The extents of the instance axes of A or B are
inconsistent with those of A in the factorization call.
B must have the same layout directives as A when
you call gen lu_getu or gen_lu_get_l.
The data type of A or B is inconsistent with that of A
in the factorization call.

The save_genlu and restore_gen lu routines return the following
value if they encounter an I/O error:
-200

1/Oerror. See the value of iostat for more information.

DESCRIPTION

Given a CM array A containing one or more instances of a coefficient matrix A, and a
CM array B containing corresponding right-hand sides B, the LU routines perform the
operations listed below. All of the LU routines support multiple instances.
gen_lu_factor

Uses Gaussian elimination (with or without partial pivoting) to factor each matrix instance A into
two matrices, L and U, described below. If pivoting is specified, the effects of the pivoting are
included in L.

save_gen_lu

Saves internal information about the LU factors in

a file.
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restore_genlu

Restores internal information about the LU factors from a file.

gen_lu..solve

Uses the LU factors returned by geniufactor to
solve the system(s) AX = B.

genlu..solve_tra

Uses the LU factors returned by gen_lufactor to
solve the system(s) ATX = B.
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genlu_apply_l_nv

Given the LU factors returned by genJlufactor,
applies L- 1 to B.

gen_luapply_u_inv

Given the LU factors returned by genlufactor,
applies U -1 to B.

gen_luapply_l_inv_tm

Given the LU factors returned by genlufactor,
applies L- T to B.

gen_luapply_u_lnv_tra

Given the LU factors returned by gen_lu_factor,
applies U-T to B.

genlu..getl

Given the LU factors returned by genlufactor,
produces the factor L separately.

genluget_u

Given the LU factors returned by gen_lujactor,
produces the factor U separately.

gen_lu_inflnlty_norm_lnv

Estimates the infinity norm of each matrix A- 1,
given the LU factors of each A as computed by the
gen_lufactor routine.

deallocate_gen_lu

Deallocates the processing element memory required by the above routines.

routines allocate proSetup and Deallocation. The genlu_factor and restore_gen_lu

cessing element storage space and return a setup ID. You must supply this setup ID in
subsequent LU solver, factor application, get-factor, and infinity norm calls, or the
save_gen_luroutine, as long as you are working with the same set of factors; you must
You can follow one call to gon_lufactor or restore..
also supply it to deallocate.._gen_lu.
gen_lu with multiple calls to the other LU routines, thus avoiding the overhead of factoring the same matrix or matrices repeatedly.
The deallocategenlu routine deallocates the memory needed for a particular factorization, and invalidates the associated setup ID. Attempts to use a deallocated setup ID
result in errors.
You can work with more than one set of LU factors at a time by calling genlu_factor or
restoregen_lu more than once without calling deallocategen_lu. Be sure to supply the
correct setup ID in each subsequent LU call. When you have finished working with a
set of factors, be sure to use deallocate..gen_lu to deallocate the associated memory.
Repeated calls to gen.lu_factor or restore_gen_lu without deallocation can cause you
to run out of memory.
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FactorizationRoutine.The genlufactor routine uses Gaussian elimination (with or
without pivoting) to factor each instance of A into two matrices, L and U.One common
representation for this factorization is
PA

=

LU

where P is a permutation matrix resulting from the pivoting process, and L and U are
lower triangular and upper triangular, respectively. However, because of details of the
implementation of the LU routines, in this description we represent the factorization as
A

=

LU

where the effects of pivoting are included in L. Thus, L is the inverse of the operator
defined by the sequence of row operations performed in the Gaussian elimination process (which occurs in block cyclic order). The row operations include the row
interchanges, if pivoting is specified. Therefore, L is not necessarily lower triangular,
and U is not upper triangular. See The LU Factors Defined,below, for details.
Upon completion of genjlufactor, each instance of A within A is overwritten with data
giving the LU factors of A. When you call the LU solver, factor application, and get-factors routines, you must supply the same A that was returned by gen_lu_factor.To obtain
the L and U factors separately, use the get-factor routines.
Save and Restore Routines.You may save internal information about the LU factors
in a file for use in later calls to the other LU routines. To save the LU information, call
save_genlu after the factorization is complete but before deallocating the storage
space. To restore the LU information, rewind the file and call restore_genJu;this call is
typically followed by calls to the other LU routines.
Solver Routines. To solve AX = B, gen_lu_solveperforms forward elimination:
A = LU; let UX = C

C = L-B
followed by back substitution:
X = U-'C = U-1 (L-LB)
Similarly, to solve ATX = B, gen_lu_solve_traperforms forward elimination:
AT -= ULT; let LTX = C

C= U-TB
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followed by back substitution:
X = L-TC = L-T (U-TB)

Upon completion of the solver routines, each B within B is overwritten with the solution.
Factor Application Routines. The gen_lu_applylinv, gen_lu_apply_u_nv,genlu_

routines allow you to apply matrices
applyjinv_tra, and gen_lu_apply_u_inv_tra
derived from the LU factors to arbitrary matrices or vectors B contained in B. Upon
completion of the routine, each B in B is overwritten with the specified product (L-1B,
U-1B, L-TB, or U-TB). Thus, these routines use the L and U factors to solve triangular
systems of the form LX=B, LTX=B, UX=B, and uTX=B.
In most cases, you should use a solver routine, rather than using the factor application
routines separately, to solve AX = B orATX = B. Using the factor application calls may
require an extra permutation in the case of no pivoting. For details about exactly how
the LU factors and their inverses are defined, see The LU Factors Defined, below.
Get-Factor Routines. The gen_lu_getl and gen_lu_get_u routines provide access to
the L and U factors separately. Upon completion of genlu_getl, each B within B con-

tains the factor L for the corresponding coefficient matrix A within A. Upon
completion of genlu_get.u, each B within B contains the factor U for the corresponding coefficient matrix A within A. The rows and columns of the factors are counted by
axes row_axis and colaxis, respectively.
The L factor produced by genlu_getl contains the effects of pivoting. Furthermore,
the L and U factors produced by genJlugetl and gen_lu_get_u are in block cyclic
form. To "undo" the block cyclic ordering, you may use the compute_fe..block..cyclic_
perms and permute_cm_matrix_axis_fromferoutines. (For an example, see the on-line
of the CMSSLexamples direcsample code in the subdirectory block-cyclic/cmf/
their inverses are defined, see
and
LU
factors
the
how
exactly
about
tory.) For details
The LU Factors Defined, below.
Infinity Norm Routine. Given the LU factors returned by gen_lufactor, the genlu_
inflnity_norm_lnvroutine estimates the infinity norm of each matrix A- 1. Upon succes-

sful completion, the infinity norm of each A - 1 is placed in the position of a
corresponding to A.
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The infinity norm of a matrix M, denoted here by IIM Ilo, is defined by
IIM I

-

max IIMxloo

1111
x li- 1

where the infinity norm of a vector, IIx II., is defined as the maximum of the absolute
values of the vector components:
I x ll

=

maxl| I
i

The infinity-norm condition number of a matrix M is equal to the product of IIM IIo
and

IIM- 1 Io.

The LU Factors Defined (Square Case). The following definitions apply to the case
in which m - n. Effectively, the gen_lujactor routine factors a block cyclic permutation, Ac, of each matrix A that you supply in A. In a factorization with pivoting, the
matrix Ac is factored into
Ac - P-LcUc

where Lc is lower triangular, Uc is upper triangular, and P is the permutation matrix
resulting from the pivoting process. In a factorization without pivoting, the factorization is

where Lc is lower triangular and Uc is upper triangular.
The LU factors of A are defined in terms of Ac and its factors as follows:

Case 1: Factorizationwith pivoting
By definition,

Ac - P-AP2
where P 1 is the permutation giving the correspondence between standard and
block cyclic row order, and P2 is the permutation giving the correspondence
between standard and block cyclic column order. (These permutations depend
on the array size and layout, the partition size, and the blocking factor you
supply.) We therefore have
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A - LU- PlAcP2- 1
- Pi (P-14Uc) P -

2
= P 1P- 1Lc (Pl-lPI) UcP2 -1

from which we choose to define
L = PP-1LP1-1

U= PlUcP2 -'
Case 2: Factorizationwithoutpivoting
The no-pivoting case requires that no small pivots be encountered during the
elimination process. Therefore, the factorization routine pre-permutes the
matrix A to assure that the diagonal elements of A also appear on the diagonal
of Ac. Internally, A is pre-permuted to obtain
A*= AP1P2 - 1
By definition, we have

A -=Pl-lA*P2
from which it follows that

Ac = P-'AP1
and therefore
A = LU= P1AcPIPiLc UcP11
= P 1 4 (PI-P 1) UcP1-

from which we choose to define
L = P1LP1
U = P1UCP1The gen_lu_getl and gen_lugetu routines return the L and U factors defined above.
The inverses L-1 , U-1, L- T , U-T applied by the factor application routines are derived
from the L and U factors defined above and are true inverses; that is, L-1 L - LL- 1 - I U-1U = UU- 1 . (The inverses are also true in the block cyclic space; that is, -lLc L - l = I - UC- uc UC
=
UC- .)
The definitions above generalize to the non-square case (m > n) using the same principles.
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NOTES

NaNsand Infinities.As mentioned above, the matrices A and B may be contained (as
the upper left-hand submatrices) in larger matrices within the arrays A and B, respectively. In this case, if there are NaNs or infinities in the larger matrix outside of A or B,
it is possible that other locations outside of A or B could become NaNs or infinities as
well.
DistinctVariables.The input CM arrays A and B must be distinct variables.
Include the CMSSL Header File. The gen_lu.factor
routine is a function and uses
symbolic constants. Therefore, you must include the line
INCLUDE '/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

at the top of any program module that calls these routines. This file declares the types
of the CMSSLfunctions and symbolic constants.
ArgumentValues.The internal variable setup is required for communicating information between the factorization routine and the other LU routines. The application must
not modify the contents of this variable.
Saving and Restoringthe LU State. If you want to save the internal state in one
program run and restore it in a different run, you must save the array of factored matrices in a file in addition to saving the internal state using save_..gen_lu.
Be sure to save
the array in a different file than that used for saving the state. When you read the array
back into memory prior to restoring the internal state, you must use the same partition
size as when you originally performed the factorization; and the restored array must
have exactly the same shape (axis extents and layout directives, including orderings
and weights) as when you saved it.
Nondegeneracy
Required. In the current release, each matrix A within A must have a
column space of rank n when you call one of the solver routines.
Rank of B. The following example illustrates the options for defining the rank of B.
Suppose A, n, m, row_axis, and colaxis are defined as follows:
A (5, 10, 5)
m = n =5
rowaxis

= 1

colaxis = 3
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and each B in B is a single vector. You may define B in either of the two following
(equivalent) ways:
B (5, 10, 1)
B (5, 10)
On the other hand, if you define
A (5, 10, 5)
m = n- 5
rowaxis = 3
col_axis

1

then the possibilities for B are as follows:
B (1, 10, 5)
B (10, 5)
Performance. Performance improves for larger subgrid sizes (and therefore depends
upon the layout of A). For information on subgrids, refer to the CM Fortran documentation set.
To optimize performance, follow these guidelines:
*

Ensure that the subgrid length in each dimension is a multiple of nblock. If that
is not possible, choose an nblock value that is less than or equal to the subgrid
lengths in both dimensions.

*

Lay out A so that the subgrid sizes along axes rowaxis and col_axis differ
from one another by no more than a factor of 4 or 5.

*

Use axis extents exactly equal to m x n for the matrices A and m x nrhs for the
matrices B. Use the same processing element layout for the arrays A and B.

Numerical Complexity. If the matrices A have dimensions (m x n), the matrices B
have nrhs right-hand sides, and I is the number of instances (the product of all axis
extents except axes row_axis and col_axis), then:
*

The LU factorization routine requires approximately [m-(n/3)]n 21 floatingpoint operations for real operands and 4[m-(n/3)]n12 floating-point operations
for complex operands.

*

The LU solver routine requires approximately 2*nrhs*(2m-n)nI floating-point
operations for real operands and 8*nrhs*(2m-n)nl floating-point operations
for complex operands.
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PerformanceCost of Pivoting.The cost of pivoting is very much dependent on size
and layout. The extra cost of pivoting is greatest for relatively small matrices. For very
large matrices (using nearly all processing element memory), the performance of the
factorization with pivoting is comparable to the performance without pivoting,
whereas the solver remains about 50% slower for the pivoting version.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the LU routines can be found on-line in the subdirectories

lu/cmf/
and

infinity-norm/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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5.3 Routines for Solving Linear Systems Using
Householder Transformations ("QR" Routines)
This section describes the CMSSL routines for solving linear systems using
Householder transformations (commonly referred to as the "QR" routines). The
following topics are included:
* the QR routines and their functions
* QR factorization

* Householder algorithm
* blocking, load balancing, and the QR factors defined
* numerical stability
* the pivoting option: working with ill-conditioned systems
* saving and restoring the QR state
For detailed descriptions of the QR routines (including calling sequences, argument definitions, and information about usage), refer to the man page at the end
of this section.
Throughout this section, the following conventions are used:
* M denotes the conjugate of M.
* M-T denotes (M-l)T = (MT)-

.

* "A" refers to a matrix being factored and "B" refers to the right-hand
side(s). One or more instances of A and B are embedded (possibly within
larger matrices) in the CM arrays A and B, respectively; the operations
described are performed on all instances concurrently. The man page provides details about A and B.

5.3.1

The QR Routines and Their Functions
Given a CM array A containing one or more instances of a coefficient matrix A,
and a CM array B containing corresponding right-hand sides B, the CMSSLprovides the routines and operations listed below.
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Factorization routine:
gen_qrfactor

Uses Householder transformations to
factor each matrix instance A into two
matrices, Q and R, (or, if pivoting is
specified, three matrices, Q, R, and P-l),
described in Section 5.3.2.

Save and restore routines:
save_gen_qr

Saves internal information about the QR
factors in a file.

restore_gen_qr

Loads internal information about the QR
factors from a file.

Solver routines:
genqr..solve

Uses the QR factors returned by
gen_qrfactor to solve the system(s) AX
B.

I
genrqr..solve_tra

Uses the QR factors returned by
gen_qrfactor to solve the system(s) ATX
= B.

Factor application routines: These routines use the factors produced by the QR
factorization routine to solve triangular systems of the form RX=B and RTX=B
and trapezoidal systems of the form QX=B or QTX-B.
gen_qr_apply_q

Given the QR factors returned by
gen_qrjactor,applies Q (or Q, in the

case of complex data) to B for each
instance.
gen_qr..apply_q_tra

Given the QR factors returned by
gen_qrjactor,applies QT (or QH, in the

case of complex data) to B for each
instance. Note that since Q is orthogonal
(or unitary, in the complex case), QH=
Q-1
genqr..apply_r_nv

Given the QR factors returned by
gen_qr_factor,applies R 1 to B for each
instance.
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genqrapply_r_nvtmra

Given the QR factors returned by
gen_qrfjactor,applies R-T to B for each
instance.

Get-R routine:

genqr_getr

Given the QR factors returned by
gen_qr_factor, produces the factor R for
each instance.

Pivot application routines:

genqr_applyp

Given the QR factors returned by
gen qrtjactor, applies P to B for each

instance, where P is the permutation
matrix that corresponds to the pivoting

process. Use this routine only if you
specified pivoting in the associated call
to gen_qr_factor.

gen_qr..apply..p_nv

Given the QR factors returned by
gen_qractor, applies P-1 - pT to B for
each instance. Use this routine only if
you specified pivoting in the associated
call to gen_qractor.

Zeroing routine:

genqr_zerqrows

Zeroes the final

rows of each

two-dimensional matrix contained in B.
The rows are counted in block cyclic
order.

Diagonal manipulation routines:
genqr_..extractdlag

Given the QR factors returned by
gen_qr_factor, returns the block cyclic
diagonal entries of R for each instance.

gen_qr_deposit..dlag

Given the QR factors returned by
gen_qr_factor,overwrites the block
cyclic diagonal entries of each instance
of R with values you supply.
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Infinity norm routines:
gen_qr_infnity_norm_nv

Given the QR factors returned by
gen_qr.factor, estimates the infinity
norm of each matrix A- 1 . Uses the
method developed by Hager (see
reference 5 listed in Section 5.7).

gen_qr_r_infinty_norm_nv

Given the QR factors returned by
gen_qrfactor, estimates the infinity
norm of each (R*)- 1, where R* is the
block cyclic upper-left corner formed by
discarding any trailing columns of R that

contain zeros on the block cyclic
diagonal.
Deallocation routine:
deallocate_..gen_qr

Deallocates the processing element
memory required by the above routines.

Memory Allocation and Deallocation
You must call the factorization or restore routine before calling a solver, get-R,
factor application, pivot application, zeroing, diagonal manipulation, or infinity
norm routine. You can follow one call to the factorization routine with multiple
calls to these other routines, thus avoiding the overhead of factoring the same
matrices repeatedly. The deallocation routine deallocates the processing element
memory allocated by the factorization routine and required by the other QR routines. For more information about these points, refer to the man page at the end
of this section.

5.3.2

QR Factorization
When you call the QR factorization routine and specify no pivoting, each matrix
A is factored into two matrices:

A QR
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When you call the factorization routine and specify pivoting, each matrix A is
factored into three matrices

A QRPwhere P is the permutation matrix that corresponds to the pivoting process. The
factors are defined in more detail in Section 5.3.4.

----------------------

M

NOTE
Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 contain detailed information about
how the QR routines are implemented. This information may
help you choose optimal values for the nblock (blocking factor)
and back_solve_strategy arguments. However, if you do not
need the detailed descriptions in these sections, the argument
descriptions in the man page will probably provide you with
enough information to choose reasonable values for these arguments.
mnrannanBgaaansnaaaraa

5.3.3 Householder Algorithm
This section provides more details about the Householder algorithm implemented in the QR factorization and solver routines. For simplicity, the algorithm
is described for the no-pivoting case and without accounting for blocking and
load balancing. For details about the operations performed if you specify pivoting, and the operations performed by the transpose solver routine, see the man
page at the end of this section. For information about blocking and load balancing, see Section 5.3.4 and Chapter 14.
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NOTE
This section assumes that A and B are real. For complex matrices, replace "orthogonal" with "unitary" and replace "QT"
with

QH."

1B8bdBraPSsR

The Householder reduction algorithm computes a series of n Householder matrices that, when successively multiplied by the coefficient matrix A, yield an
upper triangular matrix R. As an example, suppose the coefficient matrix A has
size (4 x 3). First, a Householder transformation H 1 is calculated, such that H1
applied to the first column of A yields a vector that is 0 except for its first component. H1 is applied to all the columns of A. Next, a Householder transformation
H2 is calculated such that H2 preserves the new first column of A and H2 applied
to the new second column of A yields a vector that is 0 except for its first and
second components. H2 is applied to all the columns of A. Finally, a Householder
transformation H3 is calculated such that H3 preserves the first 2 columns of A
and H3 applied to the last column of A yields a vector that is 0 except for its first,
second, and third components. (See Figure 15.)
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Figure 15. Successive Householder transformations

(discounting blocking and

load balancing).
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Each Householder transformation is defined by a corresponding vector. The
transformation associated with the vector v is given by the following formula:

Hw = w

-

v
< v, v >

Here the notation < x,y > means the scalar product of the vectors x and y. If x and
y have n components, then
n

<x,y> = ,
i-1

Xy

(If x and y are complex, then

<x,y>=-

i-i

X

Yi

)

After n Householder transformations, the upper triangular matrix R has been
computed as R - (Hn Hn- 1 ... HI)A. Since each H is orthogonal, the product
Hn ... H 1 is also orthogonal, and is defined as QT. The nontrivial portion of Q is
a series of Householder vectors.
Upon return from the factorization routine, the upper triangular portion of A is
overwritten by R, and the lower triangular portion of A is overwritten by the

Householder vectors that form the non-trivial portion of Q, as shown in
Figure 16. Specifically, components j +l:m of the jth Householder vector are
stored inA(j+l:m,j) for allj less than m. (Bear in mind that this description does
not take blocking and load balancing into effect.)
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Figure 16. The upper triangular portion of A is overwritten by R
and the lower triangular portion is overwritten by Householder vectors.

The stored Householder vectors are normalized so that v(l:j-1) = 0 and vQ() 1
for thejth Householder vector. This normalization makes it possible to store only
the essential part of each Householder vector in the strictly lower triangular portion of A, leaving room in the upper triangular portion (including the diagonal)
for R.
The QR solver routine applies QT (the n Householder transformations corresponding to the n vectors stored in the strictly lower triangular part of A) to the
right-hand sides that comprise the matrix B. In this way, the linear system AX =
B is transformed to RX - QTB. This upper triangular system is solved by r concurrent back substitutions, where r is the number of right-hand-side vectors. For
each right-hand-side vector b in B, the system Ax - b becomes

x= R-1QTb
Again discounting blocking and load balancing, the solver overwrites the first n
rows of the right-hand-side matrix B with the least squares solution to AX - B.
The remaining m - n rows of B are undefined.

5.3.4

Blocking, Load Balancing, and the OR Factors Defined
The QR routines use blocking and load balancing to optimize performance.
Blocking and load balancing are described in detail in the section on computation
of block cyclic permutations in Chapter 14, and in reference 11 listed in Section
5.7. This section discusses the arguments that affect blocking and load balancing
in the QR routines.
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NOTE
This section assumes that A and B are real. For complex matrices, replace "orthogonal" with "unitary" and replace ,QT"
with "QH."

Choosing a Blocking Factor
The QR routines require you to supply a blocking factor in the nblock argument.
(The blocking factor is defined in the section on computation of block cyclic
permutations in Chapter 14.) If you specify pivoting, the current implementation

requires that you supply a blocking factor of 1. In other cases, use these
guidelines when choosing an nblock value:
* For typical applications, nblock = 8 is a good choice. An nblock value of
16 may yield faster factorization in some cases.
* nblock should always be < n; nblock values > n use excess time and
especially memory.
* For a single right-hand-side vector, the solver routines will most likely be
faster with a larger value of nblock. On the other hand, the amount of
auxiliary storage used is proportional to nblock, so if memory is tight, a
smaller nblock may be a better choice.
* For optimal performance, ensure that the subgrid length in each dimension
is a multiple of nblock. If that is not possible, choose an nblock value that
is less than or equal to the subgrid lengths in both dimensions.

The QR Factors Defined

Effectively, the gen_qr_factorroutine factors a block cyclic permutation, Ac, of
each matrix A that you supply in A. In a factorization with pivoting, the matrix
Ac is factored into
AC =QcP

PC - 1
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where Rc is upper triangular, Qc is orthogonal (or unitary, in the complex case),
and Pc is the permutation matrix resulting from the pivoting process. In a factorization without pivoting, the factorization is
Ac

QcRc

where Rc is upper triangular and Qc is orthogonal (or unitary).
The definitions of Q and R in terms of Ac and its factors depend on the value you
supply in the gen_qrfactorback_solve_strategy argument. The two possible val-

ues are CMSSL_qr_post_permute
and CMSSLqr_pre_permute.
The factor
definitions are provided below for the square case (m = n). Note that the CMSSL_
qr..pre_ermute strategy does not work with pivoting, and requires that m = n.
Details about the two back solve strategies are provided in the subsections that
follow.

* Case 1: Post-permutation;no pivoting; m

=-n

By definition,
Ac = Pi-1AP2

where P1 is the permutation giving the correspondence between standard
and block cyclic row order, and P2 is the permutation giving the correspondence between standard and block cyclic column order. (These
permutations depend on the array size and layout, the partition size, and
the blocking factor you supply.) We therefore have
A -

QR = PAcP2-

1

= P1 (QcRc) P2 -1

= PQc (P1- 1Pl) RCP2- 1
from which we choose to define
Q- P1QcP1-

R= P1RcP2 - 1
* Case 2: Post-permutation with pivoting; m = n
This case is just like the Case 1 except that we include P, the permutation
matrix that corresponds to the pivoting process. We have
A =

QRP

1 = 1

P AcP2
= P 1 (QcRcPc - 1) P 2-

1

= PIQc (PI-1 P 1) Rc (P2-1P2) Pc-'P 2-l
'(PiQcP- 1 ) (P1RcP2 - 1) (P 2Pc-'P 2 -1)
from which we choose to define
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Q

=

PIQcP1-I

P1RcP2- 1

R

p-1 = P2Pc-lP2-1

.Case 3: Pre-permutation; no pivoting; m

n

In this case, the factorization routine pre-permutes the matrix A to obtain
A = AP 1P 2-

1

By definition, we have
A = P-'A

P2

from which it follows that
A -=Pl- 1AP 1

and therefore
A

=

QR

=P1AcPP1-

.PiQcRcP1-1
=P1QC(PI-IP1) RcPfrom which we choose to define

Q= P1QcP1R

=

P1RcP1-1

In the square case, the gen_lu_getr routine returns the R factors defined above.
The matrices R- 1 and R-T, Q, and QT applied by the factor application routines
are derived from the Q and R factors defined above, and the inverses are true
inverses; that is, R-1R RR 1 ' I = QTQ = QQT. (The inverses are also true in
the block cyclic space; that is, Rc-lRc = RcRc- 1 = I

-

QcTQc

-

T
QcQc
)

Finally, the definitions above generalize to the non-square case (m > n) using the
same principles:
Case 4: Post-permutation; m > n
The matrices R, R- 1, and R-T are defined for this case in Figure 17. The
matrices in this figure have the following dimensions, assuming A has
dimensions m x n:

Rc

nxn

P1

mxm

P2

nxn

I

(m - n) x (m - n) identity matrix
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r
II

R-1 =

-T
i

I

I

PI

I
_

_

II

I-

P
I

Figure 17. Definitions of R, R - 1, and R-T in the post-permutation case
with m > n.

R-1 and R-T have the following effects:
* When R-1 operates on a matrix, the first n block cyclic rows are operated
on, and end up in the first n rows. The last m - n block cyclic rows are
permuted into the last m - n rows.
* When R-T operates on a matrix, the first n rows are operated on and end
up in the first n block cyclic rows. The last m - n rows end up in the last
m - n block cyclic rows.

Summary of Factor Definitions (Square Case)
The factorization routine operates on A with a sequence of block Householder
transformations that result in the matrix R = (P1 R P2 - 1) in the post-permutation
case, or R - (P1 Rc P1-1) in the pre-permutation case. The sequence of transformations, which is orthogonal by construction, is defined as QT. Thus, the
factorization yields
QTA - (P 1 RCP2 - 1), or A - Q (PI Rc P2 - 1) (post-permutation, no pivoting)
QTA - (P1 Rc P2-1)P - 1, or A = Q (P1 Rc P2 -)P- 1 (post-permutation, pivoting)
QTA - (P 1 Rc Pi-1 ), or A = Q (P1 R P1-l) (pre-permutation, no pivoting)
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where Q = PIQcP1- 1 and p-1 = P2Pcl1P2-1
When the factorization routine returns, the block cyclic upper triangle of A is
overwritten with (P1 Rc P2 - 1 ) (post-permutation) or (P1 Rc P1-1) (pre-permutation). The remaining elements of A are used internally to reconstruct Q.
Figure 18 is a simple example showing the shape of the non-zero entries of (P 1
Rc P2 - 1) when A is a (32 x 32) matrix laid out as an (8 x 8) subgrid on each
processing element of a (4 x 4)-processing-element layout. The block size in this
example is 2.

Choosing a Back Solve Strategy
This section provides background information about the two back solve strategies and guidelines for choosing a strategy.
Because Rc is permuted by P1 and P2 , the back substitution process may require
further permutations in order to arrive at the solution to the original linear system. The back_solvestrategy argument allows you to determine when these
further permutations occur:

* The CMSSL_qr_pre_permute
strategy. causes the factor routine to permute
the columns of A prior to the factorization.

* The CMSSL_qr_postpermutestrategy causes the solver routine to permute the rows of the solution after the back substitution is complete.
The CMSSL_qr_post_permute
always works; however, your choice of back solve
strategy may affect performance. Follow these guidelines:

* If the matrices A are not square, you must choose CMSSL_qr_post_
permute. Specifying CMSSL_qr_pre_permute
with non-square matrices
yields an error.

* If you are specifying pivoting, you must choose CMSSL_qr_post_
permute.
Specifying CMSSL_qr_pre_permute
with pivoting yields an error.
* If the matrices A are square, each A has square subgrids, and you are not
pivoting, the permutations are not required and your choice of back solve
strategy has no effect on performance.
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Figure 18. Non-zero entries in (P1 Rc P2- 1) for a (32 x 32) matrix
laid out as an (8 x 8) subgrid on each processing element of a (4 x 4)-processing-element
layout. The block size is 2.

If the matrices A are square but do not have square subgrids, and you are
not pivoting, then use these guidelines:
If the layouts of A and B coincide (most typically in this context,
this means that the matrix axis extents are exactly n x n for each A
and n x nrhs for each B, and that the layout of processing elements
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is the same for A and B), then to optimize performance, choose the
back solve strategy that moves less data. The two strategies move
the following amounts of data for each instance:
·

CMSSL_qr_pre_.permute
moves n2 elements (the number
of elements in each matrix A).

* CMSSL_qr.postpermutemoves nri elements, where the
sum is over all calls made to the solve routine after one
call to the factor routine, and ri is the number of righthand-side vectors in the ith call to the solve routine.
Therefore, if n2 < nEri or n < Er, choose CMSSL._qrpre_permute;
If n = 1ri,the two stratif n > Er, choose CMSSL_qrpost_permute.
egies are likely to yield approximately the same performance.
If the layouts of A and B do not coincide, choose CMSSL_qr_post_
permute, which does not move any elements in this case (as
which moves n2 elements).
compared with CMSSL_qr_prepermute,

Back Solve Strategy Details
The following descriptions of the two back solve strategies are for readers who
need more details about the permutations. For simplicity, this discussion covers
the no-pivoting case. For details about the operations performed if you specify
pivoting, and the operations performed by the transpose solver routine, see the
man page at the end of this section.
In the following descriptions, bear in mind that
Q = PjQc 1--P (both back solve strategies)
QT = P1QcTPl-1 (both back solve strategies)
R = P 1 Rc P 2-1 (post-permutation)
R = P 1 Rc P1- 1 (pre-permutation)

strategy, the solver routine backsolves the sysIn the CMSSL_qrpost_permute
tem
(P1 Rc P1-') y

(P1QcTP-l) b

to yield
1
y =(PI R P -')

(P1IQTP1-1)b
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for each right-hand-side vector b in the matrix B. The original system Ax = b then
becomes

(PIQcP 1-) (PIRc P 2- )x - b
(P 1 Rc P2- 1) x

(P 1QTP-1) b

P1 Rc (P1- P1) P2- 1 x

=

(P1QcTP1-l) b

(P 1 P 2 -1 ) x = (P 1 R,c P 1-)-

1

(PiQcTPI-l) b

x- (P2 PI- 1)Y
If you choose CMSSL_qr..pre_permutewhen you call gen_q..factor, the factor
routine multiplies each A on the right with P1P2 - 1 by doing a send to rearrange
the columns before performing the factorization. (If A has square subgrids, then
P1 - P2, so this permutation is the identity and no send is performed.) The factorization yields
QTA (P 1P2 - 1)

(P 1QcTPI-1) A (P 1 P2 - 1) = (P 1 Rc P 2 -

1

)

Thus, for each right-hand-side vector b in the matrix B, the original system
Ax - b
or
(PiQcTP-)

A (P1P2-1P2P1-1) X = (P 1 QcTP 1-1) b

is equivalent to
(P1 Rc P2 - 1) (P2 P-)

x - (PlQcTP1-1) b

(Pj RcP1- ) x ' (P1QcTP1 -l) b
x

(P1 Rc PI- 1)- 1 (P1QcTP1-1)b

In this case, the solver routine produces the desired result without a post-permutation. Finally, note that if A is (m x n) with m > n, then P1 is (m x m), and
multiplying A by P 1 on the right does not make sense. This is why the CMSSL..
qrpre_permute strategy requires A to be square.
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Solver Routine Results
Assuming that A is (m x n), when the solver routine returns, the first n rows of
the right-hand-side matrix B are overwritten with the least squares solution to AX
= B. The remaining m - n rows of B are undefined on return.

5.3.5 Numerical Stability
The orthogonalization methods used in the QR factorization have guaranteed stability; there is no "growth factor" as with Gaussian elimination. Even for
extremely poorly conditioned matrices, the QR factorization routine with no pivoting produces small residuals.
However, if the matrix to be factored is truly singular, the pivoting option is recommended (see Section 5.3.6).
The QR solver performs both a forward solve and a backsolve. The forward solve
is the application of a sequence of (block) Householder transformations, and is
stable (see reference 1 listed in Section 5.7). The backsolve is triangular; for infomation on its stability, see reference 8.

5.3.6 The Pivoting Option: Working with III-Conditioned Systems
(or
To use the QR pivoting option, supply the value CMSSL_column_pivoting
arfor
the
pivoting_strategy
5.3.7)
Section
see
CMSSL..column_pivotlng..scale;
gument when you call gen_qrfactor.(See the man page at the end of this section
for details about the calling sequence.)

Why Use Pivoting?
Pivoting is useful in the following ways:
* It allows you to determine the column rank of the matrix A accurately. In
contrast, when you perform the factorization without pivoting, it is relatively easy to misjudge the column rank of A.
* It gives you more options for working with ill-conditioned matrices.
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In the current release, using the QR factor and solve routines with pivoting is the
recommended method for working with ill-conditioned matrices.

Determining the Column Rank of the Matrix A
This section describes the advantage of using pivoting in determining the column
rank of the matrix A. Throughout this discussion, a tiny number is a number that
is tiny relative to the norm of the matrix A.
A column of A that is dependent or close to dependent on the previous columns
(indicating that A is ill-conditioned) will appear, during one of the elimination
steps in the factorization process, as a column of zeros or tiny numbers. If
gen_qrfactorencounters such a column and you have specified no pivoting, the
routine either fails or places a zero or tiny number on the diagonal of the corresponding column of R. In fact, a zero or tiny number on the diagonal of R always
means that the corresponding column of A was dependent (or almost dependent,
respectively) on the previous columns. Thus, if R contains columns with zeros
or tiny numbers on the diagonal, you can assume that A is singular or ill-conditioned.
Suppose one wants to determine the column rank of R (which equals the column
rank of A, since Q is orthogonal). When counting the linearly independent columns of R, one strategy might be to discount any column with a zero or tiny
number on the diagonal. But this strategy can be misleading. For example, consider the matrix
1

Rag

1

1

1

2-1/2

e

e

e

2-1/2

e

e
e

e
e
e

where e is tiny. The values of e on the diagonal indicate thatA (and R) are ill-conditioned. However, if you ignore the columns with e on the diagonal, you
conclude that the matrix has column rank 1, whereas in fact, it has column rank
2 (the first and last columns are linearly independent).
In contrast, when you specify pivoting, each time gen_qrfactor processes a column, it examines the remaining columns and moves the one with the greatest
vector 2-norm forward (to a lower column position) in the matrix. Therefore,
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columns with zeros or tiny numbers end up in the last column positions of R. In
the above example, if you had specified pivoting, R would be
12-1/2

1

2-1/2 e

1

1

e e

e e

e ee
e

This time, you would discount the last three columns and correctly conclude that
the column rank is 2.
It is important to note that if R has no zeros or tiny numbers on the diagonal, you
cannot safely conclude that A is well-conditioned. For example, consider the matrix

1100
R

=

u 1 0
u

1
U

where e is tiny and u = e1/2 (which is "large"). This matrix has no zeros or tiny
numbers on the diagonal. However, its condition number is on the order of 1/u3
= l/(e3 /2), which is large; thus, the matrix is ill-conditioned.

Strategies for Working with Ill-Conditioned Matrices
In most ill-conditioned problems, the dependent columns occur at the end of the
matrix, so that pivoting gains you no special advantage. However, in most cases
you do not know ahead of time whether this condition is true for a given matrix.
Furthermore, in extremely ill-conditioned cases, gen_qrfactor without pivoting
may fail altogether because of underflow when processing a dependent column.
Therefore, pivoting is a safer strategy when working with matrices that may be
ill-conditioned. However, since pivoting also exacts a performance cost, you
may want to call the factorization routine without pivoting first, as in the following strategy:
1. Factor without pivoting:
a. Call gen_qrfactorwithout pivoting.
b. Call gen_qr_infinitynorminvto estimate the infinity norm of A- 1;
call geninfinity_normto obtain the infinity norm of A; and thus find
the condition number of A.
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c. If A is well-conditioned, proceed with the solve routine. If A is illconditioned, you may still wish to call the solve routine, bearing in
mind that your relative error will be large. Alternatively, try Step 2.
2. Factor with pivoting, if necessary.
a. Call gen_qrfactor with pivoting.
b. Call gen_qr_extract_diag
to extract the block cyclic diagonal entries
of R. If there are zeros or tiny numbers at the end of the block cyclic
diagonal, A is ill-conditioned. (Remember that if there are no zeros
or tiny entries at the end of the block cyclic diagonal, you cannot
be sure the matrix is well-conditioned.)
c. Change any tiny entries at the end of the block cyclic diagonal to
zeros.
d. Call gen_qrdeposit_dlag to deposit the modified block cyclic diagonal entries back into R.
e. Call gen_qrr infinity_norm_inv.This routine estimates the infinity
norm of (R*)- 1, where R* is the upper-left corner of R formed by
discarding any trailing columns of R that contain zeros on the block
cyclic diagonal. Find the condition number of R*. If R* is ill-conditioned, you may wish to use gen_qr_extractdlag and gen_qr_
depositdiag to change the last block cyclic diagonal entries of R*
to zeros and then repeat this step. When you have finally discarded
enough columns to obtain an R* that is well-conditioned, you will
know that you can solve the corresponding portion of your original
problem (by discarding some portions of the right-hand side) with
confidence.

5.3.7 Scaling
The pivoting_strategy argument of gen_qrfactor allows you to select scaling as
well as pivoting. The values
CMSSL_columnpivoting_scale

CMSSL_no_pvoting_scale

have the same effects as
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CMSSL_coIumn_pivoting
CMSSL_no_pivoting

respectively, except that the first two select scaling while the second two do not.
If you select scaling, the gen_qrfactorroutine uses a scaling factor to eliminate
the possibility that IIcol2 yields underflow or overflow, where col is a column
of A used in the elimination process. In particular, gen_qrjactor replaces
(1a 2) 1 /2 with S((ai/S) 2 )1/2 , where S is the scaling factor and aj are the elements
of col. The scaling factor S is defined by (Ilcol0o)ll2= (max(coO))l2 .
Scaling is not usually necessary; it is required only when IAl2 is close to under2 does
flow or overflow, for any matrix A within A. (Note that underflow of IIcolll
not cause a problem if col is a column with zeros or tiny numbers at the end of
the block cyclic diagonal.) Because scaling involves a significant performance
cost, especially in the case of pivoting, you should use it only when necessary.

5.3.8 Saving and Restoring the QR State
The QR factorization routine generates internal state variables required for computing the solution. These variables are not made available as arrays to user
applications because their sizes and contents are CM configuration-dependent.
However, it is sometimes desirable to save the internal state to a file for future
use. The savegen_qrand restore_gen_qr
routines allow you to save and restore
the internal QR state.
The QR routines allow you to have more than one factorization "active" at a time;
for example, the sequence of calls
setup_X = gen_qr_factor(X, ... )
setup_Y

= gen_qr_factor(Y,

...)

call gen_qr_solve(B_X, X, setup_X, ...)
call gen_qr_solve(B_Y, Y, setup_Y, ...)

to carry
is valid. You may, however, want to use save_gen_qrand restore_gen_qr
the internal state over between program runs.
It is not intended that the save and restore routines be used to conserve memory.
The state variables are very small compared to the size of the typical matrix A.
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Solving Linear Systems Using Householder
Transformations
Given a CM array A containing one or more embedded coefficient matrices A, and a CM
array B containing corresponding embedded right-hand sides B, the routines listed below
use Householder transformations (with or without pivoting) to factor each A into two matrices, Q and R, described below; use the QR factors to solve the linear systems AX = B or
ATX = B; and perform related operations.

SYNTAX

Factorization routine:

setup - gen_qrfactor

(A, m, n, row_axis, colaxis, nblock,

pivoting_strategy,backsolve.strategy, ier)
Save and restore routines:
save_gen_qr

(setup, unit, iostat, ier)

setup - restore_gen_qr (A, m, n, row_axis, col_axis, nblock,
pivoting._strategy, back..solve strategy, unit, iostat,

ier)
Solver routines:
gen_qr_solve

(B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)

gen_qrsolvetra

(B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)

Factor application routines:
gen_qr_apply_q

(B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)

gen_qr_apply_q_tra

(B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)

gen_qr_apply_r_nv

(B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)

gen_qr_apply_r_nv_tra

(B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)
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Get-R routine:
(B, A, setup, ier)

gen_qr_get_r

Pivot application routines:
gen_qrapply_p

(B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)

gen_qr_apply_plnv

(B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)

Zeroing routine:
gen_qr_zerorows

(B, A, setup, limit, nrhs, ier)

Diagonal manipulation routines:
gen_qr_extractdlag

(d, A, setup, ier)

gen_qr_deposit_dlag

(A, d, setup, ier)

Infinity norm routines:
gen_qr_infi n ty_norm_inv

(a, A, setup, ier)

gen_qr_r_infinity_norm_inv

(a, A, setup, ier)

Deallocation routine:
deallocate_gen_qr

(setup)

ARGUMENTS

In the descriptions below, A and B refer to the active matrices with which the routines
work. These matrices may be contained (as the upper left-hand submatrices) in larger
matrices within the arrays A and B, respectively. Details are provided below.
Also, throughout these descriptions, Q denotes the conjugate of Q, and the notation
M-T is used for (M-1)T (MT)-1.
setup

Scalar integer variable. Setup ID returned by gen_qr_actor and
restore.gen_qr.When you call any of the other QR routines, you
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must supply the value returned by the corresponding
gen_qrfactor or restore_gen_qrcall.

B

CM array of the same data type as A. The instance axes of B must
match those of A in order of declaration and extents. When you
call gen_qr_getr,A and B must have the same rank, axis extents,
and layout directives. B must be distinct from A.
Solver, Factor Application, Pivot Application, and Zeroing

Routines.When you call one of the QR solver, factor application,
pivot application, or zeroing routines, B must contain one or more
instances of B, where each B consists of one or more righthand-side vectors. The following restrictions hold:
*

If each instance B within B consists of only one righthand-side vector (nrhs = 1), you may represent B in either
of the following ways:
*

It may have rank 2 with number of columns = 1.
In this case, each B has dimensions m x 1 (and
may consist of the upper left-hand m x 1 elements
of a larger matrix). The rows of each B must be
counted by axis row_axis (from the gen_qrfactor
call); the single column must be counted by axis

col.axis.
*

It may have rank 1. In this case, each B has di-

mension m (and may consist of the first m
elements of a larger vector). The elements of each
B must be counted by axis row_axis (if rowaxis
< col_axis) or by axis (row_axis - 1) (if colaxis
< row_axis). For an example, see the Notes section.
*

If each B within B consists of multiple right-hand-side
vectors (nrhs > 1), then each B has dimensions m x nrhs,
and may consist of the upper left-hand m x nrhs elements
of a larger matrix. The rows and columns of B must be
counted by axes row_axis and col_axis, respectively.

Upon successful completion of gen_qr_solve,
the first n rows of
each matrix B are overwritten with the least squares solution to AX
= B. The remaining m - n rows of B are undefined.
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With m > n, the system ATX = B is underdetermined. Upon

successful completion of gen_qr_solve_tra,each B[1:m] is
overwritten with the minimal 2-norm solution to this
underdetermined system.
Upon completion of a factor application routine, each B within B
is overwritten by the product QB, QB, QTB, Q TB, R- 1 B, or R-TB.
Upon completion of a pivot application routine, each B within B

is overwritten by the product PB or P-1 B, where P is the
permutation matrix that corresponds to the pivoting process.
The genqr_zero_rows routine zeroes the last m - limit block
cyclic rows of each two-dimensional matrix defined by axes
row axis and col_axis of B.
Get-R Routine.When you call gen_qr_get_r,
B must have the
same rank, axis extents, layout directives, and data type as A.
Upon completion, each m x n matrix B within B contains the
factor R of the corresponding matrix A within A. (R is a block
cyclic upper triangle, as described below.) The rows and columns
of each B are represented by row_axis and colaxis, respectively.
These axes may have extents greater than m and n, respectively;
that is, each B may be contained (as the upper left-hand m x nrhs
elements) in a larger matrix within B.
d

CM array of the same rank and type as A. Contains one or more
instances of a vector of length greater than or equal to n; these
vectors must lie along axis row_axis. Axis colaxis must have
extent 1. All remaining (instance) axes of d must match, in order
of declaration and extents, the instance axes of A. Thus, each
matrix A embedded in A corresponds to a vector embedded in d.
the first n elements of each
Upon return from gen_qr_extract_dlag,
vector within d are the block cyclic diagonal entries of the R factor
of the corresponding A within A.
When you call gen_qr.._depositdiag,
you must supply in the first
n elements of each vector within ds the values you wish to deposit
into the block cyclic diagonal of the R factor of the corresponding
A within A.

a

Real CM array with the same rank and precision as A. Axes
row_axis and col_axis must have extent 1. Thus, each matrix A
embedded in A corresponds to a real number in a.
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Upon successful completion of gen_qr_infinity_norm_inv,the
estimated infinity norm of the inverse of each matrix A within A
is placed in the corresponding position of a.
Upon successful completion of gen_qr_r_infinity_norminv,the
estimated infinity norm of the inverse of each R* within A is
placed in the corresponding position of a. The supplied A contains
the R factors of the matrices A, returned by gen_qr factor.R* is
the block cyclic upper-left corner of R formed by discarding any
trailing columns of R that contain zeros on the block cyclic
diagonal.
A

Real or complex CM array of rank greater than or equal to 2. Must
be distinct from B.
Factor Routine. When you call gen_qrfactor,A should contain
one or more instances of a coefficient matrix A to be factored.
EachA is assumed to be dense with dimensions m x n, with rows
counted by axis row_axis and columns counted by axis colaxis.
These axes may have extents greater than m and n, respectively;
that is, each A may be contained (as the upper left-hand m x n
elements) in a larger matrix within A. Upon successful completion

of gen_qr_factor,the block cyclic upper triangle of A is
overwritten by R. The remaining elements of A are used internally
to reconstruct Q.
All Other Routines. When you call any of the other QR routines,
A must have the same data type, rank, and shape (axis extents and
layout directives, including orderings and weights) as the original
A that was factored. You must also be using the same partition size
as when you originally factored A. Supply in A the QR factors
returned in A by gen_qrfactor.
m

Scalar integer variable. The number of rows in each matrix A
embedded in A. Must be greater than or equal to n.
m must equal n,
If you intend to call gen_qr_inflnity_norm_inv,
since each matrix A within A must be invertible, and therefore
square.

n

Scalar integer variable. The number of columns in each matrix A
embedded in A. Must be less than or equal to m.
If you intend to call gen_qrinfinlty_norm_inv, m must equal n,
since each matrix A within A must be invertible, and therefore
square.
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Scalar integer variable. The number of columns of each
right-hand side B within B. Must be greater than or equal to 1.

rowaxis

Scalar integer variable. The axis that counts the rows of the
matrices A embedded in A. The extent of this axis must be at least
m; row_axis must be in the range 1 through the rank of A,
inclusive; and row_axis and col_axis must not be equal.

colaxis

Scalar integer variable. The axis that counts the columns of the
matrices A embedded in A. The extent of this axis must be at least
n; col_axis must be in the range 1 through the rank of A, inclusive;
and rowaxis and col_axis must not be equal.

nblock

Scalar integer variable. Blocking factor. If you specify pivoting
(see pivoting_strategy, below), you must supply 1 for nblock.
Otherwise, use these guidelines when choosing an nblock value:

pivoting_strategy

*

For typical applications, nblock = 8 is a good choice. An
nblock value of 16 may yield faster factorization in some
cases.

*

nblock should always be less than or equal to n; nblock
values > n use excess time and especially memory.

*

For a single right-hand-side vector, the solver routines
will most likely be faster with a larger value of nblock. On
the other hand, the amount of auxiliary storage used is
proportional to nblock, so if memory is tight, a smaller
nblock may be a better choice.

*

For optimal performance, ensure that the subgrid length
in each dimension is a multiple of nblock. If that is not
possible, choose an nblock value that is less than or equal
to the subgrid lengths in both dimensions.

Scalar integer variable specifying the pivoting strategy to be used.
Specify one of the following values:
CMSSL_no_pivotlng
No pivoting, no scaling
CMSSL_no_pivoting_scale No pivoting, scaling
CMSSL_column_pivoting Column pivoting, no scaling
CMSSL_column_pivotlng.scale

Column pivoting, scaling

For a discussion of pivoting, see Section 5.3.6. For information
about scaling, see the Notes section below.
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back..sove..strategy
Scalar integer variable. Specifies the back substitution strategy. A
is always acceptable; the value
value of CMSSL_qr.post_permute
is used to enhance performance in special
CMSSL_qrpre_permute
cases, as described in Section 5.3.4.
A value of CMSSL_qrpostpermuteindicates that the rows of the
solution are to be permuted by the gen_qr..solve routine after the
backsolve is completed. A value of CMSSL_qr..pre_permute
specifies that the columns of the matrices A are to be permuted by
gen_qrfactor prior to the factorization.
CMSSL.._qr..pre_permute
requires that m = n, and that pivoting_
strategy

limit

= CMSSL_no_pivotng.

Scalar integer variable. Must be in the range from 1 through m.
Determines how many rows within each two-dimensional matrix
defined by row_axis and colaxis of B will be changed to 0 by
gen_qr_zeroows. This routine zeroes the last m - limit block
cyclic rows of each two-dimensional matrix defined by axes

row_axisand colaxis of B.
(,i '

unit

Scalar integer. Valid unit number associated with the file to or
from which the QR state is to be written or read. Use the CM
to associate a file with a unit
Fortran utility CMFFILE_OPEN
number (or use the equivalent utility to associate a device or
socket with a unit number). The save_gen_qrand restore_gen_qr
ILESO and
calls write and read data using CMFCM_ARRAY_TO_F
CMFCMARRAYFROMFILE_SO,
respectively. You must rewind
the file before calling restore_gen_qr.

iostat

Scalar integer variable. Upon return, contains the status of the I/O
operation. If ier = 0, iostat contains the number of bytes written
or read. For the meanings of other iostat codes, refer to the
ILE_SO(for save_gen_qr)
descriptions of CMF_CM_ARRAY_TO_F
and CMF_CM_ARRAY_FROM_FILE_SO
(for restore_gen_qr)
in the
CM Fortran documentation set.

ier

Scalar integer variable. Return code; set to 0 upon successful
return.
Values between -1 and -9, inclusive, indicate problems with one
or more of the CM arrays containing matrices in any of the QR
calls:
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-1
-2
-3
-4
-9

Invalid array home. The array must be a CM array.
Invalid rank; must be > 2.
Invalid column extent; must be > m.
Invalid row extent; must be > n.
Invalid data type; must be real or complex (singleor double-precision).

Values that are multiples of -10 indicate problems with non-array
arguments:
-10
-20
-30

-40

System failed to allocate the setup object, setup.
m, n, or nrhs is invalid; all must be > O and m must
be greater than or equal to n.
row_axis or col axis is invalid. 1 < row_axis,
colaxis < rank (A) must be true, and row_axis and
col_axis must not be equal.
nblock is invalid. It must be greater than or equal to
1, or equal to 1 if you specify
CMSSL_column_pivoting.

-50

pivoting_strategy is invalid; must be
CMSSL_column_pivoting, CMSSL_no_plvoting,
CMSSL_columnpivoting..scale,

or

CMSSL_no_pivoting_scale.

-60

nrhs is invalid.

-70

back_solve_strategy is invalid; must be
CMSSL_pre_permute or CMSSLpost_permute.

-80

You specified an invalid combination of
pivoting_strategy, backsolve_strategy, and/or m
not equal to n; or you specified m not equal to n in the
factorization call associated with this call to
gen_qr_infinity_norm_inv.

-100

setup is invalid. (You did not supply the value
returned by gen_qrjfactor.)

Values between -102 and -108, inclusive, indicate problems with
the consistency of A or B in one of the QR routines following a
factorization call:
-102

-105
-106

The rank of A or B is invalid (must be > 2 for A or
> 1 for B), or is inconsistent with the rank of A
in the factorization call.
The extents of the instance axes of A or B are
inconsistent with those of A in the factorization call.
B must have the same layout directives as A when
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-108

you call genqr_getr.
The data type of A or B is inconsistent with that of A
in the factorization call.

The savegen_qrand restore_gen_qr
routines return the following
value if they encounter an I/0 error:
-200

/O error. See the value of iostat for more information.

DESCRIPTION

Given a CM array A containing one or more instances of a coefficient matrix A, and a
CM array B containing corresponding instances of a right-hand-side B, the following
routines and operations are provided:
Factorization routine:
gen_qrfactor

Uses Householder transformations to factor
each matrix instance A into two matrices, Q
and R, (or, if pivoting is specified, three matrices, Q, R, and P 1 ), described below.

Save and restore routines:
save_gen_qr

Saves internal information about the QR factors in a file.

restore_gen_qr

Loads internal information about the QR factors from a file.

Solver routines:
gen_qr_solve

Uses the QR factors returned by gen_qr_
factorto solve the system(s) AX = B.

gen_qr_solvetra

Uses the QR factors returned by gen_qr_
factorto solve the system(s) ATX = B.

Factor application routines:
gen_qr_apply_q

Given the QR factors returned by gen_qr._
factor,applies Q (or Q, in the case of complex
data) to B for each instance.
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gen_qr_apply_q_tra

Given the QR factors returned by gen_qr_..
factor,applies QT (or QH, in the case of complex data) to B for each instance. Note that
since Q is orthogonal (or unitary, in the complex case), QH = Q-1.

gen_qr_apply_r_inv

Given the QR factors returned by gen_qr_
factor,applies R-1 to B for each instance.

gen_qr_apply_r_inv_tra

Given the QR factors returned by gen_qr_
factor,applies R-T to B for each instance.

Get-R routine:
gen_qr.getr

Given the QR factors returned by gen_qr..

factor,produces the factor R for each instance.
Pivot application routines:
gen_qr_applyp

Given the QR factors returned by gen_qr_
factor,applies P to B for each instance, where
P is the permutation matrix that corresponds
to the pivoting process. Use this routine only
if you specified pivoting in the associated
call to gen_qrjfactor.

gen_qr..apply_pinv

Given the QR factors returned by gen_qr_
factor, applies p- 1 = pT to B for each instance. Use this routine only if you specified
pivoting in the associated call to gen_qrfactor.

Zeroing routine:
gen_qrzero_rows

Zeroes the last m - limit block cyclic rows of

each two-dimensional matrix defined by
rowaxis and col_axisof B.
Diagonal manipulation routines:
genqr_..extract_dlag

Given the QR factors returned by gen_qr_
factor, returns the block cyclic diagonal entries of R for each instance.
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Given the QR factors returned by gen_qr_
factor, overwrites the block cyclic diagonal
entries of each instance of R with values you
supply.

Infinity norm routines:
gen_qrinflnlty_norm_inv

Given the QR factors returned by gen_qr..
factor, estimates the infinity norm of each
matrix A- 1 .

gen_qr_r_infinity_norm_inv Given the QR factors returned by gen_qr..

factor, estimates the infinity norm of each
(R*)-1, where R* is the block cyclic upperleft corner formed by discarding any trailing
columns of R that contain zeros on the block
cyclic diagonal.
Deallocation routine:
deallocate_gen_qr

Deallocates the processing element memory
allocated by the factorization routine.

Memory Allocation and Deallocation. You must call either gen_qr_factoror
restore_gen_qr
before calling save_genqr,the get-R routine, or a solver routine, factor
application, pivot application, zeroing, diagonal manipulation, or infinity norm routine. You can follow one call to gen_qrfactor or restore_gen..qr with multiple calls to
these other routines, thus avoiding the overhead of factoring the same matrices repeatedly.
The deallocate..gen_qrroutine deallocates the processing element memory allocated
by the factorization routine and required by the other QR routines. Be sure to call
deallocategen_qr when you have finished working with a set of QR factors.
You can work with more than one set of QR factors at a time by calling gen..qrfactor or
However, repeated
restoregen_qr more than once without calling deallocate..gen_qr.
calls to gen_qrfactor or restore..genqr without deallocation can cause you to run out
of memory.
FactorizationRoutine. The gen_qrfactorroutine uses Householder transformations
to factor each matrix A embedded in A. If you specify CMSSL.no_plvotingin the
pivoting_strategy argument, each A is factored into two matrices:
A = QR
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If you specify CMSSL_columnpivoting,each A is factored into three matrices:
A = QRP-1
The factors are defined in the section called The QR FactorsDefined,below. Upon
completion of gen_qr_factor,
the block cyclic upper triangle of A is overwritten by R.
The remaining elements of A are used internally to reconstruct Q.
When you call the get-R routine or a solver, factor application, pivot application, zeroing, diagonal manipulation, or infinity norm routine, you must supply the same A that
was returned by gen_qrfactor.
Saveand RestoreRoutines.You may save internal information about the QR factors
in a file for use in later calls to the other QR routines. To save the QR information, call
save_gen_qr
after the factorization is complete but before deallocating the storage
space. To restore the QR information, rewind the file and call restore_gen_qr;
this call
is typically followed by calls to the other QR routines.
Solver Routine.Given the values returned in A by gen_qrfactor, the gen_qr_solve
routine solves one or more instances of the system

AX B
where A and B are corresponding instances within A and B, respectively. If the size of
eachA is (m x n), and the size of each B is (m x nrhs), then upon successful return from
gen_qr_solve,
the first n rows of each B are overwritten with the least squares solution
to AX = B. The remaining m - n rows of B are undefined.
Steps Performed by Solver Routine. If you specified no pivoting, since A = QR, AX

= B is equivalent to X = R-1QTB.Therefore, to solve AX = B, the gen_qrsolveroutine
performs the following steps:
1. Apply QT to B.
2. Apply R-1 to QTB.

To perform these steps yourself, you would
1. Call gen_qr-apply_q_tra to apply each QT to the corresponding right-hand
side, B.
2. Call gen_qr_apply_rinv
to apply R-1 to the result from Step 1.
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If you specified pivoting, since A = QRP 1,AX = B is equivalent to X = PR-1QTB.
Therefore, to solve AX = B, the genqr_solve routine performs the following steps:
1. Apply QT to B.
2.

Apply R-1 to QTB.

3. Apply P to R-lQTB.
To perform these steps yourself, you would
1. Call gen_qr_apply_q_tra to apply each QT to the corresponding right-hand
side, B.
2. Call gen_qr..apply_r_jnv
to apply R - 1 to the result from Step 1.
3. Call gen_qr.applyp to apply P to the result from Step 2.
TransposeSolver Routine.The gen_qrsolvetra routine solves one or more instances of the system

ATX= B

(

where A and B are corresponding instances within A and B, respectively. Specifically,
the first n elements of a column of B give the right-hand sides for a system
ATX[l:m] = B[l:n]

With m > n, this is an underdetermined system. Upon completion of gen_qrsolve..tra,
each B[l :m] is overwritten with the minimal 2-norm solution (not to be confused with
the least squares solution) to this underdetermined system.
Steps Performed by Transpose Solver Routine. If you specified no pivoting, since
A = QR, ATX = B is equivalent to X = QR-TB. Therefore, to solve ATX = B, the gen_

qr..solveroutine performs the following steps:
1. Apply R-T to B.
2. Apply Q to R-TB.

To perform these steps yourself, you would
1. Call gen_qr_.apply_r_lnv
to apply each R-T to the corresponding right-hand
side, B.
()
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2. Call gen_qr._zerojows to zero the last m - n block cyclic rows of each twodimensional matrix defined by row_axis and colaxis of the result from Step
1. (Note: Step 2 is not required if the last m - n block cyclic rows of each B
were set to zero prior to Step 1.)
3. Call genqr..apply_qto apply Q to the result from Step 2.
Step 2 is required so that inactive data in the last m - n rows of the right-hand-sides B
does not affect the solution. This zeroing is required only when you are solving ATX B, not when you are solving AX = B.
If you specified pivoting, since A = QRP -1 , ATX = B is equivalent to X = QR-TP-lB.
Therefore, to solve ATX = B, the gen_qr..solve.traroutine performs the following
steps:
1. Apply P
2.

1

to B.

Apply R- T to P- 1B.

3. Apply Q to R-TP-B.
To perform these steps yourself, you would
1. Call gen_qrapply.p_invto apply each P-1 to the corresponding right-hand
side, B.
2. Call gen_qr..apply_r_..nv_tra
to apply RT to the result from Step 1.
3. Call gen_qr..zero_rows
to zero the last m - n block cyclic rows of each two-dimensional matrix defined by rowaxis and col_axis of the result from Step 2.
(Note: Step 3 is not required if the last m - n block cyclic rows of each B were
set to zero prior to Step 1.)
4. Call gen_qr..apply_q
to apply Q to the result from Step 3.
Factor Application Routines. The gen_qr_apply_q,gen_qr_apply_q_tra,gen_qr_

apply_r_inv,andgen_qr..apply_r_jnv_tra
routines allow you to apply matrices derived
from the QR factors to arbitrary matrices or vectors B contained in B. Upon completion
of the routine, each B in B is overwritten with the specified product (QB, QB, QTB,
Q TB, R- 1 B, or R-TB). Thus, these routines use the factors produced by the QR factorization routine to solve triangular systems of the form RX=B and RTX=B and
trapezoidal systems of the form QX=B or QTX=B.
To apply R to an arbitrary matrix or vector B, use the gen_qr_get_r routine to obtain R,
and then perform tile multiplication explicitly. To apply RT to an arbitrary matrix or
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vector B, either transpose R to obtain RT,or use the fact that RTB = (BTR)T; thus, apply
BT to R and transpose the result. If B is a vector, transposing B and BTR (which is also a
vector) is much less costly than transposing R would be.
Get-RRoutine. The gen_qrgetr routine provides access to the R factors of the coefficient matrices A. Upon completion, each B within B contains the factor R of the
corresponding coefficient matrix A within A. (Note that R is a block cyclic upper
triangle.) The rows and columns of each B are represented by the same axes that defined the rows and columns of the matrices A within A in the gen_qr_factorcall.
routines
Pivot Application Routines. The gen_qr_apply_pand gen_qr_apply_p_inv
allow you to apply the permutation matrix P that corresponds to the pivoting process,
and its transpose pT = p- , to arbitrary matrices or vectors B contained in B. Upon
completion of gen_qr_apply..p,each B within B is overwritten by the product PB.
each B within B is overwritten by the product
Upon completion of gen_qr..apply.p_inv,
P- 1B. These routines are useful if you want to perform separately the permutations that
the solver routines perform when pivoting is specified, as described above. Use these
routines only if you specified pivoting in the associated call to gen_qr_factor.
Zeroing Routines. The gen_qr_zerorows routine zeroes the last m - limit block cyclic
rows of each two-dimensional matrix defined by row_axis and col_axis of B. This routine is useful if you want to perform separately the zeroing that the transpose solver
routine performs, as described above.
Extract and Deposit Diagonal Routines. The gen_qr_extract-diagroutine returns in
d the block cyclic diagonal entries of the factor R of each matrix A within A. The
gen_qr_depositdiag routine overwrites the block cyclic diagonal entries of each R
with values you supply in d. These routines are useful in working with matrices that
may be ill-conditioned.
Infinity Norm Routines. Given the QR factors returned by gen_qrfactor, the gen_qr_
infinity_norm_invroutine estimates the infinity norm of each matrix A- 1. Upon succesthe infinity norm of each A- 1 is placed in
sful completion of gen_qr_infinity_norm_inv,
the position of a corresponding to A.
The gen_qr_r_infinity_norm_inv
routine estimates the infinity norm of each (R*)- 1 ,
where R* is the block cyclic upper-left corner of R formed by discarding any trailing
columns of R that contain zeros on the block cyclic diagonal. This routine is useful in
working with matrices that may be ill-conditioned. Upon successful completion of
gen_qr_r_infinity_norm_inv,
the infinity norm of each (R*)-l is placed in the position of
a corresponding to the matrix A of which R is a factor.
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The infinity norm of a matrix M, denoted here by IIM lloo,
is defined by
11Mlloo

max
II Mx
Ix I1

o

where the infinity norm of a vector, !Ix Illo,is defined as the maximum of the absolute
values of the vector components:

llxllo = maxil
i

The infinity-norm condition number of a matrix M is equal to the product of IIM lloo
and

II M- 1 llo1.

The QR Factors Defined (Square Case). The following definitions apply to the

square case (m = n). For information about the non-square case, see Section 5.3.4.
Effectively, the gen_qrfactor routine factors a block cyclic permutation, Ac, of each
matrix A that you supply in A. In a factorization with pivoting, the matrixAc is factored
into
Ac =QcRc Pc - 1

where Rc is upper triangular, Qc is orthogonal (or unitary, in the complex case), and Pc
is the permutation matrix resulting from the pivoting process. In a factorization without pivoting, the factorization is
Ac = QRc

where Rc is upper triangular and Qc is orthogonal (or unitary).
The definitions of Q and R in terms of Ac and its factors depend on the value you supply in the gen_qrfactor back_solve_strategy argument. The two possible values are
CMSSL_qr_post_permute
and CMSSL_qr_pre_permute.
The factor definitions are prostrategy
vided below for the square case (m = n). Note that the CMSSL_qr_pre_permute
does not work with pivoting, and requires that m = n.
Case 1: Post-permutation; no pivoting; m = n
By definition,
Ac = P-1AP2

where P1 is the permutation giving the correspondence between standard and
block cyclic row order, and P2 is the permutation giving the correspondence
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between standard and block cyclic column order. (These permutations depend
on the array size and layout, the partition size, and the blocking factor you
supply.) We therefore have

A=

QR

=

PAcP2 -1
= P (QcRc) P2
= P1Qc (PI-'PI)

RCP2-

from which we choose to define

Q P1QcP1-'
R PlRP 2 -j
*

Case 2: Post-permutation with pivoting; m = n
This case is just like the Case 1 except that we include P, the permutation matrix that corresponds to the pivoting process. We have
A=

QRP-1

=

PAcP2 - 1
= P1 (QcRcPc- ') P2 1= PIQc (PI- 1P) Rc (P2- 1P2 ) PC-lP2 - 1
-1
' (PIQPl-1) (PiRcP
2 ) (P2Pc-lP2 ')

from which we choose to define

(

Q = P1QcP1-1

R= PXIP2- 1

p-1 = P2Pc-lP2-1

*

Case 3: Pre-permutation;no pivoting; m

=

n

In this case, the factorization routine pre-permutes the matrix A to obtain
A * = APiP2 -1
By definition, we have
A c = Pl-lA *P2

from which it follows that
Ac = P- 1AP

1

and therefore
A = QR=P]AcP- 1

.P1QcRcP1-l
=:P1Qc(PI-lP1) RcP-I

from which we choose to define
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Q = P1QcP1-1
R = P.RCP1-1

In the square case, the gen_lu_getrroutine returns the R factors defined above. The
matrices R-1 and R-T, Q, and QT applied by the factor application routines are derived
from the Q and R factors defined above, and the inverses are true inverses; that is, R-1R
= RR- 1 = I = QTQ = QQT.(The inverses are also true in the block cyclic space; that is,
RC-lR

R =

cR-'Qc

= QcQcT.)

The definitions above generalize to the non-square case (m > n) using the same principles.

NOTES

NaNsand Infinities.As mentioned above, the matrices A and B may be contained (as
the upper left-hand submatrices) in larger matrices within the arrays A and B, respectively. In this case, if there are NaNs or infinities in the larger matrix outside of A or B,
it is possible that other locations outside of A or B could become NaNs or infinities as.
well.
Distinct Variables. The input CM arrays A and B must be distinct variables.
Include the CMSSLHeader File. The gen_qrfactor routine uses symbolic constants.
Therefore, you must include the line
INCLUDE '/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

at the top of any program module that calls this routine. This file declares the types of
the CMSSLfunctions and symbolic constants.
Saving and Restoring the QR State. If you want to save the internal state in one
program run and restore it in a different run, you must save the array of factored matrices in a file in addition to saving the internal state using savegen_qr. Be sure to save
the array in a different file than that used for saving the state. When you read the array
back into memory prior to restoring the internal state, you must use the same partition
size as when you originally performed the factorization; and the restored array must
have exactly the same shape (axis extents and layout directives, including orderings
and weights) as when you saved it.
Nondegeneracy Required.Each matrix A within A must have a column space of rank
n when you call one of the QR solver routines without pivoting.
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Rankof B. The following example illustrates the options for defining the rank of B.
Suppose A, n, m, row_axis, and colaxis are defined as follows:
A (5, 10, 5)
mnrowaxis=5

rowaxis = 1
col_axis = 3
and each B in B is a single vector. You may define B in either of the two following
(equivalent) ways:
B (5, 10, 1)

B (5, 10)
On the other hand, if you define
A (5, 10, 5)
m =n =5

row_axis= 3
colaxis

= 1

then the possibilities for B are as follows:

x

B (1, 10, 5)

B (10, 5)
Performance.Performance improves for larger subgrid sizes (and therefore depends
upon the layout of A). For information on subgrids, refer to the CM Fortran documentation set.
To optimize performance, follow these guidelines:
*

Ensure that the subgrid length in each dimension is a multiple of nblock. If that
is not possible, choose an nblock value that is less than or equal to the subgrid
lengths in both dimensions.

*

Lay out A so that the subgrid sizes along axes row_axis and col_axis differ
from one another by no more than a factor of 4 or 5.

*

Use axis extents exactly equal to m x n for the matrices A and m X nrhs for the
matrices B. IJse the same processing element layout for the arrays A and B.

Scaling. The pivoting_strategy values CMSSL_column_pivoting_scale
and CMSSL_
no_pivoting_scale
have the same effects as CMSSL_column..pivotng
and CMSSL_no_
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pivoting, respectively, except that the first two select scaling while the second two do
not.
If you select scaling, genlufactoruses a scaling factor to eliminate the possibility that
llcolll2 yields underflow or overflow, where col is a column of A used in the elimination
process. In particular, genlujactor replaces (aj 2 )1/2 with S(E(a/S) 2) 1 /2 , where S is
the scaling factor and ai are the elements of col. The scaling factor S is defined by
(llcolll) 1 2 = (max(coO)1/2.
2 is close to underflow or
Scaling is not usually necessary; it is required only when A411
2 does not cause a
overflow, for any matrix A within A. (Note that underflow of IIcoll
problem if col is a column with zeros or tiny numbers at the end of the block cyclic
diagonal.) Because scaling involves a significant performance cost, especially in the
case of pivoting, you should use it only when necessary.

NumericalComplexity.If the matrices A have dimensions (m x n), the matrices B
have nrhs right-hand sides, and I is the number of instances (the product of all axis
extents except axes row_axis and colaxis), then:
*

The QR factorization routine requires approximately 2n2 (m - n/3)I floatingpoint operations for real operands and 8n2 (m - n/3)I floating-point operations
for complex operands.

*

The QR solver routines require approximately nrhs * n(4m - n)I floating-point
operations for real operands and 4nrhs * n(4m - n)I floating-point operations
for complex operands.

PerformanceCost of Pivoting.The factorization routine is approximately twice as
slow with pivoting than without. (Almost half the performance cost results from the
fact that pivoting requires a block size of 1.) These performance figures are closely tied
to the current implementation, and may change in future releases.
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EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the routines described above can be found on-line
in the subdirectories

householder/cmf/
and

infinity-norm/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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5.4 Matrix Inversion and
the Gauss-Jordan System Solver
The matrix inversion routine, gengLinvert, and the Gauss-Jordan solver routine,
gen_gL_solve,both use the same variant of the Gauss-Jordan algorithm.
The Gauss-Jordan algorithm requires pivoting if the system is not symmetric
positive definite. The gen_gjjnvert and gen_gj_solve routines support two pivoting strategies (partial and total pivoting), described in the context of the inversion
routine, below.

5.4.1 Matrix Inversion
Conceptually, the inversion procedure progressively transforms the original matrix A into the identity matrix, I, while progressively transforming the identity
matrix into the solution - the inverse of the original matrix, A - I . Figure 19
shows a simplified view of this process. It ignores the details that are introduced
by permuting rows and columns and by inverting A in place.

I

I

1

1<

I

A

I

1

--

0
1

11
kthiteration

1

10
1

0 1,
1~~~~~~
I

A- 1

I

Figure 19. Matrix A becomes I while I becomes A- 1.

The pivoting strategy you specify when you call the inversion routine determines
the size of the search space for the pivot, as follows:
If you choose partial pivoting, the pivot element is chosen from the pivot
row, and columns are (in effect) permuted. (This is a variant of the conventional partial pivoting method, in which the pivot element is chosen from
the pivot column.)
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If you choose total pivoting, the pivot element is chosen from a submatrix
and both rows and columns are permuted.
These strategies are illustrated in the next two figures. As in Figure 19, row and
column permutations and in-place inversion are ignored.
With partial pivoting, the pivot search is conducted along the pivot row.
Figure 20 shows the kth iteration. The pivot search is conducted along the kth
row; previous iterations have begun to replace the principal diagonal of A with
is and successive columns with Os.The partial pivot search determines the maximum value for row k.

k th iteration

1 0
1

0

10
1
1

0

1
I

01 I
A

I

I

A-1

Figure 20. Partial pivoting searches pivot row of A.

With total pivoting, the pivot search is conducted within the submatrix below and
to the right of the pivot element, inclusive. Figure 21 illustrates this case.

kth iteration

11 0

0

1
1
1

0

A

I

1

I* A - 1

Figure 21. Total pivoting searches lower right-hand submatrix of A.
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The total pivoting strategy is numerically more stable but slower than the partial
pivoting strategy. For an explanation of the difference in stability, see the works
by Golub and Van Loan and by Wilkinson listed in Section 5.7.
At each pivoting iteration, this variant of the algorithm subtracts multiples of the
pivot row from the rows above as well as from the rows below the pivot row. As
a result, the upper triangular matrix is brought to zero along with the lower triangular matrix. This method is different from the Gaussian elimination method,
which subtracts multiples of the pivot row from only the rows below it, and thus
does not zero the upper triangular matrix. Note that the original matrix is never
actually replaced by the identity matrix; the space that would otherwise be
"wasted" by s and Os is filled with the accumulated inverse solution. The inversion result is thus efficiently returned in place.

5.4.2 The Gauss-Jordan Solver
The gen_gj_solveroutine uses the same algorithm and pivoting strategies as the
gen_gj_invertroutine.

5.4.3

Stability and Performance
The variant of' the Gauss-Jordan algorithm implemented in the CMSSL(with row
pivoting instead of the usual column pivoting) has been shown to be conditionally stable in the following sense: its residual is about as small as the residual from
standard Gaussian elimination with column pivoting, as long as the matrix is well
conditioned and pivot growth is moderate. For ill-conditioned matrices, this variant fails about as often as Gaussian elimination. For further details, see Dekker
and Hoffman, listed in Section 5.7.
If the system of equations is known to be poorly conditioned or the condition of
the system is unknown, the LU routines are recommended with respect to stabil-

ity. The LU factor and solve routines may yield better performance than
gen_gj..solve;and using the LU factor and solve routines to solve AX = I yields
significantly better performance than using gen_gLnvert to invert a matrix.
The CMSSLtotal_pivotingmethod of pivoting is more numerically stable, but
slower than the CMSSL_partal_pivotingmethod.
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Matrix Inversion
This function inverts a matrix in place, using a variant of the Gauss-Jordan algorithm. The
data type of the source array must be either real or complex.

SYNTAX

pivot..min = gen_..g..nvert(A, size, pivoting_strategy, ier)

ARGUMENTS

A

2-dimensional CM array of type real or complex. Contains, and
may be larger than, the square matrix to be inverted. Must be of
size (size, size) or larger.
Upon successful completion, the data in the upper left-hand (size,
size) area of A is overwritten with the inverted matrix.

size

pivoting_strategy

Scalar integer greater than 0. The number of rows (or columns) in
the matrix to be inverted.
Scalar integer representing the pivoting strategy used. Value must

be one of the following symbolic constants (or integer
equivalent):
CMSSL_partlal_pivoting (0)

Modified partial pivoting. Column pivoting, where the pivot is
chosen from the pivot row; columns are, in effect, permuted.
CMSSL_totalpivoting (1)

Conventional total pivoting, where the pivot is chosen from the
submatrix below and to the right of the pivot element; both
columns and rows are permuted.
ier

Error code. Scalar integer variable set to 0 if the routine succeeds,
and to 1 otherwise. A value of 1 indicates either that one or more
arguments were incorrect (for example, size = 0), or that a
floating-point exception occurred (indicating that the matrix is
singular or ill-conditioned).
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RETURNED VALUE

pivot-min

Real double-precision scalar variable. The magnitude of the
smallest pivot used. A very small pivot is evidence that the matrix
is close to singular (non-invertible). If an error or a floating-point
exception occurs, the routine returns a double-precision zero and
sets ier to 1.

DESCRIPTION

The gen..gLinvert routine inverts a (size x size) real or complex matrix in place, using a
rehabilitated Gauss.-Jordan algorithm. If the matrix A is smaller than its containing
array, A, then the remainder of the values in A are left untouched, as shown in
Figure 22.

size

size
y~

,

size
siz

A ithin A

A- 1 within A

Figure 22. Matrix A is inverted; the rest of A is unchanged.

NOTES

Includethe CMSSLHeaderFile.The matrix inversion routine is a function; it returns
the double-precision value pivotmin. Therefore, you must include the line
INCLUDE '/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

at the top of the main program file. This file declares the type of the CMSSLfunctions
and symbolic constants.
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NumericalComplexity.Given a matrix with dimensions (n x n), the number of floating-point operations is 2n3 for real operands and 8n3 for complex operands.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the matrix inversion routine can be found on-line
in the subdirectory

invert-and-solve/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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Gauss-Jordan System Solver
Given two matrices, A and B, where B contains one or more right-hand-side vectors, this
routine solves a system of linear equations AX = B and overwrites B with the solution
X A- 1 B. A numerically well-behaved variant of the Gauss-Jordan algorithm is used.
The two source arrays must be separate and distinct and they must have the same data type:
either real or complex.

SYNTAX

pivot min

gen.gLsolve (A, B, size, nrhs, pivoting_strategy, ier)

ARGUMENTS

A

2-dimensional CM array of type real or complex. Contains, and
may be larger than, the (size x size) square matrix of coefficients,
A. Must be of shape (size, size) or larger.

B

1- or 2-dimensional CM array of type real or complex. Contains,
and may be larger than, the (size x nrhs) matrix B that contains the

right-hand-side vectors (bl ... bnrh). If there are multiple
right-hand sides, rhs must be of shape (size, nrhs) or larger.
However, if nrhs = 1, then rhs can be either a vector of length
greater than or equal to size, or a matrix of shape (size, 1) or larger.
Upon successful return, rhs is overwritten by the solutions.
size

Scalar integer variable. The number of rows (and columns) in the
matrix A.

nrhs

Scalar integer variable. The number of right-hand-side vectors in
the matrix B. Must be less than or equal to the smaller dimension
of A.

pivoting_srategy

Scalar integer variable representing the pivoting strategy used.
Value must be one of the following symbolic constants (or integer
equivalent):
CMSSLpartlalpivoting

(0)

Modified partial pivoting. Column pivoting, where the pivot is
chosen from the pivot row; columns are, in effect, permuted.
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CMSSL_total_pivoting (1)

Conventional total pivoting, where the pivot is chosen from the
submatrix below and to the right of the pivot element; both
columns and rows are permuted.

ier

Error code. Scalar integer variable set to 0 if the routine succeeds,
and to 1 otherwise.

RETURNED VALUE

pivot min

Real double-precision scalar variable. The magnitude of the
smallest pivot used. A very small pivot is evidence that the matrix
is close to singular. If an error or a floating-point exception occurs, the routine returns a double-precision zero and sets ier to 1.

DESCRIPTION

Given a matrix A of shape (size, size) contained within A, and a second matrix B that
contains nrhs right-hand-side vectors, b ... bn and is contained in B, this function
solves for X in AX = B and overwrites B with X, as shown in Figure 23. Matrix A is left
untouched.

size

nrhs

nrhs

~

r--A
-------

size

X
A

B

x
v---

within A

within B

Figure 23. Linear system solved for multiple right-hand-side vectors bl ... b.

This operation is equivalent to performing nrhs column solves on B. That is, within B,
each column b is replaced by (A- 1 b). Note that while formally X = A- 1 B, as implemented, this routine does not perform an explicit multiplication by A- 1 .
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NOTES

Includethe CMSSLHeaderFile. The Gauss-Jordan system solver routine is a function; it returns the double-precision value pivotmin. Therefore, you must include the
line
INCLUDE '/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

at the top of the main program file. This file declares the type of the CMSSLfunctions
and symbolic constants.
DistinctVariables.The input CM arrays must be distinct variables.
NumericalComplexity. Given an A with dimensions (n x n), and B with dimensions
(n x r), the number of floating-point operations is (2/3) n3 + 2n2 r for real operands and
(8/3) n3 + 8n2 r for complex operands.
As an artifact of the implementation, this linear system solver routine copies A and B
into a temporary array with dimensions (size x [size + nrhs]).

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the Gauss-Jordan system solver can be found
on-line in the subdirectory

invert-and-solve/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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5.5 Gaussian Elimination with External Storage

j
i

The routines described in this section solve a linear system of equations AX=B
where A is a real or complex matrix of size n x n that is too large to fit into core
memory. The method used for reducing A to triangular form is block Gaussian
elimination with partial pivoting. The L and U factors are stored externally and
can later be used to solve AX-B for an arbitrary number of right-hand sides.
Details are provided in the man page that follows.

$
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Gaussian Elimination with External Storage
The routines described below solve the linear system of equations AX=B where A is a real
or complex matrix of size n x n that is too large to fit into core memory. The method used
for reducing A to triangular form is block Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. The
L and U factors are stored externally and can later be used to solve AX-B for an arbitrary
number of right-hand sides.

SYNTAX

gen_lujator_ext
(n, blk type, unitI, unit2, unit3, ier)
genlu_solve_ext
(B, nrhs, n, blk, type, unit2, unit3, ier)

ARGUMENTS

n

Scalar integer variable. The size of the matrix A that is stored on
an external device. Also, the number of rows in the matrix B.

blk

Scalar integer variable. Block size. The matrix A is partitioned
into blocks of blk columns, or panels. See the Notes section,
below, for guidelines for choosing bk.
You must use the same block size for both the factor and the solve
routine.

type

Scalar integer variable. The data type. Specify one of the
following values:
CMSSL_singlereal
CMSSLdoublereal
CMSSL_single_complex
CMSSL_doublecomplex

B

real*4
real*8
complex*8
complex*16

CM array of rank 2, the same data type as A, and size n x nrhs. On
input, must contain the nrhs right-hand sides. On return, contains

the nrhs solutions to AX - B.
nrhs

Scalar integer variable. The number of columns in B.

unitl

Scalar integer. Valid unit number associated with the file that
contains the matrix A stored in serial order (see the Notes below.)
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to associate a file
Use the CM Fortran utility CMF_FILE_OPEN
with a unit number (or use the equivalent utility to associate a
socket or device with a unit number). Data stored in unit] is not
modified unless unitl unit2.
unit2

Scalar integer. Valid unit number associated with the file that will
contain the LU factors on return from genlufactorext.
Use the
CM Fortran utility CMFFILE_OPEN
to associate a file with a unit
number (or use the equivalent utility to associate a socket or
device with a unit number). If unit2 = unitl, the original matrix
A is overwritten by its LU factors.

unit3

Scalar integer. Valid unit number associated with the file that will
contain internal information about the LU factors on return from
genlufactor..ext. Use the CM Fortran utility CMF.FILE.OPEN
to
associate a file with a unit number (or use the equivalent utility to
associate a socket or device with a unit number).

ier

Scalar integer variable. Return code. Set to 0 upon successful
return, or to one of the following error codes:
-1

1/0 error on unitl.

-2

1/0 error on unit2.

-3

1/O error on unit3.

-4

Invalid type.

DESCRIPTION

The routines described in this man page solve the linear system of equations AX=B,
where A is a real or complex matrix of size n x n that is too large to fit into core
memory. The genjuj factor_ext routine reads blocks of blk columns of A from unitl,
uses block Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting to reduce A to triangular form,
writes the LU factors to unit2, and writes information about them to unit3. The genlu_
solve_ext routine reads the factors from unit2 and unit3, solves AX=B for an arbitrary
number of right-hand sides, and returns the nrhs solutions in the B argument.
The genmatrix_mult..ext routine, described in Chapter 3, can be used to check the
accuracy of the result. The best possible accuracy for the solution to Ax = b is obtained=
when IlAx-bloo
/ IlA11 loxjj.e
- e, where e is the machine accuracy. The quantity AX - B
can be computed with gen_matrixmult..ext for all right-hand sides at once.
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NOTES

Includethe CMSSLHeaderFile. Because the routines described above use symbolic
constants, you must include the line
INCLUDE '/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

at the top of any program module that calls these routines. This file declares the types
of the CMSSLsymbolic constants.
File Units. The I/O units unitl, unit2, and unit3 must be assigned to files before you
call the routines that access them. In CM Fortran, file assignment is done with the

utility (or an equivalent utility for a device or socket). For
CMF_FILE_OPEN
information regarding parallel I/O in general, see the CM-5 o/0System Programming
Guide. For information about the CM Fortran interface to parallel I/O, see the CM For-

tran Utility Library Reference Manual. As described in this manual, there are
essentially two modes of external storage: Fixed Machine Size (FMS)and Serial Order
(SO). Serial order is the familiar Fortran row-major order and is the one used by the
external LU routines. Therefore, A must be stored in serial order in file unit unitl. In
this order, the data is portable across the CM-5 external storage systems (DataVault,
Scalable Disk Array, HPPI).
The file associated with unit2 will store as much data as the original matrix (that is, n2
data elements), whereas the file associated with unit3 will contain much less data, the
exact amount depending on the machine configuration.
If you set unit2

=

unitl, the original matrix A is overwritten by its LU factors.

Partition Size. The partition size used to solve the system of equations must be
identical to the one used previously to factor the matrix.
Choosingthe Block Size. The block Gaussian elimination algorithm partitions the
matrix into block c:olumns, or panels, Ai, of size n x blk:
A = [A,

A2, ....,Am ]

The last panel, Am, contains fewer than blk columns if blk is not a divisor of n. It is
important to choose the block size blk as large as possible in order to minimize the I/O
cost and optimize machine utilization. The in-core memory requirement for genlu_
factor_ext is approximately (5v + 16)n*blk bytes, where v is the number of bytes in the
data type of A.
Choosing the block size blk to be a multiple of 16 may also improve performance. This
is because the blocking factor, nblock, in the in-core LU routine gen_lufactor (upon
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which gen_lufactor_ext is built) is set internally to 16. Given this fact and the memory
requirement mentioned above, it is possible to choose a reasonable blk value for a
given n and a given amount of core memory.
Complexity Analysis. The gen_lu_factor_ext
routine requires (2/3)n3 operations for
real operands and (8/3)n3 operations for complex operands. The amount of data transferred during the block LU triangularization is
n(n + blk) (2n + blk)
3 blk

For blk/n small, this quantity becomes 0(2n 3 / 3blk). Given these numbers, the average
floating-point operation (flop) rate for the in-core LU routine, and the data transfer rate
between the CM and the external storage system, it is possible to make a very rough
estimate of the time required for the out-of-core factorization. On the CM-5,for example, a conservative choice for the flop rate for the in-core LU routine is 10 Mflops per
vector unit, while the data transfer rate on the Scalable Disk Array is roughly 1 Mbyte/
sec per disk. Withp vector units and q disks, the estimated time for a problem of size n
is
Tarith

n'
3 lop

3seconds
and Tra
T2
10-6
tranfer

n q
3blk

secondsand

where u = 2 for real operands and u = 8 for complex operands, and v is the number of
bytes in the matrix data type. Hence, the total time is

T

3 r[

+

2v

1 0-6seconds.

Choosing, for example, u = 2, v = 8 (that is, a data type of real*8), n - 10,000, blk 1200, p = 128 vector units, and q = 8, we have Tarith= 520 seconds and Ttranfer= 555
seconds, and hence a total time of TX 18 minutes. Only the order of magnitude of such
an estimate should be considered significant.
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EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the LU routines can be found on-line in the subdirectory

external/lu/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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5.6 QR Factorization and Least Squares Solution
with External Storage
The routines described in this section perform a QR factorization of a real or
complex matrix A of size m x n (with m > n) that is too large to fit into core
memory. The method uses Householder reflections. The Q and R factors are
stored externally and can later be used to solve AX-B for an arbitrary number
of right-hand sides.
Details are provided in the man page that follows.

I
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QR Factorization and Least Squares
Solution with External Storage
The routines described below perform a QR factorization of a real or complex matrix A of
size m x n (with m > n) that is too large to fit into core memory. The method uses Householder reflections. The Q and R factors are stored externally and can later be used to solve
AX=B for an arbitrary number of right-hand sides.

SYNTAX

gen_qrfactorext(m, n, blk type, pivoting_strategy, unitl, unit2, unit3, ier)
gen_qr_solve_ext
(B, nrhs, m, n, blk, type, pivoting_strategy, unit2, unit3, ier)

ARGUMENTS
m

Scalar integer variable. The number of rows in the matrix A that is
stored on an external device. Also, the number of rows in the
matrix B.

n

Scalar integer variable. The number of columns in the matrix A
that is stored on an external device.

blk

Scalar integer variable. Block size. The matrix A is partitioned
into blocks of blk columns, or panels. See the Notes section,
below, for guidelines for choosing bk.
You must use the same block size for both the factor and the solve
routine.

type

Scalar integer variable. The data type. Specify one of the
following values:
CMSSL_single_real
CMSSL double real
CMSSL_single_complex
CMSSL_double_complex

real*4
real*8
complex*8
complex*16

pivoting_strategy Scalar integer variable specifying the pivoting strategy to be used.
The only values currently available are as follows:
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CMSSL.._no_pivoting
CMSSL_no_pivotng._scale

No pivoting, no scaling
No pivoting, scaling

For a description of scaling, see Section 5.3.7.
B

CM array of rank 2, the same data type as A, and size m x nrhs.
On input, must contain the nrhs right-hand sides. On return, the
first n rows of B contain the nrhs solutions to AX = B.

nrhs

Scalar integer variable. The number of columns in B.

unitl

Scalar integer. Valid unit number associated with the file that
contains the matrix A stored in serial order (see the Notes below.)
to associate a file
Use the CM Fortran utility CMF_FILE_OPEN
with a unit number (or use the equivalent utility to associate a
socket or device with a unit number). Data stored in unitl is not
modified unless unitl = unit2.

unit2

Scalar integer. Valid unit number associated with the file that will
contain the QR factors on return from genqr_factorext. Use the
CM Fortran utility CMFFILEOPENto associate a file with a unit
number (or use the equivalent utility to associate a socket or
device with a unit number). If unit2 = unitl, the original matrix
A is overwritten by its QR factors.

unit3

Scalar integer. Valid unit number associated with the file that will
contain internal information about the QR factors on return from
to
gen_qrfactor_ext.Use the CM Fortran utility CMF_FILE_OPEN

associate a file with a unit number (or use the equivalent utility to
associate a socket or device with a unit number).
ier

Scalar integer variable. Return code. Set to 0 upon successful
return, or to one of the following error codes:

-1

I/0 error on unitl.

-2

I/0 error on unit2.

-3

VOerror on unit3.

-4

Invalid type.
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DESCRIPTION

The routines described in this man page perform a QR factorization of a real or complex matrix A of size m x n (with m > n) that is too large to fit into core memory. The
gen_qrJactor_extroutine reads blocks of blk columns of A from unitl, uses block
Householder reflections to factor A, writes the QR factors to unit2, and writes information about them to unit3. The gen_qr_solve_extroutine reads the factors from unit2 and
unit3, solves AX=B for an arbitrary number of right-hand sides, and returns the nrhs
solutions in the first n rows of B.
The gen_matrixmultextroutine, described in Chapter 3, can be used to check the
accuracy of the result. The best possible accuracy for the solution to Ax - b is obtained
when IIx-bll /I llAIl Ixll = e, where Eis the machine accuracy. The quantity AX - B
for all right-hand sides at once.
can be computed with gen_matrix.multext

NOTES

Includethe CMSSLHeaderFile. Because the routines described above use symbolic
constants, you must include the line
INCLUDE '/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

at the top of any program module that calls these routines. This file declares the types
of the CMSSLsymbolic constants.
File Units. The o/0units unitl, unit2, and unit3 must be assigned to files before you
call the routines that access them. In CM Fortran, file assignment is done with the

utility (or an equivalent utility for a device or socket). For
CMF_FILE_OPEN
information regarding parallel O/0in general, see the CM-5gIOSystem Programming
Guide. For information about the CM Fortran interface to parallel I/O, see the CM For-

tran Utility Library Reference Manual. As described in this manual, there are
essentially two modes of external storage: Fixed Machine Size (FMS) and Serial Order
(SO). Serial order is the familiar Fortran row-major order and is the one used by the
external QR routines. Therefore, A must be stored in serial order in file unit unitI. In
this order, the data is portable across the CM-5 external storage systems (DataVault,
Scalable Disk Array, HIPPI).

The file associated with unit2 will store as much data as the original matrix (that is, nm
data elements), whereas the file associated with unit3 will contain much less data, the
exact amount depending on the machine configuration.
If you set unit2 = uniti, the original matrix A is overwritten by its QR factors.
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Partition Size. The partition size used to solve the system of equations must be
identical to the one used previously to factor the matrix.
Choosingthe BlockSize. The block Householder factorization algorithm partitions
the matrix into block columns, or panels, Ai, of size m x blk:
A

[A 1 , A2 ,

.,

Al ].

The last panel, Ai, contains fewer than blk columns if blk is not a divisor of n. It is
important to choose the block size blk as large as possible in order to minimize the I/O
cost and optimize machine utilization. The in-core memory requirement for gen_qr_
factor_.ext
is approximately (5v + 16)m*blk bytes, where v is the number of bytes in the
data type of A.
Choosing the block size blk to be a multiple of 16 may also improve performance. This
is because the blocking factor, nblock, in the in-core QR routine genqrfactor (upon
which gen_qfactor_ext is built) is setinternally to 16. Given this fact and the memory
requirement mentioned above, it is possible to choose a reasonable blk value for a
given n and a given amount of core memory.
LeastSquaresSolution.The least squares solution obtained from gen_qr_solve_ext
is unique only if the problem has full rank (rank A - n). Unlike the in-core QR routines,
the current out-of-core version does not provide a way for you to determine the rank
of A.
ComplexityAnalysis.The gen_qrfactor_extroutine requires 2n2 [m - (n/3)] operations for real operands and 8n2 [m - (n/3)] operations for complex operands. The
amount of data transferred during the block QR factorization is

blk

3]

For blk/n small, this quantity becomes

O[-blk{m-j3}J
Given these numbers, the average floating-point operation (flop) rate for the in-core
QR routine, and the data transfer rate between the CM and the external storage system,
it is possible to make a very rough estimate of the time required for the out-of-core
factorization. On the CM-5,for example, a conservative choice for the flop rate for the
in-core QR routine is 10 Mflops per vector unit, while the data transfer rate on the
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Scalable Disk Array is roughly 1 Mbyte/sec per disk. With p vector units and q disks,
the estimated time for a problem of size m x n is

Tith

n

10-6 econds and

tra

blk

n

10-6 seconds

where u - 2 for real operands and u - 8 for complex operands, and v is the number of
bytes in the matrix data type. Hence, the total time is

T- n2 [m-

][

u + v

10- 6 seconds.

Choosing, for example, u 2, v = 8 (that is, a data type of real*8), m 10,000, n 5,000, blk - 1200, p - 128 vector units, and q 8, we have Tarith 325 seconds and
Ttrasfer - 174 seconds, and hence a total time of T 10 minutes. Only the order of
magnitude of such an estimate should be considered significant.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the LU routines can be found on-line in the subdirectory external/qr/cmf/
of a CMSSL examples directory whose location is
site-specific.
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Linear Solvers for Banded Systems
RUNMENNI

ENEMEREM

This chapter describes the CM Fortran interface to the CMSSLbanded linear system solver routines. The banded system routines factor and solve tridiagonal,
pentadiagona]l,block tridiagonal, and block pentadiagonal systems of equations.
They solve multiple systems of equations, each with one or more right-hand
sides, for both real and complex data types. A choice of algorithms is offered.

)

The multiple-instance capability of the banded system routines in CMSSLis particularly useful in connection with Fourier Analysis Cyclic Reduction, or
Alternating Direction Methods. You can specify the axis along which the systems are to be solved. No data reordering or transposition is necessary for the
solution of systems along any axis.
On the CM-5,the CMSSLincludes two sets of banded system routines that offer
nearly the same functionality:
* A "unified" set of routines. This set includes one factorization routine and
one solver routine that work on all four banded system types (tridiagonal,
pentadiagonal, block tridiagonal, and block pentadiagonal). Section 6.1
describes these routines.
* A set that includes three routines (a factorization routine, a solver routine,
and a routine that both factors and solves) for each of the four banded system types. These routines are included in the library for compatibility with
the CM-200,and are described in Section 6.2.
The two sets of banded system routines use the same array arguments. Only the
ordering of some of the arrays in the calling sequence differs. For example, the
"unified" routines list the arrays representing diagonals in order from lowermost
to uppermost (a, b, c, d, e) while the other routines list them from uppermost to
lowermost (e, d, c, b, a). In addition, the "unified" routines allow you to supply
a pivot value -a feature not included in the other routines.
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Detailed descriptions of the banded system routines, including calling sequences,
argument definitions, and usage information, are provided in the man pages in
this chapter. Section 6.3 lists references.
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6.1 Banded System Factorization and Solver Routines

(Unified)
This section describes the "unified" banded system factorization and solver routines. The following topics are covered:
·

the routines and their functions

·

algorithms used

* how to set up your data

6.1.1

The Routines and Their Functions
The unified banded system routines are listed below.
gen..bandedfactor

Given tridiagonal or block tridiagonal matrices A
(represented by three arrays), or pentadiagonal, or
block pentadiagonal matrices A (represented by five
arrays), this routine performs the factorization A = LU
for each matrix, where L and U are lower and upper
(respectively) bidiagonal or block bidiagonal, or lower

)

and upper (respectively) tridiagonal or block
tridiagonal matrices, or permutations thereof.
gen_banded_solve

Given the factors computed by gentridlagjactor, and
corresponding arrays B each containing one or more

right-hand-side vectors, this routine computes the
solutions to LUX - B, and overwrites each B with the
solution.
deallocate_banded

This routine deallocates the memory required by the
factorization and solver routines.

6.1.2 Algorithms Used
When calling the banded system routines, you must specify the algorithm to be
used. The following algorithms are available:
CMSSL_pipelne_gePipelined Gaussian elimination.
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CMSSL_pge_piv

Pipelined Gaussian elimination with pairwise
pivoting. This algorithm is available for tridiagonal
systems only. If you specify it with a pentadiagonal or
block system, the routine uses CMSSL_pipeline_ge
instead.

I
i
I
I

I
Ii

I

CMSSL_pge_piv_val

Pipelined Gaussian elimination with pairwise
pivoting; replace zero pivots with a supplied value.
This algorithm is available for tridiagonal systems
only. If you specify it with a pentadiagonal or block
system, the routine uses CMSSL_pipelne.geinstead.

CMSSL substr_cr

Substructuring with cyclic reduction.

CMSSL_substr_bcr

Substructuring with balanced cyclic reduction.

CMSSL_substr_pge

Substructuring with pipelined Gaussian elimination.

CMSSL_substr_transp

Substructuring with transpose. This algorithm is
available for tridiagonal systems only. If you specify it
with a pentadiagonal or block system, the routine
returns an error code.

The last four algorithms listed above involve a "divide and conquer" scheme
based on substructuring, and differ in the technique used to solve the reduced
system of equations. Performance is strongly influenced by the data layout.

Num"d.~P~~l

NOTE
If the axis along which the diagonal elements or blocks lie (axis
vector..axis in the argument list) is serial, the routine always
uses Gaussian elimination (with pivoting, if you selected pivoting and have a tridiagonal system).

Run=~9*

'·s4'~<944

The algorithm descriptions that follow apply to tridiagonal systems. Block tridia-

gonal algorithms are the obvious extensions of the elementwise ones;
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pentadiagonal solvers are based on the block tridiagonal solvers and use the same
algorithms.

PipelilnedGaussian Elimination
If you select pipelined Gaussian elimination and you supply multiple systems to
be solved, all of which are distributed over the same set of processing elements,
then pipelining is used to achieve load balance. Figure 24 illustrates pipelining.
In the figure, six systems of equations are distributed over four processing elements. The systems are represented by dashed lines. A solid line represents a set
of equations on which a processing element is actively working.
Figure 24 shows that there is a pipeline setup (and shutdown) phase proportional
to the number of equations per system per processing element, and the number
of processing elements over which the systems are distributed. When there are
many more systems per processing element than processing elements assigned
to each system, then all processing elements are active for most of the time, and
good load balance is achieved. In the current vector unit implementation, the situation is somewhat more complex in that vectorization in each processing
element is performed over sets of eight systems. The actual implementation corresponds to the case where each (dashed) line in Figure 24 represents eight
systems of equations. Hence, the pipeline setup and shutdown times are more
significant than the figure indicates. For few systems per processing element and
for many processing elements, the vectorization adversely affects performance,
while a signficant gain in performance is achieved when there are many more
systems per processing element than there are processing elements.
The current implementation of Gaussian elimination computes a reciprocal of the
diagonal elements in order to minimize the number of divisions required when
there are multiple right-hand sides per system of tridiagonal equations. The number of additions and multiplications for RHS right-hand sides per system of N
equations is (3+5RHS)(N-1). In addition, there are N divisions. For an instance
factor of I, both numbers are multiplied by I.
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Figure 24. Pipelined Gaussian elimination.
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Pipelined Gaussian Elimination with Pairwise Pivoting
Pairwise pivoting refers to the exchange of a pair of adjacent rows whenever that
exchange results in a larger divisor for use in eliminating the subdiagonal
element.

Substructuring
Substructuring reduces the number of equations (or block equations) on a processing element to a single equation (or single block equation). This is accomplished
by means of a staggered forward and backward Gaussian elimination, as described in references 6 and 4 in Section 6.3. After the elimination, a reduced
tridiagonal system must be solved using cyclic reduction, balanced cyclic reduction, or pipelined Gaussian elimination.
Cyclic reduction is discussed below. Balanced cyclic reduction can be used in the
multiple-instance case to improve the load balance over that of standard cyclic
reduction. During each stage of the cyclic reduction, the number of instances
returned in parallel doubles. In substructuring with transpose, the reduced tridiagonal system of equations resulting from the substructuring is transposed so that
the Gaussian elimination is done locally; the results are transposed back into the
original geometry.

Cyclic Reduction
A tridiagonal system of irreducible linear equations Ax - y, where A is of dimension N 2l1, can be presented in matrix vector form as

I

7bl

cl

a2 b2
a3

L

_

_

Xl

C2
b3 C3

aNb

m

_

_

m
Y1

X2

Y2

x3

Y3

_ XN_

YN
!

Odd-even cyclic reduction consists of a reduction phase succeeded by a backsubstitution phase. Using subscripts for equation numbers and superscripts to
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denote reduction and back-substitution steps, cyclic reduction is defined by the
following set of equations:
- -

Reduction

j-1
e ai-2 j-

J
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cicfi+
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I
y.
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i
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+
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-

where i - 2, 2 x 2, 3 x 2, ..., 2 n - 2, for reduction steps j

1, 2, ..., n - 1.

The initial conditions are
I

,a.
I

b.I
i

b

Ci

c

'

and y-

i

Yi.

After n - 1 reductionsteps, only one equation of the following form remains:

n-1
a 2 n-1

n- 1
X

2n - I

x

2

n-I

-

1

+ C2 n- 1

2

n
·

- n-1
Y2n_-

1

A correct solution for

t.
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is obtained, with xo - N+1 = O.Remaining variables are obtained through backsubstitution using the following equations:

Back-Substitution
2n -

n-1
Y2 n-1
'n-

bn-1

b.J1

where i

{ 2J- 1 , 3 x 2J-, 5x2-1,

1

..., 2n - 2J-1, and j= n- 1, n-2,...,

1}.

In the above algorithm, 12 arithmetic operations are needed per equation in the
reduction computation, and 5 per unknown in the back-substitution. A careful
count gives a total of 17N - 18n + 2 arithmetic operations, disregarding index
computations.

Hints for Choosing an Algorithm
Performance is best for a given array when the axis along which the blocks or
elements lie is serial. When this axis is not serial, use the following guidelines
when choosing an algorithm:
* If there is only one instance, substructuring with cyclic reduction yields
the best performance.
* As the number of instances per processing element increases, balanced cyclic reduction begins to yield the best performance.
These statements are highly dependent on the exact array size and layout used
in a given problem. Thus, these guidelines are rough, and you are encouraged to
experiment with different algorithms to find the one best suited to your problem.
For example, if you have a multidimensional array in which tridiagonal systems
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lying along different axes will be solved with separate calls to the banded solvers,
you could use substructuring with cyclic reduction along one axis, pipelined
Gaussian elimination along another axis, and substructuring with balanced cyclic
reduction along a third axis.

i
i
i
i

iI
i
i

mm~~~~~li
NOTE
If you are working with a single- or multiple-instance elementwise tridiagonal or pentadiagonal system with one right-hand
side, and axis axis is local to a processing element, you will
probably achieve better performance by writing the operation
in CM Fortran than by using the CMSSLbanded system solver
routines. This is especially true in the case of pentadiagonal
systems.
mom~3~~18~~a
(

Accuracy
Numerical experiments have suggested that pipelined Gaussian elimination produces the most accurate solution.

Numerical Stability
Odd-even cyclic reduction is stable for diagonally dominant or positive definite
systems. For poorly conditioned systems, the algorithm may be unstable. The
algorithm can be stabilized (see reference 1 in Section 6.3), but the current implementation does not include a stablization scheme.
Gaussian elimination is numerically more stable than odd-even cyclic reduction.
The current implementation does not support any data-dependent pivoting.
For an analysis of the stability of Gaussian elimination and odd-even cyclic reduction, see (for instance) references 1, 3, and 8.

r
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6.1.3

How to Set Up Your Data
Tridiagonal and Pentadiagonal Systems
When you facdorand solve an elementwise tridiagonal or pentadiagonal system,
you must represent each coefficient matrix in the form of three vectors (for tridiagonal systems) or five vectors (for pentadiagonal systems). You must also supply
an integer, vector_axis, that identifies the axis of each of these three or five vectors along which the matrix elements lie (that is, the non-instance axis).
In addition, when you call the solve routine, you must supply the argument B,
the CM array that contains the right-hand-side vectors B and is overwritten with
the solution X.
The detailed requirements for these arrays (and the other required arguments) are
provided in the man page at the end of this section. Illustrations and examples
are provided below.

For tridiagonal systems, you must supply three CMarrays, c, b, and a, containing
the upper, main, and lower diagonal elements, respectively.
To solve a single system, specify the c, b, and a array arguments as vectors.
Figure 25 shows the simplest case: solving a single system with a single righthand side. Within matrix A, the vectors c, b, and a are shown holding the
principal and off-diagonal values. The array B is shown as two vectors: the righthand-side vector B and the solution vector X. Notice that although they represent
shorter diagonals, the vectors c and a are of the same length as b. The first element of a and the last element of c are set to zero during execution.
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Figure 25. A single tridiagonal system with a single right-hand side.

In matrix notation, the single-system, single-solution case can be represented as
shown in Figure 26.

u(I) m(j

0

u(2)

m(2)

u(3)

m(3)

1(2)
1(3)

0

m(4)

1(4)

c

b

x(

)
x 2)

X

b(l)
b(2 )
b(3)

_

x(3)
x( 4)

b(4)

a
B

Figure 26. Matrix notation of single tridiagonal system with single right-hand side.

To solve for multiple right-hand sides, specify the B argument with a serial dimension equal to the number of right-hand sides. Figure 27 shows a single
tridiagonal system with nrhs right-hand sides. Note that the multiple right-handside vectors, b(l)...b(nrh s), and their associated solution vectors, X(1)...x(nrhs),are
laid out along a serial dimension of length nrhs.
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- - ---------------- ~

-- nrhs -

-- nrhs --

x(l)... x(nrhs)

b(1)... b(nrhs)

X

A

X

B
B

Figure 27. Single tridiagonal system with multiple right-hand sides and solutions.

To solve multiple systems in parallel, specify c, b, and a with at least 2 dimensions (one data axis and one instance axis) each. The data axis (specified as
vector_axis in the argument list) represents the coefficients of each system. The
instance axis specifies how many systems are represented.
Figure 28 shows multiple concurrent systems, each with a single right-hand side.
The n instances of the matrix A are represented by the n sets of tridiagonal values
in c, b, and a. Similarly, rhs consists of the set [bl ... bnl of n right-hand-side
vectors, and solution consists of the set [xl ... xn] of n solutions. In this case, there
is only one right-hand-side vector for each system; each is overwritten by the one
solution vector for that system.
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B

X

B

Figure 28. Multiple tridiagonal systems
with single right-hand side for each system.

In matrix notation, the multiple-system, single-solution case can be represented
as shown in Figure 29.

I

--

ul (I)

ul (2) u2(2) U3(2)
u0(3) U2(3) U3(3)

I

0

0

0

0

0

11(2)

12(2) 13(2)

ml (3) m2 (3) m3 (3)
ml (4) m2 (4) m3(4)

l1 (3)

12(3) 13(3)

11(4)

12(4 ) 13(4 )

a

b

C

X

Xl ()

x2(1) x3 (1)

xl (2)
XI(3 )

X2 (2) x3 (2)
X2(3) X3(3)

X1

0

m2 ( 1 ) m 3 (1)
ml (2) m2 (2) m 3 (2)

ml (I)

U2(1) u3 (1)

(4 )

4
X2 ( ) X3(

4

b (1) 2 (1) b3 (1)
b1 (2) b2 (2) b 3 (2)
b (3) b2 (3) b3 (3)
bl(4) b2 (4) b3 (4)

rhs

solution

Figure 29. Matrix notation of multiple tridiagonal systems
with one right-hand side each.
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Figure 30 shows n systems, each with nrhs right-hand sides. Remember that the
axis of length nrhs must be serial.

nrhs-

I

IllLIJLL"

X

B
B

Figure 30. Multiple tridiagonal systems
with multiple right-hand sides for each system.

Pentadiagonal systems are represented in the same way as tridiagonal systems,
except that you must supply five CM arrays, e, d, c, b, and a, containing the elements of the five diagonals of the coefficient matrices, as shown in Figure 31.
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A
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Figure 31. A single pentadiagonal system with a single right-hand side.

Block Tridiagonal and Block Pentadiagonal Systems
When you factor and solve a block tridiagonal or block pentadiagonal system,
the routines assume that each matrix A is represented by three arrays (for block
tridiagonal systems) or five arrays (for block pentadiagonal systems). More specifically,

* For block tridiagonal systems, you must supply three CM arrays, c, b, and
a, containing the square blocks of the coefficient matrices.
* For block pentadiagonal systems, you must supply five CM arrays, e, d,
c, b, and a, containing the square blocks of the coefficient matrices.
The detailed requirements for these arrays (and the other required arguments) are
provided in the man page at the end of this section.
Figure 32 shows a block tridiagonal system with one instance. In the equation AX
= B, each n x n block of A is multiplied by a vector of length n within X to produce a vector of length n within B.
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Figure 32. Single-instance block tridiagonal system.

Block pentadiagonal systems are represented in exactly the same manner, except
that instead of three arrays of blocks (c, b, and a), there are five (a through e).

6.1.4 Need for Interface Blocks
If you supply an array section, rather than an entire array, for B, a, b, c, d, or e,
you must use an interface block to ensure that the subsection axis corresponding
to any array axis that is required to be serial, is also defined as serial. An example
is provided below. For information about interface blocks and about passing
array sections, refer to the CM Fortran documentation set.
In this example, the user application declares the input diagonals as follows:

cmf$

real , array (nblk,nblk,neqn) ::
layout a(:serial,:serial,:news)

a,b,c,d,e
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cmf$
cmf $
cmf $
cmf $
cmf$

layout
layout
layout
layout
real ,
layout

b(:serial, :serial, :news)
c(:serial,:ser ial, :news)
dc
(:serial,:serial,: news)
e(:serial,:serial ,:news)
array (nblk,neqn) :: rhs
rhs(:serial, :news)

In this case, the interface blocks are as follows:

interface
subroutine gen_banded_factor( sys_type,
$
a, b, c, d, e,
$
axis, work, type, pivot_value, nblock, ierror )
implicit none
reaLl a(:, :,:)

cmf$
cmf$
cmf$
cmf$
cmf$

layout
layout
layout
layout
layout

,b(:, :, :)

,c(:,:

,:)

,d(:,:,:),

a(:serial,:serial, :news)
b (:serial,:serial, :news)
c(:serial,:serial, :news)
d(:serial, :serial, :news)
e(:serial, :serial, :news)

integer sys_type, axis, work, type
real pivot_value
integer nblock, ierror
end interface

interface
subroutine gen_banded_solve(sys_type,
$
rhs, a, b, c, d, e,
axis, work, ierror )
$
implicit none

real a(:,:,:) ,b(:,:,:), c(:,:,:) ,d(:,:,:), e(:,:,:)
cmf$
cmf$

cmf$
cmf$
cmf$
cmf$

real rhs(:,:)
layout a(:serial,:serial, :news)
layout b(:serial,:serial, :news)
layout c(:serial,:serial, :news)
layout d(:serial,:serial,: news)
layout e(:serial,:serial,: news)
layout rhs(:serial,
:news)
integer sys_type, axis, work, ierror
end interface
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The calls using array subsections are as follows, where 1 < s, t < neqn:

$
$

call gen banded factor(3, a(:,:,s:t), b(:,:,s:t),
c(:,:,s:t), d(:,:,s:t), e(:,:,s:t), 3, work,
1, 0, 0,

ier)

call gen banded solve(3, rhs(:,s:t), a(:,:,s:t),
b(:,:,s:t), c(:,:,s:t), d(:,:,s:t), e(:,:,s:t),
$
$

3, work,

ier)
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Banded System S

Banded System Factorization and Solver

Routines (Unified)
Given one or more instances of a tridiagonal, block tridiagonal, pentadiagonal, or block
pentadiagonal matrix A, the routines described below factor A, solve the system(s) AX =
B (where B is an array containing one or more right-hand sides), and overwrite B with the
solution. Pairwise pivoting is available for tridiagonal systems. A and B must have the
same data type (real or complex) and precision (single or double). In the syntax below, the
solution X and the right-hand-side B are both represented by the array B.

SYNTAX

sys_type = 0 (tridiagonal system):
gen_bandedfactor(sys_type, a, b, c,

vectoraxis, work, type,pivot.value, ier)

gen_banded.solve
(sys_type, B, a, b, c, vector_axis, work, ier)
deallocate_banded
(work)

sys_type = 1 (block tridiagonal system):
gen_bandedfactor (sys..type, a, b, c,

vector_axis,work, type,pivotvalue,

nblock, ier)
gen_bandedsolve
(systype, B, a, b, c, vectoraxis, work, ier)
(work)
deallocate_banded

systype = 2 (pentadiagonal system):
gen_bandedfactor (sys_type, a, b, c, d, e, vector_axis, work, type, pivot-value,

ier)
(sys_type, B, a, b, c, d, e, vector_axis, work, ier)
gen_bandedsolve
(work)
deallocate_banded

systype = 3 (block pentadiagonal system):
(systype, a, b, c, d, e, vectoraxis, work, type,pivotvalue,
gen_bandedfactor
nblock, ier)
(sys_type, B, a, b, c, d, e, vector_axis, work, ier)
gen_banded_solve
(work)
deallocate_banded
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ARGUMENTS

sys_type

B

Scalar integer variable indicating the type of system being solved.
Must have one of the following values:
0

Tridiagonal

1

Block tridiagonal

2

Pentadiagonal

3

Block pentadiagonal

CM array that contains one or more right-hand sides. Must have
the same data type and precision as a, b, and c (for a tridiagonal
system) or a, b, c, d, and e (for a pentadiagonal system). The solve
routine overwrites this array with the solution.
For systype = 0 or 2 (tridiagonal or pentadiagonal systems), you
may set up B in either of the following ways:
*

B may have rank one greater than that of c, b, and a (for
a tridiagonal system) or e, d, c, b, and a (for a pentadiagonal system). The first axis counts the right-hand sides and
must be defined as :serial. Axis vectoraxis counts the
elements within each right-hand side. The remaining axes
are instance axes that match those of e, d, c, b, and a in
extent, layout, and order of declaration.

*

If there is only one right-hand side per instance, you may
omit the first axis. That is, B may have the same rank as
e, d, c, b, and a. Axis vectoraxis counts the elements
within each right-hand side. The remaining axes are
instance axes that match those of e, d, c, b, and a in extent,
layout, and order of declaration.

For sys_type = 1 or 3 (block tridiagonal or block pentadiagonal
systems), you may set up B in either of the following ways:
B may have rank equal to that of e, d, c, b, and a. The first
axis counts the elements within the subvectors to be multiplied by the blocks of A in the equation Ax = B. This axis
must be defined as :serial, and has extent n if the blocks
are n x n. The second axis counts the right-hand sides, and
must also be defined as :serial.Axis vector_axis counts
the subvectors within each right-hand side. The remain-
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ing axes are instance axes that match those of e, d, c, b,
and a in extent, layout, and order of declaration.
If there is only one right-hand side per instance, you may
omit the second axis. That is, B may have rank one less
than that of e, d, c, b, and a. The first axis counts the elements within the subvectors, must be defined as :serial,
and has extent n if the blocks are n x n. Axis vector axis
counts the subvectors within each right-hand side. The
remaining axes are instance axes that match those of e, d,
c, b, and a in extent, layout, and order of declaration.
a, b, c

In tridiagonal or block tridiagonal systems: Real or complex CM
arrays containing the elements or blocks that form the lower (a),
main (b), and upper (c) diagonals of all instances of A. These three
arrays must be distinct and must have the same shape, layout, data
type, and precision. The first element or block along axis vector_
axis axis of a, and the last element or block along axis vector_axis
of c, are set to zero during execution.
For sys_type = 0 (tridiagonal systems), each array must have rank
greater than or equal to 1. The vectoraxis argument identifies the
axis along which the diagonal elements lie.
For sys_type = 1 (block tridiagonal systems), each array must
have rank greater than or equal to 3. The first two axes count the
rows and columns of the blocks of A. These axes must be defined
as :serlal,and have the same extent since the blocks must be
square. The remaining axes include the instance axes (if any) and
the axis along which the blocks lie. These remaining axes must
occur in the same order in all three arrays. The vector_axis
argument identifies the axis along which the blocks lie.

a, , , d, e

I:[npentadiagonal or block pentadiagonal systems: Real or
complex CM arrays containing the elements or blocks that form
the five diagonals of all instances of A. The array a represents the

lowermost diagonal; the array e represents the uppermost
diagonal. These five arrays must be distinct, but must all have the
same shape, layout, data type, and precision. The first element of
b, the last element of d, the first two elements of a, and the last two
elements of e are set to zero during execution.
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For sys_type = 2 (pentadiagonal systems), a, b, c, d, and e must
have rank greater than or equal to 1. The vector_axis argument
identifies the axis along which the diagonal elements lie.
For sys_type = 3 (block pentadiagonal systems), a, b, c, d, and e
must have rank greater than or equal to 3. The first two axes count
the rows and columns of the blocks of A. These axes must be
defined as :serial,and have the same extent since the blocks must
be square. The remaining axes include the instance axes (if any)
and the axis along which the blocks lie. These remaining axes
must occur in the same order in all five arrays. The vector_axis
argument identifies the axis along which the blocks lie.
vector_axis

Scalar integer variable. The axis of a, b, c, d, and e along which
the diagonal elements or blocks of A lie. The value of vector_axis
must be at least 1, but less than or equal to the rank of a, b, c, d,
and e). Performance is best if the axis identified by vector_axis is

defined as :serial, and second best if it is defined as
NEWS-ordered.

work

Integer front-end array of rank 1 and extent > 20. Internal
variable. Upon completion of a factor routine, work contains
information required by the associated solve routine.

type

Scalar integer that has one of the symbolic constant values (or
equivalent numeric values) listed below. Selects the algorithm.
CMSSL_pipeline_ge (3)

Pipelined Gaussian elimination.
CMSSL_pge_piv (9)

Pipelined Gaussian elimination with pairwise
pivoting. This algorithm is available for tridiago-

nal systems only. If you specify it with a
pentadiagonal or block system, the routine uses
CMSSL_pipeline_ge
instead.
CMSSL_pge_piv_val (10)

Pipelined Gaussian elimination with pairwise
pivoting; replace zero pivots with a supplied
value. This algorithm is available for tridiagonal
systems only. If you specify it with a pentadiago-

nal or block system, the routine

uses

CMSSL_pipeline_ge
instead.
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CMSSL_substr_cr

(1)

Substructuring with cyclic reduction.
CMSSL_substr_bcr (4)

Substructuring with balanced cyclic reduction.
CMSSL_substrpge

(2)

Substructuring with pipelined Gaussian elimination.
CMSSL_substr_transp (5)

Substructuring with transpose. This algorithm is
available for tridiagonal systems only. If you
specify it with a pentadiagonal or block system,
the routine returns ier = -5.
If the axis along which the diagonal elements or blocks lie (axis

vector_axis) is serial, the routine always uses Gaussian
elimination (with pivoting, if you selected pivoting and have a
tridiagonal system).
pivot_value

Scalar variable of the same data type as the banded system. When

type = 10, this value replaces any zero pivots the routine
encounters. This value is ignored if type is not equal to 10.

nblock

Scalar integer variable. Specifies the blocking factor used
internally in the calculation of inverses. Must be < n. If you set
nblock to 0, the routines choose a predefined value that depends
on the size of the blocks you supply. For systems where n > 32,
there may be some benefit in experimenting with nblock to obtain
optimum performance. If you set nblock to an invalid value (for
example, a negative number), the routines use a blocking factor
of 1.

ier
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Scalar integer variable. Return code. Set to 0 upon successful
:return, or to one of the following error codes:
-1

Input arrays have inconsistent ranks.

-2

Axes that should be serial are not.

-3

Input arrays have inconsistent data types.

-4

Returned when systype = 1 or 3. The first two
axes of a, b, c, d, or e do not have equal extents;
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or, the B axis that counts the elements within the
subvectors to be multiplied by the blocks of A
does not have the same extent as the first axis of
a, b, c, d, ore.
-5

Invalid type.

-6

Invalid vector_axis.

-7

The input arrays are not conformable.

-8

There is an error in the work parameter.

1000

A zero pivot was encountered when CMSSL_pge_
piv was specified.

DESCRIPTION

The banded system factorization and solver routines perform the following operations:
)

gen_banded.factor

Given tridiagonal or block tridiagonal matrices A
(represented by three arrays), or pentadiagonal, or
block pentadiagonal matrices A (represented by five
arrays), this routine performs the factorization A = LU
for each matrix, where L and U are lower and upper
(respectively) bidiagonal or block bidiagonal, or lower

and upper (respectively) tridiagonal or block
tridiagonal matrices, or permutations thereof.
gen_bandedsolve

Given the factors computed by gentridlag_factor,and
corresponding arrays B each containing one or more
right-hand-side vectors, this routine computes the
solutions to LUX = B, and overwrites each B with the
solution.

deallocatebanded

This routine deallocates the memory required by the
factorization and solver routines.

Separation of the Factorization and Solution Phases. Separation of the factoriza-

tion and solution phases allows you to factor one or more instances of a matrix once,
and then call the solve routine multiple times, supplying the same factors but different
right-hand-side arrays each time - thus avoiding the overhead of repeated factorization of the same matrices.
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Upon return from the factor routine, the three or five arrays that contained the matrices
A on input contain information required by the solve routine. The contents of these
arrays must therefore be preserved between the factor and solve calls.
MemoryAllocationand Deallocation.Each time you call the factor routine, a buffer,
represented by the work argument, is allocated in memory. When you call the solve
routine, you must supply the value returned in work by the associated previous factor

call. The work buffer remains allocated until you explicitly deallocate it with
deallocate_banded.
Thus, you can call the factor routine, perform other operations, and

later call the solve routine one or more times. You can also factor other sets of matrices,
thus creating different work buffers, and keep multiple work buffers allocated at the
same time.
Be sure to call deallocate_banded
to deallocate buffer space whenever you have finished working with one set of factors. If you call the factor routine repeatedly without
deallocating buffer space, you will eventually run out of memory.

NOTES

PrivateArgumentValues.The internal variable work is required for communicating
information between the factorization and solver phases. The application must not
modify the contents of this variable.
Preservationof ArgumentValues.Upon return from the factor routine, the arrays a,
b, c, d, and e contain information required by the solve routine. The contents of these
arrays must therefore be preserved between the factor and solve calls.
DistinctVariables.No overlapping of variables is allowed in these routines.
Caution.The buffer space associated with work depends on the size of the matrix or
matrices being factored. Therefore, if you call the factor routine more than once, be
sure to call deallocate_banded
to deallocate the associated buffer space between factorization calls, or use a different work array. Otherwise, a second call with the same work
array will allocate different buffer space but represent it with the same work value as in

the first call, and the buffer space associated with the first call will become
inaccessible.
PerformanceHints.Performance is best if the axes listed below are defined as :serial,
and second-best if they are defined as NEWS-ordered.
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*

The axis of a, b, c, d, and e along which the blocks or elements lie (axis vector_
axis).

*

The axis of B along which the subvectors or elements lie.

If you are working with a single- or multiple-instance elementwise tridiagonal or pentadiagonal system with one right-hand side, and axis axis is local to a processing
element, you will probably achieve better performance by writing the operation in CM
Fortran than by using the CMSSLbanded system solver routines. This is especially true
in the case of pentadiagonal systems.
ADIApplications.The multiple-instance implementation of the banded system solvers
is excellent for applications of the alternating-direction implicit method, where a solution along each axis is required.
Needfor InterfaceBlocks.If you supply an array section, rather than an entire array,
for B, a, b, c, d, or e, you must use an interface block to ensure that the subsection axis
corresponding to any array axis that is required to be serial, is also defined as serial.
For information about interface blocks and about passing array sections, refer to the
CM Fortran documentation set.
)

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the banded system factorization and solver routines
can be found on-line in the subdirectory

tridiag/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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6.2 Banded System Factorization and Solver Routines
The banded system factorization and solver routines described in this section are
provided primarily for compatibility with the CM-200.They include a factorization routine, a solver routine, and a combined factorization and solver routine for
each of the banded system types (tridiagonal, pentadiagonal, block tridiagonal,
and block pentadiagonal).
These routines support multiple instances and accept either real or complex data.
They provide the same algorithms as the unified banded system routines (see
Section 6.1.2), with the following exceptions:
The gen_tridiag_solveroutine does not allow you to specify an algorithm.
It uses substructuring with cyclic reduction (CMSSL substr..cr),
unless the
axis along which the diagonal elements lie (axis vector_axis in the argument list) is serial (the recommended layout), in which case standard
Gaussian elimination is used.
* The algorithm CMSSL_pge_plv_val
is not available with these routines;
that is, you cannot supply a pivot value.
.

Like the unified banded system routines, the routines described in this section
require an interface block if you supply an array section, rather than an entire
array, for the B, a, b, c, d, or e arguments. Refer to Section 6.1.4 for an example.
The man page that follows provides calling sequences, argument definitions, and
usage information. Data is set up in the same way as for the unified banded system routines.

f
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Banded System Factorization

and Solver Routines
Given one or more instances of a'tridiagonal, block tridiagonal, pentadiagonal, or block
pentadiagonal matrix AL,the routines described below factor A, solve the system(s) AX B (where B is an array containing one or more right-hand sides), and overwrite B with the
solution. Pairwise pivoting is available for tridiagonal systems. A and B must have the
same data type (real or complex) and precision (single or double). In the syntax below, the
solution X and the right-hand-side B are both represented by the array B.

SYNTAX

gentridiagfactor

(c, b, a, vector_axis, tolerance, work, type, ier)

gentridlag_solve_factored
(B, c, b, a, vectoraxis, tolerance, work, type, ier)
gen_tridlag.._solve (B, c, b, a, vector_axis, tolerance, ier)
gen_.pentadlag_factor (e, d, c, b, a, vector_axis, tolerance, work type, ier)

(B, e, d, c, b, a, vectoraxis, tolerance, work, type, ier)
gen_pentadag_solve_factored
gen_pentadiag_solve (B, e, d, c, b, a, vector_axis, tolerance, type, ier)

(c, b, a, vector_axis, tolerance, work, type, nblock, ier)
block_tridiag_factor
(B, c, b, a, vector_axis, tolerance, work, type, ier)
block_tridlag_solve_factored
(B, c, b, a, vector_axis, tolerance, type, nblock, ier)
block_trldlag_.solve
block..pentadiag_factor(e, d, c, b, a, vector_axis, tolerance, work, type, nblock, ir)

(B, e, d, c, b, a, vector_axis, tolerance, work; type, ier)
block..pentadlag_solve_factored
block_pentadlag_solve(B, e, d, c, b, a, vector_axis, tolerance, type, nblock, ier)
(work)
deallocate_banded_solve

ARGUMENTS

;

In the descriptions below, the following terms are used to refer to the banded system
routines: Thefactor routines are those ending with the suffix _factor. The solve rou-
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tines are those ending with the suffix _solve_factored.The factor-and-solve routines
are those ending with the suffix _solve. The routines prefixed with gen_ are referred to
as the elementwise routines; the routines prefixed with block_are the block routines.
B

CM array that contains one or more right-hand sides. Must have
the same data type and precision as c, b, and a (for a tridiagonal
system) or e, d, c, b, and a (for a pentadiagonal system). The solve

and factor-and-solve routines overwrite this array with the
solution.
For the elementwise banded system routines, you may set up B in
either of the following ways:
*

B may have rank one greater than that of e, d, c, b, and a.
The first axis counts the right-hand sides and must be
defined as :serial. Axis vectoraxis counts the elements
within each right-hand side. The remaining axes are
instance axes that match those of e, d, c, b, and a in extent,
layout, and order of declaration.

*

If there is only one right-hand side per instance, you may
omit the first axis. That is, B may have the same rank as
e, d, c, b, and a. Axis vector_axis counts the elements
within each right-hand side. The remaining axes are
instance axes that match those of e, d, c, b, and a in extent,
layout, and order of declaration.

For the block banded system routines, you may set up B in either
of the following ways:
*

B may have rank equal to that of e, d, c, b, and a. The first
axis counts the elements within the subvectors to be multiplied by the blocks of A in the equationAx = B. This axis
must be defined as :serial,and has extent n if the blocks
are n x n. The second axis counts the right-hand sides, and
must also be defined as :serial. Axis vectoraxis counts
the subvectors within each right-hand side. The remaining axes are instance axes that match those of e, d, c, b,
and a in extent, layout, and order of declaration.

*

If there is only one right-hand side per instance, you may
omit the second axis. That is, B may have rank one less
than that of e, d, c, b, and a. The first axis counts the elements within the subvectors, must be defined as :serial,
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and has extent n if the blocks are n x n. Axis vector_axis
counts the subvectors within each right-hand side. The
remaining axes are instance axes that match those of e, d,
c, b, and a in extent, layout, and order of declaration.
c, b, a

In tridiagonal or block tridiagonal systems: Real or complex CM
arrays containing the elements or blocks that form the upper (c),
main (b), and lower (a) diagonals of all instances of A. These three
arrays must be distinct and must have the same shape, layout, data
type, and precision. The last element or block along axis vector
axis of c, and the first element or block along axis vector_axis of
a, are set to zero during execution.
For the elementwise tridiagonal routine, each array must have

rank greater than or equal to 1. The vector_axis argument
identifies the axis along which the diagonal elements lie.
For the block tridiagonal routine, each array must have rank
greater than or equal to 3. The first two axes count the rows and
columns of the blocks of A. These axes must be defined as :serial,
and have the same extent since the blocks must be square. The
remaining axes include the instance axes (if any) and the axis
along which the blocks lie. These remaining axes must occur in
the same order in all three arrays. The vector.axis argument
identifies the axis along which the blocks lie.

e, d, c, b, a

In pentadiagonal or block pentadiagonal systems: Real or
complex CM arrays containing the elements or blocks that form
the five diagonals of all instances of A. The array a represents the

lowermost diagonal; the array e represents the uppermost
diagonal. These five arrays must be distinct, but must all have the
same shape, layout, data type, and precision. The first element of
b, the last element of d, the first two elements of a, and the last two
elements of e are set to zero during execution.
For the elementwise pentadiagonal routine, e, d, c, b, and a must
have rank greater than or equal to 1. The vector_axis argument
identifies the axis along which the diagonal elements lie.
For the block pentadiagonal routine, e, d, c, b, and a must have
rank greater than or equal to 3. The first two axes count the rows
and columns of the blocks of A. These axes must be defined as
:serial, and have the same extent since the blocks must be square.
The remaining axes include the instance axes (if any) and the axis
along which the blocks lie. These remaining axes must occur in
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the same order in all five arrays. The vectoraxis
identifies the axis along which the blocks lie.

argument

argument

vectoraxis

Scalar integer variable. The axis of e, d, c, b, and a along which
the diagonal elements or blocks of A lie. The value of vector_axis
must be at least 1, but less than or equal to the rank of e, d, c, b,
and a. Performance is best if the axis identified by vector_axis is
defined as :serial, and second best if it is defined as NEWSordered.

tolerance

Scalar real variable. Ignored on the CM-5.

work

Integer front-end array of rank 1 and extent > 20. Internal
variable. Upon completion of a factor routine, work contains
information required by the associated solve routine.

type

Integer that has one of the following symbolic constant values (or
the equivalent numeric value):
CMSSL_plpellne_ge

(3)

Pipelined Gaussian, elimination.
CMSSL_pge_piv (9)

Pipelined Gaussian elimination with pairwise
pivoting. This algorithm is available for tridiago-

nal systems only. If you specify it with a
pentadiagonal or block system, the routine uses
CMSSL_pipelinegeinstead.
CMSSL_substr_cr

(1)

Substructuring with cyclic reduction.
CMSSL_substr_bcr (4)

Substructuring with balanced cyclic reduction.
CMSSL_substr_pge (2)

Substructuring with pipelined Gaussian elimination.
CMSSL_substr_transp (5)

Substructuring with transpose. This algorithm is
available for tridiagonal systems only. If you
specify it with a pentadiagonal or block system,
the routine returns ier = -5.
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If the axis along which the diagonal elements or blocks lie (axis
vector_axis) is serial, the routines always use pipelined Gaussian
elimination (with pivoting, if you selected pivoting and have a
tridiagonal system).

nblock

Scalar integer variable. Specifies the blocking factor used
internally in the calculation of inverses. Must be < n. If you set
nblock to 0, the routines choose a predefined value that depends
on the size of the blocks you supply. For systems where n > 32,
there may be some benefit in experimenting with nblock to obtain
optimum performance. If you set nblock to an invalid value (for
example, a negative number), the routines use a blocking factor
of 1.

ier

Scalar integer variable. Return code. Set to 0 upon successful
return, or to one of the following error codes:
-1

Input arrays have inconsistent ranks.

-2

Axes that should be serial are not.

-3

Input arrays have inconsistent data types.

-4

In one of the block routines, the first two axes of
e, d, c, b, or a do not have equal extents; or, the
B axis that counts the elements within the subvectors to be multiplied by the blocks of A does
not have the same extent as the first axis of e, d,
c, b, or a.

-5

Invalid type.

-6

Invalidvectoraxis.

-7

The input arrays are not conformable.

-8

There is an error in the work parameter.

DESCRIPTION

The banded system factorization and solver routines perform the operations listed
below. The factorization routine performs the factorization A = LU for each matrix A,
where L and U are lower and upper (respectively) bidiagonal or block bidiagonal, or
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lower and upper (respectively) tridiagonal or block tridiagonal matrices, or permutations thereof.
gen_tridlag_factor

Given tridiagonal matrices A (represented by three
arrays), this routine factors the matrices.

gentridlag_solvefactored

Given the factors computed by genridlagjfactor,
and corresponding arrays B each containing one or
more right-hand-side vectors, this routine computes
the solutions to LUX = B, and overwrites each B with
the solution.

gen_tridiag_solve

Given tridiagonal matrices A (represented by three
arrays), and corresponding arrays B each containing

one or more right-hand-side vectors, this routine
computes the solutions to AX (=LUX) = B, and
overwrites each B with the solution.
gen..pentadiagfactor

Given pentadiagonal matrices A (represented by five
arrays), this routine factors the matrices.

genpentadlag_solvefactored

Given the factors computed by genpentadlag_factor,
and corresponding arrays B each containing one or
more right-hand-side vectors, this routine computes
the solutions to LUX = B, and overwrites each B with
the solution.

gen_pentadiag_solve

Given pentadiagonal matrices A (represented by five
arrays), and corresponding arrays B each containing
one or more right-hand-side vectors, this routine
computes the solutions to AX (=LUX) = B, and
overwrites each B with the solution.

blocktrldlagfactor

Given block tridiagonal matrices A (represented by
three arrays), this routine factors the matrices.

blocktridlag_solvefactored

Given the factors computed by block_trldlag_actor,
and corresponding arrays B each containing one or
more right-hand-side vectors, this routine computes
the solutions to LUX = B, and overwrites each B with
the solution.

blocktridlag_solve

Given block tridiagonal matrices A (represented by

(

three arrays), and corresponding arrays B each
4
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containing one or more right-hand-side vectors, this
routine computes the solutions to AX (=LUX) = B,
and overwrites each B with the solution.
block_pentadlagfactor

Given block pentadiagonal matrices A (represented
by five arrays), this routine factors the matrices.

block_pentadlag_solve_factored

Given the factors computed by block_pentadlag_
factor, and corresponding arrays B each containing
one or more right-hand-side vectors, this routine
computes the solutions to LUX = B, and overwrites
each B with the solution.

block_pentadlag_solve

Given block pentadiagonal matrices A (represented
by five arrays), and corresponding arrays B each
containing one or more right-hand-side vectors, this
routine computes the solutions to AX (=LUX) = B,
and overwrites each B with the solution.

deallocatebandedsolve

This routine deallocates the memory required by the
above factorization and solver routines.

I

Separation of the Factorizationand SolutionPhases. Calling a factor routine followed by the associated solve routine is equivalent to calling the associated factorand-solve routine. However, separation of the factorization and solution phases allows
you to factor one or more instances of a matrix once, and then call the appropriate solve
routine multiple times, supplying the same factors but different right-hand-side arrays
each time - thus avoiding the overhead of repeated factorization of the same matrices.
Upon return from a factor routine, the three or five arrays that contained the matrices A
on input contain information required by the corresponding solve routine. The contents
of these arrays must therefore be preserved between the factor and solve calls.
Memory Allocation and Deallocation. Each time you call one of the factor routines, a
buffer, represented by the work argument, is allocated in memory. When you call one
of the solve routines, you must supply the value returned in work by the associated
previous factor call. The work buffer remains allocated until you explicitly deallocate
it with deallocate_banded_solve.Thus, you can call a factor routine, perform other operations, and later call the corresponding solve routine one or more times. You can also
factor other sets of matrices, thus creating different work buffers, and keep multiple
work buffers allocated at the same time.
)
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to deallocate buffer space whenever you have
Be sure to call deallocate_banded_solve
finished working with one set of factors. If you call a factor routine repeatedly without
deallocating buffer space, you will eventually run out of memory.

NOTES

PrivateArgumentValues.The internal variable work is required for communicating
information between the factorization and solver phases. The application must not
modify the contents of this variable.
Preservationof ArgumentValues.Upon return from a factor routine, the arrays e, d,
c, b, and a contain information required by the corresponding solve routine. The contents of these arrays must therefore be preserved between the factor and solve calls.
DistinctVariables.No overlapping of variables is allowed in these routines.
to deallocate buffer space
Deallocation.Be sure to call deallocate_banded_solve
whenever you have finished working with one set of factors. If you call a factor routine
repeatedly without deallocating buffer space, you will eventually run out of memory.
Caution.The buffer space associated with work depends on the size of the matrix or
matrices being factored. Therefore, if you call a factor routine more than once, be sure
to deallocate the associated buffer space between facto call deallocate_banded_solve
torization calls, or use a different work array. Otherwise, a second call with the same
work array will allocate different buffer space but represent it with the same work value
as in the first call, and the buffer space associated with the first call will become inaccessible.
PerformanceHints.Performance is best if the axes listed below are defined as :serial,
and second-best if they are defined as NEWS-ordered.
*

The axis of a, b, c, d, and e along which the blocks or elements lie (axis vector_
axis).

·

The axis of B along which the subvectors or elements lie.

If you are working with a single- or multiple-instance elementwise tridiagonal or pentadiagonal system with one right-hand side, and axis axis is local to a processing
element, you will probably achieve better performance by writing the operation in CM
Fortran than by using the CMSSLbanded system solver routines. This is especially true
in the case of pentadiagonal systems.
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ADIApplications.The multiple-instance implementation of the banded system solvers
is excellent for applications of the alternating-direction implicit method, where a solution along each axis is required.
Needfor InterfaceBlocks.If you supply an array section, rather than an entire array,
for B, a, b, c, d, or e, you must use an interface block to ensure that the subsection axis
corresponding to any array axis that is required to be serial, is also defined as serial.
For information about interface blocks and about passing array sections, refer to the
CM Fortran documentation set.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the banded system factorization and solver routines
can be found on-line in the subdirectory

tridiag/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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This chapter describes the Krylov-based iterative solvers included in the CMSSL.
Section 7.2 provides references.

7.1 Krylov-Based Iterative Solvers
One important approach to solving large sparse linear systems is the use of
iterative solvers based on Krylov subspace techniques. A well-known example
of these techniques is the conjugate gradient (CG) method, which is used for
symmetric positive definite systems. CG is a Lanczos-based method that reduces
the problem matrix to a symmetric tridiagonal matrix. There are also Lanczos-

based algorithms for non-symmetric systems; these entail the numerical
problems associated with non-symmetric tridiagonal systems. Another class of
non-symmetric algorithms is based on the Arnoldi procedure with its greater
computational and storage requirements. Except for the Arnoldi-based restarted
GMRES algorithm, all the algorithms currently included in the CMSSL are
Lanczos-based algorithms.
For psuedo-code and references for many of the non-symmetric Lanczos-based
algorithms, see reference 1 listed in Section 7.2. References 2 and 3 also supply
useful background.

7.1.1 CMSSL Iterative Solver Routines
Given a matrix A, a right-hand-side vector b, and a preconditioner M = M*M2
such that A = Ml-IAM2 - 1, the gen_lter_solveroutine (together with its
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associated setup and deallocation routines) solves the system Ax = b using
Krylov space iterative methods. Any matrix operations (that is, matrix vector or
vector matrix products) and preconditioning steps (for example, solve My = z)
are provided by the user using a reverse communication interface. The type of
matrix and its internal representation are completely arbitrary, and depend on the
user application. Similarly, the vectors can be represented by any rank array.
For details about the syntax, arguments, and usage of the iterative solvers, refer
to the man page at the end of this section.

7.1.2 Algorithms
The iterative solvers offer the algorithms listed below. For detailed information
about the algorithms, see the indicated references. (Full references are provided
in Section 7.2.)
CMSSL_cg

Conjugate gradient. A Lanczos-based
algorithm for symmetric positive definite
systems. (Note that this method will not
work for non-symmetric systems.) See
reference 4.

CMSSL_cgs

Conjugate

gradient

squared

of

Sonneveld. See reference 5.
CMSSL_bcg

Bi-conjugate gradient of Fletcher. See
reference 6.

CMSSL_bicgstab

Bi-conjugate gradient with stabilization
of Van der Vorst. See reference 7.

CMSSL_bicgstab2

Bi-conjugate gradient with stabilization
of Gutknecht. See reference 8.

CMSSL_gmres

Restarted Generalized Minimal Residual
algorithm. See reference 9.

CMSSL_qmrcgs

Transpose-free Quasi-Minimal Residual

(QMR) algorithm of Freund. See
reference 10.
CMSSL_qmrlal

292

QMR with with a three-term look-ahead
Lanczos algorithm of Freund, Gutknecht
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and Nachtigal. See references 11, 12,
and 13.

QMR based on two-term recursions for

CMSSL_qmr2

generating the Lanczos basis vectors
without look-ahead. See reference 14.
QMR squared of Freund and Szeto. See

CMSSL_qmrs

reference 15.

QMRbased on BICSTABof Chan, Szeto

CMSSL_qmrbicgstab

and Tong. See reference 16.
CMSSL_qmrbicgstab2

A modified version of QMRBICGSTAB.
See reference 16.

CMSSL_qcgs

Quasi-minimized

CGS. See reference 17.
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7.1.4 Example
The example below shows how to use the iterative solvers, and is based on the
information in the man page. The application in this example provides three routines:
c, n)

Multiplies Ay and places the results in z.
A is represented by the diagonals a, b,
and c.

trid_vecmat ( y, a, b, c, n)

Multiplies yA and places the results in z.
A is represented by the diagonals a, b,

trdmatvec

(

y, a, b,

and c.

dlag_solve (zy, M, n)

Solves the system Mz = y.
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call geniter_ solve_setup(setup_iter,x,info,ier)
ido - CMSSL IDO START
do while ( (ido .ge. CMSSLIDOSOLVEMIN)
CMSSL IDO SOLVE MAX ) )
&

.and. (ido .le.

call gen_iter_solve(ido,x,b,z,y,info,finfo,setup_iter
,ier)

&

reverse comn: select case ( ido )
case ( CMSS]LIDO AY )

c
c

user supplied

z - A y

c
call trid matvec(z,y,a,b,c,n)
case ( CMSSL IDO ATY )
c
c
c

user supplied

z -

(A)T y

call trid vecmat(z,y,a,b,c,n)
case ( CMSSL IDO SOLVE M )
c
c
c

user supplied

z -

(M)-l y

call diag_solve (z,y,M_1,n)
case ( CMSSI. IDO SOLVE MT )

c
c

user supplied

z - ((M)T)-1 y

c
call diag_solve (z,y,M_1,n)
case ( CMSSIL IDO SOLVE M1 )
c
c
c

user supplied

z - (Ml)-l y

call diacl_solve(z,y,Ml_l,n)
case ( CMSSI, IDO SOLVE M2T )
c
c
c

user supplied

z - ((M2)T)-l y

M2_l, n)
call diacr_solve(z,y,
case ( CMSSL IDO SOLVE M2 )
c
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)

c

user supplied

z -

(M2)-1 y

c

call diag_solve(z,y,M2_1,n)
end select reverse comm
enddo

call deallocateiter_solve(setup_iter)

)
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Given a matrix A, a right-hand-side vector b, and a preconditioner M = Mi*M 2 such that
A- = Ml-AM 2- 1, the routines described below solve the system Ax = b using Krylov space
iterative methods. Any matrix operations (that is, matrix vector or vector matrix products)
and preconditioning steps (for example, solve My - z) are provided by the user using a
reverse communication interface. The type of matrix and its internal representation are
completely arbitrary, and depend on the user application. Similarly, the vectors can be
represented by any rank array.

SYNTAX

gen_itersolve_setup (setup, x_template, info, ier)
genitersolve

(ido, x, b, z y, info, finfo, setup, ier)

deallocate_iter_solve

(setup)

ARGUMENTS

setup

Scalar integer variable. Internal variable. The initial value you
is ignored. When you call gen_
supply to geniter..solve_setup
supply the value assigned to
iter_solve or deallocate_iter_solve,
setup by the associated setup call. Do not change the value of
setup after the setup routine returns.

x_template

Real (single- or double-precision) CM array with the same shape
and layout as x.

info

Integer front-end array of rank 1 and length CMSSLterinfo..size.
When you call gen_iter_solvesetup, set info as indicated below.
Do not change the values of info after the setup routine returns.
contains
info(CMSSL_ter_lter)
Upon return from gen_lter..solve,

the current (last) iteration step number; info(CMSSL_ter_
kspace_used) contains the current size of the Lanczos subspace
used in restarted GMRES or the current number of Lanczos
vectors used by the look-ahead Lanczos algorithm (QMRLAL).
The values of the symbolic constants are defined in the CMSSL
header file.
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info(CMSSL_ter_algorithm)

olver

Specifies the algorithm to be
used. Supply one of the val-

ues listed below. For
references, see Sections
7.1.2 and 7.2.
CMSSL_cg

Conjugate gradient. A Lanczosbased algorithm for symmetric
positive definite systems. (Note that
this method will not work for nonsymmetric systems.)

CMSSL_cgs

Conjugate gradient squared of Sonneveld.

CMSSL_bcg

Bi-conjugate gradient of Fletcher.

CMSSLbicgstab

Bi-conjugate gradient with stabilization of Van der Vorst.

CMSSLbilcgstab2

Bi-conjugate gradient with stabilization of Gutknecht.

CMSSL_gmres

Restarted Generalized Minimal
Residual algorithm.

CMSSL_qmrcgs

Transpose-free Quasi-Minimal
Residual (QMR) algorithm of
Freund.

CMSSL_qmrlal

QMR with with a three-term lookahead Lanczos algorithm of Freund,
Gutknecht and Nachtigal.

CMSSL_qmr2

QMR based on two-term recursions
for generating the Lanczos basis
vectors without look-ahead.

CMSSL_qmrs

QMR squared of Freund and Szeto.

CMSSL_qmrbicgstab
QMR based on BICSTAB of Chan,
Szeto and Tong.
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CMSSL_qmrbicgstab2

A

modified

version

of

QMRBICGSTAB.
CMSSL_qcgs

Q uasi-minimized CGS.

info(CMSSL_ter_init)

Determines the contents of
the initial guess, xo. Set to O
to specify xo = 0; set to 1 to
use the initial input value of
x for xo.

info(C MSSL_iter_random_start)

Determines the initial resid-

ual value, ro. Set to 0 to
specify ro = b - Ax0 ; set to 1
to use a random value for ro.
info(CMSSL_ter_maxiter)

Maximum number of iterations.

info(CMSSL_ter..precond)

Set to 1 for preconditioning,
or 0 for no preconditioning.
(See Description section for
a discussion of precondition-

%i

ing.)
info(CMSSL_ter_kspace)

If
info(CMSSL_ter_algorthm)
= CMSSL_gmres

this parameter specifies the
maximum size of the Lanc-

zos subspace used by
GMRES (the maximum
number of Lanczos vectors
stored between restarts).

If
info(CMSSLiteralgorithm)
= CMSSL_qmrlal

this parameter specifies the
maximum number of Lanc-
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zos vectors to look ahead on
breakdown.

info(CMSSLter_omega)

Specifies the convergence
criterion, w. Set to 1 to use a
convergence criterion of
co = 11r 112/ IIb

or set to 2 to use a convergence criterion of co =

1r Iloo/ 1A Iloo lx

+

b

where
r = b - Ax
IIr = (r(l)ln+lr(2)ln+ .. ) l/ "
II r Iloo= max

Ir(il

For CMSSL_gmres, the
convergence criterion co is
set to the magnitude of the
last Givens rotation used in

reducing

the

upper

Hessenberg matrix to upper
triangular form.
info(CMSSL_ter_residual)

The value you supply is used
only if you specified one of
the following algorithms:
CMSSL_qmrcgs
CMSSL_qmr2
CMSSL_qmrs
CMSSL_qmrlal

CMSSL_qmrbicgstab
CMSSL_qmrblcgstab2
CMSSL_qcgs

If set to 0, this parameter
causes gen_iter_solve
to test

an estimated residual for
convergence against the
convergence criterion, o
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(see above) at the end of
each iteration loop.
If you set this parameter to

any value greater than 0,
gen_iter_solve explicitly
computes r = b - Ax every
info(CMSSL_lter_residual)

iterations. Thus, the extra
matrix vector product
needed to compute r can be

amortized over several
iterations. Convergence is
every
checked
only
info(CMSSL_iter_residual)

iterations.
If info(CMSSL_algorlthm)

=

r = b - Ax is
CMSSL_qmrlal,

explicitly computed every
iteration when info(CMSSL_
residual)is not equal to 0.
info(CMSSL_ter_output_x)

If you set this parameter to m

> O, x will contain intermediate values of the
solution before convergence
or breakdown every m itera-

tion steps. If m > info
(CMSSL_lter_maxiter),

x is

guaranteed to contain the
most recent value on return

only when ido = CMSSL_
ido.end, CMSSL_ido_error,
or CMSSLido_ breakdown.
If you set info(CMSSL_iter_

output_x) < 0, it is reset to
info(CMSSL_lter_maxiter).

In this case, x is guaranteed
to contain the most recent
value on return only when
ido

=

CMSSL_ido_end.
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The input value is ignored. If
info(CMSSLiteralgorithm)
=

CMSSL_gmres,

this

parameter returns the size of
the Lanczos subspace used
by restarted GMRES during
the current iteration loop.

If
info(CMSSL_iteralgorithm)
= CMSSL_qmrlal

this parameter returns the
number of Lanczos vectors
used during the look-ahead

procedure to avoid breakdown during the current
iteration loop.
info(CMSSLlter_lter)

ido

The input value is ignored.
This parameter returns the
current iteration loop count.

Scalar integer variable used for reverse communication. The first
time you call geniter..solve in a reverse communication loop, set
On return, ido is set to one of the values
ido - CMSSL_ldo_start.
listed below. All symbolic constants are defined in the CMSSL
header file. M is the preconditioner, M = M 1M2, such that A- =
1 .
Mi-IAM

2

-.

CMSSL_ido_Ay

The user application must perform
the matrix vector multiplication Ay
and place the results in z.

CMSSL_ido_ATy

The user application must perform
the matrix transpose vector multiplication, ATy, or equivalently the
vector matrix product, yTA, and place
the results in z.

CMSSL_ido_solve_M

The user application must solve the
system Mz = y (compute M-ly and

)I
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place the results in z). If M is the
identity I, replace z by the value in y.
CMSSL_ido_solve_MT

The user application must solve the
system Mrz = y (compute M-Ty and
place the results in z). If M is the
identity I, replace z by the value in y.

CMSSL do solveMl

The user application must solve the
system Mlz = y (compute Ml-ly and
place the results in z). If M1 is the
identity I, replace z by the value in y.

CMSSL_ido_solveM2T

The user application must solve the
system M2Tz = y (compute M2-Ty
and place the results in z). If M2 is
the identity I, replace z by the value

iny.
CMSSL ido_solve M2

The user application must solve the
system M2 z = y (compute M2-ly and
place the results in z). If M2 is the
identity I, replace z by the value in y.

CMSSL_ido_end

Convergence has occurred; that is,
the convergence criterion w is < the
initial input value of finfo(CMSSL
iter_tol).

CMSSLidoerror

The maximum number of iterations

specified

in info(CMSSL_ter_

maxiter) has been reached without
convergence.
CMSSLidobreakdown

A breakdown in the algorithm (for

example, division

by O) has

occurred.
During the reverse communication loop, when CMSSL_ido_solve_
min < ido < CMSSL_ido_solve_max,
the algorithm is running
normally and has not yet converged. If the value of ido falls

outside this range, the algorithm has terminated without
convergence (that is, either the maximum number of iterations has
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been reached or the algorithm has suffered a breakdown from
which it cannot continue).
x

Real (single- or double-precision) CM array of any rank and

shape. On input, supply the initial guess to be used when
info(CMSSL_iter_init) = 1. If you set info(CMSSL_iter_output_x)

=

m > 0, the intermediate value of the solution is returned in x every

m iterations. When ido = CMSSL_ido_end,x contains the
converged solution. When ido - CMSSL_do_erroror CMSSL_do_
breakdown, the value of x in the current iteration loop is returned.
b

Real (single- or double-precision) CM array with the same shape,
layout, and precision as x. Contains the right-hand side of the
system to be solved.

z

Real (single- or double-precision) CM array with the same shape,
layout, and precision as x. Input argument; used only after the user
application performs an operation that gen_ter_solve requested
through reverse communication. Must contain the results of the
user-supplied operation.

y

Real (single- or double-precision) CM array with the same shape,
layout, and precision as x. Used only when genitersolve returns
with an ido value requesting the user application to operate on an
array. Contains the array to be operated on by the user application.

finfo

Real front-end array with rank 1, the same precision as x, and
length CMSSL_iter_finfo.size(a symbolic constant defined in the
CMSSLheader file). On input, set the values offinfo to supply the
following information:

finfo(CMSSL_iter_tol)

On input, this parameter
specifies the convergence

tolerance, tol. If o < tol,
genter_solve

returns with

ido = CMSSL_ido_end, indi-

cating that convergence has
occurred.

On output, this parameter
contains the value of o com-

puted for

the

current

iteration loop.
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Estimate of the infinity norm

finfo(CMSSL_lter_anorm)

of A, IIAIlk,to be used in
computing the convergence
criterion when info(CMSSL_
iter..omega)

= 2.

You can supply different values for these parameters each time
you call genlter_.solve.

ier

Scalar integer variable. Error code. Upon return from gen_lter..
solvesetup,contains one of the following values:
0

No error condition.

-CMSSL_ter_algorlthm info(CMSSL_iter_algorlthm) is

invalid.
-CMSSL_ter_kspace

info(CMSSL_lter_kspace) is

invalid for info(CMSSL_iter_
algorithm)

CMSSL_gmres or

CMSSL_qmrlal.

-CMSSLtermaxlter

info(CMSSLiter_maxiter)is < 1.

The ier argument to the gen_itersolveroutine is reserved for
future use.

DESCRIPTION

Setup and Deallocation.To use the iterative solvers, follow these steps:
1. Call genlter solve..setup.

This routine generates a setup ID and returns it in the setup argument. You
must supply this setup value in all subsequent geniter..solve and deallocate_
iter_solve calls associated with this setup call.
2. Call gen_iter_solve.
Supply the setup value assigned by the setup routine, and
the same infio values you supplied to genIter_solvesetup.In particular,
different algorithms require different amounts of internal storage; so if you
change the algorithm, call deallocatelter_solveand then call genlter_
solve_setup
again. (This involves very little overhead compared to the rest of
the algorithm).
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Each call to genJter_solve runs the specified algorithm until intermediate
operations must be supplied by the user application; gen_iter_solve then
requests these operations through the reverse communication interface.
3. When genj ter_solve returns with an ido value requesting action by the user
application, you must supply the requested operation, place the results in the
array z, and call genlters..olve again. Continue until the returned ido value
indicates convergence, maximum number of iterations exceeded, or breakdown.
4. You can solve other systems by repeating Steps 2 and 3, as long as the rank
and shape of x remain the same and the input values you supplied in the setup
routine's info argument still apply. If the rank and shape of x change or you
need to change any of the info values, start with Step 1 again.
5. After all genitersolve calls associated with the same call to genjter_solve_
setup, call deallocate_iter_solve
to deallocate the memory required by the setup routine.
More than one setup may be active at a time, as long as they use different setup parameters. That is, you may call the setup routine more than once without calling the
deallocation routine.
Iteration. The gen_iter.solve routine attempts to solve Ax = b using one of several
Krylov space iterative solution algorithms. Depending on the algorithm and the value
of the parameter info(CMSSLterjresldual), either the actual residual r - b - Ax or an
estimate of the residual is used to compute a convergence parameter o) which is
returned infinfo(CMSSL_iter_tol
) at each step of the iteration. The iterations continue
until 0w< the initial input value offinfo(CMSSL_ter_tol), an algorithmic breakdown has
occurred, or the number of iterations has exceeded the value supplied in info(CMSSL_
itermaxlter).

Reverse Communication Interface. The iterative solvers require the user application
to provide
*

routines that multiply a given vector y by A or AT (alternatively, a vector matrix
multiplication,

ATy = (yTA)T)

* routines that solve the systems Mz - y, MTz= y, MlZ = y, M2Tz = y, and M 2z =y,
where M = M 1M2 and the preconditioned matrix A- - M-1AM 2- 1
When geniter..solve requires one of these user-supplied operations, it returns, setting
ido to indicate which operation is required, and providing the vector y upon which the
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user application is to operate. The user-supplied routine must place the results of the
requested operation in z and call gen_lter..solveagain.
Preconditioning.
If you set info(CMSSL_ter_precond) 1, gen_lter_solveasks you to
solve systems involving the preconditioner, M = M1M 2, where the preconditioned system is given by A-

:

M1- 1 A M 2 - 1, A~M 2x

=

Ml-lb.

NOTES

Includethe CMSSLHeaderFile.The iterative solvers use symbolic constants defined
in the CMSSLheader file. Therefore, you must include the line
INCLUDE '/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

at the top of any program module that calls these routines.
Acknowledgments. We wish to thank Roland Freund and Noel Nachtigal for
providing us with the original Fortran 77 version of their code. We have converted
their code to CM Fortran and included it in the algorithms available in genlter_solve.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the iterative solvers can be found on-line in the
subdirectory

iter-solvers/cmf
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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Chapter 8

Eigensystem Analysis

This chapter describes the CMSSL eigensystem analysis routines. Section 8.1
provides guidelines for choosing the appropriate routine. Sections 8.2 through
8.9 describe the routines in detail. Section 8.10 lists references.
The CMSSL includes the following eigenanalysis routines:

.1

Reduction to symmetric tridiagonal form and eigensystem analysis of real
symmetric-tridiagonal matrices:
sym_tred

Reduces one or more Hermitian matrices to
real symmetric tridiagonal form. (Section
8.2)

symtotridiag

For each matrix instance, transforms the
coordinates of arbitrary vectors from the
basis of the original Hermitian matrix to that
of the tridiagonal matrix. (Section 8.2)

tridlagto_sym

For each matrix instance, transforms the
coordinates of arbitrary vectors from the
basis of the tridiagonal matrix to that of the
original Hermitian matrix. (Section 8.2)

deallocatesym..tred

Deallocates the processing element storage
space required by the above three routines.
(Section 8.2)

sym..trdlag_eigenvalues

Computes all the eigenvalues of one or more
real symmetric tridiagonal matrices of the
same order. (Section 8.3)
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sym_trIdlageigenvectorsDetermines the eigenvectors corresponding
to a set of eigenvalues of one or more real
symmetric tridiagonal matrices of the same
order. (Section 8.4)
Eigensystem analysis of dense Hermitian matrices:
sym_tred_elgensystem

Computes the eigenvalues and, if desired, the

eigenvectors of one or more Hermitian
matrices. Combines the functionality of the
sym_tred, sym_trldag_eigenvalues, sym_
tridlag_elgenvectors, tridlag_to_sym, and

deallocate_sym_tred
routines. (Section 8.5)
Eigensystem analysis of dense real symmetric matrices:
sym_tred_gen..elgensystem

Given a CM array containing one or more
real symmetric matrices A, and a CM array
containing corresponding positive definite
matrices B, this routine solves AQ = BQX,
computing the eigenvalues X and, if desired,
the eigenvectors for each instance. (Section
8.6)

symJacobi_eigensystem

Uses Jacobi rotations to compute the
eigenvalues and, if desired, the eigenvectors

of one or more dense real symmetric
matrices. (Section 8.7)
symjanczos

Finds selected eigenpairs of a linear operator,
L, that is real and symmetric with respect to a
positive semi-definite real matrix B (BL -

LTB). Uses the implicit restarted k-step
Lanczos update algorithm. Has an associated

setup routine (sym_lanczos_setup) and

deallocation routine (deallocate_sym_
ianczos_setup). (Section 8.8)

Eigensystem analysis of dense real matrices:
gen.amoldl

Finds selected solutions I{, x) to the real
standard or generalized eigenvalue problem
Lx =- Bx. B is symmetric and can be positive

semi-definite; it is the identity for the
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standard eigenproblem. The algorithm used
is a k-step Arnoldi algorithm with implicit
restart. This routine has an associated setup
routine (gen_arnoldl_setup)and deallocation

routine (deallocate_gen_arnold_setup).
(Section 8.9)
The sym_lanczos and gen.arnoldi routines also apply perform eigensystem analysis of sparse systems.

8.1 Introduction
The selection of a CMSSL eigenanalysis routine depends on
* whether the problem is Hermitian
* how many eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors are desired
·

whether the system is dense or sparse

If the system is not Hermitian, the only function provided is gen..amoldl, which
allows you to compute selected eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs. In the current
implementation, the projected matrix (that is, the projection of the original problem onto the basis defined by the Arnoldi vectors) is stored and processed on the
partition manager (this applies to symlanczos as well). Because of the performance difference between the CM and the partition manager, the routine is aimed
at computing an invariant subspace of dimension much smaller than the original
problem. Under this condition, the matrix vector operation, which is performed
on the CM, dominates the computation. Communication with the gen..amoldl
routine occurs through reverse communication; the user must provide a matrix
vector product on request through this interface. One may wish simply to write
a subroutine to provide this matrix vector product. However, the reverse
communication mechanism may eliminate the need to encapsulate this matrix
vector product within a separate subroutine. In either case, it is important to
exploit whatever structure the problem may have when computing this matrix
vector product, since it will be the most time-consuming part of the computation
for large systems. The choice of the subspace parameters k and nv may influence
the convergence significantly. The parameter nv should be at least equal to 2k,
but selecting a larger value may often accelerate convergence if there is enough
memory to accomodate the nv Arnoldi vectors. When the desired eigenvalues are
clustered, it is sometimes faster to compute more eigenpairs than originally
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sought, but with a tolerance parameter toll larger than the one desired (tol2, say).
Assume that p,eigenpairs are sought, choose k >p and toll >> tol2. By the time
the k eigenpairs are converged with the prescribed tolerance toll, the first p
eigenpairs may have converged with an accuracy of tol2. This may happen in
fewer iterations than would be required for convergence had k been set to p and
the tolerance parameter set to tol2. All of these choices are problem-dependent;
it will take some experience to find the best configuration for a given problem
class. In general, it does not take much more time to compute the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors (iparam(2) > 0) than to compute the eigenvalues only (iparam(2)
< 0) (this also applies to sym_lanczos).This attractive feature is a property of the
k-step Arnoldi algorithm with implicit restart (see reference 12 in Section 8.10).
If the system is real symmetric and sparse and only selected eigenpairs are
desired, it is advisable to use sym_lanczos, the Hermitian version of gen_arnoldi.
All the above comments apply here as well. The case where interior eigenvalues
are desired deserves special consideration. In this case, the Lanczos algorithm
will converge very slowly, if at all. The symlanczos routine (and the genarnoldl
routine) should then be used in shift-and-invert mode through the reverse com-

munication mechanism, as described in Sections 8.8 and 8.9. Instead of
performing a matrix vector operation at each step, one must solve the linear
system of equations (A-al)x = b. The operator (A-al)- 1 has the same eigenvectors as A, but the eigenvalues in the vicinity of a are well separated, while those
at both extremes of the spectrum are clustered around zero. As a result, convergence for eigenvalues located around a is dramatically improved. Of course, the
problem is now to solve an indefinite system of equations. For sparse systems,
it is tempting to use an iterative method. However, this only makes sense if the
system of equations can be preconditioned efficiently. Otherwise, the number of
matrix vector operations used repeatedly in the iterative solutions of the linear
systems will be prohibitive. In fact, there will be about as many matrix vector
operations as would be needed for the standard Lanczos algorithm to converge.
In general, you may enhance convergence by applying the algorithm to a function of the matrix where the desired part of the transformed spectrum is separated
from the unwanted part.
If the system is dense Hermitian and all eigenpairs are required, then one should
use sym_tred_elgensystem.For most cases, the Jacobi method implemented in
symJacoblelgensystem does not seem to provide a competitive alternative at
this point for comparable accuracy. The symtred_eligensystemroutine encapsulates four routines: sym_tred,which reduces the matrix to tridiagonal form; sym_
trldlag_eigenvalues, which computes all the eigenvalues of the tridiagonal
matrix; sym_tridlag.._eigenvectors,which computes all or selected eigenvectors
using inverse iteration; and tridlagjto_sym, which transforms the tridiagonal
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eigenvectors lto the eigenvectors of the original matrix. There is a great deal of
flexibility to be gained by calling these routines separately. Indeed, it is often true
that out of a very large vector space, only a limited number of eigendirections
are useful. By calling the four eigenroutines individually, one can select the
eigenvectors of interest after inspecting the eigenvalue spectrum. By doing so,
one can also handle much larger problems than when all the eigenvectors are
computed.
It is not currently possible to compute selected eigenvalues only. However, the
performance of sym.tridiag_..eigenvalues
(which implements parallel bisection
and takes advantage of IEEE arithmetic) is sufficient that the time to compute all
the eigenvalues is usually very small compared to the reduction and eigenvector
extraction. Note also that the routines that solve the tridiagonal eigenproblem do
not take advantage of deflation. Therefore, for large problems, you may wish to
check for potential deflations beforehand (see Sections 8.3.3 and 8.4.4).
The sym_tridlag_eigenvalues
and sym_tridiag_eigenvectors routines include two
parameters to set:

The absolute error tolerance for the computed eigenvalues, which can be
set as small as desired (machine precision times the 1-norm of the matrix
is the default). Setting the tolerance to a higher value is not recommended,
as it may cause inverse iteration to fail later.
The grouping criterion for eigenvalues. The eigenvectors associated with
grouped eigenvalues are orthogonalized. This parameter is not usually an
input parameter in standard scientific libraries. We provide it because its
usual value, 10-311T Io,o
which is the default value in sym_tridiag_eigen-

vectors, is much too large in general, and entails unnecessary
reorthogonalization between eigenvectors, an unbalanced and expensive
computation on distributed memory architecture. Although some new
algorithm may solve this problem elegantly in the near future, we strongly
recommend setting the group argument to a much smaller value than the
default (10-511T Ioo,or even 10-611T 11o).
Of course, one should assess the
orthogonality of the eigenvectors obtained. One should also realize that
orthogonality to machine precision is unnecessary for most practical
applications. Orthogonality to the square root of machine precision usually suffices.

All the above considerations for sym..tred_eigensystemalso apply to sym_tred_
gen_elgensystem, which computes all the eigenpairs of dense real symmetric
general eigernsystems.If you want to compute only selected eigenvectors of such
systems, you can call the components of sym_tred_gen_elgensystemseparately,
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as described in Section 8.6. Note that you can also use symJanczosand gen_
amoldi to solve generalized eigenvalue problems by setting the input argument
type to 'G.'
or gen_arnoldiin shift-and-inFinally, nothing prevents the use of sym_lanczos
vert mode to extract a few eigenpairs in the middle of the spectrum of a dense
matrix. In that case, a dense solver routine can be used at each iteration. It is
unlikely that this approach will compete with the Householder reduction to tridiagonal form when the matrix fits into memory. However, even though the
CMSSL does not currently provide eigensolvers with external storage, it is possible, using this approach, to compute selected eigenpairs of a matrix that is too
large to fit into core memory. The first step of an out-of-core dense algorithm is
to factor the matrix A-al (where a is the value in the neighborood of which a few
eigenvalues are sought) using the CMSSL external LU factorization routine.
(for symmetric probThen call the external LU solver routine with sym_lanczos
lems) or genamoldl(for non-symmetric problems) in shift-and-invert mode.

I
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8.2 Reduction to Tridiagonal Form
and Corresponding Basis Transformation
The CMSSLprovides a routine that reduces Hermitian matrices to real symmetric
tridiagonal form using Householder transformations. After the reduction occurs,
two other routines can be used to transform the coordinates of sets of vectors
from the bases of the original Hermitian matrices to those of the tridiagonal
matrices, or vice versa. The routines are as follows:
syn..tred

Reduces one or more Hermitian matrices to real
symmetric tridiagonal form.

sym_totridlag

For each matrix instance, transforms the coordinates
of arbitrary vectors from the basis of the original
Hermitian matrix to that of the tridiagonal matrix.

tridlagjo_ssym

For each matrix instance, transforms the coordinates
of arbitrary vectors from the basis of the tridiagonal
matrix to that of the original Hermitian matrix.

deallocate_sym_tred

Deallocates the processing element storage space
required by the above routines.

Detailed descriptions of these routines are provided in the man page at the end
of this section.

8.2.1

Blocking and Load Balancing
The reduction to tridiagonal form and basis transformation routines use blocking
and load balancing to enhance performance. These strategies are described in the
section on computation of block cyclic permutations in Chapter 14.

8.2.2 Numerical Stability
The routines described in this section are stable.
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Reduction to Tridiagonal Form
and Corresponding Basis Transformation
Given one or more Hermitian matrices, the sym_tredroutine uses Householder transformations to reduce each matrix to real symmetric tridiagonal form. Given the transformations
performed by symtred, the symto.tridiag routine transforms the coordinates of arbitrary
vectors from the basis of the original Hermitian matrix to that of the tridiagonal matrix; the
tridlagto..sym routine transforms the coordinates of arbitrary vectors from the basis of the
tridiagonal matrix to that of the original Hermitian matrix. The deallocatesymtred routine
deallocates the storage space required by sym_tred,sym_to_trdlag,and trdlagjto_sym.

SYNTAX

setup - sym tred(d, e, A, n, rowaxis, colaxis, nblock, ier)
sym.to_tridlag
(B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)
tridiag_to..sym
(B, A, setup, nrhs, ier)
deallocate..symtred(setup)

ARGUMENTS

In this description, A and B refer to the active matrices within the CM arrays A and B
with which the routines work. A and B may be contained (as the upper left-hand submatrices) in larger matrices within A and B, respectively. Details are provided below.
setup

Scalar integer variable. Setup ID. When you call symtotrldiag,
tridiag_tosym, or deallocatesymtred,you must supply the value
returned by sym.tred.

d

Real CM array of the same rank as A. Axis row_axis must have
extent 1; axis col axis must have extent > n. The remaining axes
are instance axes matching those of A in order of declaration and
extents. Thus, each vector within d corresponds to a matrix A
within A. Upon completion of sym_tred,elements 1 through n of
each vector in d contain the main diagonal elements of the real
symmetric tridiagonal matrix to which the corresponding matrix
A was reduced.
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Real CM array of the same rank as A. Axis row_axis must have
extent 1; axis col_axis must have extent > n. The remaining axes
are instance axes matching those of A in order of declaration and
extents. Thus, each vector within e corresponds to a matrix A
within A. Upon completion of sym_tred, elements 2 through n of
each vector in e contain the off-diagonal elements of the real
symmetric tridiagonal matrix to which the corresponding matrix

A was reduced. (The first element in each vector in e is
undefined.)
B

CM array of the same data type as A. When you call sym_
to_tridlagor tridlagjto_sym,B must contain one or more instances
of a rank-2 array, B; each B, in turn, must consist of the vector(s)
whose coordinates are to be transformed by symto..tridlag or
trldlag_to..sym.Upon completion of sym_to_tridlagor trdbagto..
sym, each B within B is overwritten with same vectors expressed
in the coordinates of the new basis.

The instance axes of B must match those of A in order of
declaration and extents. Each B within B has dimensions n x nrhs,
and may consist of the upper left-hand n x nrhs elements of a
larger matrix. The rows and columns of B must be counted by
axes rowaxis and col_axis, respectively.
A

Real or complex CM array containing one or more Hermitian
matrices, A. Each A within A is assumed to be dense and square
with dimensions n x n. The axes identified by row_axis and
colaxis may have extents greater than n; that is, each instance of
A may be contained in the upper left-hand n x n elements of a
larger matrix within A.
Upon completion of symtred, eachA withinA is overwritten with

information about the Householder transformations used to
reduce A to a tridiagonal matrix. When you call sym_to_tridiagor
tridlag_to_sym, you must supply the values contained in A upon
completion of symtred.
n

Scalar integer variable. The number of rows and columns in each
Hermitian matrix A within A.

rowaxis

Scalar integer variable. The axis of A that counts the rows of each
Hermitian matrix A.
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colaxis

Scalar integer variable. The axis of A that counts the columns of
each Hermitian matrix A.

nblock

Scalar integer variable. Blocking factor. Use these guidelines
when choosing an nblock value:

* For typical applications, nblock = 2 is a good
choice. For very large matrices, nblock = 4 or even
8 may yield faster reduction.
* nblock should always be < n; nblock values > n use
excess time and especially memory.
* The amount of auxiliary storage used is proportional to nblock, so if memory is tight, a smaller
nblock may be a better choice.
* For optimal performance, ensure that the subgrid
length is a multiple of nblock in both dimensions.
If that is not possible, choose an nblock value that
is smaller than the subgrid lengths in both dimensions.
nrhs

Scalar integer variable. The number of vectors in each B within
B.

ier

Scalar integer variable. Return code; set to 0 upon successful
return. The following codes indicate errors:
-1
-2
-8
-32
-64

-128

Length of axis rowaxis of A is < n; must be > n.
Length of axis coLaxis of A is < n; must be > n.
Rank of A is < 2; must be > 2.
Data type of A, B, d, or e is not real or complex.
row_axis or col axis is invalid. 1 < row_axis,
colaxis < rank (A) must be true, and row_axis and
colaxis must not be equal.
nblock is invalid; must be > 1.

DESCRIPTION

Given a real or complex CM array A containing one or more Hermitian matrices A, the
routines described in this man page perform the following operations:
symtred

T = QHAQ (T is stored in d and e)
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The sym_tred
routine uses Householder transformations to reduce each A to real symmetric tridiagonal form. Given the transformations performed by sym_tred,
and a CM
array B containing one or more instances of a rank-2 array B of vectors, the sym_totridiag routine transforms the coordinates of each set of vectors from the basis of the
routine
original Hermitian matrix to that of the tridiagonal matrix; the tridlag_to_sym
transforms the coordinates of each set of vectors from the basis of the tridiagonal
matrix to that of the original Hermitian matrix.
The deailocatesymtredroutine deallocates the storage space required by symtred,
symto tridlag, and tridlagto_sym.

routine allocates processing element storage
Setup and Deallocation.The sym_tred
space and returns a setup ID. You must supply this setup ID in subsequent symto_
tridlagand tridlag tosym calls as long as you are working with the same reduction;
you must also supply it to deallocatesymtred. You can follow one call to symtred
with multiple calls to the symjtotrldiagand tridlagtosym routines.
The deallocate_sym_tred
routine deallocates the memory needed for a particular reduction, and invalidates the associated setup ID. Attempts to use a deallocated setup ID
result in errors.
You can work with more than one set of reductions at a time by calling symtred more
than once without:calling deallocate._sym_tred.
Be sure to supply the correct setup ID
in each subsequent symto..trldlag or trldlagjto..sym call. When you have finished
working with a reduction, be sure to use deallocatesym..tredto deallocate the
associated memory. Repeated calls to symtredwithout deallocation can cause you to
run out of memory.
Reductionto TridlagonalForm.The sym_tred routine uses Householder transformations to reduce each A within A to real symmetric tridiagonal form. Upon completion
of sym_tred, each A within A is overwritten with information about the Householder
transformations used to reduce A to a real symmetric tridiagonal matrix. Each resulting
tridiagonal matrix. is represented by the corresponding instances of the vectors d and e.
BasisTransformation.The sym_to..trldlag routine transforms the coordinates of the
vectors in each B within B from the basis of the corresponding original Hermitian
matrix to that of the tridiagonal matrix. The tridleagtosymroutine transforms the
coordinates of the vectors in each B from the basis of the corresponding tridiagonal
matrix to that of the original Hermitian matrix. Upon completion of symto_trldlagor
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trldiagto_sym,each B within B is overwritten with same vectors expressed in the
coordinates of the new basis.

NOTES

DistinctVariables.The input CMarrays A and B must be distinct variables. The arrays
d and e must also be distinct.
routine is a function. Therefore, you
Includethe CMSSLHeaderFile. The sym_tred
must include the line
INCLUDE '/usr/include/cm/cmssl-cmf.h'

at the top of any program module that calls these routines. This file declares the types
of the CMSSLfunctions and symbolic constants.
Preservationof ArgumentValues.The internal variable setup is required for communicating information between the reduction to tridiagonal form routine and the basis
transformation routines. The application must not modify the contents of this variable.
$

NumericalStability.These routines are stable.
Numerical Complexity.Reduction to tridiagonal form uses (4/3)n3 floating-point
operations. However,, because sym_treddoes not exploit symmetry, the CM implementation actually uses 2n3 floating-point operations. The symto_tridlagand tridiag_
tosym routines use 2n2 *n rh s floating-point operations.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the routines described above can be found on-line
in the subdirectory

tred/cmf,/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.

4
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8.3 Eigenvalues of Real Symmetric Tridiagonal Matrices
The sym_trldlag_elgenvalues
routine computes all the eigenvalues of one or more
real symmetric tridiagonal matrices of the same order. A detailed description of
this routine is provided in the man page at the end of this section.

8.3.1 Parallel Bisection Algorithm
You can compute the spectra of one or more tridiagonal matrices with sym_tridlag_elgenvalues.
Subsequently, you can compute selected, or possibly all,
eigenvectors using sym_tridlag_ei
genvectors.
Parallel bisection is the algorithm currently implemented for the eigenvalue computation. The:serial bisection algorithm (see reference 3 in Section 8.10) extracts
one eigenvalue at a time by recursively dividing in two equal parts an initial
interval known to contain the desired eigenvalue. In a data parallel environment,
a matrix of order N is partitioned over N/n processing elements, and each processing element can compute up to n eigenvalues, provided it has access to all the
matrix elements. Processing element i computes eigenvalues ni + 1, ... , n(i+l),
thereby slicing its own portion of the spectrum. The union of all Gershgorin disks
provides an initial search interval which is known to contain all eigenvalues.
At each bisection step, one needs to determine the number of eigenvalues smaller
than the midpoint x of the current interval. This number is obtained by evaluating
the non-linear Sturm sequence. Independent sequences corresponding to independent eigenvalue computations can be evaluated concurrently on different
processing elements provided each processing element has a copy of the relevant
matrix. A preprocessing step therefore distributes a copy of the matrix to all pro-

cessing elements slicing its spectrum. This is accomplished in N/n-1
nearest-neighbor communication steps on the ring of N/n processing elements
that share the matrix elements. In the case of multiple instances, matrices laid out
on disjoint sets of processing elements are diagonalized concurrently, while
matrices laid out on identical sets of processing elements are diagonalized in
sequence.
A somewhat: more detailed description of the parallel bisection implementation
is given in the Fall 1991 issue (Volume 1, Number 3) of the CMSSLnewsletter.
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8.3.2 Accuracy
The input parameter tolerance controls the absolute error in the eigenvalues
computation. Although the bisection algorithm is accurate enough to extract
eigenvalues to relative accuracy, only absolute accuracy is supported in this
release. The parameter tolerance should be set to the error tolerated in the computation of the absolutely smallest eigenvalue. If tolerance is a non-positive
number, it is internally set to tolerance - E IITIt,where Eis the machine precision
and TIIis the -norm of the matrix. In the case of multiple instances, the internal
tolerance is the smallest tolerance over all matrices. This criterion will in general
provide high relative accuracy for the algebraically largest eigenvalues but not
for the tiny ones. In case a tiny eigenvalue is of the same order of magnitude as
the default tolerance value, consider restarting the eigenvalue computation with
a smaller (but positive) tolerance. This situation may occur because the matrices
are assumed to be unreduced (see Section 8.3.3 below). If a matrix is not unreduced, tiny eigenvalues that correspond to a small submatrix are computed with
a default tolerance that corresponds to the full matrix. Because the norm of the
full matrix could be much larger than the norm of the submatrix, the eigenvalues
of the submatrix are not computed as accurately as they would have been had the
original matrix been deflated beforehand.

8.3.3 Restriction
Prior deflation of the matrix plays an important role in the standard bisection
does not perform
algorithm. The current version of sym_tridlag_..elgenvalues
deflation. Input matrices are assumed unreduced. In case the square of a subdiagonal element :is zero, it is replaced with the smallest number representable on
the machine to avoid the evaluation of 0/0 in the non-linear Sturm recurrence.
This situation could occur because there is no overflow check in the Sturm recurrence computation (IEEE arithmetic guarantees that the sign of an overflowed
quantity is preserved). This alteration of the matrix entries, when it occurs, contributes an uncertainty of (UN)1/2 , where UN is the underflow threshold, a very
tiny quantity.
Nothing prevents you from deflating the matrix beforehand and calling in
sequence sym_tridiag_eigenvalueswith array sections that contain unreduced
submatrices. Resulting submatrices could be diagonalized in parallel using multiple instances with an array of higher dimensionality, but it is quite unlikely that
the submatrices will be of the same order. For the same reason, this preprocessing
step is only likely to be useful in the single-instance case.
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Eigenvalues of Real Symmetric
Tridiagonal Matrices
The symtridiag_eigenvaluesroutine computes all the eigenvalues of one or more real symmetric tridiagonal matrices of the same order. The diagonal and subdiagonal matrix
elements are stored in two CM vectors or arrays.

SYNTAX

sym_tridag_eigenvalues
(d, e, axis, tolerance, ier)

ARGUMENTS

d

Real CM array containing the diagonal elements of one or more
symmetric tridiagonal matrices. On successful completion of
symtridlag_eigenvalues,the diagonal elements of each matrix are

overwritten with the sorted eigenvalues of the matrix; the
algebraically smallest eigenvalue is placed in the first element.
e

Real CM array of the same shape and layout as d, containing the
off-diagonal elements of the symmetric tridiagonal matrices. The
first element in each instance can have any value. On return, each
element of e is squared and the first element is set to zero.

axis

Scalar integer variable. The axis of d and e along which the
elements of each matrix lie (the non-instance axis).

tolerance

Scalar real variable. Absolute error tolerance for the computed
eigenvalues. When tolerance is non-positive, it is reset internally
as described in Section 8.3.2.

ier

Scalar integer variable. Set to 0 on successful completion.

DESCRIPTION

routine computes Tx = Xx, where T is stored in d and e
The symtridlag.._elgenvalues
and the eigenvalues X are returned in d.
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EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the symtridlag..eigenvaluesroutine can be found
on-line in the directory
eigen/realsymtrid/cmf/

of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.

$
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8.4 Eigenvectors of Real Symmetric Tridiagonal
Matrices
The symtridlag_eigenvectors
routine computes the eigenvectors corresponding
to a given set of eigenvalues of one or more real symmetric tridiagonal matrices
of the same order.

8.4.1 Inverse Iteration Algorithm
Given a matrix T and X an approximate eigenvalue of T, inverse iteration is the
inverse power method applied to (T - XI). The essential computation of inverse
iteration is the solution of linear systems of equations of the form

(T- X)x= b (1)
The matrix (T - XI) is close to singular when X is an approximate eigenvalue.
Unlike the CM-200version, the CM-5 implementation of inverse iteration uses
numerical pivoting in the solution of the very ill-conditioned system of equations (1).
The starting vectors for inverse iteration are independent normalized random
vectors, and at least two inverse iterations are performed. Eigenvectors corresponding to clustered eigenvalues are orthogonalized using the modified
Gram-Schmidt algorithm. The segmented SCAN operation allows for orthogonalization within clusters, but this is clearly an unbalanced computation.

8.4.2 Accuracy
The eigenvalues supplied in the f input array must be accurate enough for the
associated eigenvectors to be determined accurately by inverse iteration. This
will generally be the case when the eigenvalues are computed using symri
dlag_eigenvalueswith the tolerance set internally, assuming no tiny eigenvalue
is of the same order of magnitude as this default tolerance (see Section 8.3.2).
Eigenvectors corresponding to close eigenvalues are ill-conditioned. Extracting
independent and orthogonal eigenvectors corresponding to pathologically close
eigenvalues is a hard problem. In particular, eigenvectors associated with
grouped eigenvalues must be orthogonalized. This is achieved using the modified Gram-Schmidt algorithm. Eigenvalues A,and j are grouped if 1Ai-, I <
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where II7loo
is the infinity norm of the matrix and group is the groupgroup 1171ooI,
ing criterion. The standard value for the grouping criterion is 10-4 (see reference
4 in Section 8.10). It is, however, a rather subjective matter. Numerical experiments show that rather large fluctuations in the grouping criterion do not
drastically influence orthogonality between eigenvectors for practical purposes
(see reference 6). They do have a drastic influence on performance, however.
Even though the default value is group = 10-4 , it is strongly recommended that
you experiment with much lower grouping criteria. In most practical cases, a
value of group = 10- 5, for example, has proved satisfactory.

8.4.3 Applicability
which computes all eigenvalues of one or more
Unlike sym_tridlag_..eigenvalues,
can compute selected eigenvectors of one or
matrices, sym..tridlag.._eigenvectors
more matrices. As many eigenvectors are computed as there are eigenvalues in
the f array. Therefore, the f and Q arrays must have the same shape, except for
the extra dimension of Q that will hold the eigenvectors. The extra axis of Q
(identified by the eigenvectoraxis argument) must have a length equal to the
order of the matrices represented by d and e. Selected eigenvalues for which the
eigenvectors are sought can be supplied in an array subsection. However,f must
have the same rank as d (or e). (For detailed descriptions of all arguments, see
the man page at the end of this section.)
To illustrate the above, letA(100) and B(100) be one-dimensional arrays containing the diagonal and subdiagonal elements of a tridiagonal matrix of order 100.
Let D(100) be the array containing all its eigenvalues as returned by sym_ trldlag_elgenvalues. Assume only the eigenvectors corresponding to the 10 largest
eigenvalues are sought. One can allocate an array Z(100, 10) to store the 10
would be
eigenvectors. In this case, a proper call to sym_tridlag_elgenvectors
sym_tridiag_eigenvectors(A,

B,

1, D(91:100),

Z, 1, group,

ier)

8.4.4 Restriction
Prior deflation of the matrix plays an important role in the standard inverse iteration algorithm (see reference 4 in Section 8.10). The original matrix is the direct
sum of submatrices when negligible subdiagonal elements occur (see Section
8.3.3). The input eigenvalues have an index pointing to the submatrix to which
they belong, and the subproblems are processed in sequence. Eigenvectors
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belonging to different submatrices are exactly orthogonal since they span orthogonal vector spaces. The current version of sym_trldlag_elgenvectorsdoes not
perform deflation. Input matrices are assumed unreduced. As a result, eigenvectors associated with close eigenvalues that belong to different submatrices will
be orthogonalized numerically, a less accurate solution to the problem of finding
orthogonal vectors which belong to naturally orthogonal spaces.
nothing prevents you from deflating the matrix
As with sym_trdlag_eigenvalues,
beforehand and solving the subproblems in sequence using array subsections. In
such a case, the submatrices will most likely be determined before calling
sym_tridlagelgenvalues,and the eigenvalues belonging to different submatrices
will have been extracted independently (in particular, eigenvalues will be sorted
within submatrices and not across the original matrix). Calling symtridlag_
eigenvectors in sequence to solve the independent subproblems with appropri-

ately shaped subsections of the eigenvector array will then yield exactly
orthogonal eigenvectors associated with orthogonal subspaces. As with sym_
tridlag_elgenvalues,this will not in general lead to subproblems of the same size
that could be solved concurrently in a multiple-instances fashion.

8.4.5 Performance
Since the tridiagonal system solver routines gentrldlagfactor and gentrldlag_
solve are called during the execution of symtridlag_elgenvectors,prescriptions
given for those functions in order to obtain good performance apply here as well.
In particular, lay out the eigenvectors on a serial dimension for best performance.
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Eigenvectors of Real Symmetric
Tridiagonal Matrices
The sym_trldlag._elgenvectors
routine determines the eigenvectors corresponding to a set
of eigenvalues of one or more real symmetric tridiagonal matrices of the same order. The
diagonal and subdiagonal matrix elements and the eigenvalues are stored in CM vectors or
arrays. The eigenvectors are stored in a multidimensional CM array.

SYNTAX

symtrldlag_elgenvectors
(4 e, axis,f Q, eigenvector.axis,group,ier)

ARGUMENTS

d

Real CM array containing the diagonal elements of one or
more symmetric tridiagonal matrices. The axis along which
the elements of each matrix lie (the non-instance axis) is
identified by the axis argument.

e

Real CM array of the same shape and layout as d. Contains the
off-diagonal elements of the symmetric tridiagonal matrices.
The axis along which the elements of each matrix lie (the
non-instance axis) is identified by the axis argument. The first
element in each instance is arbitrary and is set to zero on
return.

axis

Scalar integer variable. The non-instance axis of d and e (the
axis along which the matrix elements lie).

f

CM array containing the eigenvalues for which the
eigenvectors are sought. Must have the same rank as d. The
instance axes must match those of d in order of declaration
and extents. Within each instance, the eigenvalues belonging
to the same spectrum must be sorted in non-decreasing order
(with the algebraically smallest eigenvalue stored in the first
array element). The extent of the axis identified by axis can be
smaller inf than it is in d, as described in Section 8.4.3.
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CM array that contains the eigenvectors on return. Must have
rank one greater than that off. You must specify the index of
the extra dimension in the eigenvector_axis argument. The
array section obtained by collapsing this extra dimension
must be of the same shape asf (see Section 8.4.3). Thus, for
each eigenvalue inf, there is an associated vector lying along

Q

axis eigenvectoraxis of Q. Upon completion, this vector
contains the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue.

eigenvector_axis

Scalar integer variable. The axis of Q along which the
returned eigenvectors lie. The extent of axis eigenvector_axis
is the order of the tridiagonal matrices.

group

Scalar real variable. Eigenvalues that differ by less than
is the infinity norm of the matrix) are
grouplllloo (where 11711
grouped together and their corresponding eigenvectors are

orthogonalized. When group is non-positive, it is reset
internally as described in Section 8.4.2.
Scalar integer variable. Set to 0 on successful completion. On
error, contains one of the following codes:

ier

1

The rank of f is not the same as the rank of d.

2

The rank of Q is not the equal to (rank of d) + 1.

3

The shape of the array section corresponding to
a fixed index of Q along dimension eigenvectoraxis does not have the same shape as f.

1000+n n eigenvectors are not determined after 5 inverse
iterations. The non-converged eigenvectors are
set to 0 on return.

DESCRIPTION

Given one or more symmetric tridiagonal matrices represented by the CM arrays d and
e, and a CM array f containing a set of eigenvalues for each matrix, the sym_tridlag_
eigenvectors routine computes the eigenvector corresponding to each eigenvalue that is, it computes
TQ - Q * DIAG(f
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where T is stored in d and e. Upon return, the eigenvectors are contained in the CM
array Q.

EXAMPLES

routine can be found
Sample CM Fortran code that uses the sym_tridiag_eigenvectors
on-line in the subdirectory

eigen/realsymtrid/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.

i
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8.5 Eigensystem Analysis of Dense Hermitian Matrices
_egensystem routine combines the functionality of the following
The sym_tred
routines:
·

sym_tred

*

symtrdlageigenvalues

*

sym_tridlag_eigenvectors

*

trldlago..o_sym

*

deallocate_symjtred

Given a CM array containing one or more Hermitian matrices, symre.d_eigensystemcomputes the eigenvalues and, if desired, the eigenvectors of each matrix.
The symtred eigensystem routine offers a convenient packaging of the five rouroutine
tines listed above. On the other hand, the symtridlag_..egenvectors
allows you the flexibility of computing only selected eigenvectors of each
computes either all or none of the eigenmatrix, whereas symtred_elgensystem
vectors.
see the man page at the end
For a detailed description of symtredeligensystem,
of this section.

8.5.1

Accuracy
The tolerance parameter controls the accuracy of the eigenvalues after reduction
to tridiagonal form (see Section 8.3.2). Note that requesting extra accuracy for
the eigenvalues of the intermediate tridiagonal matrix improves the quality of the
eigenvalues of the original matrix only to the extent that roundoff errors incurred
in the reduction to tridiagonal form do not dominate. The group parameter sets
the grouping criterion for the eigenvalues after reduction to tridiagonal form (see
Section 8.4.2).
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Eigensystem Analysis of
Dense Hermitian Matrices
Given a CM array containing one or more complex Hermitian matrices, sym.tred_ elgensystemcomputes the eigenvalues and, if desired, the eigenvectors of each matrix.

SYNTAX

symtred_elgensystem
(d, Q, A, n, row_axis, colaxis, nblock evectsflag, tolerance,

group,ier)

ARGUMENTS

d

Real CM array with the same rank as A. Axis row_axis must

have extent 1; axis colaxis must have extent > n. The
remaining axes are instance axes matching those of A in order

of declaration and extents. Thus, each vector within d
corresponds to a matrix A within A. Upon completion of
symtred..eigensystem, elements 1 through n of each vector in
d contain the eigenvalues of the corresponding matrix A,

sorted in non-decreasing order (with the algebraically
smallest eigenvalue stored in the first element).
Q

CM array with the same rank and data type as A. The axes
identified by row_axis and col_axis must have extents > n; the
remaining axes are instance axes that must match those of A
in order of declaration and extents. Thus, for each matrix A
within A there is a corresponding two-dimensional array of
dimensions at least n x n within Q. If evectsfag is set to 1,
then upon return, the eigenvectors of each A within A are

placed in the upper-left-hand n x n elements of the
corresponding two-dimensional array within Q. The
eigenvectors lie along the axis identified by colaxis. The
eigenvectors are sorted so that they are returned in the same
order as the eigenvalues to which they correspond.
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Real or complex CM array containing one or more Hermitian
matrices, A. Each A within A is assumed to be dense and
square with dimensions n x n. The axes identified by row_axis
and col_axis must have extent n.
Upon return, each A within A is overwritten with information
about the Householder transformations used to reduce A to a
real symmetric tridiagonal matrix.

n

Scalar integer variable. The number of rows and columns in
each Hermitian matrix A within A.

row_axis

Scalar integer variable. The axis of A that counts the rows of
each Hermitian matrix A.

col_axis

Scalar integer variable. The axis of A that counts the columns
of each Hermitian matrix A.

nblock

Scalar integer variable. Blocking factor. For typical
applications, nblock = 2 is a good choice. For very large
matrices, nblock = 4 or even 8 may yield faster reduction. The
amount of auxiliary storage used is proportional to nblock, so
if memory is tight a smaller nblock may be a better choice.

evectsflag

Scalar integer variable. If you set evects flag to 0, only the
eigenvalues are computed. If you set evectsflag to 1, both
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are computed.

tolerance

Scalar real variable. Controls the absolute accuracy of the

eigenvalues after reduction to tridiagonal form. When
tolerance is non-positive, it is reset internally as described in
Section 8.3.2.
group

Scalar real variable. Grouping criterion for eigenvalues after
reduction to tridiagonal form. Corresponding eigenvectors are

orthogonalized. When group is non-positive, it is reset
internally as described in Section 8.4.2.
ier

Scalar integer variable. Return code; set to 0 upon successful
return. The following codes indicate errors:
-1

Length of axis row_axis of A is < n; must be
> n.
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-2

Length of axis col_axis of A is < n; must be
> n.

-8

Rank of A is < 2; must be > 2.

-32

Data type of A is not real or complex.

-64

row_axis or colaxis is invalid. 1 < row_axis,

col_axis < rank(A) must be true, and
row_axis and col_axis must not be equal.
-128
1

nblock is invalid; must be > 1.
The rank of d is not the same as the rank of

A.
2

The rank of Q is not the equal to the rank of

A.
3

The axes of Q other than axes row_axis and
colaxis do not match the instance axes of A
in order of declaration and extents.

1000+n

n eigenvectors are not determined after 5
inverse iterations. The non-converged eigenvectors are set to 0 on return.

DESCRIPTION

Given a CM array, A, containing one or more Hermitian matrices, sym_tred_ eigensys-

tem computes the eigenvalues of each matrix. If evectsflag is set to 1, then
sym_tredelgensystem also computes the eigenvector associated with each eigenvalue
- that is, it computes
AQ - Q * DIAG(d).

EXAMPLES

routine can be found
Sample CM Fortran code that uses the sym_trdlag_elgensystem
on-line in the subdirectory
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eigen/tred/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.

B
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8.6 Generalized Eigensystem Analysis
of Real Symmetric Matrices
Given a CMarray A containing one or more real symmetric matrices A, and a CM
array B containing corresponding positive definite matrices B, the symtred_
routine solves
gen_elgensystem
AQ

BQX,

computing the eigenvalues X and, if desired, the eigenvectors for each instance.
In the case where B is the identity matrix, symtredgen_eigensystem performs
the same operation as sym_tredelgensystem.
eigensystem offers a convenient
Like sym.tredeigensystem,
sym_tred_gen

packaging of a series of component operations. Calling sym_tred_gen_
eigensystemto solve AQ = BQX is equivalent to performing the following operations:

1. Use symjred_egensystem to solve for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of B. Let XBdenote the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of B, and QB denote
the matrix of eigenvectors of B.
2. Use gen._matrix_multto compute the matrix B- 112

-

QB (XB)- 112 QBT .

to compute the symmetric matrix A* = B-1 /2 A B-1 /2 .
3. Use gen..matrix_mult
4. Use sym_tred_eigensystemto compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of A*, or call the components of symtred_elgensystm separately (see
Section 8.5) if you want to compute only selected eigenvectors. The eigenvalues of A* are the same as the eigenvalues of A. Let Q(2*denote the
matrix of eigenvectors of A*.
5. Use gen matrix_multto compute the eigenvectors of A, QA =

-

1/ 2 Q4*.

Note that step 2 requires B to be positive definite.
Calling the component routines separately as described above is useful if you
want to compute only selected eigenvectors of each matrix. In its current implementation, sym_tred_gen_elgensystem computes either none or all of the
eigenvectors.
For a detailed description of sym_tred..gen_elgensystem, see the man page at the
end of this section.
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8.6.1
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Accuracy
which is described in Section 8.5, sym_tred_gen_
Like symtredeigensystem,
eigensystem first reduces each symmetric matrix A to tridiagonal form. The tolerance argument controls the accuracy of the eigenvalues after reduction to
(Section
tridiagonal form, as described in the section on symtridiag..._eigenvalues
8.3). Note that requesting extra accuracy for the eigenvalues of the intermediate
tridiagonal matrix improves the quality of the eigenvalues of the original matrix
only to the extent that roundoff errors incurred in the reduction to tridiagonal
form do not dominate.
The group parameter sets the grouping criterion for the eigenvalues after reduction to tridiagonal form, as described in the section on symtrdlag.._eigenvectors
(Section 8.4).
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Generalized Eigensystem Analysis of
Real Symmetric Matrices
Given a CM array A containing one or more real symmetric matrices A, and a CM array
B containing corresponding positive definite matrices B, symtred_..gen_elgensystem
solves AQ=BQ, computing the eigenvalues X and, if desired, the eigenvectors for each
instance.

SYNTAX

sym_tred_genelgensystem
(d, Q, B, A, n, row_axis, colaxis,

nblock, evectsflag,

tolerance, group, ier)

ARGUMENTS

d

Real CM array with the same rank and precision as A. Axis
row-axis must have extent 1; axis colaxis must have extent > n.
The remaining axes are instance axes matching those of A in order
of declaration and extents. Thus, each vector within d corresponds

to a matrix A within A. Upon completion of sym_tredgen_
elgensystem,
elements 1 through n of each vector in d contain the

eigenvalues of the corresponding matrix in A, sorted in
non-decreasing order (with the algebraically smallest eigenvalue
stored in the first element).
Q

Real CM array with the same rank and precision as A. The axes
identified by rowaxis and colaxis must have extents > n; the
remaining axes are instance axes that must match those of A in
order of declaration and extents. Thus, for each matrix A within A
there is a corresponding two-dimensional array of dimensions at
least n x n within Q. If evectsjflag is set to 1, then upon return, the

eigenvectors of each matrix within A are placed in the
upper-left-hand n x n elements of the corresponding
two-dimensional array within Q. The eigenvectors lie along axis
colaxis, and are sorted so that they are returned in the same order
as the eigenvalues to which they correspond.
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B

Real CM array of the same rank, shape, and precision as A. For
each symmetric matrix A within A, B contains a corresponding
positive definite matrix B, with rows and columns defined by axes
row_axis and colaxis, respectively. Upon return, each matrix B
within B is overwritten.

A

Real CM array of rank > 2 containing one or more dense, square,
symmetric matrices A, with rows and columns counted by axes
row_axis and col_axis, respectively. Axes row_axis and colaxis
must have extent n. Upon return, each matrix A within A is

overwritten with information about the Householder
transformations used to reduce the matrix to symmetric
tridiagonal form.
n

Scalar integer variable. The number of rows and columns in each
symmetric matrix A within A.

row_axis

Scalar integer variable. The axis of A that counts the rows of each
symmetric matrix A.

col_axis

Scalar integer variable. The axis of A that counts the columns of
each symmetric matrix A.

nblock

Scalar integer variable. Blocking factor. For typical applications,
nblock - 2 is a good choice. For very large matrices, nblock - 4 or

even 8 may yield faster reduction. The amount of auxiliary
storage used is proportional to nblock, so if memory is tight a
smaller nblock may be a better choice.
evects.flag

Scalar integer variable. If you set evectsjfag to 0, only the
eigenvalues are computed. If you set evectsjlag to 1, both
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are computed.

tolerance

Scalar real variable. Controls the absolute accuracy of the
eigenvalues after reduction to tridiagonal form. When tolerance is
non-positive, it is reset internally as described in the section on
sym_tridlag_eigenvalues.

group

Scalar real variable. Grouping criterion for eigenvalues after
reduction to tridiagonal form. Corresponding eigenvectors are
orthogonalized. When group is non-positive, it is reset internally
as described in the section on sym_tridlag_eigenvectors.
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Scalar integer variable. Return code; set to 0 upon successful
return. The error codes are the same as for sym_trd_elgensystem,
with one addition:

-10

One or more matrices within B are not positive definite.

DESCRIPTION

Given a CM array A containing one or more real symmetric matrices A, and a CM array
B containing corresponding positive definite matrices B, sym_tred_genelgensystem
solves AQ=BQX, computing the eigenvalues . If evectsflag is set to 1, the routine
also computes the eigenvectors for each instance - that is, it computes

AQ

BQ * DIAG(d).

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the symjredgen_elgensystem
found on-line in the subdirectory

routine can be

eigen/general/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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8.7 Eigensystem Analysis of Real Symmetric Matrices
Using Jacobi Rotations
routine computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
The symJacobl_elgensystem
of one or more dense real symmetric matrices using the Jacobi method.
In the Jacobi method, iterative sweeps are made through each supplied matrix.
In each sweep, successive rotations are applied to the matrix to zero out each
off-diagonal element. A sweep consists of the application of n(n-1)/2 rotations,
where n is the order of the matrix. As each new element is zeroed out, the elements previously zeroed generally become non-zero again. However, with each
sweep, the square root of the sum of the squares of the off-diagonal elements, a
= ([off-diagonal] 21) /2 , decreases. With successive sweeps, the off-diagonal elements approach 0, the matrix approaches a diagonal matrix, and the diagonal
elements approach the eigenvalues. Eigenvectors are obtained by applying the
Jacobi rotations to the basis of unit vectors.
For a detailed description of symJacobeligensystem, refer to the man page at
the end of this section.

8.7.1

Accuracy
The accuracy of the Jacobi method can be described as follows. Provided the
convergence criterion is met on return (see the description of the tolerance argument in the man page), the absolute error in the computed eigenvalues is
IIAIIF* max(p(n) * machine_epsilon, tolerance)
where IIAllIis the Frobenius norm of A, defined as IlAIF= [i2]
tice p(n)=O(n).

1 /2 ,

and in prac-

The errors in the computed eigenvectors (measured as the angles between the
computed eigenvectors and the true eigenvectors) are bounded as follows:

IIAIIF
* max(p(n) * machine_epsilon, tolerance)

<gap(i)
angle_error()

gap(i)

where gap(i) is the absolute difference between eigenvalue(i) and the next nearest eigenvalue.
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Eigensystem Analysis of Real Symmetric
Matrices Using Jacobi Rotations
Given a real CM array containing one or more dense symmetric matrices, the sym_
jacobLeigensystemroutine computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of each matrix.

SYNTAX

symJacobleigensystem (A, axis_l, axis_2, nsweeps, tolerance, d, Q, evectsflag,
ier)

ARGUMENTS

A

Real CM array of rank greater than or equal to 2, containing one
or more dense symmetric matrices A whose eigenvalues you want
to compute. The declared extents of axes axisl and axis_2 define
the dimensions of the matrices A, and must be equal. The values
of A may be modified by symJacobieigensystem.

axis_l

Scalar integer variable. Identifies one of the two axes of A that
count the rows and columns of the embedded matrices A.

axis_2

Scalar integer variable. If axis_l identifies the axis of A that
counts the rows of the embedded matrices A, then axis_2 must
identify the axis that counts the matrices' columns; or vice versa.

nsweeps

Scalar integer variable. On input, specifies the maximum number
of sweeps to be performed for any supplied matrix. Typical input
values lie in the range from 10 to 20. On return, contains the
:maximum number of sweeps actually performed across all the
matrix instances.

tolerance

Scalar real variable. Convergence criterion. Must have the same
precision as A, and must be > 0. When, for any matrix instance
A = (aj), the value a/IlAIIFdecreases below the input value of

tolerance, the routine stops processing that instance. In this
context, a is the square root of the sum of the squares of the
off-diagonal elements, a = ([off-diagonal] 2 )1 /2 . IIAIIFis the
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Frobenius norm of A, defined as IIIF = [l ] 2 1 /2. Upon return,
tolerance contains the largest current value of a/l[AIIFoccurring
across all matrix instances A.
d

Real CM array with the same rank as A. Must have the same axis
extents as A, except that either axis_l or axis_2 must have extent
1. (You may have different layout directives for d and A.) Thus,
each matrix A embedded in A corresponds to a vector embedded
in d; upon return, the eigenvalues of a matrix A in A are placed in
the corresponding vector in d, with the smallest eigenvalue in the
first element of the vector.

Q

If you set evectsflag to 0, you can supply the scalar value 0 for
Q. If you set evectsflag to 1, Q must be a real CM array with the
same rank and axis extents as A. (It may have different layout
directives than A and d.) Upon return, the eigenvectors for each
matrix A within A are placed in the columns of the corresponding
matrix within Q. The eigenvectors are sorted to correspond to the
order of the eigenvalues returned in d. Thus, the eigenvector
corresponding to the ith eigenvalue of a matrix in d is returned in
column i of the corresponding matrix in Q.

evectsflag

Scalar integer variable. Indicates whether eigenvectors are to be
computed. If you set evectsflag to 0, symJacobl_eigensystem
computes only the eigenvalues; if you set evectsflag to 1, both
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are computed.

ier

Scalar integer variable. Error code. Set to 0 upon successful
return, or to one of the following codes:
-1

A, d, or Q is not of type real.

-2

A, d, and Q do not all have the same rank, or have
rank < 2.

-4

axis_l or axis_2 is < 1 or > rank(A), or axis_laxis 2.

-8

The extents of axes axisl and axis 2 are not
equal (that is, the supplied matrix or matrices are
not square).

-16

d does not conform to the requirements listed
above.
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Q does not conform to the requirements listed
above.

DESCRIPTION

Given a real CM array A containing one or more dense symmetric matrices A, the sym_
Jacobileigensystem
routine computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of each matrix
and returns them in the CM arrays d and Q, respectively - that is, it computes

AQ - Q * DIAG(d).
In the Jacobi method, iterative sweeps are made through each supplied matrix. In each
sweep, successive rotations are applied to the matrix to zero out each off-diagonal element. A sweep consists of the application of n(n-1)/2 rotations, where n is the order of
the matrix. As each new element is zeroed out, the elements previously zeroed generally become non-zero again. However, with each sweep, the square root of the sum of
the squares of the off-diagonal elements, a = ([off-diagonal] 2/) 1 2, decreases. With
successive sweeps, the off-diagonal elements approach 0, the matrix approaches a
diagonal matrix, and the diagonal elements approach the eigenvalues. Eigenvectors are
obtained by applying the Jacobi rotations to the basis of unit vectors.
The symJacobleigensystemroutine stops processing each matrix instance A = (aij) as
soon as one of the following conditions is met for that instance:
*

The routine has made nrweeps sweeps.

*

The value a/lIIhIFhas fallen below the input value of tolerance. (IIF is the
Frobenius norm of A, defined as IIIIF= [aiJ1/2.)

Upon return, symJacobleigensystemprovides the eigenvalues and eigenvectors in
the CM arrays d and Q, as follows:
*

The sorted eigenvalues of a matrix A in A are placed in the corresponding vector in d, with the smallest eigenvalue in the first element of the vector.

*

The eigenvectors for each matrix A within A are placed in the columns of the
corresponding matrix within Q. The eigenvectors are sorted to correspond to
the order of the eigenvalues returned in d. Thus, the eigenvector corresponding
to the ith eigenvalue of a matrix in d is returned in column i of the corresponding matrix in Q.
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NOTES

ArgumentValues Modified.Since the values of A, nsweeps, and tolerance may be
modified upon return, be sure to reset these arguments to the desired values if you call
in a loop.
symJacoblelgensystem

EXAMPLES

routine can be found
Sample CM Fortran code that uses the symJacobi_eigensystem
on-line in the subdirectory

eigen/j acobi/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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8.8 Selected Eigenvalue and Eigenvector Analysis
Using a k-Step Lanczos Method
The sym_lanczos
routine finds selected solutions {X,x} to the real standard or
generalized eigenvalue problem
Lx=

Bx.

B can be positive semi-definite and is the identity for the standard eigenproblem.
The operator L must be real and symmetric with respect to B:
BL = LTB

The algorithm used is a k-step Lanczos algorithm with implicit restart (see reference 12 in Section 8.10). The symlanczos routine uses a reverse communication
interface. You must call sym_lanczos iteratively; sym_lanczos returns control to
the calling program whenever it requires the action of the operator L or B on a
vector. You must supply the routines that perform these actions.
For a detailed description of sym_lanczos and its associated setup and deallocarefer to the
tion routines, symlanczos_setup and deallocate_sym_lanczos.setup,
man page following this section.

8.8.1 The k-Step Lanczos Algorithm
The k-step Lanczos algorithm with implicit restart is described in full detail in
reference 12. The k-step Lanczos algorithm first performs k steps of the Lanczos
factorization of L,
LV(k) = V(0k)(

+ r(k)ekT

(1)

where V= [vl, v2, ..., vk] has columns orthonormal with respect to B, Tis a tridiagonal matrix of order k, and r(k)ekTis called the residual vector. The starting
Lanczos vector vl is generated internally if you set the argument info to 0 on
input; otherwise you must supply it. The goal is to update the original Lanczos
factorization of size k (1) in order to drive the residual vector iteratively to zero.
This is achieved by forcing the startiag vector vl into a subspace spanned by the
eigenvectors corresponding to the k desired eigenvalues. This purification of the
starting vector is accomplished by filtering out the components corresponding to
eigenvalues not in the desired portion of the spectrum. To this aim, the sequence
(1) is advanced nv - k steps further. The Rayleigh-Ritz procedure applied to the
Lanczos subspace of dimension nv yields approximations to k desired eigenva-
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lues, but also approximations to nv - k unwanted eigenvalues. The filtering

process is done implicitly through QR factorizations of T using those
"unwanted" nv - k Ritz values as shifts. The Lanczos vectors and the residual
are updated accordingly to yield an updated Lanczos k-step factorization of the
same form as (1). The updated Lanczos factorization is then advanced again nv
- k steps, and implicit filtering performed. Call this sequence of operations a
Lanczos update iteration. The k-step method iterates until k Ritz values approximate the k desired eigenvalues to prescribed accuracy. Error bound bounds(i)
associated with Ritz value ritz(i) is given by the product of the norm of the current residual and the last component of the eigenvector corresponding to ritz(i).
The convergence criterion for the Ritz value ritz(i) is bounds(i) < tol I ritz(t) 1,
i 1, ..., k, where tol is an input tolerance argument that defaults to machine
precision.

8.8.2 Input Arguments and Data Structures
The argument k is usually set to the desired number of eigenvalues. The total size
of the Lanczos subspace, nv, must be at least k or 2k, depending on whether the
eigenvectors are sought, but has no upper bound other than the size of the eigenproblem (or the memory available in the machine). It is generally recommended
that nv = 2k even if eigenvectors are not requested. Taking nv > 2k may enhance
convergence, but this is problem-dependent. The cost of an implicit restart iteration is roughly 2n * nv2 flops.
The nv columns of the matrix V (the Lanczos vectors) are stored as rows in the
CM array vec(l:nv,...). The subdiagonal of the tridiagonal matrix T is stored in
the array work starting at location ipntr(5)+1,while the diagonal is stored in work
starting at location ipntr(5)+nv. The current residual vector is stored in the CM
array resid. Internally generated exact shifts (i.e., "unwanted" Ritz values) are
used when iparam(l) = 1. This is the recommended option. However, it is also
possible to supply nv - k external shift values by setting iparam(l) = 0. It may
be advantageous to supply the roots of a specially constructed filter polynomial
(e.g., Tchebyschev polynomials) when a priori knowledge about the spectrum is
available. Polynomials of degree higher than nv - k may be applied in a cyclic
fashion, supplying nv - k roots at a time.
The maximum number of Lanczos update iterations is specified in iparam(3).
The Ritz values are found in the array ritz stored in work at location ipntr(6).
Residual bounds are in the array bounds stored in work starting at location
ipntr(7). After the final iteration, the first k values in ritz contain the desired
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eigenvalues, and the k vectors stored in vec(k+l:2k,...) are the corresponding
eigenvectors.

8.8.3 Multiple Eigenvalues
You can extract multiple eigenvalues with symlanczos, provided the argument
tol is set to a very small value (close to machine precision). This is possible even
though there is no blocking in the current version of sym_lanczos and iparam(4),
the block size for the Lanczos recurrence, is set to 1. The online example illustrates the extraction of multiple eigenvalues of the discretized Laplace operator
in three dimensions.

8.8.4 Convergence Properties and Spectral Transformations
The argument which allows you to specify the location of the desired eigenvalues
to some extent. You can compute either largest (algebraically or abolutely) or
smallest (algebraically or absolutely) eigenvalues, or half the eigenvalues from
each end of the spectrum. In general, eigenvalues located at both ends of the
spectrum emerge first in the Lanczos process. Their convergence rate is proportional to their relative separation, that is, their absolute separation divided by the
spread of the spectrum (the total extent of the spectrum on the real axis). Abso-

lutely large eigenvalues always converge rapidly, unless they are tightly
clustered. On the other hand, absolutely small eigenvalues are usually much
slower to converge, either because they are not at either end of the spectrum or
because due to a large spread, their relative separation will be small. This will
be true even when they are well separated in an absolute sense.
To accelerate convergence of absolutely small eigenvalues in the standard eigenproblem Ax = Xx, it is profitable to operate with the inverse operator L = A- 1
instead of A, since tiny eigenvalues of A are the absolutely largest eigenvalues
of L. More generally (see reference 13), if eigenvalues of A around a are desired,
it is profitable to operate with L =(A - aI)- 1 instead of A, since eigenvalues of
A close to a are mapped into absolutely largest eigenvalues of L. For the generalized eigenvalue problem Ax = XBx, the transformed operator is chosen to be L
= (A - aB)-lB. Although L is not symmetric, it is symmetric with respect to B.
This formulation has the advantage of leaving the eigenvectors unchanged (see
references 14 and 15). Other transformations can be used - for example, the
Cayley transform, L = (A - aB)-1(A + aB). Of course, eigenvalue approximations returned by sym_lanczos must be transformed appropriately to give
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approximations to (generalized) eigenvalues of the original operator when any
of these transformations are used.
Using transformed operators as described above entails solving linear systems of
equations, as well as choosing the shift(s) a. These operations (as all matrix-vector operations) are left to the user through a reverse communication interface
described below. Typical spectral transformations are listed in Table 5. (The
"type" values in the table are the values you must specify in the type argument
on input.) Examples showing how to use the reverse communication interface in
these cases are:provided below.
Table 5. Examples of eigenproblems and spectral transformations.
M must be positive semi-definite.
Proper use of the reverse communication interface for these cases is
described below.
Eigenproblem

Type

Mode

L

Ax= Xx

I

Regular

A

Ax = Xx

Kx = XMx
Kx = XMx

I

G
G

Shift-invert

(A -

B

I
)

-1

I

aM)-1M

M
(K Shift-invert
1(K + aM) M
transf.
(K
aM)Cayley

8.8.5 Reverse Communication Interface
The aim of the reverse communication interface is to isolate the matrix-vector
operations from the k-step Lanczos code. Such operations are performed by routines you supply, on data structures which are the most natural to the problem at
hand. To this end, you must call sym_lanczos iteratively. It returns control to the
calling routine whenever the action of operators L or B on vectors is required.
The reverse communication flag, ido, which must be 0 on input to the first call
to sym_lanczos,dictates which operator is to be applied. The source and destination vectors are the arrays src and dst, respectively. An extra source array, srcl,
is needed in some cases.
For standard eigenvalue problems, there is no distinction between ido = 1 and ido
= -1. In both cases, the operation y = Lx is required, where x and y are the source
and destination vectors, respectively. For the generalized eigenvalue problem,
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the operation y - Lx is always done in two steps, since L is a product of operators.
The only difference between ido = 1 and ido = -1 is that when ido = 1, the product Bx is already available in the array srcl and need not be computed, whereas
it must be computed explicitly when ido - -1. The value ido - -1 is returned by
sym_lanczosat the first iteration to force the starting vector into the range of L
(see reference 14). For generalized eigenproblems, sym_lanczos also returns the
value ido - 2, calling for the operation y = Bx to be executed.
We now give examples of reverse communication interfaces for the problems
listed in Table 5. We assume the vectors are represented as one-dimensional
arrays:

&

real resid(n) ,w(3,n),vec(nv,n),temp_array(),
src (n), srcl (n), dst (n)

CMF$LAYOUT resid(),w(:serial,),vec(:serial,),temp_array()

CMFLAYOur

src(), srcl(), dst()

and the setup is called successfully:

call sym_lanczos_setup(resid,vec,w,nv,setup,ier)

Case 1
Suppose we want to solve the standard eigenvalue problem Ax - x in regular
mode. Then L - A and B - I. Assume that a call to matvecA(A,x,y) computes y
- Ax. The reverse communication would occur as follows:

idoO:0
continue

10

call

sym_lanczos(ido,

&
&

'I', which,

k,

tol,

resid,

fnv, vec, iparam, sc, srcl, dst,
ipntr, w, work, lwork, info, setup)
if

![ido .eq. -1

call matvecA
else!

.or. ido
(A, src,

.eq. 1) then
dst)

stop
end if
go to 10
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Case 2
Assume now we want to solve Ax = Xx in shift-invert mode. Then L

and B

=

-

(A-cr/) -

1

I. Assume that a call to solve(A,sigmax,y) solves (A-cl)x - y. Reverse

communication would occur as follows:

= 0

ido
10

continue

&
&

call sym_lanczos (ido, 'I', which, k, tol, resid,
nv, vec, iparam, src, srcl, dst,
ipntr, w, work, lwork, info, setup)
if

(ido

.eq. -1

.or. ido

.eq. 1) then

call solve (A, sigma, src, dst)
else
stop
end if
go

to 10

Case 3
Suppose now we want to solve Ax = XMx in shift-invert mode. Then L - (A-

oM)-M and B = M. Assume that a call to matvecM(M,x,y)
computes y - Mx and
a call to solve(A, M,sigmax,y)

10

solves (A-aM)x = y. We would have in this case

ido - 0
continue
ca:Ll sym _lanczos

(ido,

'G', which,

k,

tol,

reesid,

nv, vec, iparam, src, srcl,, dst,
&
ipntr, w, work, lwork, infco, setup)
&
.eq.
-1)
then
if (ido
call matvecM (M, src,-temp_array)
call solve (A, M, sigma, dst, temp_array)
else if (ido .eq. 1) then
call solve (A, M, sigma, dst, srcl)
else if (ido .eq. 2) then
call matvecM
(M, src, dst)
else
stop
end if
go to 10
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Case 4

Finally, suppose we want to solve Ax = WMxin Cayley mode. Then L = (A aM)-1(A + M) and B = M. Assume that a call to matvecM(M,x,y) computes y
Mx, a call to matvecA(A,xy) computes y = Ax, and a call to solve(A, M,sigma,x,y)
solves (A - aM)x = y. Reverse communication for this case would be as follows:

ido

10

=

0

continue
call sym_lanczos (ido, 'G', which, k, tol, resid,
&
nv, vec, iparam, src, srcl, dst,
ipnti, w, work, lwork, info, setup)
&
if

(ido

.eq. -1)

then

call matvecM (M, src, dst)
call matvecA (A, src, temp_array)
temp_array=temp_array+sigma*dst)
call solve (A, M, sigma, dst, temp_array)
else if (ido .eq. 1) then
call matvecA (A, src, dst)
t=d=dst+sigma*srcl
srcl=dst
call solve (A, M, sigma, dst, srcl)
else

if

(ido .eq. 2)

call matvecM

then

(M, sc,

dst)

else
stop
end if
go
o 10

8.8.6 Data Layout Requirement
The CM arrays resid, src, srcl, dst, vec, and w must adhere to several constraints

with regardto shape and layout. Arrays resid, src, srcl, and dst each contain a
vector, while vec and w are collections of vectors. You may represent each vector

with an array of arbitrary dimension, in the manner that is the most natural with
respect to the matrix-vector operations. The product of the axis extents of the

arrays representing the vectors must be equal to the size of the eigenproblem.
Arrays resid, src, srcl, and dst must have the same shape and layout. Furthermore, vec and w must each have an extra (instance) axis, which must be the first
axis and must have extent at least nv in vec and at least 3 in w. This axis must
be made local to a processing element so that the vectors, which have identical
shape and layout, are "stacked up" in memory. This is accomplished by declaring

the instance axis :serialin the calling programusing a CMF$LAYOUT
directive.
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For example, in the one-dimensional case where the size of the eigenproblem is
n, array declarations would be as follows:
real vec(nv,n),w(3,n),resid(n),src(n),srcl(n),dst(n)
CMF$LAYOUT vec(:serial,),w(:serial,),resid()
CMF$LAYOUT src(),srcl(),dst()

In the two-dimensional case where the size of the problem is nl * n2 = n, the

array declarations would be
real vec(nv,nl,n2),w(3,nl,n2),resid(nl,n2)
real src(nl,n2),srcl(nl,n2),dst(nl,n2)
CMF$LAYOUT vec(:serial,,),w(:serial,,),resid(,)
CMF$LAYOUT src(,),srcl(,),dst(,)

8.8.7 On-Line Example
The on-line example illustrates the use of sym_lanczos to extract a few eigen-

pairs of a discretized Laplace operator in three dimensions. Vectors are
represented as three-dimensional arrays, the natural data structure for this problem. Because the three dimensions are equal, there is a three-fold degeneracy of
the eigenvalues. For that reason the convergence is rather slow even though the
largest eigenvalues are extracted. The tolerance is set close to machine precision
to ensure extraction of multiple eigenvalues. For the location of the on-line
example, see the man page.

8.8.8 Acknowledgments
The sym_lanczos routine is a CM Fortran adaptation for the CM of a Fortran77
code written by D. Sorensen and P. Vu at the Center for Research on Parallel
Computation, Rice University (see reference 12). The portions of the code operating on front-end arrays make use of LAPACK-(see reference 16) and BLAS
routines which have been integrated so that sym_lanczos is self-contained.
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Selected Eigenvalue and Eigenvector
Analysis Using a k-Step Lanczos Method
The sym_lanczos routine finds selected solutions { , x) to the real standard or generalized
eigenvalue problem Lx = Bx. B can be positive semi-definite and is the identity for the
standard eigenproblem. The operator L must be real and symmetric with respect to B; that
is, BL = LTB. The algorithm used is a k-step Lanczos algorithm with implicit restart. The
routine uses a reverse communication interface. You must call sym_lanczos iteratively;
sym_lanczos returns control to the calling program whenever it requires the action of the
operator L or B on a vector. You must supply the routines that perform these actions.

SYNTAX

symlanczos_setup
(resid, vec, w, nv, setup, ier)
symlanczos (ido, type, which, k, tol, resid, nv, vec, iparam, src, srcl, dst, ipntr; w,
work, lwork, info, setup)
deallocate_symlanczos_setup (setup)

ARGUMENTS

ido

Scalar integer variable. Reverse communication flag. ido must be
zero on the first call to symlanczos. The sym_lanczos routine sets
ido to indicate the type of operation to be performed by the calling
program. The calling program has the responsibility of carrying
out the requested operation and calling symlanczos again. The
values of ido have the meanings listed below. All values except 0
are returned to the calling program.
O

-1

The calling program supplies this value on the
first call to sym_lanczos.
The calling program must compute y = Lx, where
src contains x
dst contains y
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This value is for the initialization phase, and is
used to force the starting vector into the range of
L.
1

The calling program must compute y = Lx, where
src contains x

dst containsy
srcl contains Bx
2

The calling program must compute y = Bx, where
src contains x
dst contains y

3

The calling program must compute and store the
shifts in the first nv - k locations of work. This
value is returned only if you previously assigned
iparam(l) the value 0.

99

The computation is complete.

After the initialization phase, when the routine is used in either the

shift-invert mode or the Cayley transform mode (see the
Description section below), the vector Bx is already available; you
need not recompute it in forming Lx.
type

which

Front-end string variable declared as character*1. The value you
supply specifies the type of eigenvalue problem, as follows:
'I'

Standard eigenvalue problem, Ax = Ax

'G'

Generalized eigenvalue problem, Ax = XBx

Front-end string variable declared as character*2. Supply one of
the following values:
'LA'

Compute the k largest (algebraic) eigenvalues.

'SA'

Compute the k smallest (algebraic) eigenvalues.

'LM'

Compute the k largest (in magnitude)
eigenvalues.

'SM'

Compute the k smallest (in magnitude)
eigenvalues.
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CSS o C orrn(C-

diin

Compute k eigenvalues, half from each end of the
spectrum. When k is odd, compute one more
from the high end than from the low end.

k

Scalar integer variable. The number of eigenvalues of L to be
computed.

tol

Scalar real variable. The stopping criterion. The relative accuracy
of the ith Ritz value is considered acceptable if bounds(i) <
tol*ABS(ritz(i)), where bounds(k) and ritz(k) are arrays located

within work, with starting locations work(ipntr(7)) and
work(ipntr(6)), respectively. The error bound bounds(i)
associated with Ritz value ritz(i) is given by the product of the

norm of the current residual and the last component of the
eigenvector corresponding to ritz(i). If the tol value you supply is
less than or equal to 0, tol defaults to the machine precision.
resid

Real CM array of rank greater than or equal to 1. The product of
the axis extents must be equal to the size of the eigenproblem. If
you set info to 0, resid is set to a random initial residual vector
internally. If info is not 0, you must supply the initial residual
vector in resid.
Upon final return, resid contains the final residual vector.

nv

Scalar integer variable. The declared extent of the first axis of vec.
Must be less than or equal to the size of the eigenproblem. This
value determines how many Lanczos vectors are generated at
each iteration. After the startup phase, in which k Lanczos vectors
are generated, the algorithm generates (nv - k) Lanczos vectors at
each subsequent update iteration.
If iparam(2) is less than or equal to 0, then nv must be greater than
or equal to k. If iparam(2) is greater than 0, then nv must be
greater than or equal to 2k.
It is generally recommended that nv = 2k even if eigenvectors are
not requested. Taking nv > 2k may enhance convergence, but this
is problem-dependent. The cost of an implicit restart iteration is
roughly 2n * nv2 flops.

vec

Real CMarray of rank one greater than that of resid. The first axis
must have extent at least nv and must be serial. The remaining
axes must match the axes of resid in order of declaration, extents,
and layout. Upon successful final return,
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*

vec(l:k, :,...,:) are the Lanczos vectors.

*

If requested by iparam(2), vec(k+l:2k, :, ..., :) are the
eigenvectors corresponding to (and in the same order as)
the converged eigenvalues.

One-dimensional front-end integer array of length 5.
iparam(l)

Specifies the method for selecting the implicit
shifts. Supply one of the values listed below. The
shifts selected at each iteration are used to filter
out the components of the unwanted eigenvector.
0

The shifts are to be provided by the user
via reverse communication when ido 3.

1

sym_lanczosapplies exact shifts with
respect to the reduced tridiagonal matrix.
Using exact shifts is equivalent to restarting the iteration from the beginning after
updating the starting vector with a linear
combination of Ritz vectors associated
with the desired eigenvalues.

iparam(2) Specifies whether eigenvectors are to be
computed, as follows:

iparam(2) < 0 Compute only the eigenvalues.

iparam(2) > 0 Compute both eigenvalues
and eigenvectors.

iparam(3) On input, specifies the maximum number of
Lanczos update iterations allowed. On return, is

set to the actual number of Lanczos update
iterations performed.
iparam(4) Block size to be used in the recurrence. Must be
set to 1 in the current release.
iparam(5) On return, specifies the number of converged
eigenvalues.
src

Real CM array of the same rank, shape, and layout as resid.
Contains the current operand vector x.
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srcl

Real CM array of the same rank, shape, and layout as resid.
Contains the vector Bx (used in shift-invert mode).

dst

Real CM array of the same rank, shape, and layout as resid.
Contains the current result vector y.

ipntr

One-dimensional front-end integer array of length 7. On return,
contains pointers to mark the locations in the work array for
matrices and/or vectors used by the Lanczos iteration.
ipntr(l)

Reserved for internal use.

ipntr(2)

Reserved for internal use.

ipntr(3)

Reserved for internal use.

ipntr(4)

Points to the next available location in work that
is untouched by the program.

ipntr(5)

Points to the starting location of the (nv+l) x 2
tridiagonal matrix in work.

ipntr(6)

Points to the starting location of the Ritz values
array, ritz, in work. Upon successful final return,

the first k values of ritz are the desired
eigenvalues, returned in increasing order.
ipntr(7)

Points to the starting location of the error bounds
array, bounds, in work.

w

Real CM array with rank one greater than that of resid. The first
axis must have extent at least 3 and must be serial. The remaining
axes must match the axes of resid in order of declaration, extents,
and layout. This array is used internally.

work

Real one-dimensional front-end array of length Iwork. If
iparam(2) is greater than 0, the eigenvectors of the final
tridiagonal matrix (see ipntr(5)) are returned in the first k 2
locations of work, stored by columns.

iwork

Scalar integer variable. Supply the declared dimension of work. If
LW1 = nv(nv + 1)

LW2 = k(k + 4)
LW3 = 4nv + 2
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then
*

If iparam(2) is less than or equal to 0, Iwork must be at
least LW1 + LW3.

*

If iparam(2) is greater than 0, Iwork must be at least
MAX(LW1, LW2) + LW3.

info

Scalar integer variable. The input value affects the initial residual
vector, as follows:
*

If info - 0, resid is set to a random initial residual vector
internally.

*

If info is not 0, you must supply the initial residual vector
in resid.

On return, info contains one of the following error codes:
O

Normal exit.

-2

k must be positive.

-3

nv must be greater than k (or 2k, when eigenvectors are requested), and less than or equal to the
size of the eigenproblem.

-4

The maximum number of Lanczos update iterations must be greater than zero.

-5

which must be one of the following: 'LM', 'SM',
'LA', 'SA' or 'BE'.

-6

type must be 'I' or 'G'.

-7

The length of work is not sufficien,.

-8

Error return from the tridiagonal eigenvalue calculation.

-9

Starting vector is zero.

-9999 Maximum number of Lanczos update iterations
have occurred.
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One-dimensional integer array of length 3. Internal variable.

setup

When you call sym_lanczos or deallocate_sym_lanczos_setup,

setup.
supply the values returned by sym_lanczos
Scalar integer variable. Set to 0 upon successful return. Upon
may contain the following error
return from sym_lanczos_setup,
codes:

ier

-1

The first dimension of vec or w is not declared
:serial.

-2

The serial dimension of vec or w has extent less
than nv or 3, respectively.

-3

(rank vec), (rank w), and (rank resid + 1) are not
equal.

-4

The sections of vec and w containing the vectors
and indexed by the first dimension do not have
the same shape as resid.

DESCRIPTION

IntendedUse. The symlanczosroutine solves the following eigenproblems:
*

Ax = x, A symmetric, L =A, B =I.

* Ax = XMx,A symmetric, M symmetric positive definite, L = M-1A, B = M.
* Kx = Mx, K symmetric, M symmetric semi-definite, L

=

(K-crM)-lM, B = M

(shift-invert mode).
*

Kx = XKGx, K symmetric positive semi-definite, KG symmetric indefinite,
L = (K-cKG)-IK, B = K (shift-invert mode).

* Ax = XMx,A symmetric, M symmetric positive definite, L = (A - uM)- 1(A +
aM), B = M (Cayley transform mode).
Setup and Deallocation. To use sym_lanczos, follow these steps:
1.

Call sym_lanczos_setup.
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This routine generates three setup IDs and returns them in the array setup of
length 3. You must supply this setup array in all subsequent symlanczos and
calls associated with this setup call.
deallocate.sym_lanczossetup
2. Call sym_lanczositeratively, as described under Reverse Communication
Interface, below.

You can use the same setup array to solve more than one eigenproblem
sequentially, as long as the array geometries are the same. You can also have
more than one setup active at a time.
3.

Call deallocate.sym_lanczossetup.

This routine deallocates the memory associated with the three setup IDs.
Returned Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors. Upon successful final return,

•

The k desired eigenvalues are located (in algebraically increasing order) in the
first k locations of ritz. The argument ipntr(6) points to the starting location of
the ritz array within work.

*

If eigenvectors are requested (iparam(2) > 0), the corresponding eigenvectors
are returned in vec(k+l:2k, :, ..., :).

ReverseCommunication
Interface. The aim of the reverse communication interface
is to isolate the matrix-vector operations from the k-step Lanczos code. Such operations are performed by routines you supply, on data structures which are the most
natural to the problem at hand. To this end, you must call symlanczositeratively. It
returns control to the calling routine whenever the action of operators L or B on vectors
is,required. The reverse communication flag, ido, which must be 0 on input to the first
call to symlanczos, dictates which operator is to be applied. For standard eigenvalue
problems, there is no distinction between ido = 1 and ido = -1. In both cases, the operation y = Lx is required, where x and y are the source and destination vectors, src and dst,
respectively. For the generalized eigenvalue problem, the operation y = Lx is always
done in two steps, since L is a product of operators. The only difference between ido =
1 and ido = -1 is that when ido = 1, the product Bx is already available in srcl and need
not be computed, whereas it must be computed explicitly when ido = -1. The value ido
- -1 is returned by sym_lanczosat the first iteration to force the starting vector into the
range of L (see reference 14). For generalized eigenproblems, sym_lanczos also returns
the value ido = 2, calling for the operation y = Bx to be executed.
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Liseof Array w. Do not use the CM array w as temporary workspace.
D)ataLayout The CM arrays resid, src, srcl, dst, vec, and w must adhere to several
constraints with regard to shape and layout. Arrays resid, src, srcl, and dst each contain a vector, while vec and w are collections of vectors. You may represent each vector
with an array of arbitrary dimension, in the manner that is the most natural with respect
to the matrix-vector operations. The product of the axis extents of the arrays representing the vectors must be equal to the size of the eigenproblem. Arrays resid, src, srcl,
and dst must have the same shape and layout. Furthermore, vec and w must each have
an extra (instance) axis, which must be the first axis and must have extent at least nv in
vec and at least 3 in w.This axis must be made local to a processing element so that the
vectors, which have identical shape and layout, are "stacked up" in memory. This is
accomplished by declaring the instance axis :serial in the calling program using a
CMF$LAYOUTdirective.

For example, in the one-dimensional case where the size of the eigenproblem is n,
array declarations would be as follows:
real vec(nv,n),w(3,n),resid(n),src(n),srcl(n),dst(n)
CMF$LAYOUT vec(:serial,),w(:serial,),resid()
CMF$LAYOUT src(),srcl(),dst()

In the two-dimensional case where the size of the problem is nI * n2 - n, the array
declarations would be
real vec(nv,nl,n2),w(3,nl,n2),resid(nl,n2)
real src(nl,n2),srcl(nl,n2),dst(nl,n2)
CMF$LAYOUT vec(:serial,,),w(:serial,,),resid(,)
CMF$LAYOUT src(,),srcl(,),dst(,)

On-LineExample.The on-line example illustrates the use of sym_anczos to extract a
few eigenpairs of a discretized Laplace operator in three dimensions. Vectors are represented as three-dimensional arrays, the natural data structure for this problem. Because
the three dimensions are equal, there is a three-fold degeneracy of the eigenvalues. For
that reason the convergence is rather slow even though the largest eigenvalues are
extracted. The tolerance is set close to machine precision to ensure extraction of multiple eigenvalues. For the location of the on-line example, see below.
Acknowledgments.
The symlanczos routine is a CM Fortran adaptation for the CM
of a Fortran77 code written by D. Sorensen and P. Vu at the Center for Research on
Parallel Computation, Rice University (see reference 12 in Section 8.10). The portions
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of the code operating on front-end arrays make use of LAPACK(see reference 16) and
BILASroutines which have been integrated so that symlJanczos is self-contained.

EXAMPLES

Sample CM Fortran code that uses the sym_lanczosroutine can be found on-line in the
s:rubdirectory

eigen/lanczos/cmf /
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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81.9 Selected Eigenvalue and Eigenvector Analysis
Using a k-Step Arnoldi Method
The genarnoldiroutine finds selected solutions
generalized eigenvalue problem
Lx=

,, x} to the real standard or

Bx.

B is symmetric and can be positive semi-definite; it is the identity for the standard eigenproblem.
The algorithm used is a k-step Arnoldi algorithm with implicit restart (see reference 12 in Section 8.10). The gen_arnoldiroutine uses a reverse communication
interface. You must call genarnoldl iteratively; genarnoldireturns control to the
calling program whenever it requires the action of the operator L or B on a vector.
You must supply the routines that perform these actions.
For a detailed description of gen_arnoldiand its associated setup and deallocation
routines, genarnoldlsetup and deallocate_gen_amoldi_setup,
refer to the man
page following this section.
If L is symmetric with respect to B (BL = LTB), you can save significant time by
using sym_ianczos (described in the Version 3.0 CMSSLdocumentation) rather
than gen_amoldi.

8.91.1 The k-Step Arnoldi Algorithm
The k-step Arnoldi algorithm with implicit restart is described in full detail in
reference 12. The k-step Arnoldi algorithm first performs k steps of the Arnoldi
factorization of L,

LV(A)=

Ak)()

+ r(k)ekT

(1)

where V = [vl, v2, ..., vi] has columns orthonormal with respect to B, H is a Hessenberg matrix of order k, and r(k)ekTis called the residual vector. The starting
Amoldi vector vl is generated internally if you set the argument info to 0 on
input; otherwise you must supply it. The goal is to update the original Amoldi
factorization of size k (1) in order to drive the residual vector iteratively to zero.
This is achieved by forcing the starting vector vl into a subspace spanned by the
eigenvectors corresponding to the k desired eigenvalues. This purification of the
starting vector is accomplished by filtering out the components corresponding to
eigenvalues not in the desired portion of the spectrum. To this aim, the sequence
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(1) is advanced nv - k steps further. The Rayleigh-Ritz procedure applied to the
Arnoldi subspace of dimension nv yields approximations to k desired eigenvalues, but also approximations to nv - k unwanted eigenvalues. The filtering

process is done implicitly through QR factorizations of H using those
"unwanted" nv - k Ritz values as shifts. The Arnoldi vectors and the residual are
updated accordingly to yield an updated Amoldi k-step factorization of the same
form as (1). The updated Arnoldi factorization is then advanced again nv - k
steps, and implicit filtering performed. Call this sequence of operations an
Arnoldi update iteration. The k-step method iterates until k Ritz values approximate the k desired eigenvalues to a prescribed accuracy, tol, which defaults to
machine precision.

8.9.2

Input Arguments and Data Structures
The argument k is usually set to the desired number of eigenvalues. The total size
of the Arnoldi subspace, nv, must be at least k or 2k, depending on whether the
eigenvectors are sought, but has no upper bound other than the size of the eigenproblem (or the memory available in the machine). It is generally recommended
that nv = 2k even if eigenvectors are not requested. Taking nv > 2k may enhance
convergence, but this is problem-dependent. The cost of an implicit restart iteration is roughly 2n * nv2 flops.
The nv columns of the matrix V (the Arnoldi vectors) are stored as rows in the
CM array vec(l:nv,...). The current residual vector is stored in the CM array resid.
Internally generated exact shifts (i.e., "unwanted" Ritz values) are used when
iparam(l) = 1. This is the recommended option. However, it is also possible to
supply nv - k external shift values by setting iparam(l) = O0.It may be advantageous to supply the roots of a specially constructed filter polynomial when a
priori knowledge about the spectrum is available. Polynomials of degree higher
than nv - k may be applied in a cyclic fashion, supplying nv - k roots at a time.
The maximum number of Amoldi update iterations is specified in iparam(3).
The real and imaginary parts of the Ritz values are found in the arrays ritzr and
ritzi, stored in work at locations ipntr(6) and ipntr(7), respectively. Residual
bounds are in the array bounds stored in work starting at location ipntr(8). After
the final iteration, the first k values in rtzr and ritzi contain the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the desired eigenvalues, and the k vectors stored in
vec(k+l:2k,...) are the corresponding eigenvectors. In the case of complex conjugate pairs, the eigenvalue with positive imaginary part is always first. Hence, if
thejth and (j+l)st eigenvalues are the conjugate pair a+ip and a-ip, then ritzr(j)
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- ritzr(j+1) = a, ritzi(j) = , and ritzi(j+ ) = -P. Corresponding eigenvectors are
u+iv and u-iv, with u - vec(k+j, :,..., :) and v = vec(k+j+l, :, ... , :).

8.9.3 Reverse Communication Interface
The aim of the reverse communication interface is to isolate the matrix-vector
operations from the k-step Arnoldi code. Such operations are performed by routines you supply, on data structures which are the most natural to the problem at
iteratively. It returns control to the
hand. To this end, you must call gen_amoldl
calling routine whenever the action of operators L or B on vectors is required.
The reverse communication flag, ido, which must be 0 on input to the first call
to genarnoldi,dictates which operator is to be applied. The source and destination vectors are contained in the arrays src and dst, respectively. An extra source
array, srcl, is needed in some cases.
For standard eigenvalue problems, there is no distinction between ido - 1 and ido
- -1. In both cases, the operation y - Lx is required, where x and y are the source
and destination vectors, respectively. For the generalized eigenvalue problem,
the operationy - Lx is always done in two steps, since L is a product of operators.
The only difference between ido = 1 and ido - -1 is that when ido - 1, the product Bx is already available in the array srcl and need not be computed, whereas
it must be computed explicitly when ido - -1. The value ido - -1 is returned by
gen_amoldlat the first iteration to force the starting vector into the range of L
(see reference 14). For generalized eigenproblems, genarnoldl also returns the
value ido = 2, calling for the operation y - Bx to be executed.
We now give examples of reverse communication. We assume the vectors are
represented as one-dimensional arrays:
real resid(n),w(3,n),vec(nv,n),temp_array(n)
real sc (n), srcl (n),dst (n)
CMF$LAYOUT resid(),w(:serial,),vec(:serial,),temp_array()
CMF$LAYOUT src(), srcl(), dst()

and the setup is called successfully:
call gen_arnoldi_setup(resid,vec,w,nv,setup,ier)
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Example

1

Suppose we want to solve Ax = Xx in regular mode (L A and B = 1). Assume
that a call to matvecA(A,x, y) computes y - Ax, and that exact shifts are used.
Reverse communication would occur as follows:
ido - 0
continue

10

&
&

call gen_arnoldi(ido, 'I', which, k, tol, resid, nv, vec,
iparam, sc, scl, dst, ipntr, w, work,
lwork, info,setup)
if

(ido .eq. -1

call matvecA

.or. ido

(A, sc,

.eq. 1) then

dst)

else
stop
end

if

go to 10

)
Example 2

Suppose we want to solve Ax -= x in shift-invert mode. Then L = (A-aI)- l and
B - I; a may be complex. Assume that a call to solve(A, a, x, y) solves (A-al)x
- y (possibly in complex arithmetic), and that exact shifts are used. Reverse communication would occur as follows:

ido
0
continue

10

call gen_arnoldi(ido,

'I', which,

k, tol,

resid,

nv, vec,

iparam, sc, srcl, dst,
ipntr, w, work, lwork, info, setup)

&
&

if (ido .eq. -1 .or. ido .eq. 1) then
call solve (A, sigma, complex_array, sIc)

dst - real(complexarray)
else
stop
end if
go to 10
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Example 3
Suppose now we want to solve Ax = WMx in shift-invert mode. Then L = (A-

aM)-lM and B = M; a may be complex. Assume that a call to matvecM(M,x,y)
computes y = Mx, a call to solve(A, M, a, x, y) solves (A-aM)x = y (possibly in
complex arithmetic), and exact shifts are used. We would have in this case

ido
0
continue

10

&
&

call gen_arnoldi (ido, 'G', which, k, tol, resid,
nv, vec, iparam, src, scl, dst,
ipntr,
if

w, work,

lwork,

info,

setup)

(ido .eq. -1) then

call matvecM (M, src, temp_array)
call solve (A, M, sigma, complex_array, temp_array)

dst - real(complexarray)

else

if

(ido .eq. 1) then

4

call solve (A, M, sigma, complex_array, srcl)
dst - real(complex_array)
else

if

(ido .eq. 2) then

call matvecM(M, src, dst)
else
stop
end
go

if
to 10

8.9.4 Data Layout Requirement
The CM arrays resid, src, srcl, dst, vec, and w must adhere to several constraints
with regard to shape and layout. Arrays resid, src, srcl, and dst each contain a
vector, while vec and w are collections of vectors. You may represent each vector

with an arrayof arbitrarydimension, in the manner that is the most natural with
respect to the matrix-vector operations. Theproduct of the axis extents of the
arrays representing the vectors must be equal to the size of the eigenproblem.
Arrays resid, src, srcl, and dst must have the same shape and layout. Further-
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more, vec and w must each have an extra (instance) axis, which must be the first
axis and must have extent at least nv in vec and at least 3 in w. This axis must
be made local to a processing element so that the vectors, which have identical
shape and layout, are "stacked up" in memory. This is accomplished by declaring
the instance axis :serialin the calling program using a CMF$LAYOUT
directive.
For example, in the one-dimensional case where the size of the eigenproblem is
n, array declarations would be as follows:
real vec(nv,n),w(3,n),resid(n),src(n),srcl(n),dst(n)
CMF$LAYOUT vec(:serial,),w(:serial,),resid()
CMF$LAYOUT src(),srcl(),dst()

In the two-dimensional case where the size of the problem is nI * n2 = n, the
array declarations would be
real vec(nv,nl,n2),w(3,nl,n2),resid(nl,n2)
real src(nl,n2),srcl(nl.n2),dst(nl,n2)
CMF$LAYOUT vec(:serial,,),w(:serial,,),resid(,)
CMF$LAYOUT src(,),srcl(,),dst(,)

8.9.5

On-Line Example
The on-line gen_arnoldiexample is taken from the aeronautical industry. The socalled Tolosa matrix comes from the AerospatialeAircraft Division in Toulouse,
France. It is part of the Harwell-Boeing collection (see reference 18). The eigenvalues with largest imaginary part are of interest to engineers. The matrix is very
sparse with a block structure and is of order N=90+5k where k is an integer
greater than 1. In the example, we choose k-782; hence, N=4000. The default of
normality, which grows exponentially with N for this matrix, accounts for the
discrepancy between the estimated bounds and the actual residuals (see reference
19). For the location of the on-line example, see the man page.

8.9.6

Acknowledgments
The gen_arnoldl routine is a CM Fortran adaptation for the CM of a Fortran77
code written by D. Sorensen and P. Vu at the Center for Research on Parallel
Computation, Rice University (see reference 12). The portions of the code operating on front-end arrays make use of LAPACK(see reference 16) and BLAS
routines which have been integrated so that gen..amoldlis self-contained.
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Selected Eigenvalue and Eigenvector

Analysis Using a k-Step Arnoldi Method
The gen_arnoldi
routine finds selected solutions I{, x} to the real standard or generalized
eigenvalue problem Lx = Bx. B is symmetric and can be positive semi-definite; it is the
identity for the standard eigenproblem. The operator L must be real but not necessarily
symmetric. The algorithm used is a k-step Arnoldi algorithm with implicit restart. The routine uses a reverse communication interface. You must call gen_arnoldliteratively;
gen..amoldl returns control to the calling program whenever it requires the action of the
operator L or B on a vector. You must supply the routines that perform these actions.

SYNTAX

gen._amoldlsetup (resi4 vec, w, nv, setup, ier)
genamoldl

(ido, type, which, k, tol, resi4d nv, vec, iparam, src, srcl, dst, ipnt, w,

work, lwork, info, setup)
deallocate..gen_amoldl_setup (setup)

ARGUMENTS

ido

Scalar integer variable. Reverse communication flag. ido must be
zero on the first call to genamoldi.The gen_amoldlroutine sets
ido to indicate the type of operation to be performed by the calling
program. The calling program has the responsibility of carrying
out the requested operation and calling gen_arnoldl
again. The
values of ido have the meanings listed below. All values except 0
are returned to the calling program.
0

The calling program supplies this value on the
first call to gen.arnoldl.

-1

The calling program must compute y - Lx, where
src contains x
dst contains y
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This value is for the initialization phase, and is
used to force the starting vector into the range of
L.
1

The calling program must compute y = Lx, where
src contains x
dst contains y
srcl contains Bx

2

The calling program must compute y Bx, where
src contains x
dst contains y

3

The calling program must compute and store the
real and imaginary parts of the shifts in the first
2(nv - k) locations of work. This value is returned
only if you previously assigned iparam(l) the
value 0.

99

The computation is complete.

After the initialization phase, when the routine is used in shiftinvert mode (see the Description section below), the vector Bx is
already available; you need not recompute it in forming Lx.
type

which

Front-end string variable declared as character*l. The value you
supply specifies the type of eigenvalue problem, as follows:
'I'

Standard eigenvalue problem, Ax - Ax

'G'

Generalized eigenvalue problem, Ax =- Bx

Front-end string variable declared as character*2. Supply one of
the following values:
'LM'

Compute the k eigenvalues of largest magnitude.

'SM'

Compute the k eigenvalues of smallest
magnitude.
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'LR'

Compute the k eigenvalues with largest real part.

'SR'

Compute the k eigenvalues with smallest real
part.
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'LI'
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Compute the k eigenvalues with largest
imaginary part.

'SI'

Compute the k eigenvalues with smallest
imaginary part.

k

Scalar integer variable. The number of eigenvalues of L to be
computed.

tol

Scalar real variable. The stopping criterion. The relative accuracy
of the jth Ritz value is considered acceptable if bounds(j) <
tol*l(ritzO(l, where ritzj)=ritzrf()+i*ritzi(), and where ritzr(k),

ritzi(k), and bounds(k) are arrays located within work, with
starting locations work(ipntr(6)), work(ipntr(7)), and
work(ipntr(8)), respectively. The error bound bounds(j)
associated with Ritz value ritz(/) is given by the product of the

norm of the current residual and the last component of the
eigenvector corresponding to ritz(). If the tol value you supply is
less than or equal to 0, tol defaults to the machine precision.
resid

Real CM array of rank greater than or equal to 1. The product of
the axis extents must be equal to the size of the eigenproblem. If
you set info to 0, resid is set to a random initial residual vector
internally. If info is not 0, you must supply the initial residual
vector in resid.
Upon final return, resid contains the final residual vector.

inv

Scalar integer variable. The declared extent of the first axis of vec.
Must be less than or equal to the size of the eigenproblem. This
value determines how many Arnoldi vectors are generated at each
iteration. After the startup phase, in which k Arnoldi vectors are
generated, the algorithm generates (nv - k) Arnoldi vectors at each
subsequent update iteration.
If iparam(2) is less than or equal to 0, then nv must be greater than
or equal to k. If iparam(2) is greater than 0, then nv must be
greater than or equal to 2k.
It is generally recommended that nv = 2k even if eigenvectors are
not requested. Taking nv > 2k may enhance convergence, but this
is problem-dependent. The cost of an implicit restart iteration is
roughly 2n * nv 2 flops.
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Real CMarray of rank one greater than that of resid. The first axis
must have extent at least nv and must be serial. The remaining
axes must match the axes of resid in order of declaration, extents,
and layout. Upon successful final return,
*

vec(l:k, :,...,:) are the Arnoldi vectors.

*

If requested by iparam(2), vec(k+l:2k, :,..., :) are the
eigenvectors corresponding to (and in the same order as)
the converged eigenvalues. In the case of complex conjugate pairs, the eigenvalue with positive imaginary part is
always first. Hence, if the jth and (+ l)st eigenvalues are

the conjugatepair a+ip and a-iS, thenritzr(j) - ritzr(+1)
=a, ritzi() = , and ritzi(j+l) -. Correspondingeigenvectors are u+iv and u-iv, with u = vec(k+j,:,..., :) and v
= vec(k+j+l, :, ..., :).
iparam

One-dimensional front-end integer array of length 5.
iparam(l)

Specifies the method for selecting the implicit
shifts. Supply one of the values listed below. The
shifts selected at each iteration are used to filter
out the components of the unwanted eigenvector.
O The shifts are to be provided by the user
via reverse communication when ido = 3.
The real and imaginary parts of the nv
eigenvalues of the Hessenberg matrix H
are returned in the parts of the work array
corresponding to ritzr and rtzi, respectively.

1 genarnoldiapplies exact shifts with
respect to the current Hessenberg matrix
H. Using exact shifts is equivalent to
restarting the iteration from the beginning after updating the starting vector
with a linear combination of Ritz vectors
associated with the desired eigenvalues.

iparam(2) Specifies whether eigenvectors are to be
computed, as follows:
iparam(2) < 0 Compute only the eigenvalues.
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Arnoldi

iparam(2) > 0 Compute both eigenvalues
and eigenvectors.

iparam(3) On input, specifies the maximum number of
Arnoldi update iterations allowed. On return, is

set to the actual number of Arnoldi update
iterations performed.
iparam(4) Block size to be used in the recurrence. Must be
set to 1 in the current release.
iparam(5) On return, specifies the number of converged
eigenvalues, nconv.
src

Real CM array of the same rank, shape, and layout as resid.
Contains the current operand vector x.

srcl

Real CM array of the same rank, shape, and layout as resid.
Contains the vector Bx (used in shift-invert mode).

dst

Real CM array of the same rank, shape, and layout as resid.
Contains the current result vector y.

ipntr

One-dimensional front-end integer array of length 8. On return,
contains pointers to mark the locations in work array for matrices
and/or vectors used by the Arnoldi iteration.
ipntr(l)

Reserved for internal use.

ipntr(2)

Reserved for internal use.

ipntr(3)

Reserved for internal use.

ipntr(4)

Points to the next available location in work that
is untouched by the program.

ipntr(5)

Points to the starting location of the (nv+l) x nv
upper Hessenberg matrix in work.

ipntr(6)

Points to the starting location of the real part of
the Ritz values array, ritzr, in work.

ipntr(7)

Points to the starting location of the imaginary
part of the Ritz values array, ritzi, in work.
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Points to the starting location of the error bounds
array, bounds, in work.

1w

Real CM array with rank one greater than that of resid. The first
axis must have extent at least 3 and must be serial. The remaining
axes must match the axes of resid in order of declaration, extents,
and layout. This array is used internally.

work

Real one-dimensional front-end array of length work. If
iparam(2) is greater than 0, the eigenvectors of the final
Hessenberg matrix (see ipntr(5)) are returned in the first k2
locations of work, stored by columns. When the jth and (+ 1)st

Ritz values are the conjugate pair a+ip and a-ip, the
corresponding eigenvectors are u+iv and u-iv, with u in the (k+j)th
column and v in the (k+j+l)st column.
Iwork

Scalar integer variable. Supply the declared dimension of work.
Must be at least 3nv2 + 6nv.

info

Scalar integer variable. The input value affects the initial residual
vector, as follows:
*

If info = 0, resid is set to a random initial residual vector
internally.

*

If info is not 0, you must supply the initial residual vector

in resid.
On return, info contains one of the following error codes:
O

Normal exit.

1

All possible eigenvalues of the operator L have
been found. nconv = iparam(5) is equal to the
size of the invariant subspace spanning the operator L.

2

The eigenvectors are requested but there is not
enough space in vec to carry out the computation
because nconv > k. To obtain the eigenvectors,
rerun with k equal to nconv = iparam(5).

-2

k must be positive.
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-3

nv must be greater than k (or 2k, when eigenvectors are requested), and less than or equal to the
size of the eigenproblem.

-4

The maximum number of Arnoldi update iterations must be greater than zero.

-5

which must be one of the following: 'LM', 'SM',
'LR', 'SR', 'LI', 'SI'.

-6

type must be 'I' or 'G'.

-7

The length of work is not sufficient.

-8

Error return from the LAPACKHessenberg eigenvalue calculation.

-9

Starting vector is zero.

-9999 Maximum number of Arnoldi update iterations
have occurred.
setup

One-dimensional integer array of length 3. Internal variable.
When you call gen_arnoldl or deallocate_gen_arnoldi_setup,
supply the values returned by gen.arnoldi_setup.

ier

Scalar integer variable. Set to 0 upon successful return. Upon
return from gen_arnoldi_setup,
may contain the following error
codes:
-1

The first dimension of vec or w is not declared
:serial.

-2

The serial dimension of vec or w has extent less
than nv or 3, respectively.

-3

(rank vec), (rank w), and (rank resid + 1) are not
equal.

-4

The sections of vec and w containing the vectors
and indexed by the first dimension do not have
the same shape as resid.
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DESCRIPTION

IntendedUse.The gen_amoldl
routine solves the following eigenproblems:
*

Ax = x, A symmetric, L

= A,

B = I.

* Ax = XMx,M symmetric positive definite, L = M- 1A, B = M.
* Ax = XMx, M symmetric semi-definite, L = Re{(A-aM)-IM, B = M (shift-invert mode, in real arithmetic). If Lx = px and a denotes the complex conjugate
of a, then p = 1/2 [ 1/(X - a) + 1/(k - a) ].
Mx, Msymmetric semi-definite, L = Im{(A-cM)- 1 MJ, B = M (shift-invert mode, in real arithmetic). If Lx = px, then p = 1/2i [ 1/(k - a) - 1/( - a)].

* Ax

-=

][he third and fourth modes above provide the same enhancement for eigenvalues close
to the (complex) shift a. However, as X goes to infinity, the operator L in the fourth
mode dampens the eigenvalues more strongly than does L as defined in the third mode.
Setup and Deallocation. To use gen_arnoldi, follow these steps:
1.

Call gen..arnoldlsetup.

This routine generates three setup IDs and returns them in the array setup of
length 3. You must supply this setup array in all subsequent genarnoldl and
deallocate_gen_arnoldi_setup
calls associated with this setup call.
2.

Call gen_arnoldiiteratively, as described under Reverse Communication
Interface, below.

You can use the same setup array to solve more than one eigenproblem
sequentially, as long as the array geometries are the same. You can also have
more than one setup active at a time.
3.

Call deallocate_gen_arnoldi_setup.

This routine deallocates the memory associated with the three setup IDs.
FReturnedEigenvalues and Eigenvectors.Upon successful final return,
The real parts of the k desired eigenvalues are located in the first k locations of
ritzr. The argument ipntr(6) points to the starting location of the ritzr array
within work.
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The imaginary parts of the k desired eigenvalues are located in the first k loca*

The imaginary parts of the k desired eigenvalues are located in the first k locations of ritzi. The argument ipntr(7) points to the starting location of the ritzi
array within work.

*

If eigenvectors are requested (iparam(2) > 0), the corresponding eigenvectors
are returned in vec(k+1:2k, :, ..., :). In the case of complex conjugate pairs, the
eigenvalue with positive imaginary part is always first. Hence, if the jth and
(j+l)st eigenvalues are the conjugate pair a+ip and a-ip, then ritzrO) =
ritzr(j+l) = a, ritzi(j) = a, and ritzi(j+1) = -f. Corresponding eigenvectors are
u+iv and u-iv, with u = vec(k+j, :, ..., :) and v = vec(k+j+1, :, ..., :).

ReverseCommunicationInterface.The aim of the reverse communication interface
is to isolate the matrix-vector operations from the k-step Arnoldi code. Such operations
are performed by routines you supply, on data structures which are the most natural to
the problem at hand. To this end, you must call gen_amoldiiteratively. It returns control to the calling routine whenever the action of operators L or B on vectors is
required. The reverse communication flag, ido, which must be 0 on input to the first
call to gen_amoldl,dictates which operator is to be applied. For standard eigenvalue
problems, there is no distinction between ido = 1 and ido = -1. In both cases, the operation y = Lx is required, where x and y are the source and destination vectors, src and dst,
respectively. For the generalized eigenvalue problem, the operation y - Lx is always
done in two steps, since L is a product of operators. The only difference between ido =
1 and ido = -1 is that when ido = 1, the product Bx is already available in srcl and need
not be computed, whereas it must be computed explicitly when ido = -1. The value ido
= -1 is returned by genarnoldl at the first iteration to force the starting vector into the
range of L (see reference 17 in Section 8.10). For generalized eigenproblems,
gen_arnoldi
also returns the value ido = 2, calling for the operation y = Bx to be
executed.

NOTES

Use of Array w. Do not use the CM array w as temporary workspace.
DataLayout.The CM arrays resid, src, srcl, dst, vec, and w must adhere to several
constraints with regard to shape and layout. Arrays resid, src, srcl, and dst each contain a vector, while vec and w are collections of vectors. You may represent each vector
with an array of arbitrary dimension, in the manner that is the most natural with respect
to the matrix-vector operations. The product of the axis extents of the arrays representing the vectors must be equal to the size of the eigenproblem. Arrays resid, src, srcl,
and dst must have the same shape and layout. Furthermore, vec and w must each have
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an extra (instance) axis, which must be the first axis and must have extent at least nv in
vec and at least 3 in w.This axis must be made local to a processing element so that the
vectors, which have identical shape and layout, are "stacked up" in memory. This is
accomplished by declaring the instance axis :serial in the calling program using a
C:MF$LAYOUTdirective.

For example, in the one-dimensional case where the size of the eigenproblem is n,
array declarations would be as follows:
real vec(nv,n),w(3,n),resid(n),src(n),srcl(n),dst(n)
CMF$LAYOUT vec(:serial,),w(:serial,),resid()
CMF$LAYOUT src(),srcl(),dst()

In the two-dimensional case where the size of the problem is n * n2 = n, the array
declarations would be
real vec(nv,nl,n2),w(3,nl,n2),resid(nl,n2)
real src(nl,n2),srcl(nl.n2),dst(nl,n2)
CMF$LAYOUT vec(:serial,,),w(:serial,,),resid(,)
CMF$LAYOUT src(,),srcl(,),dst(,)

On-Line Example.The on-line gen_arnoldiexample is taken from the aeronautical
industry. The so-called Tolosa matrix comes from the AerospatialeAircraft Division in
Toulouse, France. It is part of the Harwell-Boeing collection (see reference 18 in Section 8.10). The eigenvalues with largest imaginary part are of interest to engineers. The
matrix is very sparse with a block structure and is of order N=90+5k where k is an
integer greater than 1. In the example, we choose k=782; hence, N=4000. The default
of normality, which grows exponentially with N for this matrix, accounts for the discrepancy between the estimated bounds and the actual residuals (see reference 19). For
the location of the on-line example, see below.
Acknowledgments. The gen.arnoldl
routine is a CM Fortran adaptation for the CM of
a Fortran77 code written by D. Sorensen and P. Vu at the Center for Research on Parallel Computation, Rice University (see reference 12 in Section 8.10). The portions of
the code operating on front-end arrays make use of LAPACK(see reference 18 and
BLAS routines which have been integrated so that genamoldi is self-contained.
We thank S.Godet-Thobie at CERFACS(Centre Europ6en de Recherche et de Formation Avance en Calcul Scientifique) for providing us with the Tolosa matrix and the
routines to build it, which are included in the on-line example.
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EXAMPLES

routine can be found on-line in the
Sample CM Fortran code that uses the gen_arnoldl
subdirectory

eigen/arnoldi/cmf/
of a CMSSLexamples directory whose location is site-specific.
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2-noim:

block cyclic ordering: Vol. 2 623
block cyclic permutations, computation of:

Vo 1 64

VoL 2 621

block gather utility: VoL 2 568

A

block matrix representation:
all-to-all broadcast: Vol. 2 530
all-to-all reduction: Vol. 2 535

all-to-all rotation: Vol.2 519
all_to_all: Vo 2 521, 523
alltoall

broadcast:VoL 2531

all taall

reduce: Vol 2 536

block pentadiagonal systems: VoL 1 268
block scatter utility: VoL 2 568
block sparse matrix operations: Vol. 1 120
block tridiagonal systems: VoL 1 268
block_gather:Vol. 2 568, 571

block_pentadlag_factor
and related

allta,_allsetup: VoL 2 521, 523
arbitrary block sparse matrix operations:
b'oL1 120

routines:

block_sparse_mat_gen_mat_muft:

VoL 1 105

Arnoldi algorithm, implementation: VoL 1
364

Arnoldi routines, selected eigenvaluesand
eigenvectors:

VoL 1 281

block_scatter:VoL 2 568, 571

arbitrary elementwise sparse matrix
operations:

VoL 1 120

VoL 1 364

array conversion utilities: VoL 2 436
axes, column and row: VoL 1 25

VoL 1

120, 134
block_sparse matrix_vectormult
120, 134

VoL 1

block_sparse_setup: VoL 1 120, 134

block_tridiag_factor
and related routines:
YoL 1 281

blocking: Vol. 2 622
blocking factor: VoL 2 624
broadcast, all-to-all: VoL 2 530

B

butterfly computations: VoL 2 397

banded linear solvers
accuracy:

VoL 1 262

algorithms used: VoL 1 255
choosing an algorithm: VoL 1 261
numeric stability: VoL 1 262
setting up data for: VoL 1 263
with pivoting: Vo 1 255
without pivoting: Vol. 1 280
basis transformation:

Vol. 1 315

bi-conjugate gradient algorithm: Vo 1 292
BICSTAB algorithm: VoL 1 293
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CCFFT. See FFT
CGS algorithm: VoL 1 293
CM Fortran/CMSSL interface: VoL 1

47-54
CMF$LAYOUT: VoL 1 26
CMF_ALLOCATE_DETAILED_ARRAY:

1 26
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CMF._NUMBER

OF PROCESSORS:

VoL 1

deallocate_fft_setup:
Vol 2 396, 407, 427
deallocategathersetup: Vol. 2 544, 547

CMOST versions: VoL 1 49
CMSSL library, contents: VoL 1 2

deallocate.grldsparse_setup:
157

cmsl

deallocate_iter_solve: Vol. 1 296

- cmf. h: VoL 1 48

VoL 1 145,

comm_get: VoL 2 601

deallocate_ode_rkfsetup:

comm _send and related routines: VoL 2

deallocate_part_gather_setup: Vol 2 589

6i01

VoL 2 448

deallocatepart_scatter_setup:

comnm_set_optlon:

VoL 2 601

Vo 2595

deallocate_pshlft_setup:
Vol. 2511, 513

comrn_setupand related routines: VoL 2
604
comnmunication compiler: Vol. 2 600
how to use: VoL 2 602
communication primitives: VoL 2 509
compiling: Vol. 1 49
complex-to-complex FFT: VoL 2397

See also FFT

deallocate_scatter_setup:
VoL 2 551, 554
deallocate_sparse_matvec_setup: VoL 1
105, 111
deallocate_sparsevecmat..setup:
105, 111
deallocatesym_lanczossetup:
371

VoL 1
Vol. 1 354,

deallocate_sym_tred: Vo 1 315, 316

complex-to-real FFT: Vol. 2415
See also FFT

deallocate_vec_gather_setup:
Vol. 2 559

complex_from_real: VoL 2 417, 425, 437
compute_fe_block_cyclic.erms:
621, 626

VoL 2

conjugate gradient algorithm: VoL 1 292
conjugate symmetric axis: VoL 2 415
consecutive order: Vol. 2 625
CRFFT. See FFT

deallocate_vecscatter_setup:Vol 2 565

4

deallocate_vp_rng: VoL 2 472, 477,

492-500
dense simplex: VoL 2 457

Detailed FFT. Vol.2 395
differential equations, ordinary: Vol 2 445
dual connectivity array: VoL 2 577

cyclic reduction: VoL 1 259

E

D

eigenanalysis,introduction to routines: VoL
1 311

data types supported: VoL 1 26

eigensystem analysis: VoL 1 309

deallocate_alltoaltoallsetup: VoL 2 521, 523

accuracy:

deallocatebanded:

of dense Hermitian matrices: Vol 1 331
using Jacobi rotations: VoL 1 341

Vol. 1 255, 272

deallocatebanded_solve:

Vol. 1 281

deallocate_block_sparsessetup: VoL 1
120, 134

deallocate_comm_setup:
Vol. 2 601, 604
deallocate_fastrng:

484-492

Vol. 2 472, 477,

Vol 1 331

eigensystem analysis, generalized: VoL 1
336
accuracy:

VoL 1 337

eigenvalues
accuracy of routine: Vol. 1 322

of real symmetrictridiagonal matrices:
VoL 1 321
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selected, using k-step Arnoldi method:

introduction to: Vol. 2 394
library calls: Vol. 2 395
multidimensional (complex-to-complex):
Vo 2 399

Vol. 1 364

selected, using k-step Lanczos method:
VoL 1 346

multidimensional(RCFF I and CRFFT):
Vo 2 419

eigelivectors
accuracy of routine: Vol 1 325
applicability of routine: Vol 1 326
of real symmetric tridiagonal matrices:

multiple instance (complex-to-complex):
VoL 2 399

multiple-instance (RCFFT and CRFFr):

VoL 1 325

Vol 2 419
optimization (complex-to-complex): Vo
2 398
performance (complex-to-complex): Vol

performance of routine: Vol.1 327
se]Lected,using k-step Arnoldi method:
VoL 1 364

selected, using k-step Lanczos method:

2401
performing (CRFFT and RCFFT): Vo 2

Vo 1 346

element nodes array: Vo 2 576

425
real-to-complex: Vol 2 415
Simple: VoL 2 395
twiddle factors: Vol 2 397

elemientwise consecutive order: VoL 2 625
elemientwise sparse matrix operations: Vol
.1 105

example code: VoL 1 53
executing CMSSL programs: Vo 1 49
extract and deposit vector: Vo 2 617

fit: VoL 2 395, 407
ft_detailed: VoL 2 395, 396, 407, 411-437
f_setup: VoL 2 395, 407, 425, 427
finite element numbering: Vo 2 578

F

Fourier transform. See FFT

Fast Fourier Transform.See FFT

G

Fast RNG: VoL 2 471
period of: VoL 2 477

gather operation

fast..mg: VoL 2 472, 484-491
fast_mgresidue: VoL 2478, 484-491
fast..rng..statefield:

VoL 2 478, 484-491

defined: VoL 2 544
examples: Vo 2 545
gather utility: VoL 2 544
gather, block: Vo 2 568

FastGraph: VoL 2 608

gather, partitioned: Vol 2 588

FFT
anray conversion utilities: Vol. 2 436
bit ordering: VoL 2 397
bit reversal: VoL 2 397
complex-to-complex: VoL 2 397
coimplex-to-real: VoL 2 415

gather, vector: VoL 2 557

data orderings (RCFFT and CRFFT):
Vo 2 416
Detailed: VoL 2 395
implementation (complex-to-complex):
VoL 2 401

implementation (RCFFT and CRFFT):
Vo 2 421
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Gauss-Jordan system solver: VoL 1 229,
235-238
stability and performance: Vo 1 231
Gaussian elimination: Vo 1 169
numerical stability: VoL 1 170
with external storage: VoL 1 238, 239
with pairwise pivoting: Vo 1 259

Gaussian elimination,pipelined: VoL1 257
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gblllen_2_norm:

gentridiagfactor

Vo 1 65

gbl leninner..product and related

gen_vector_matrix_multand related

routines: VoL 1 58
gen_:2_norm:

routines:

Vo 1 65

gen amoldi and related routines: Vol. 1
3;64, 371

genlbandedfactor

Vol. 1 255, 272

genlbandedsolve:

VoL 1 255, 272

geniLinvert:

VoL 1 229, 232-235

gen.jLsolve:

VoL 1 229, 235-239

generalized eigensystem analysis: VoL 1
336
VoL 1 292

generatedual:

Vol 2 583

global axis: Vol. 1 26

GMRES algorithm: VoL 1 292

VoL 1 84

geninnerproduct

and related routines:

grid sparse matrix operations: Vol 1 145

'oL. 58

genlter..solve and related routines: VoL1
296
and related routines: Vol 1

172

gen_lufactor_ ext: Vol 1 239
genlu_solve..ext:

Vo 1 79

generalized minimal residual algoithm:

gen_linflnity_norm:

gen_lufactor

and related routines:

VoL 1 281

grid sparse matrix representation:
146

VoL 1

grid_sparse_maten_matmult:
145, 157

VoL 1

gridsparse_matrix_vector_mult:
145, 157

Vol. 1

gridsparsesetup:

VoL 1 145, 157

Vo 1 239

gen_nat_block_sparsematmult

VoL 1

0

H

120, 134
gen_mat_gridsparse_mat_mult:

Vol 1

145, 157
genmat_sparse_mat_muft:

Vo 1 105, 111

gen_matrix_multand related routines: Vo
1 89

header file: VoL 1 48
histogram: VoL 2501, 504-506
how to: Vo 2 502

histogramrange: Vo 2 501, 506-508
Householder transformations:

gennatrix_mult..ext:

Vo 1 187

Vo 1 96

gen_rnatrixtranspose: Vol.2 542-547
gen_rnatrixvectormult and related
routines: VoL 1 74

gen..outerproduct and related routines:
l. 1 69

gen_.entadiag_factor and related routines:

I

ill-conditioned systems: Vo 1 203
infinity norm:

Vol 1 83

Initializefastrng:

VoL 2 472, 484-491

initialize vp_mg: Vo 2 472, 492
inner product: Vol 1 56

Tl. 1 281
gen_qlrfactor and related routines: VoL 1
208
gen_qlrfactor_ext:

Vol 1 245

genqlr_solve_ext:

VoL 1 245

gensimplex: Vol 2 462

inverse iteration algorithm: Vo 1 325
iterative solvers:

Vol 1 291

J
Jacobi rotations: VoL 1 341
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RNGs:

L
Lanczos algorithm: Vol 1 346
convergence properties: Vol. 1 348
data layout requirements: Vo 1 352, 368
implementation:

Vol. 1 346

input arguments and data structures: Vol.
1 347, 365
reverse communication interface: Vol 1

349,366

Vol. 1 37

N
NEWS-to-send reordering: Vol 2 633
newsto.send: Vol. 2 634
non-local axis: Vol 1 26
numeric stability: Vol 1 37
definition:

Vol 1 37

Lanczos routines, selected eigenvalues and
eigenvectors: Vol. 1 346

numerical complexity: VoL 1 38

least squares decomposition, with external
storage: VoL 1 244

O

least squares solution, with external

ode rkf and related routines: Vol. 2 448

storage:

Vol 1 245

linking: Vol 1 49

on-line examples: VoL 1 53

load balancing: Vol. 2 622
local array elements: Vol. 1 26
local axis: Vol 1 26

on-line man pages: VoL 1 53
ordinary differential equations: VoL 2 445
out-of-core LUroutines:

look-ahead Lanczos algorithm: Vol. 1 293
LUdecomposition:

ODEs: VoL2 445

Vol. 1 169

with external storage: Vo 1 238
LU sate, saving and restoring: Vo 1 171

Vol 1 238

out-of-core matrix multiplication: VoL 1 95
out-of-core QR routines: Vo 1 244
outer product: VoL 1 68

P

M
man pages, on-line: Vol. 1 53
matrix inversion: Vol. 1 229, 232-234
stability and performance: Vol 1 231
matrix multiplication: Vol 1 87
with external storage: Vol 1 95

parallel bisection algorithm: Vol 1 321
partgather and related routines: VoL 2
589
part_scatterand related routines: Vol 2
595

matrix transpose: Vol 2 541

partvectorgather and related routines:
Vol 2 589

matrix vector multiplication: Vol 1 73

and related routines:
part_vector_scatter

mesh, unstructured, partitioning of: Vol 2
575
multiple instances: Vol. 1 29
all-to-all rotation: Vol 1 37
Fast Fourier transforms: Vo 1 36
how to specify: VoL 1 31

matrix vector multiplication example:
VoL 1 34

polyshift:

Vo 1 37

QR solver example: Vol. 1 34
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Vol 2 595
partitlon_mesh: VoL 2583

partitioned gather utility: Vol 2 588
partitioned scatter utility: Vol 2 594

partitioning of unstructured mesh: Vol 2
575

partitioning permutation: Vol 2 580
pentadiagonal systems: Vol 1 263
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390
390

CMSSL--for-CM----r-r

pennutation, along an axis: VoL 2 629

realfrom_complex: Vol 2 437

permutations, block cyclic: VoL 2 621

reduction to tridiagonal form: VoL1 315

VoL 2

matrixaxlsfrom_fe:
permnute_cm_
629, 630

reinitialize_fastmg:

pipelined Gaussian elimination: VoL 1 257
pointers, renumbering of: Vo 2 581
pointers, reordering of: VoL 2 575, 581
polyshift operation. See PSHIFT

VoL 2 484-491

Vol 2 492
reinitialize_vp_mng:
renumber..pointers:VoL 2 583

renumbering of pointers: VoL2 581
reorderpointers:

processing element: Vol 1 26

VoL 2583

reordering of pointers: VoL 2 575, 581

PSHIFT
operation: VoL.2 510
optimization recommendations:
512

reduction, all-to-all: Vol 2 535

restarted generalized minimal residual
algorithm:

VoL 2

VoL 1 292

restarted GMRES algorithm: VoL 1 292

pshift: VoL 2513

restore_fastrngjtemps: VoL 2 473, 484

pshift and related routines: VoL 2 510

restoregen_lu:

pshlft_setup: VoL 2 510,513

restorevpng_temps: Vol 2 473, 492

pshlft_setup_looped: VoL 2 510, 513

reverse communication interface: Vol 1
349, 366

Q

RNG
alternate stream checkpointing: Vol. 2
473

QMR algorithm: Vol. 1 292

alternate-stream checkpointing: Vol.2

QR factorization

480
checkpointing: Vol. 2 477
Fast: Vol 2 471
fast and VP compared: Vol 2 472
implementation: Vol. 2 473

See also QR routines
with external storage: VoL 1 244, 245
QR factors:

VoL 1 190, 195

QR routines:

VoL 1 187

period of a: Vo 2 477

blocking and load balancing: VoL 1 194
Householder

Vo 1 172

algorithm:

safety checkpointing: Vol. 2 473, 479
saving and restoring: Vol. 2 479

Vo 1 191

numerical stability: VoL 1 203
piroting option:

state tables: Vol.2 474-478

Vol. 1 203

QR state, saving and restoring: Vol 1 207
quasi-minimal residual algorithm: Vol. 1
292

VP: Vol. 2471
Runge-Kutta method: Vol. 2 445

S

R

sample code: Vo 1 53

random number generators. See RNG

save_fast_rng_temps:
Vo 2 473, 478, 484

range histogram: Vol 2 506-508

save_gen_lu: Vol. 1 172

RCFFT.See FFT

save_vp_rngtemps: VoL 2 473, 478, 492

real-:to-complex FF1: VoL 2 415

scatter operation

See also FFT

defined: Vol 2551
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Ineix
Inde x

391
391--

-I--------------

example: Vol 2 552

sparse_vecmat_mult: Vol. 1 105, 111

scatter utility: Vol. 2 551

sparse_vecmatsetup:

scatter, block: Vol 2 568

stability, definition: Vol. 1 37

scatter, partitioned: Vo 2 594

statistical analysis: Vol. 2 501-508

scatter, vector: VoL 2 563

subgrid:

scattering:

substructuring:

Vol 1 103

Vol. 1 105, 111

Vol. 1 26
Vo 1 259

send-to-NEWS reordering: VoL 2 633

symJacobieigensystem:

send.tonews: Vol.2 634

sym_lanczosand related routines: Vol 1
346, 354

Simple FFI

Vo 2 395

simpliex: VoL 2457
algorithm: Vol 2 457
degeneracy: Vol 2 460
reinversion: VoL 2 459
vertices and bases: Vol 2 458
SPAitC processing node: Vol. 1 26
sparse gather utility: Vol. 2 544
sparse matrices, storage of: Vol. 1 105

sparse matrix operations

Vo 1 341, 342

sym_to_tridlag: Vol 1 315, 316
sym_tred:Vol. 1 315, 316
sym.tredeigensystem:

Vol 1 331, 332

sym.tred_geneigensystem:

VoL 1 336,

338
sym_tridiagelgenvalues:

Vol 1 321, 323

symtrdiag.._eigenvectors: Vol 1 325, 328

T

arbitrary block: Vol. 1 120
arbitrary elementwise: Vo 1 105

trace

arbitrary sparse matrices: Vol. 1 101
gathering and scattering: Vol. 1 103

in communication compiler: Vol 2 600
in sparse matrix operations: Vol. 1 107,
122

grid: VoL 1 145

optimization recommendations: Vo 1
104
storage representations: Vol. 1 102

transpose operation: Vo 2 541
transpose, matrix: Vo 2 541

sparse scatter utility: Vo 2 551

tridlagto..sym: Vol 1 315, 316

sparse vector scatter utility: Vo 2 563

tridiagonal form, reduction to: VoL 1 315

sparse_mat_gen_mat_mult:

tridiagonal systems: VoL 1 263

VoL 1 105, 111

spars;ematvec_mult: Vol. 1 105, 111

twiddle factors for FFT: VoL 2 397

sparsae_matvec_setup:Vol. 1 105, 111

two-norm: Vol. 1 64

spars;e_util gather: Vol. 2 544, 547

sparse_util_gather_setup:
Vol. 2 544, 547
sparse_util_scatter:Vol. 2 551, 554

U

unstructured mesh, partitioning of: Vol.2
575

sparse_util_scatter_setup:
Vol.2 551, 554
spars;e_util_vec_..gatherVol. 2 559

spars;e_utilvecgather..setup:Vol. 2 559
spars;e_util_vecscatter:Vol 2 565
spars;e_utilvec_scatter_setup: Vol. 2 565
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V

vector gather operation
defined: Vol.2 557
examples: Vol. 2557

9a

392

vector gather utility: VoL 2 557
vector matrix multiplication: Vo 1 78
vector move: VoL 2 617

vector scatter operation
defined: VoL 2563
examples: VoL 2 563
vector unit: Vo 1 26
vector_block_sparse_matrix_mult Vol I

120, 134

CMSSLfor CM Fortran

vectorjrid_sparse_matrix_mult:
145, 157

Vol 1

vectormove: Vo 2 618
vector_move_utils:Vo 2 618

VP RNG: VoL2 471
See also RNG
period of: VoL 2 477
vp_mg: VoL 2 472, 492
vp_rng_residue:VoL 2 478, 492
vp_mg_state_feld:VoL 2 478, 492
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